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ABSTRACT 

The prepositional phrases (PPs) of the Greek New Testament, while syntactically on the periphery of 

the sentence, often carry a significant information load semantically and theologically.  They account 

for a considerable portion of epistle material, and pose a challenge for both exegete and translator.  

Can the linguistic tool of semantic role analysis be used as an exegetical tool for their interpretation?  

This thesis, a cross-discipline study involving both linguistic and biblical aspects whose purpose is to 

explore the meaning of such PPs, suggests that it can.  By identifying and defining the roles of each 

preposition on the basis of exegetically straightforward examples, the meaning of exegetically more 

elusive PPs may be more clearly seen, or at least the possible exegetical choices more clearly stated 

(chap.1). 

The meaning of the 17 'proper' prepositions of koinh/ Greek may be approached from 3 perspectives 

– lexical, grammatical and contextual.  All three are relevant, but the thesis focusses particularly on 

the grammatical perspective.  Case grammar, within an eclectic, functional view of grammar, is the 

chosen 'model' of analysis (chap.2). 

Syntactically, PPs may be attached to a noun or a verb.  They may consist of a single noun or a 

complex Noun Phrase (chap. 3).  Semantically, the roles of PPs are established largely on their 

relationship to the Predicate (chap. 4).  Of the 12 major roles (Agent, Effector, Patient, Experiencer, 

Theme, Benefactive, Comitative, Locative, Time, Means, Measure and Motivation), PPs may 

signal nearly all, and in particular, the 5 last (Circumstantial) roles (chap. 5).  The roles of dia/, e)n, e)pi/ 

and kata/ are discussed in detail (chap. 6), and connected text from Luke and Ephesians provides 

role analysis of all the PPs (chap 7). 

The translation of PPs involves, in addition to the choice of semantic role, (1) awareness of how 

much implicit information is carried by a phrase such as e)n Xrist%= and to what degree it should be 

made explicit; and (2) what resources the Receptor language has for rendering the local, 

metaphorical and extended uses of PPs (chap. 8).  Further research might include studies of the 

remaining prepositions, a comparison of Petrine and Johannine with Pauline use of PPs, and the 

linguistic devices available in other languages to render the PPs of koinh/ Greek (chap. 9). 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

1.0   Introduction 
1.1   Reason and purpose 
1.2   Thesis – theme and outline 
1.3   Some cautions 
1.4   On terms and text 
1.5   Acknowledgements 
1.6   Abbreviations 

1.0   INTRODUCTION 

EVENTEEN SMALL SIGNALS - none more than four letters long, yet carrying responsibility for 

signalling the relationship of the following nominal phrase to the rest of the clause or 

sentence.  Small but significant, few but important, the 17 'proper' prepositions of koinh/ Greek, and 

the phrases they introduce, indicate between them actor and agency, manner and measure, 

instrument and intention, sphere and source, range and reference. 

 

Syntactically, prepositional phrases (PPs) form the outer layer of the sentence, beyond the inner 

layer of Predicate, Subject, Object and Indirect Object.  But they account for a large part of the 

total text and carry a significant share of the semantic load. 

In alpahabetical order the seventeen are a)na/, a)nti/, a)po/, dia/, ei)j, e)k, e)n, e)pi/, kata/, meta/, para/, peri/, 

pro/, pro//j, su/n, u(pe/r, u(po/.  One is tempted to look for groupings, or to display the relationships 

between the prepositions visually, as has been done (e.g. Metzger, 1969, 80).  Indeed, it is easy to 

display the 7 most frequently occurring ones, the 'end' and 'medial' prepositions, as follows: 

e)npro/j

e)pi/

a)po/

e)k

dia/

ei)j

 

Almost all the prepositions are of interest in their use.  I have limited myself to the particular study 

of four – e)n, e)pi/, dia/ and kata/, though the others are included in the overall survey of chapter 5. 
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1.1   REASON AND PURPOSE 

'Why did the chicken cross the road?' 

• 'Because it was chased by a cat.' 

• 'To get to the other side.' 

• 'It wanted to explore new worlds.' 

The possible answers to this ancient quip illustrate the multiple response that can be prompted by 

the English question word 'why?' 

'Because ...' introduces a reason, and is the commonly expected response to 'why?'  'Why are you 

looking glum?'  'Because I have a headache.' 

'To get to the other side' expresses purpose.  'Why are you going into town?'  'To get my hair cut/to 

do some shopping/for some exercise.'  

'It wanted to' – motivation.  The most powerful driving force of all, which can supersede a stated 

reason or purpose.  There are often hidden agendas and personal motivations underlying outward 

activities and apparent causes. 

Likewise, there is a threefold response to the question 'Why this study?'  

REASON 

Here are three pieces of New Testament text, one each from Luke, Ephesians and Titus.  The 

prepositional phrases are underlined. 

Luke 10.30-35 

30 ãAnqrwpo/j tij kate/bainen a)po\ ¹Ierousalh\m ei¹j ¹IerixwÜ kaiì lvstaiÍj perie/pesen, oiá kaiì 

e)kdu/santej au)to\n kaiì plhga\j e)piqe/ntej a)ph=lqon a)fe/ntej h(miqanh=. 

31 kata\ sugkuri¿an de\ i¸ereu/j tij kate/bainen e)n tv= o(d%½ e)kei¿nv kaiì i¹dwÜn au)to\n 

a)ntiparh=lqen: 

32 o(moi¿wj de\ kaiì Leui¿thj [geno/menoj] kata\ to\n to/pon e)lqwÜn kaiì i¹dwÜn a)ntiparh=lqen.   

33 Samari¿thj de/ tij o(deu/wn hÅlqen kat' au)to\n kaiì i¹dwÜn e)splagxni¿sqh, 
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34 kaiì proselqwÜn kate/dhsen ta\ trau/mata au)tou= e)pixe/wn eÃlaion kaiì oiånon, e)pibiba/saj 

de\ au)to\n e)piì to\ iãdion kth=noj hÃgagen au)to\n ei¹j pandoxeiÍon kaiì e)pemelh/qh au)tou=. 

35 kaiì e)piì th\n auÃrion e)kbalwÜn eÃdwken du/o dhna/ria t%½ pandoxeiÍ kaiì eiåpen, ¹Epimelh/qhti 

au)tou=, kaiì oÀ ti aÄn prosdapanh/svj e)gwÜ e)n t%½ e)pane/rxesqai¿ me a)podw¯sw soi.  

Ephesians 1.5-8. 

5 proori¿saj h(ma=j ei¹j ui¸oqesi¿an dia\ ¹Ihsou= Xristou= ei¹j au)to/n, kata\ th\n eu)doki¿an tou= 

qelh/matoj au)tou=,  

6 ei¹j eÃpainon do/chj th=j xa/ritoj au)tou= hÂj e)xari¿twsen h(ma=j e)n t%½ h)gaphme/n%. 

7 e)n %Ò eÃxomen th\n a)polu/trwsin dia\ tou= aiàmatoj au)tou=, th\n aÃfesin tw½n paraptwma/twn, 

kata\ to\ plou=toj th=j xa/ritoj au)tou= 

8 hÂj e)peri¿sseusen ei¹j h(ma=j, e)n pa/sv sofi¿# kaiì fronh/sei.  

Titus 1.1-5 

1 Pau=loj dou=loj qeou=, a)po/stoloj de\ ¹Ihsou= Xristou= kata\ pi¿stin e)klektw½n qeou= kaiì 

e)pi¿gnwsin a)lhqei¿aj th=j kat' eu)se/beian 

2 e)p' e)lpi¿di zwh=j ai¹wni¿ou, hÁn e)phggei¿lato o( a)yeudh\j qeo\j pro\ xro/nwn ai¹wni¿wn, 

3 e)fane/rwsen de\ kairoiÍj i¹di¿oij to\n lo/gon au)tou= e)n khru/gmati, oÁ e)pisteu/qhn e)gwÜ kat' 

e)pitagh\n tou= swth=roj h(mw½n qeou=, 

4 Ti¿t% gnhsi¿% te/kn% kata\ koinh\n pi¿stin, xa/rij kaiì ei¹rh/nh a)po\ qeou= patro\j kaiì 

Xristou= ¹Ihsou= tou= swth=roj h(mw½n. 

5 Tou/tou xa/rin a)pe/lipo/n se e)n Krh/tv, iàna ta\ lei¿ponta e)pidiorqw¯sv kaiì katasth/svj 

kata\ po/lin presbute/rouj, w¨j e)gw¯ soi dietaca/mhn,  

It is immediately obvious how different are the functions of the prepositional phrases in the gospel 

and epistle material.  In the Luke extract, the PPs are straightforward locationals or temporals, with 

the exception of the idiom 'by chance' in verse 31.  In the Ephesians passage, the PPs express 

abstract or extended functions of purpose, agency, beneficiary and specification etc.  This passage 

also shows, incidentally, what a high proportion of epistle material can be PPs.  In the Titus extract, 

the same preposition, kata/, occurs five times, with one kata/ phrase occuring inside another (verse 

1), and all five providing exegetical differences, and, in verse 1, exegetical difficulty.  Not all PPs in 
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the gospels are locatives of time and place; not all PPs in the epistles have extended roles, but these 

extracts reflect the overall difference. 

In my experience as a translation consultant, some of the PPs of the epistles have been the hardest 

exegetical nuts to crack, and it is because of this that I have been prompted to consider a special 

study of them. 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this study of PPs in the Greek New Testament is therefore: 

• to elucidate the meaning of some of the exegetically more complex prepositional phrases (i.e 

those whose meaning is harder to identify, or which are open to more than one interpretation), by 

using the tool of semantic role analysis.  The thesis does not claim to 'solve' all exegetical 

problems involving PPs, but rather to sharpen and clarify the options. 

• in so doing, to explore the usefulness of semantic roles as a tool in this kind of study. 

I had a third and major purpose:  to examine and analyse the translation of such phrases into non-

Indo-European languages.  Are there any practical tips to be learned from such translations that 

might benefit other translators?  The advice was that this was too large a topic for inclusion in the 

thesis.  Some pointers have been given in the chapter on translation, and it is touched on in the 

concluding postscript.  I believe this is a key issue and would be worth pursuing. 

MOTIVATION 

My underlying motivation in this project is: 

• to provide some practical help for our translation colleagues within SIL in the exegesis and 

translation of PPs in the New Testament, particularly in the epistles. 

• to gain further personal knowledge of the structure and meaning of the text of the Greek New 

Testament. 

1.2   THESIS – THEME AND OUTLINE 

Theme:  The prepositional phrases in the Greek New Testament cover a wide range of meanings.  

My thesis is that if, on the basis of exegetically straightforward examples, we can delimit and define 
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the set of semantic roles signalled by each preposition, it will then at least be possible to establish 

what exegetical choices of role are available in the interpretation of more difficult examples.  There 

are problems (see the next section), but the attempt has seemed worthwhile. 

The use of semantic roles can surely trace its lineage back to the case studies of the classical 

grammarians.  The uses of the accusative case were listed, for example, as  

Accusative of Inner Object (Cognate Accusative) 

Accusative of Outer Object 

Accusative of Extent 

Accusative of Respect 

Accusative of Motion 

Adverbial Accusative 

This is clearly an analysis of the same territory.  Indeed, the traditional studies, not to be thrown out 

of the window by current linguistic studies, covered a wider territory than the PPs alone, since they 

accounted for all the relationships of the Oblique cases of nouns to the rest of the sentence. 

Note that this study also bears comparison to the propositional (not prepositional!) study of 

Beekman and Callow in Translating the Word of God (1974).  Propositional analysis is a 

hierarchical analysis of semantic structure ranging from components of meaning (below the 'word' 

level) to relationships between clauses.  (See especially chapter 17, 267ff)  I trust that this study, 

which focusses specifically on prepositional phrases within the clause, does not make statements 

which are inconsistent with that work1. 

Information on the prepositions can indeed be found in the standard lexicons and grammars.  In 

these should be included Louw and Nida's Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament based on 

Semantic Domains (UBS, 1988, 2 vols.), which contains illuminating comments hidden in its vast 

material, especially in sections 89, 'Relations', and 90, 'Case', Kittel's Theological Dictionary of the 

New Testament, and Harris' full, lucid and helpful 'Prepositions and Theology in the Greek New 

Testament'2.  I have also appreciated the comments in Zerwick's Biblical Greek (1963).  

 
1 A fuller treatment of propositional analysis will appear in Kathleen Callow's forthcoming book, Man and Message. 
2 The Appendix to Vol 3 of NIDNTT.  I consulted this, with profit, after the major work on the thesis was completed, 
and was encouraged by the confirmation of conclusions reached which it gave. 
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Nevertheless this project, which has sought to examine the prepositional phrases from a different 

perspective, has been for me an interesting and illuminating study, which I trust may have value for 

others also. 

Outline:  Chapter 2 provides the overall approach and the grammatical 'toolbox' used in the study.  

Chapter 3 examines the syntax i.e. the surface structure, of prepositional phrases.  Chapters 4 and 5 

establish the model for analysing the deeper 'semantic roles' which indicate the relationship between 

a predicate and its arguments. 

These three chapters (3, 4 and 5) lay the foundation for the application of the model to the four 

prepositions dia/, e)n, e)pi/ and kata/, and the phrases they introduce, in chapter 6, and to connected 

text in chapter 7.  Chapter 8 turns to the question of the translation of PPs.  The work concludes 

with a Postscript and select bibliography. 

Notes: 

(1)  To gain quick access to the 12 major semantic roles established, see the listing of roles on page 

88 (sect. 5.2), and the chart of prepositions and semantic roles at the end of chap. 5. 

(2)  One further comment should be noted.  In chapters 5 and 6 in particular, I have used a large 

number of illustrative verses from the Greek New Testament, rather than taking a few in great 

exegetical detail i.e. I have chosen breadth rather than depth of illustration. 

1.3   SOME CAUTIONS 

A number of cautions should be mentioned.  I have been reminded again and again, from reading 

and my own study, that the assigning of semantic roles to syntactic structures is a treacherous 

matter.  It is a subjective field of study.  'The sheer confusion and variety of case schemes may well 

make the beginner in case grammar pause.' (Longacre 1976, 24) 

1.  The criteria, both semantic and syntactic, for distinguishing and defining the semantic roles must 

be established.  But there may be a tension between the syntactic, surface level and the semantic, 

deeper level.  The semantics is grammatically independent of the syntax; yet it is both reflected in 

and constrained by the syntax, and the syntax cannot be ignored. 
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2.  There is a 'central area of confidence', a nuclear certainty, in distingishing the roles.  But at the 

boundaries, there can be, as so often in categorisation, an area of 'fuzz' or ambiguity, even overlap.  

The distinction between Theme and Topic, Domain and Target, or Means and Manner is not always 

easy to determine.  We recognise and accept clear centres and fuzzy peripheries. 

All this is not surprising, of course, inasmuch as the early use of the prepositions was locative3, and 

they developed into doing duty for a wide range of relationships. 

3.  The use of English examples can be a snare, since there are many alternative ways of saying the 

same thing, and differences may be apparent rather than real. e.g. Judging by results, it was a 

success.  Judged on the basis of results, it was a success.  Are these the same or different?  

Conversely, we have a notorious set such as: 

He ate his pizza with a friend. 

He ate his pizza with a knife and fork. 

He ate his pizza with a salad. 

He ate his pizza with much enjoyment. 

The English examples, of course, are intended to illustrate a point, not prescribe how the Greek 

equivalent is behaving. 

4.  There is also danger in the English glosses or in the English translations.  'In translation we often 

give not the real meaning of the word, but the total idea, ... One of the chief difficulties in syntax is 

to distinguish between the Greek idiom and the English translation of the idiom plus context' 

(Robertson, 456).  One's analytical decision must be based on the Greek, not on the English 

rendering of it4. 

This caution applies also, of course, to round-the-table discussions in English (or any other 

language) at the translation table.  Not infrequently the discussion may be skewed by the major 

language translation (English, French, German ...) or by the back-translation of the Receptor 

                                                           
3 Robertson, quoting Delbrück [Vergl. Synt., I, p. 659] says: 'Delbrück goes a bit further and says that originally the 
prepositions were place-adverbs.' 
4 It has been interesting and instructive to see how English translations have rendered the prepositional phrases.  
Inasmuch as they may reflect an exegetical choice of role, they have been useful, and I have frequently included them, 
particularly in chapter 6. 
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Language (RL) into a major language.  The discussion sometimes revolves round a term or 

construction in the intermediate language rather than the source or receptor langauge. 

5.  Labels and definitions can elude one's grasp also, when trying to define semantic roles rigorously.  

To define precisely terms such as domain, extent, circumstance or sphere is a challenge. 

In spite of these uncertainties, it has seemed worth the experiment of applying the concept of 

semantic roles to the study of Greek prepositional phrases. 

1.4   ON TERMS AND TEXT 

Terms:  With the exception of the names for syntactic slots and semantic roles, there is little in the 

way of technical terminology.  Grammatical terms are used in their accepted senses.  I do comment 

at the appropriate point on slot and role labels.  Here I have been encouraged to use currently 

accepted terms (though in fact there are differences of opinion), even when I do not like them 

('Patient' for instance!).  I finally opted for Agent, which is more commonly used than Actor, even 

though it is similar to Agency.  I use ACTOR as a cover term for a group of roles. 

Text:  It has not seemed necessary for the purposes of this paper to become involved with detailed 

textual matters, though they have been occasionally noted.  I have used the UBS 4th Edition (on 

computer) and Nestlé 26/UBS 3rd Edition (also on computer) as well as other versions. 

1.5   ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

I have been grateful to my senior supervisor, Dr. Douglas de Lacey (Cambridge) for his 

encouragement, as well as for his questions and comments on successive drafts;  and also to my 

second supervisor, Dr. John Callow (SIL), who has made extensive comments which I have greatly 

appreciated.  At an earlier stage, Dr. Ivan Lowe (SIL) loaned books, gave advice and challenged me 

with provocative questions which proved fundamentally helpful.  My sincere thanks go to all three 

for helping me refine and define my thinking.  Others have encouraged me along the way, especially 

my husband who has been completely supportive and patient with his study-bound wife. 

____________________ 

'The prepositions will richly repay one's study, and often the whole point of a sentence turns on the 

prepositions.' (Robertson, 636).   I would concur with Robertson's comment. 
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1.6   ABBREVIATIONS 

Biblical books: 

Mt, Mk, Lu, Jo, Ac, Ro, 1C, 2C, Ga, Eph, Php, Co, 1Th, 2Th, 1T, 2T, Ti, Phm, He, Jm, 1P, 2P, 

1J, 2J, 3J, Jd, Rev. 

English Versions: 

JB Jerusalem 

KJV King James 

LB Living Bible 

NEB New English Bible 

NIV New International Version 

Ph Phillips 

RSV Revised Standard Version 

TEV Today's English Version 

All = All 8 of the above  (from 'Eight Translation New Testament' 1974. 

 Wheaton, IL: Tyndale.) 

Br Bruce:  Expanded Paraphrase of the Epistles of Paul  (includes the 1881 RV also) 

CEV Contemporary English Version - The Bible for Today's Family. 

M Moffat, James:  A New Translation of the New Testament.  (Hodder and Stoughton.  1949 

edition). 

NRSV New Revised Standard Version. 

REB Revised English Bible 

RV Revised Version of 1881 

TT The Translator's Translation (BFBS, 1973) 

W Weymouth, R.F:  The New Testament in Modern Speech (1929, Clarke, 5th Edition). 
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Grammatical terms: 

CC Clause constituents 

A Amplifier 

B Oblique 

D Discourse marker 

I Item 

IO Indirect Object 

L Link 

O Object 

P Predicate 

S Subject 

V Vocative 

 

AP Adverbial phrase 

NP Nominal phrase 

PP Prepositional phrase 

VP Verb phrase 

 

Other abbreviations: 

A-G Arndt-Gingrich:  A Greek Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian 

Literature 

BDF Blass, Debrunner and Funk:  A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and Other Early  

 Christian Literature.  See Bibliography for full details. 



2.   PROLEGOMENA 

2.1   Definition and historical note 
2.2   Improper prepositions 
2.3   Approach to meaning 
2.4   Grammatical model 
2.5   The clause 
2.6   Levels of analysis 
2.7   Summary 

EFORE DISCUSSING SEMANTIC ROLE ANALYSIS in detail and its application to the 

prepositional phrases of the Greek New Testament, this chapter will provide some 

background material on the definition and development of prepositions, the approach to meaning 

adopted, and some account of the grammatical model employed in this thesis. 

 

2.1   DEFINITION AND HISTORICAL NOTE 

2.1.1   DEFINITION 

For the name 'preposition', the following quote from Robertson (553) serves as a starting point. 

... the name must be explained.  The later grammarians used the term for those adverbs 

which were used in composition with verbs and in connection with cases of nouns.   Both 

things had to be true according to this definition.  But it will be seen at once that this 

definition is arbitrary.  The use with verbs in composition was the last step, not the first, in 

the development.  Besides, what is to be said about those adverbs that are used, not with 

verbs, but with cases, and no longer appear as mere adverbs?  Take a)/neu, for instance, 

with the ablative1.  It is not found in composition with verbs nor by itself apart from a 

noun.  It is, of course, a preposition.  The grammars call it an 'improper' or adverbial 

preposition.   It is only 'improper' from the point of view of the definition, not from that of 

the Greek language.  The truth seems to be that by preposition one must mean a word used 

with cases of nouns and many of which came to be used in composition with verbs. 

For our purpose, prepositions are relational particles2, linking, and indicating the relationship of the 

following nominal phrase to the rest of the clause (or phrase, in the case of embedded PPs).  They 

are followed by the oblique cases3 (cf. Robertson, 568). 

                                                           
1 Robertson makes use of IE case labels when describing Greek cases. 
2 using 'particle' in the wider sense of a group of indeclineable words which also includes conjunctions and 

interjections.  Conjunctions relate words, phrases, clauses and sentences (and larger units) to one another in both 
coordinating and subordinating relationships. 
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2.1.2   HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 

A brief history provides helpful background to understanding the lexical meanings of the 

prepositions.  As the grammar books remind us, prepositions were originally adverbs, and it was the 

noun cases which showed the relationships between the nouns and the verb in the sentence.  To 

quote Robertson again: 

'The preposition is ... only an adverb specialized to define a case-usage' (Giles, 341). This 

definition gives the reason also.  The case alone was enough at first to express the relation 

between words, but as the language developed, the burden on the cases grew heavier.  The 

analytic tendency in language is responsible for the growth of the prepositions.  The 

prepositions come in to help out the meaning of the case in a given context.  The notion, 

therefore, that the prepositions 'govern' cases must be discarded definitely.  Farrar (94) 

clearly perceived this point.  'It is the case which indicates the meaning of the preposition, 

and not the preposition which gives the meaning to the case.' ... In Sanskrit the 

prepositions do not exist as a separate class of words, though a good many adverbs are 

coming to be used with the oblique cases (except the dative) to make clearer the case-idea. 

(Robertson, 554) 

In the old Sanskrit it was all case and no preposition.  In modern French it is all 

preposition and no case-ending.  The case ideas have not disappeared.  They are simply 

expressed more minutely and exactly by means of prepositions (id, 452). ... The Greek of 

the N.T. comes in the middle of the stream of this analytic tendency (452, prior to previous 

quote). 

Nunn, in both his venerable classic grammars, states the matter picturesquely: 

Prepositions do not, properly speaking, "govern" the cases which they precede.  The case 

is really the governing element in the expression: the preposition only serves to make clear 

the exact sense in which it is used.  But as the language developed, the Prepositions 

mastered the cases.  As the horse in the fable called in the man to help him against the 

stag, and allowed him to get on his back, and then found that he himself had lost his 

 
3 apart from such adverbial forms as a)na\ ei(=j  (Rev 21.21), kaq' ei(=j  (Mk 14.19; Ro 12.5), u(pe\r e)gw/ (2Co 11.23). 
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liberty, so the cases called in the help of the Prepositions, and then found themselves 

weakened, and finally destroyed.  In Modern Greek, Italian, French and English the cases 

have disappeared, wholly, or in part, and the Prepositions do the work which they once 

did.  (1951: 28; also in Elements of NT Greek) 

Thus in the course of the history of IE in general and Greek in particular, we note three stages in the 

development of the function of the prepositions, not rigidly separated, but merging into one another: 

(i) the case alone signals the relationship between the noun and the rest of the sentence; prepositions 

are adverbs, and therefore linked with verbs (as in Old Sanskrit).  But Homeric Greek had true 

prepositions also.  (Robertson, 555) 

(ii) the prepositions share the responsibility with the cases. 

(iii) the prepositions alone signal the relationship (though the accusative case is still reflected in both 

Greek and English, for example). 

In stage (ii) the responsibility shifted gradually in the direction of the prepositions.  In NT koinh/ 'the 

use of prepositional expressions instead of simple cases increases greatly' (Zerwick 1963:27). But 

though the prepositions carry much of the responsibility, the case meanings must also be considered. 
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2.1.3   CASE HISTORY 

It will be remembered that the original IE 8 cases (maintained in Sanskrit also) reduced to 6 in Latin 

and 5 in Greek (Robertson, 247, 248) as the following chart shows 

   Latin  proto-Indo-European     Greek 

Nominative  Nominative  Nominative 

     

Vocative  Vocative  Vocative 

     

Accusative  Accusative  Accusative 

     

Genitive  Genitive   

Genitive 

  Ablative   

     

Ablative  Locative   

     

  Instrumental  Dative 

     

Dative  Dative   

     

Table 2.1   Case Development 

Two points need to be kept constantly in mind. 

Firstly, the use of the cases was far wider, of course, than simply their function following 

prepositions.  They expressed relationships to verbs, to other nouns and pronouns and to adjectives..  

'The cases were used to express word-relations, the endings serving to make it plain what the 

particular case was' (Robertson, 449).  Robertson (453ff) gives a full account of the 'distinctive idea' 

of each case in turn, as do other standard grammars, and the material does not need to be repeated 

here4.  What is of interest is that the various categories of case use (in relation to verbs and nouns, 

                                                           
4 The following summary statements may serve as reminders: 
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as well as prepositions) foreshadow the setting up of semantic roles expressed by the different 

syntactic slots. 

In this connection, it is interesting to note a comment which Robertson makes in his introductory 

remarks with regard to the locative and dative:  'It partly depends on whether one is to apply the term 

"case" to the ending or to the relation expressed by the ending.  As a matter of fact the term is used 

both ways' (447).  Such a comment reflects a recognition of  both form and function. 

Secondly, as shown in the chart above, Greek shows a reduction in the number of proto-IE cases 

from eight to five.  The Greek genitive form reflects the syncretism of two cases – genitive and 

ablative; the Greek dative reflects the syncretism of 3 cases – dative, locative and instrumental.  So 

there are immediately distinctions of usage, quite apart from the addition of the prepositions. 

In the course of the history of the Greek language, as the burden of indicating relationships shifted 

from the cases to the prepositions, the number of cases following the prepositions began to diminish 

- or, to put it the other way round, the prepositions are followed by fewer cases.  Indeed the 

accusative, the oldest case (Robertson, 454), became the dominant case after prepositions – '... the 

earliest, most common of all the oblique cases and the most persistent.  In the breakdown of the 

other cases the accusative and the prepositions reap the benefit' (Robertson, 247).  So Turner also 

says:  'there is now a preference for the accusative' (250, 258).  It is the commoner case after kata/ 

(Moulton, 104).  (However, it has declined after peri/, u(pe/r and u(po/.)  cf. the wide use of adverbs 

in the accusative form. 

Not only was the number reduced, but the distinctions between the cases also begins to be blurred.  

'The niceties of classical Greek in the precise use of cases after prepositions are obliterated in 

Hellenistic;  the distinctions in the cases after dia/, e)pi/, pro/j, for example, are becoming less clear'  

                                                                                                                                                                               
Accusative:  'the oldest case ... the normal oblique case for a noun (especially with verbs) unless there was some 

special reason for it to be in another case';  'the limitative case' (Green);  ' "motion towards" explains it all' 
(Farrar); has idea of extension, answering the question 'how far?' (Giles).  Rob. 466ff. 

Genitive:  the specifying case;  the case of genus or kind.  Rob.491ff. 
Ablative:  the whence-case;  the case of origin, source, separation or departure.  Rob. 514ff. 
Dative:  the idea of personal interest;  'The accusative, genitive and dative are all cases of inner relations, but the 

dative has a personal touch not true of the others';  not a local case.  Rob. 535ff. 
Locative:  the simplest of the cases in its etymological idea;  the in case;  'It is location, a point within limits, the 

limits determined by the context, not by the case itself'.  Rob. 520ff. 
Instrumental:  'the increasing use of the prepositions (e)n, dia/, meta/) makes the instrumental a disappearing case in 

the NT'.  Rob. 525ff. 
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(Turner, 250).  So Robertson also says: 'The constantly increasing use of the prepositions is one of 

the main reasons for the blending of the case-forms' (451). 

The following table of prepositions5 occurring in the NT shows something of this. 

  Accusative Genitive  Dative 

 
a)na/ xx   (xx) 

 ei)j xx   

 a)nti/  xx  

One a)po/  xx  

case e)k  xx  

 pro/  xx  

 e)n   xx 

 su/n   xx 

 
dia/ xx xx  

 kata/ xx xx  

Two 
meta/ xx xx  (xx) 

cases peri/ xx xx (xx) 

 u(pe/r xx xx  

 u(po/ xx xx (xx) 

 
Three e)pi/ xx xx  xx 

cases para/ xx xx xx 

 pro/j xx xx xx 

Table 2.2   Table of Prepositions 

2.1.4   NUMBER AND FREQUENCY OF PREPOSITIONS 

The 18 'proper' prepositions of classical Greek6 have been reduced to 17 in the koinh// with the loss 

of a)mfi/ as a separate word.  It occurs in composition in a)mfiba/llw (and the corresponding noun 

a)mfi/blhstron) and a)mfie/nnumi (a)mfia/zw). 

                                                           
5 Note the following: 

1.  The bracketted occurrences indicate that these prepositions were found with the dative case in classical Greek 
in poetry.  The dative case after prepositions has decreased in koinh// Greek .  'The dative is beginning to wane at 
this period with all the prepositions ' (Turner, 249; Moulton, 62, 63), with the major exception of e)n. 
2.  There is only one occurrence of  pro/j with the Genitive (Acts 27.34), and 6 with the dative. 

6 I am not including w(/j (listed in BDF and Zerwick), one of whose functions was prepositional.  See the full entry in 
Liddell and Scott's Lexicon. 
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It only takes a cursory reading of the NT to realise that e)n is the most frequently used preposition, 

with a wide range of meanings. It is far and away the most common preposition, 'outnumbering ei)j 

by about three to two' (Moulton, 62).  It accounts for over a quarter of prepositional occurrence in 

the NT.  Following e)n and ei)j, the most frequent prepositions are e)k and e)pi/, then pro/j, dia/, and 

a)po/, with kata/ and meta/ next in line (Moulton, 98). 

No. of occurrences of prepositions in the Greek NT7 

e)n 2744 peri/ 333 
ei)j 1865 u(po/ 186 
e)k 928 u(pe/r 153 
e)pi/ 890 para/ 134 
pro/j 700 su/n 128 
dia/ 668 pro/ 47 
a)po/ 646 a)nti/ 17 
kata/ 472 a)na/ 13 
meta/ 469 

2.2   IMPROPER PREPOSITIONS 

The number of 'proper' or regular prepositions was greatly supplemented in NT Greek by the so-

called 'improper' prepositions – those which do not occur in composition with verbs.  Indeed, the 

increase in the number and use of the improper prepositions is a characteristic of the koinh/.  They 

include prepositions compounded with other prepositions and/or adverbs, whether as separate forms 

or together (Robertson, 648; Moulton, 99), and even by adverbs occurring with cases e.g. aci/wj 

(Php 1.27).   Improper prepositions 'are adverbs or nouns in various cases which assumed the 

character of prepositions, but are not compounded with verbs.  They now supplement the old stock 

of prepositions.  No distinct line of demarcation between adverbs and prepositions  can easily be 

drawn and the combination of a preposition and adverb is common in the koinh//' (Turner, 250). 

The grammars vary in their classification of these items.  Moulton, for example, distinguishes 

combinations of prepositions and adverbs (whether separately or joined together) from the improper 

prepositions (99).  Robertson (636) gives a full listing of 42 improper prepositions (so also Turner, 

250 - but cf. his different listings on p.275ff of improper prepositions and prepositional adverbs).  

All are followed by the genitive, except a/(ma and e)ggu/j which take the dative.  They are as follows: 

 
7 These numbers are taken from the Online Bible and Bible Windows totals. 
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a(/ma,  a)/neu,  a)/ntikruj, a)nti/peran,  a)pe/nanti,  a)/ter,  a)/xrij,  e)ggu/j,  e)kto/j,  

e)/mprosqen,  e)/nanti,  e)nanti/on,  e(/neka,  e)nto/j,  e)nw/pion,  e)/cw,  e)/cwqen,  e)pa/nw,  

e)pe/keina,  e)/sw,  e(/wj,  kate/nanti,  katenw/pion,  kuklo/qen,  ku/kl%,  me/son,  metacu/,  

me/xri,  o)/pisqen,  o)pi/sw,  o)ye/,  paraplh/sion,  parekto/j,  pe/ran,  plh/n,  plhsi/on,  

u(pera/nw,  u(pere/keina,  u(perekperissou=,  u(poka/tw,  xa/rin,  xwri/j. 

Robertson provides a full description of these forms (636-648, summarised in Moule, 81ff), a 

number of which occur only once or infrequently in the NT. 

Owing to space limitations, and the need to restrict the focus of attention, this thesis is concerned 

only with the so-called 'proper' prepositions;  they are the more frequent in occurrence, and involve 

the greater exegetical difficulties. 

2.3   APPROACH TO MEANING 

This study is not simply of prepositions, but of prepositional phrases.  What are prepositional 

phrases (PPs)?  They are constituents or elements of the clause, and consist of noun phrases 

connected to the rest of the clause by a preposition.  Just as conjunctions and other linking phrases 

are connectors which link clauses to one another and provide clues to the function and relationship 

of the clauses to each other, so prepositions are connectors within the clause linking the attached 

noun phrase to the rest of the clause, or embedding it within another phrase.  Although oftentimes 

grammatically peripheral to the sentence, semantically and theologically they often provide some of 

the most meaningful and striking elements in the sentence. 

What are the possible avenues to exploring the meanings of prepositional phrases?  Their meaning 

can be derived from the following interlocking perspectives: 

2.3.1   A LEXICAL PERSPECTIVE 

The inherent, lexical, 'dictionary' meanings of the prepositions together with the case meaning of the 

items in the following noun phrase can be discovered by looking up the lexicons and grammars of 

New Testament Greek.  Thus ei)j means 'into', ei)j to\n ploi/on means 'into the boat'. 

The prepositions were originally locative in meaning, but their meanings were easily extended or 

transferred to express non-local, abstract or metaphorical relations.  The whole matter of metaphor 
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and extended meanings can be considered to have a physical, 'local' basis (cf. Lakoff, 1980, 1987).  

The Localist Hypothesis follows this line.  'A LH claims that the representation of spatial relations 

forms a template for semantic relations in general:  "abstract" domains are structured in such terms' 

(Anderson8 1987:114).  Such extension of meaning leads understandably to an overlapping of 

meaning. 

In NT Greek, not only is there a reduction and blurring of the distinctions between the cases 

following the prepositions (as we saw above in 2.1.3 above), but there is also a blurring and overlap 

of meaning, in certain instances, between the prepositions themselves. 

Moule comments on both these features (1959:48): 

The koinh/ period in the evolution of Greek shows a decline in the flexibility of the cases 

and a corresponding rise in the importance of the number of prepositions.m1  J.S. Stewart 

writes: 'It was a dictum of Luther's that all religion lies in the pronouns. ... But Deissmann, 

going a step further..., has virtually declared that religion resides in the prepositions.'m2  

This is the exordium to a consideration of Deissmann's famous work on the meaning of e)n 

Xrist%=, and it is not intended to be taken too literally:  indeed, it is now becoming more 

and more clearly recognized that it is a mistake to build exegetical conclusions on the 

notion that Classical accuracy in the use of prepositions was maintained in the koinh/ 

period.  An instance of the fluidity of usage is the uncertainty as to the cases governed by 

e)pi/... 

So Turner similarly writes (1963:261): 

In the koinh/ all the prepositions become increasingly elastic and their sense has to be 

determined more often by the context than was earlier the case.  This is notably so with  

ei)j, e)n and e)k. Such elasticity makes it dangerous to press doctrinal distinctions as though 

our authors were writing classical Greek.  For idiomatic translation, either the immediate 

 
8 A localist theory, which goes back a long way in history, affects also the concept of case relations.  So Anderson says: 

'A localist theory holds that the members of the category of case are opposed to each other in terms of (combinations 
of) the directional notions "source", "goal" and "resting-point".  So that not only are the "concrete" uses of case 
markers to be so interpreted but also the "abstract" ' (1977, 111). 

m1 See Rob. and Davis, Sect.339 (c); and Rad.138 [i.e. Radermacher] who points out that Hellenistic Greek tends in 
the direction of limiting prepositions to one case each, and shows a preference for the accusative. 

m2 A Man in Christ, 154, 155. 
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context or else parallel usage of the prepositional expression in other contexts will be 

decisive. 

Zerwick refers to 'rival prepositions' and lists a)po/ = e)k, a)po/ = u(po/ and para/, u(pe/r = a)nti/, u(pe/r 

= peri/, ei)j = pro/j, ei)j = e)n (1963:28ff). 

We may recognise three (perhaps four) levels of meaning for the prepositions themselves - 

• the original 'locative', physical meanings in both space (local/spatial) and time (temporal) e.g. 'in 

the house', 'to the town', 'at midday'. 

• the transferred 'non-spatial/temporal' meanings. Various terms have been used to describe these – 

figurative, metaphorical, abstract, transferred or extended.  It may be helpful to distinguish 2 

sub-groups of what we may call, in a general sense, the 'transferred meanings'. 

(i) figurative (or metaphorical) meanings.  The preposition collocates with an abstract noun 

(in one sense, on his mind) or with a physical noun, the whole phrase being figurative or 

idiomatic, e.g. in his heart, out of the frying pan into the fire, he was at the end of his 

tether, etc;  e)n t$= kardi/#, tou=to ga\r poiw½n aÃnqrakaj puro\j swreu/seij e)piì th\n 

kefalh\n au)tou=  (Ro 12.20), kaiì pa/nta u(pe/tacen u(po\ tou\j po/daj au)tou= ... (Eph 

1.22). 

(ii) extended meanings.  The meaning has moved from a locative role to a different role.  e.g.  

ei)j can denote purpose, dia/ agency, and u(pe/r beneficiary etc.  These meanings are the 

focus of the grammatical perspective discussed below. 

Note that these two categories can occur together.  Thus, for example, in Php 1.8, the prepositional 

phrase  e)n spla/gxnoij Xristou= ¹Ihsou=  is figurative, and has the role of Manner. 

• idiomatic usages and fossilised adverbial forms e.g. a)na\ dhna/rion 'a denarius each',  kata\ 

sugkuri/an 'by chance'. 
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2.3.2   A GRAMMATICAL PERSPECTIVE 

In addition to the lexical meaning of the prepositions themselves, a grammatical perspective9 may 

also help to elucidate the meaning of the phrases they are introducing.   Such a study will include 

both: 

• The internal formal structure of the PPs. 

Some PPs are of a very simple structure such as the phrase ei)j to\n ploi/on above, which consists of 

preposition plus an articular noun.  Some are quite complicated, such as the complex PP in 

Ephesians 1.18b to 21, which includes 3 clauses following the nominal infinitive, and probably 

another PP also associated with it. 

Eph 1.18-19 

pefwtisme/nouj tou\j o)fqalmou\j th=j kardi¿aj ei¹j to\ ei¹de/nai u(ma=j ti¿j e)stin h( e)lpiììj th=j 

klh/sewj au)tou=, ti¿j o( plou=toj th=j do/chj th=j klhronomi¿aj au)tou= e)n toiÍj a(gi¿oij, kaiìì ti¿ to\ 

u(perba/llon me/geqoj th=j duna/mewj au)tou= ei¹j h(ma=j tou\j pisteu/ontaj kata\ th\n e)ne/rgeian 

tou= kra/touj th=j i¹sxu/oj au)tou=. 

One might argue that the complex PP which begins with ei¹j to\ ei¹de/nai u(ma=j continues to the end 

of verse 23!  The internal formal structure of PPs will be described in more detail in section 3.2. 

• Their external syntactic and semantic roles and relationships within the clause. 

PPs may function as both central and peripheral constituents of the clause, or embedded in a Noun 

Phrase (Sect. 3.1).  As clause constituents, they may express the semantic roles of Agent, Locative, 

Goal, Time, Beneficiary, Purpose etc.  It is this area of study which appears to be a fruitful one for 

elucidating some of the PPs in the Epistles.  The model for such a study occupies the rest of this 

chapter, and is taken further in chapters 4 and 5, and exemplified in the following two chapters. 

2.3.3   A CONTEXTUAL PERSPECTIVE 

After observing all the lexical and grammatical pointers, the overarching consideration in 

determining the meaning of the prepositional phrases is that of CONTEXT, the 'golden rule' of 

exegesis – the widening contexts of passage, book, author and circumstance.  For context includes 
                                                           
9 'Grammar' is used in the wider sense of (the study of) the structure and function of text at both the 'surface', syntactic 

level, and the 'deeper', semantic level.  It is not used in the restricted sense of syntactic v. semantic structure/function. 
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both subject matter and situation;  it covers verbal and non-verbal context, authorial use and 'context 

of situation'.  In matters of doubt, context must be the final arbiter  (cf. also Chap. 7). 

In this connection it is interesting to note Turner's comment already quoted above: 

Such elasticity [of meaning] makes it dangerous to press doctrinal distinctions as though 

our authors were writing classical Greek.  For idiomatic translation, either the immediate 

context or else parallel usage of the prepositional expression in other contexts will be 

decisive.  (Turner, 1963:261) 

Prepositions must not govern theology.  Yet theology (i.e. statements drawn from the collective 

documents) may govern the interpretation of the prepositions10.  We end with a quotation from 

Zerwick writing on the meaning of e)n: 

... we must repeat what was said in dealing with the genitive (39):  we must beware of the 

notion that words and grammatical usage have of themselves a certain definite and 

invariable content of meaning.  They are in reality conventional signs whose sense is 

usually fairly general, the exact meaning being in each case determined by usage and 

above all by the subject matter.  (1963:39-40) 

All the above approaches11 will be used in studying the meanings/functions of PPs.  But the 

remainder of this chapter and the following three chapters will focus on and elaborate the 

grammatical perspective. 

2.4   GRAMMATICAL MODEL 

What grammatical model12 should be used for this study?  There are many on the current linguistic 

market – Functional  Grammar,  Government  and  Binding,  Relational  Grammar,  Stratificational 
 

10 These statements are made with the recognition of a certain paradox involved.  For language both reflects and 
influences thought. 

11 Robertson (567, 568) lists his principles for establishing the meaning of prepositions under the heading "The 
Functions of Prepositions with Cases":  His kernel statement is the following: 
'The scientific method of studying the Greek preposition is to begin with the case-idea, add the meaning of the 
preposition itself, then consider the context.  The result of this combination will be what one translates into English, 
for instance, but he translates the total idea, not the mere preposition.' 
Note also Harris' statement:  'In seeking to determine the meaning of a prep. phrase the NT exegete should ... 
consider:  (1) the primary meaning of the prep. itself (i.e. the local relation) and then its range of meanings when 
used with a particular case;  (2) the basic significance of the case that is used with the prep.;  (3) the indications 
afforded by the context ...;  (4) the distinctive features of prep. usage in the NT which may account for seeming 
irregularities' (1978:1173). 
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Grammar, Systemic Grammar, Tagmemic Grammar, Transformational Grammar, to name some.  

Blake (1994:48) refers to the 'thirty-odd theories that have been advanced over the last few decades'!  

All are looking at the the same facts of life and language through different spectacles, using differing 

linguistic concepts and constructs.  The focus of this study is not on the whole grammatical field 

from discourse to morpheme, but on one particular area, prepositional phrases.  But although the 

model used here is focussing primarily on one limited portion of the corpus of text, it must be 

internally consistent and consonant with the analysis and description of all the data. 

The model of analysis and description used in this study is eclectic and draws from the common 

'linguistic toolbox' of present-day descriptive linguistics (with special input from Case grammar13), 

and not from the straightjacket of a Latin paradigm.  But since terms such as 'relationship', 

'structure', 'function', etc. and even 'clause', and 'sentence', are used by linguists with differing 

meanings, I shall give a brief description of concepts and terms used in this thesis.  The model will 

be illustrated by English as well as Greek examples. 

Languages may be described in terms of units which occur or function in patterns of distribution and 

relationship to other units.  Such a statement applies both to the phonology and the grammar of a 

language. 

Grammatical units are of different 'sizes', ranging from morpheme to complete discourse, and 

therefore a hierarchy of different ranks may be established.  

A complete set of ranks might include the following: 

Discourse 
Section 
Paragraph 
Sentence 
Clause 
Phrase 
Word 
Morpheme 

Until some 35 years ago (Zellig Harris had an article on 'Discourse structure' in Language in 1958; 

Grimes 'Thread of Discourse' was in microfiche form in 1968, with articles prior to that date), the 

                                                                                                                                                                               
12 According to Bell, a model is a description, and answers the question 'what?';  a theory is an explanation, and 

answers the question 'why?' (1991:26). 
13 '... Case:  the part of grammatical theory which concerns the means available for expressing the various relations 

which may hold between a predicate and its arguments' (Ostler 1980:1). 
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highest rank of traditional syntax was the sentence.  But there has been, rightly, an increasing focus 

on ranks above the sentence, and 'text' or 'discourse' linguistics is today a major branch of study.  

The terms for grammatical units/ranks are used in their commonly agreed linguistic meaning, with 

least doubt, perhaps, in the definition of  'morpheme' as the 'smallest unit of grammatical analysis'.  

Such terms must be defined and  characterised for each language.  

The term 'sentence' is the most debatable, with 'over 200 such definitions on record to date' (Crystal, 

94).  It is usually regarded as a group of words which can stand alone as a complete utterance.  

'Sentence' and 'clause' are closely paired items.  Clauses are traditionally divided into independent 

and dependent clauses, and independent clauses are, in fact, sentences. Some linguists prefer to make 

the sentence their starting point or frame of reference, others, the clause (cf. Palmer 1971, 78-80). 

Clauses are commonly regarded as consisting of a Subject (expressed or implied) and a Predicate.  

So Bickford says that a clause 'includes at least a subject (either expressed, or implied in a 

command) and a verb.' (ch. A-1 (STDG) p.5).  Crystal, in his Dictionary of Linguistics and 

Phonetics (1985) gives a quantitative description – a clause is 'a term used in some models of 

grammar to refer to a unit of grammatical organisation smaller than a sentence, but larger than 

phrases, words or morphemes'.  For the analysis and description of PPs in this thesis, the clause will 

be taken as the basic structural unit of analysis, while recognising that it is only one rank in the 

hierarchy. 

2.5   THE CLAUSE 

The clause consists of a nuclear predicate and a subject (which may be expressed in the verb form), 

plus other optional elements – objects, indirect objects, obliques or other embedded clauses. 

Clauses may be embedded in other clauses or in phrases. 

(3) e)n tou/t% ginw¯skomen oÀti e)n au)t%½ e)smen.   (1J 2.5) 
(4) kaiìì i¹dou\ aÃndrej fe/rontej e)piìì kli¿nhj aÃnqrwpon oÁj hÅn paralelume/noj   (Lu 5.18) 

Participial clauses (Moulton, 229; Robertson, 1124), which constitute such a frequent and integral 

part of Greek syntax, while they may be considered technically embedded clauses (with either 

adverbial or adjectival function), are regarded simply as regular clauses for the purposes of this 

study.  They are found plentifully in both narrative and epistolary material. 
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(5) e)mba\j de\ ei¹j eÁn tw½n ploi¿wn, oÁ hÅn Si¿mwnoj, h)rw¯thsen au)to\n a)po\ th=j gh=j 

e)panagageiÍn o)li¿gon, kaqi¿saj de\ e)k tou= ploi¿ou e)di¿dasken tou\j oÃxlouj.   (Lu 5.3) 

(6) kaiìì i¹dou\ a)nh\r plh/rhj le/praj: i¹dwÜÜn de\ to\n ¹Ihsou=n, peswÜÜn e)piìì pro/swpon e)deh/qh 

au)tou= le/gwn, Ku/rie, e)a\n qe/lvj du/nasai¿ me kaqari¿sai.   (Lu 5.12) 

(7) Eu)xaristou=men t%½ qe%½ patriìì tou= kuri¿ou h(mw½n  ¹Ihsou= Xristou= pa/ntote periìì u(mw½n 

proseuxo/menoi, a)kou/santej th\n pi¿stin u(mw½n e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou= kaiìì th\n a)ga/phn hÁn 

eÃxete ei¹j pa/ntaj tou\j a(gi¿ouj dia\ th\n e)lpi¿da th\n a)pokeime/nhn u(miÍn e)n toiÍj 

ou)ranoiÍj,   (Co 1.3-5) 

(8) e)a\n poih=te, e)k yuxh=j e)rga/zesqe w¨j t%½ kuri¿% kaiìì ou)k a)nqrw¯poij, ei¹do/tej oÀti a)po\ 

kuri¿ou a)polh/myesqe th\n a)ntapo/dosin th=j klhronomi¿aj.   (Co 3.23, 24) 

(9) Tau=ta eÃgraya u(miÍn iàna ei¹dh=te oÀti zwh\n eÃxete ai¹w¯nion, toiÍj pisteu/ousin ei¹j to\ 

oÃnoma tou= ui¸ou= tou= qeou=.   (1J 5.13) 

Thus the clause will be the immediate context in the study of prepositional phrases, though the wider 

context will also be used, of course, in their interpretation. 

2.5.1   CLAUSE CONSTITUENTS 

At the syntactic level, the clause, whether main or subordinate, may be analysed into a number of 

constituent elements or Clause Constituents (CCs), most of which are formally phrases.  For the 

purposes of this thesis we may establish the following non-overlapping, complete set of constituents: 

S =  Subject 
P =  Predicate 
O =  Object 
IO =  Indirect Object 
B14 =  Oblique 
A =  Amplifier 
V =  Vocative 
I =  Item 
DM =  Discourse marker 
L =  Link 

                                                           
14 B is chosen for purely pragmatic reasons, to distinguish it from O(bject).  I also considered (and used for a time) 

C(ircumstantial) but find that I need this as a term to contrast with Participant as a grouping of semantic roles.  
'Oblique' is more neutral to serve as a purely syntactic term. 
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Examples: 

(10) kai\  i)dou\  aÃndrej  fe/rontej  e)pi\  kli/nhj  aÃnqrwpon...  (Lu 5.18) 
 L      DM        S              P               B                   O 
(11) o(   de\   )Ihsou=j  eiÅpen  pro\j au)tou/j ... (Lu 5.34) 
 S    L      S             P            B 
(12) Pa/ter,  do/j  moi  to\  e)piba/llon me/roj  th=j  ou)si/aj    (Lu 15.12) 
 V            P     IO                      O 

We will take each of these categories in turn and exemplify them. 

SUBJECT 

The subject controls the inflection of the verb, and in Greek is typically, (when explicitly stated 

outside the verb form) in the nominative case.  It is filled by a nominal phrase. 

(13) ¹Ech=lqen o( spei¿rwn tou= speiÍrai to\n spo/ron au)tou=.   (Lu 8.5) 

PREDICATE 

The predicate is the pivotal element of the clause and is normally filled by a verb. 

(14) hÅran ouÅn to\n li¿qon.   (Jo 11.41) 
(15) Egw¯ ei¹mi o( poimh\n o( kalo/j kaiì ginw¯skw ta\ e)ma\ kaiì ginw¯skousi¿ me ta\ e)ma/,   (Jo 

10.14 

OBJECT 

The object in Greek is typically in the accusative case, and is governed or controlled by a transitive 

verb. 

(16) e)lai¿% th\n kefalh/n mou ou)k hÃleiyaj: auÀth de\ mu/r% hÃleiyen tou\j po/daj mou.   (Lu 
7.46) 

INDIRECT OBJECT 

Indirect Objects imply the presence of an object.  In Greek, the dative case normally expresses the 

indirect object. 

(17) ... kaiì kate/klasen tou\j aÃrtouj kaiì e)di¿dou toiÍj maqhtaiÍj [au)tou=] iàna paratiqw½sin 
au)toiÍj,   (Mk 6.41) 

(18) ka)gwÜ di¿dwmi au)toiÍj zwh\n ai¹w¯nion   (Jo 10.28) 

OBLIQUE 

Obliques are adjuncts or complements in relation to the verb;  they may or may not occur in a given 

clause. 
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They are filled by prepositional or adverbial phrases. 

(19) Kaiì poime/nej hÅsan e)n tv= xw¯r# tv= au)tv    (Lu 2.8) 
(20) Eu)xaristou=men t%½ qe%½ pa/ntote periìì pa/ntwn u(mw½n mnei¿an poiou/menoi e)piìì tw½n 

proseuxw½n h(mw½n, a)dialei¿ptwj mnhmoneu/ontej ...    (1Th 1.2, 3) 

AMPLIFIER 

This is the traditional 'complement'15 slot following a stative verb, such as 'he is a doctor', 'he is tall',  

hÅsan ga\r a(liei=j.  In Greek there is often no verb form, as in h( glw=ssa pu=r.  The Amplifier may 

also be a second object as in 'they made him king' or 'he made it into a boat'.  

(21) e)gw¯ ei¹mi o( aÃrtoj o( zw½n o( e)k tou= ou)ranou= kataba/j:   (Jo 6.51) 
(22) ¹Ihsou=j ouÅn gnou\j oÀti me/llousin eÃrxesqai kaiì a(rpa/zein au)to\n iàna poih/swsin 

basile/a, ...   (Jo 6.15) 
(23) Ou)k ei¹miì e)leu/qeroj; ou)k ei¹miì a)po/stoloj;   (1C 9.1) 

VOCATIVE 

The vocative is independent of the syntax of the sentence and in Greek is filled by a proper name, 

noun or pronoun in the vocative case, which is often no different formally from the nominative. 

(24) kaiì a)pokriqeiìj o( ¹Ihsou=j eiåpen pro\j au)to/n,  Si¿mwn, eÃxw soi¿ ti ei¹peiÍn. o( de/, 
Dida/skale, ei¹pe/, fhsi¿n.     (Lu 7.40) 

(25) åW a)no/htoi Gala/tai, ...    (Ga 3.1) 

ITEM 

The Item slot is for items which are grammatically unhooked to the clause, but which have a 

semantic function in relation to it or the wider discourse. 

(26) Periì de\ wÒn e)gra/yate, kalo\n a)nqrw¯p% gunaiko\j mh\ aÀptesqai:    (1C 7.1; the phrase is 
semantically linked to Chaps 7-14!) 

DISCOURSE MARKER 

Discourse markers indicate some aspect of discourse such as negation or interrogation, focus or 

contrast, and are typically expressed by particles.  Under Discourse marker we may also include 

interjections.   

(27) kaiì i¹dou\ a)nh\r o)no/mati kalou/menoj ZakxaiÍoj,   (Lu 19.2) 
(28) ou) ga\r dh/pou a)gge/lwn e)pilamba/netai a)lla\ spe/rmatoj ¹Abraa\m e)pilamba/netai.    

(He 2.16) 

                                                           
15 Complement is being used as one of a pair of terms with Adjunct to signify an element obligatorily required by the 

verb.  See 2.5.3 below. 
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LINK 

These are markers of relationship within or between clauses, and are expressed by conjunctions, 

relatives or other linking phrases.  They might be included under discourse markers;  indeed their 

connective function makes them such.  I am keeping them separate simply for convenience, since 

prepositional phrases are to be found in this slot. 

(29) Dia\ ti¿ h(meiÍj ou)k h)dunh/qhmen e)kbaleiÍn au)to/;    (Mt 17.19) 
(30) To/te le/gei au)toiÍj o( ¹Ihsou=j, ... (Mt 26.31) 
(31) Kaiì hÃrcato au)toiÍj e)n parabolaiÍj laleiÍn,   (Mk 12.1) 
(32) Tau=ta lela/lhka u(miÍn iàna h( xara\ h( e)mh\ e)n u(miÍn vÅ   (Jo 15.11) 
(33) Oi¸ me\n ouÅn a)poluqe/ntej kath=lqon ei¹j ¹Antio/xeian,     (Ac 15.30) 
(34) Meta\ tau=ta xwrisqeiìj e)k tw½n ¹Aqhnw½n hÅlqen ei¹j Ko/rinqon.    (Ac 18.1) 
(35) ãAra ouÅn, a)delfoi¿, o)feile/tai e)sme/n ou) tv= sarkiì tou= kata\ sa/rka zh=n,    (Ro 8.12) 
(36) Dia\ tou=to deiÍ perissote/rwj prose/xein h(ma=j toiÍj a)kousqeiÍsin,    (He 2.1) 

2.5.2   ANALYSIS OF CCs 

We now examine these clause constituents (CCs) or units in more detail.  Clause constituents are 

(for the most part) phrases – noun phrases, verb phrases, prepositional phrases etc. – which have 

different syntactic functions within the clause.  Thus each clause constituent has two aspects, a 

functional and a structural one. 

Each clause constituent (CC) has both an external function within the clause – subject, object, link 

etc., and an internal structure or formal 'componence' in terms of the phrases which compose it.  

This may be diagrammed thus: 

(37)  FUNCTION 
  (external) 

   Clause 
 Constituent 
   (UNIT) 

 STRUCTURE 
  (internal) 

2.5.3   CC FUNCTION 

We have already given the clause constituents labels such as 'Subject', 'Predicate', 'Object', 'Oblique' 

and so on, which reflect their syntactic function within the clause.  Using a slightly different 

linguistic metaphor, we may speak of the 'Subject slot', the 'Object slot', the 'Predicate slot' etc 
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within the clause.  Again, the labels reflect the function, within the clause, of the verb or noun or 

adverb or prepositional phrases which 'fill' these 'slots'. 

Function involves three different aspects: 

(a)  the actual identity of the slot – subject, object etc.  What are the criteria for distinguishing 

syntactic slots?  They are traditionally defined on - 

• internal structural, morphological grounds.  Thus the subject slot is typically filled by nouns with 

nominative case suffixes; the Object slot is typically filled by nouns in the Accusative case; and 

nouns in Oblique slots will be marked by Accusative, Genitive or Dative cases. 

• distributional, syntactic grounds, e.g.  Subjects govern the person and number of the verb, 

objects occur in transitive, not intransitive clauses,  etc. 

• transformational grounds.  The Object slot for example, has the potential, in both Greek and 

English, of being transformed into the Subject slot in a passive construction. 

(b)  its relationship to other slots, that is, whether the item is nuclear (and obligatory, +) or 

peripheral/marginal (and therefore obligatory, +, or optional, ±).  As far as CCs are concerned, it 

can be very helpful to know whether a clause element is obligatory or not.  The terms 

COMPLEMENT and ADJUNCT are widely used for phrases which are required by the verb (or 

some other item), and those which are not. 

Direct and Indirect Objects are typically Complements of verbs.  Obliques are generally Adjuncts, 

but may be Complements. 

(38) a.  He put the book in the library. 

 b.  I spoke to John in the library. 

In (38a), 'in the library' (locative) is a Complement, required by the verb 'put'.  In (38b) it is an 

Adjunct of the predicate, that is, grammatically optional.  So in Mh/ti eÃrxetai o( lu/xnoj iàna u(po\ 

to\n mo/dion teqv= hÄ u(po\ th\n kli¿nhn; ou)x iàna e)piì th\n luxni¿an teqv=;  (Mk 4.21), the underlined 

Locative phrases are Obliques, and are Complements required by the verb.  In Kaiì e)ge/neto e)n mi#= 

tw½n h(merw½n dida/skontoj au)tou= to\n lao\n e)n t%½ i¸er%½ kaiì ...,  (Lu 20.1), the underlined 

Locative is an Adjunct, not grammatically required by the verb. 
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Complements tend to be closer to the head/verbal form; adjuncts tend to be further from the verb.  

Moreover, 'verbs impose restrictions on their choice of complements, but not on their choice of 

adjuncts' (Radford 1988, 348).  Thus, for example, an ACTION verb may require a Patient or 

Product; a TRANSFER verb may require  Theme.  But a Time or Locative phrase may occur with all 

verb types. 

(c)  the physical position or ordering or distribution of the units within the clause, i.e. where they 

occur.  This includes the question of how many units may occur in a particular slot e.g. how many 

nouns may occur in a noun phrase, how many prepositional phrases may occur in a clause etc., what 

is the order of occurrence, and is it significant, and what may co-occur with what.  This will be 

pertinent to the discussion of PPs where the normal unmarked order is changed for any reason. 

We can now refine our diagram further: 

(39)  slot 

 FUNCTION relationship 
  (external) (Nuclear/peripheral 
  Obligatory/optional) 

  Distribution 
  (Word order) 

   Clause 
 Constituent 
   (UNIT) 

 
 
 STRUCTURE 
  (internal) 

2.5.4   CC STRUCTURE 

The internal formal structure ('componence') of clause elements is in terms of phrases (of one or 

more words).  Typically, the P slot will be filled by a Verb Phrase (VP), the S and O slots by 

Nominal Phrases (NPs), IO by NP or PPs, Obliques by Adverb Phrases (AP) or PPs.  The 

combination of function and structure can be symbolised as S:NP, B:PP etc. 

2.6   LEVELS OF ANALYSIS 

Up to this point we have been dealing with clause constituents (CCs) at the 'surface' level of syntax.  

But CCs (i.e. phrases) may function at more than one level.  There are other, 'deeper' levels of 
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grammatical function which we must be aware of.  For the purposes of this thesis, I am 

distinguishing the following levels: 

1.   Syntactic level 

2.   Semantic level 

3.   Thematic level 

4.   Pragmatic level 

2.6.1   SYNTACTIC LEVEL 

This we have just discussed in 2.5.3 and 2.5.4 above. 

2.6.2   SEMANTIC LEVEL 

In English, we can say - 

(40) John (S) hit (P) Bill (O) 

John is the syntactic subject; Bill is the syntactic object. But at a 'deeper' level, each unit has a 

semantic (or 'logical', to use Halliday's term) function.  John is the Agent of the action, that is, the 

doer of the action, and Bill is the Patient, that is, the person affected by the action. 

(41) John (S) hit (P) Bill (O) 
  Agent    Patient 

Alternatively, we can say - 

(42) Bill (S) was hit (P) by John (B) 
  Patient   Agent 

where the semantic roles criss-cross16 with the syntactic ones.  The syntax is different, but the same 

semantic roles apply.  Semantic roles are concerned with the relationships between a predicate and 

its arguments. 

The syntactic and semantic roles will be distinguished as follows.  The syntactic slot is noted by a 

capital letter to the left of a period, the semantic role by lower case letters with initial capital to the 

right of the period. 

Thus in (41) above, John is S.Agent, Bill is O.Patient.  In (42), Bill is S.Patient, and John is 

B.Agent. 
                                                           
16 The criss-cross of roles and slots illustrates the universal feature of 'mismatch' which often occurs in language 

between units or levels. 
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So in (43), Si/mwn Pe/troj is S.Agent, whereas in (44), pro\j to\n Si/mwna is IO.Addressee. 

(43) i)))))dw\n de\ Si/mwn Pe/troj,  (Lu 5.8) 
(44)  ei)=pe pro\j to\n Si/mwna o(  I))hsou=j,  (Lu 5.10). 

We can redisplay these two clauses in (45) and (46) 

(45) i))dw\n de\ Si/mwn Pe/troj 

 P                  S.Agent 
(46) ei))==pen pro\j to\n Si/mwna o(  I))hsou=j 
 P            IO.Addressee       S.Agent 
(47) a further example  (Lu 5.22) 

 e)pignou\j de\ o(  I))hsou=j tou\j dialogismou\j au)tw=n 

 P              L      S.Agent          O.Theme  

How many semantic roles should be recognised and what are the criteria for distinguishing them?  

They have been variously listed and labelled by different authors as can be seen in the lists on the 

following page17, but I hope to establish a set which is adequate for the purposes of this thesis. 

It is clear that the wide variety of roles and labels used by authors reflects a variety of criteria for 

establishing semantic roles – whether animate or inanimate, whether directly affected by the action 

or not, whether motion or lack of motion is involved etc. 

 
17 For a different comparative table, see Longacre, 1976, 25.  He includes Hale (1973) who has simply Actor, 

Undergoer and Scope. 
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Fillmore18  
(1968) 

Grimes19 
(1975:116 ff.) 

Longacre 
(1976:27 ff.) 

Cook 
(1978:299) 

Halliday20 
(1985:101ff) 

Agentive 
Instrumental 
Objective 
Dative 
Factitive 
Locative 
Benefactive 
Instrumental 
Time 
Comitative 

later added 

Experiencer  
and 3 subgroups 
under Locative 
   Source 
   Path 
   Goal 

 

Orientation roles 
Object 
Source 
Goal 
Telic 
Range 
Vehicle 

Process roles 
Patient 
Material 
Result 
Referent 

Agentive complex
Agent 
Instrument 
Force 

+ Benefactive 

Agent 
Experiencer 
Patient 
Range 
Measure 
Instrument 
Locative 
   Source 
   Goal 
   Path 
+ non-nuclear 
peripheral cases 
[= 'adjuncts'] 

 

Longacre  assigns 
Cause and Purpose 
to sentence level 

Propositional 
cases 

Agent 
Experiencer 
Benefactive 
Object 
Locative 

Modal cases 

Time 
Instrument 
Manner 
Cause 
Purpose 
Result 
Outer locative 
Outer benefactive 

Processes 
Material 
Behavioural 
Mental 
Verbal 
Relational 
Existential 

Participants 
Actor 
Goal 
Senser 
Behaver 
Phenomenon 
Sayer 
Target 
Token 
Value 
Carrier 
Attribute 
Identified 
Identifier 
Existent 

Circumstantials 
Extent 
Location 
Manner 
Cause 
Accompaniment 
Matter 
Role 

+ subdivisions of 
above 

Table 2.3   Sample lists of suggested semantic roles 

One further recent listing appears in Blake's Case (1994).  He writes, under the heading Semantic 

roles and grammatical relations: 

Since the late 1960s a number of theories have been put forward claiming that the 

semantic relationships borne by nominal dependents to their governors make up a small, 
                                                           
18 Charles Fillmore, an American linguist, is associated with the first statements on case grammar in 'The case for 

Case' (1968), modified and amplified in later articles. 
19 Grimes expresses well the struggles to set up criteria for distinguishing semantic roles, and the need to be consonant 

with the language under discussion (119). 
20 Halliday's wealth of categories is due in part because he includes the semantic roles of the Predicate, as well as 

those of the Subject, Object and Indirect Object slots (1985, 101ff).  His three groups of roles (Process, Participant 
and Circumstance), are not to be confused with the lexical sets (semantic classes -- at a lower level than clause 
constituents) of T(hing), E(vent), A(bstraction) and R(elation) of Nida, Beekman, Callow et al. (Beekman and 
Callow 1974:68, footnote). 
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universal set. Since obviously there is a great deal of variation between languages as to 

how many cases and adpositions they have, the semantic relationships that are posited are 

not always reflected directly in the morpho-syntax.  Theories positing a universal set of 

semantic relations include Fillmore's proposal for Case Grammar (1968, 1971), John 

Anderson's Localist Case Grammar21 (1971, 1977), Starosta's Lexicase22 (1971, 1988) 

and Dik's Functional Grammar (1978)23. 

All modern theories allow for some kind of semantic relations that are not always reflected 

directly in the morpho-syntax, but they differ in the extent to which they use syntactic 

rather than semantic evidence to isolate the semantic relation.  There is also a lot of 

confusing variation in the terminology .... It has become common over the last generation 

to refer to Fillmorean-type cases as deep cases and traditional cases as surface cases.  The 

most widespread terms for purely semantic relations are semantic roles, case roles, 

thematic roles (Lexical Functional Grammar) and theta roles (as in Government and 

Binding).  I will use semantic role or simply role for a semantic relation. (p. 63) 

... the following list of roles is offered as a checklist of roles that have been frequently 

distinguished in the literature. (p. 68) 

Blake's listing is: patient, agent, instrument, experiencer, location, source, path, destination, recipient  

('a sentient destination'), purpose, beneficiary, manner, extent  ('the distance, area or time over which 

an activity is carried out or over which a state holds'), possessor.  I shall quote again from him in 

3.524. 

Semantic role theory developed out of the study of the relationships of nominals to their predicates 

(as expressed formally in a case system).  Semantic roles were assigned to the participants and 

'props' which were associated with and influenced by the predicate. 

 
21 Anderson's list of four 'universal case relations' is -- absolutive, locative, ergative and ablative. 
22 His 1978 article says that as of 1977, he is positing Patient, Agent, Correspondent (formerly Dative or Experiener), 

Instrument, Force, Locus (formerly Inner Locative), Manner, Place (formerly Outer Locative), Reference (formerly 
Benefactive) and Time. 

23 Dik's 1981 list is:  Agent, Goal, Recipient, Beneficiary, Instrument, Location, Time, Direction, Processed, Force, 
Positioner, Source, Zero Function. (My note, not Blake's.) 

24 Andrews has another list in 1985:69, 70.  Foley and Van Valin's major roles are Agent, Effector, Experiencer, 
Locative, Theme and Patient. 
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There are two further levels of analysis which should be noted as part of the overall model.  Though 

not discussed in detail, they are included for the sake of completeness.  They particularly concern the 

higher ranks of text units (paragraph, section and discourse), and indeed, are of key importance in 

discourse analysis, i.e. the study of connected text. 

2.6.3   THEMATIC LEVEL 

Note the following illustrative sentence used by Halliday (1970:159): 

(48)  'These beads I was given by my mother.' 

Which is the 'subject'?  At first glance it might seem that 'These beads' is the subject since the phrase 

comes first in the sentence, which is the normal 'unmarked' position for subject in English sentences.  

In fact, we may say that we have three kinds of subject.  The syntactic Subject (S) is 'I'.  The 

semantic Agent (Halliday's 'logical subject') is 'mother'.  The semantic Theme (Halliday's 

'psychological subject'), is 'These beads';  in an active form of the sentence this phrase would be a 

syntactic (direct) Object ('My mother gave me these beads').  But 'these beads' has been promoted to 

become the topic of the sentence.  We may call this further level of abstraction the thematic level. 

(49)  'These beads I was given by my mother.' 
 I25.Theme S.Recipient P B.Agent 
To take a Greek example used above (Lu 5.5): 
(50) )Epistata, di' o/(lhj nukto\j kopia/santej 
 V                 B.Time                P + S 

The phrase di' o/(lhj nukto/j is an Oblique (syntactic slot) of time (semantic role) and might be 

expected to be grammatically optional in the clause.  But it is in focus in the sentence, and in fact 

contrasts with a later negative, so is important - 'we have toiled all night and (yet) have caught 

nothing'. 

The thematic level is concerned with matters of cohesion, prominence (topic and focus) and 

information flow, and is especially relevant in the epistles, where a PP which is an Adjunct (i.e. 

syntactically optional) may carry important information. 

                                                           
25  I  = Item 
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2.6.4   PRAGMATIC LEVEL 

Though 'in the shadows' as far as this thesis is concerned, it is possible to examine text at the yet 

further level of pragmatic26 purpose and presentation.  Pragmatics concerns language use, what 

choice of language a speaker or author makes to achieve his purpose within a social setting and in a 

particular situation.  There are, for example, many ways of requesting that a window be shut:  

Please shut that window (request/command), it's jolly cold in here (statement), is anyone round 

here feeling cold? (question), and there are other alternatives.  The text and social setting may vary, 

though the authorial purpose is the same.  Rhetorical Structure Analysis is one model which deals 

with authorial purpose and perspective (Hale and Lowe, Mann and Thompson).  Clearly such 

considerations are important as part of the wider framework to understanding the meaning of a piece 

of text. 

We can now amplify yet further the previous diagram - 

(51) slot 
 Function relationship 
   (Nuclear/peripheral 
   Obligatory/optional) 
 Syntactic Distribution 
    (Word order) 
 Structure 

   Clause 
 Constituent 
   (UNIT) 

 Semantic 

 Thematic 

 Pragmatic 

2.7   SUMMARY 

By way of summary, the chart on the following page displays the grammatical model within which 
our analysis of the clause in general and PPs in particular will fit. 

                                                           
26 Crystal defines pragmatics as 'the study of the factors influencing a person's choice of language' (1987:428).  An 

alternative label for this would be 'rhetorical';  the matter of authorial purpose, perspective and choice of language is 
the concern of rhetorical studies, and can be traced back to Aristotle. 
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A Model of Clause Analysis 

The following diagram attempts to display in visual form the matrix or model described in this chapter, 
and within which the prepositional phrases are being examined. 
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3.  PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES – 
THE SURFACE SYNTAX 

3.0   Overview 
3.1   Syntactic function of PPs 
3.2   Syntactic structure of PPs 
3.3   Summary 

3.0   OVERVIEW 

N THE LAST CHAPTER, we looked through the grammatical 'toolbox', with particular reference 

to the clause and to constituents of the clause, which are phrases.  In this chapter the focus is 

shifted to the phrase rank, and in particular, to prepositional phrases.  There are, of course, other 

kinds of phrases functioning within the clause: –  nominal phrases, verbal phrases and adverbial 

phrases, but our concern is primarily with prepositional phrases (PPs), especially at the syntactic 

and semantic levels. 

 

Discourse 
⇓ 

Section 
⇓ 

Paragraph 
⇓ 

Sentence 
⇓ 

Clause 
⇓ 

Phrase 
⇓ 

Word 
⇓ 

Morpheme 

Prepositional phrases are clause constituents, and any study of them will therefore include the items 

presented in the diagram in chapter 2 (p.36).  In the diagram on the next page, Prepositional Phrase 

(PP) substitutes for the general term 'clause constitutent'.  The shaded area is the topic of this 

chapter. 
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 Slot 

 Function Relationship 

 Distribution 

syntactic 

 
 Structure 
 
 semantic 

Prepositional
Phrase 

 
 thematic 

 
 pragmatic 

At the syntactic level, we look briefly at both the syntactic function (3.1) and the syntactic structure 

(3.2) of PPs.  Chapter 4 will return to the grammatical model and examine the different Predicate 

types as a preparatory framework to the discussion of the semantic function of PPs in chapter 5. 

3.1   SYNTACTIC FUNCTION OF PPS 

PPs can occur in two different situations within the clause, either 

• as constituent elements of the clause (cf. Sect. 2.3.2 and 2.5.2), or 

• as embedded phrases within a Noun Phrase (NP) or another PP. 

It is of crucial importance for the understanding of its meaning, to know whether a PP is relating to 

the VP of a clause, or to the noun or adjective or participle of an NP or PP.  In the vast majority of 

cases it is clear what a preposition is hooking the following phrase on to, but there are a few places 

where more than one 'construing' is possible, and therefore more than one interpretation e.g. 

Php 1.3-5  Eu)xaristw½ t%½ qe%½ mou ... pa/ntote e)n pa/sv deh/sei mou u(pe\r pa/ntwn u(mw½n, meta\ 

xara=j th\n de/hsin poiou/menoj, e)piì tv= koinwni¿# u(mw½n ei¹j to\ eu)agge/lion a)po\ th=j prw¯thj 

h(me/raj aÃxri tou= nu=n,  

Is the whole PP which begins with e)piì tv= koinwni¿# u(mw½n ... linked to the main verb eu)xaristw= or 

to the participle poiou/menoj with its preceding reference also to joy?  Semantically to both, though 

grammatically to the main verb, which is supported by the participial clause attached to it.  (See 

Banker 1996:31, 32.) 
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Co 1.3-5  Eu)xaristou=men t%½ qe%½ patriì tou= kuri¿ou h(mw½n  ¹Ihsou= Xristou= pa/ntote periì 

u(mw½n proseuxo/menoi, a)kou/santej th\n pi¿stin u(mw½n e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou= kaiì th\n a)ga/phn hÁn 

eÃxete ei¹j pa/ntaj tou\j a(gi¿ouj dia\ th\n e)lpi¿da th\n a)pokeime/nhn u(miÍn e)n toiÍj ou)ranoiÍj, hÁn 

prohkou/sate e)n t%½ lo/g% th=j a)lhqei¿aj tou= eu)aggeli¿ou ... 

To what is the long PP which begins with the primary PP dia\ th\n e)lpi¿da connected?  It is linked 

grammatically to e)/xete (which applies grammatically to a)ga/phn), but may reflect the reason or 

basis of both the faith and love which the Colossians have.  NEB  'Both spring from the hope ...';  

NIV  '– both spring from the hope ...'.  So Hendriksen writes:  'Christian mental and moral attitudes 

and activities such as believing, hoping and loving, always react upon each other.  In general, the 

more there is of one, the more there will be of the other.  This holds, too, with respect to hope ....  It 

is the living and sanctifying force (1 Pet 1:3; 1 Jn 3:3).' (1964b)  See the discussion in Callow 

1983:36. 

Ro 7.25  xa/rij de\ t%½ qe%½ dia\ ¹Ihsou= Xristou= tou= kuri¿ou h(mw½n.   To what is dia/ attached?  To 

xa/rij de\ t%½ qe%, or is it answering the ti/j me r(u/setai ...;  of the previous verse?  The thrust of 

the passage would seem to indicate clearly the latter. 

Ro 1.17  ... kaqwÜj ge/graptai, ¸O de\ di¿kaioj e)k pi¿stewj zh/setai.   Is the PP e)k pi¿stewj part 

of the NP  ¸O de\ di¿kaioj ... or attached to the verb zh/setai?  (cf. Morris, 71.  His main thrust is 

that grammatically the PP is better construed with the verb, but from the context of this whole 

passage, Paul's focus is on those who are 'just by faith'.  cf. 3.22.) 

Ti 1.1-2  Pau=loj dou=loj qeou=, a)po/stoloj de\ ¹Ihsou= Xristou= kata\ pi¿stin e)klektw½n qeou= 

kaiì e)pi¿gnwsin a)lhqei¿aj th=j kat' eu)se/beian e)p' e)lpi¿di zwh=j ai¹wni¿ou, hÁn e)phggei¿lato o( 

a)yeudh\j qeo\j pro\ xro/nwn ai¹wni¿wn, ... 

Is  e)p' e)lpi¿di zwh=j ai¹wni¿ou to be regarded as embedded within the preceding kata\ pi/stin ... 

eu)se/beian  phrase?  Technically, no.  It is parallel to kata// ...  It is further specifying the purpose 

of Paul's apostleship.  So JB  'to bring ... to faith and ... knowledge ... and to give them the hope of 

eternal life ...'. NEB, however, takes the 3 as marks of Paul's apostleship – 'marked  ... by faith and 

knowledge and hope ...'. 
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Semantically, however, the e)pi/ phrase can be taken as the basis of the kata/ phrase, as NIV  'a faith 

and knowledge resting on the hope of eternal life,'; so also TEV  '... the faith ... the truth ... which is 

based on the hope of eternal life'.  The e)pi/ PP can be regarded semantically as embedded within the 

kata/ PP. 

3.1.1   PPS AS ELEMENTS OF THE CLAUSE 

As elements of the clause, PPs (with the exception of the I slot) relate to the VP.  They may occur in 

the following syntactic slots: 

Item  (I) 
Link  (L) 
Oblique  (B) – by far the most common, and with a variety of roles. 

Note the following examples: 

• PPs in Item (I) slot 
I.topic Periì de\ wÒn e)gra/yate, kalo\n a)nqrw¯p% gunaiko\j mh\ 

aÀptesqai:  
1C 7.1 

I.topic Periì de\ tw½n ei¹dwloqu/twn, oiãdamen oÀti pa/ntej gnw½sin 
eÃxomen. h( gnw½sij fusioiÍ, h( de\ a)ga/ph oi¹kodomeiÍ:  

1C 8.1 

 
• PPs in Link (L) slot 

L(temp).time fi¿lhma/ moi ou)k eÃdwkaj: auÀth de\ a)f' hÂj ei¹sh=lqon ou) 
die/lipen katafilou=sa/ mou tou\j po/daj.  

Lu 7.45 

L (rel).reason i¹dou=sa de\ h( gunh\ oÀti ou)k eÃlaqen tre/mousa hÅlqen kaiì 
prospesou=sa au)t%½ di' hÁn ai¹ti¿an hÀyato au)tou= a)ph/ggeilen  

Lu 8.47 

L (rel).agency di' ouÂ kaiì th\n prosagwgh\n e)sxh/kamen ... ei¹j th\n xa/rin 
tau/thn e)n vÂ e(sth/kamen 

Ro 5.2 

L (rel).source e)c ouÂ pa=sa patria\ e)n ou)ranoiÍj kaiì e)piì gh=j o)noma/zetai,  Eph 3.15 

L (rel).topic Periì ouÂ polu\j h(miÍn o( lo/goj kaiì dusermh/neutoj le/gein, 
e)peiì nwqroiì gego/nate taiÍj a)koaiÍj.  

He 5.11 

 
• PPs in Oblique (B) slot 

B.addressee ei)=pen de\ pro\j au)tou\j th\n parabolh\n tau/thn Lu 15.3 

B.recipient hÂj e)peri¿sseusen ei¹j h(ma=j, e)n pa/sv sofi¿# kaiì fronh/sei, Eph 1.8 

B.topic a)kou/saj de\ periì tou=  )Ihsou= Lu 7.3 

B.target Splagxni¿zomai e)piì to\n oÃxlon Mt 15.32 

B.goal poreu/ou ei)j to\n oi=)ko/n sou Lu 5.24 

B.means e)n %Ò eÃxomen th\n a)polu/trwsin dia\ tou= aiàmatoj au)tou=, Eph 1.7 

B manner oi¸ de\ e)piì th=j pe/traj oiá oÀtan a)kou/swsin meta\ xara=j 
de/xontai to\n lo/gon 

Lu 8.13 
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3.1.2   EMBEDDED PPS 

1.  Within an NP 

PPs are frequently embedded in a noun phrase (NP) as 

• Modifier of the article, which is functioning as a pronoun.  Following are some of the many 

examples: 

Mk 2.2 kaiì sunh/xqhsan polloiì wÐste mhke/ti xwreiÍn mhde\ ta\ pro\j th\n qu/ran 

Lu 7.25b i¹dou\ oi¸ e)n i¸matism%½ e)ndo/c% kaiì trufv= u(pa/rxontej e)n toiÍj basilei¿oij ei¹si¿n.  

Ac 13.13 oi( peri\ to\n Pau=lon 

2C 1.4 parakaleiÍn tou\j e)n pa/sv qli¿yei dia\ th=j paraklh/sewj hÂj parakalou/meqa au)toi 

Eph 1.10 ta\ e)pi\ toi=j ou)ranoi=j kai\ ta\ e)pi\ th=j gh=j 

Ga 4.29 to\n kata\ pneu=ma [sc. gennhqe/nta]    (the one born by the Spirit) 

Php 1.12 ta\ kat' e)me/ 

He 2.17 iàna e)leh/mwn ge/nhtai kaiì pisto\j a)rxiereu\j ta\ pro\j to\n qeo/n  
 

• Modifier of the noun head, both with and without a following article: 

Lu 5.7 toiÍj meto/xoij e)n t%½ e(te/r% ploi¿%   (no article) 

Lu 5.36 to\ e)pi¿blhma to\ a)po\ tou= kainou=.    (following article) 

Ac 17.13 oi( a)po\ th=j Qessaloni/khj 'Ioudai=oi 

1C 2.12 to\ pneu=ma to\ e)k tou= qeou= 

Ga 1.2 oi( su\n e)moi\ pa/ntej a)delfoi/   
 

In  Hebrews 8.1, there is the equivalent of a genitival expression. 

He 8.1 Kefa/laion de\ e)pi\ toi=j legome/noij 
 

• As Complement or Adjunct of the verbal/event noun which is head of the noun phrase.   Here 

the function of the PP is similar to the previous group, except that the noun has a verbal element 

to it, and the prepositional phrase functions as it would with a verb. 

Lu 5.15 lo/goj peri\ au)tou=   (Topic) 

Ro 9.11 h( kat' e)klogh\n pro/qesij tou= qeou=   (Specification) 

2C 5.12 kauxh/matoj u(pe\r h(mw=n   (Topic) 

Eph 1.15 pi/stin e)n t%= kuri/% 'Ihsou=   (Target) 

1P 1.11 ta\ ei)j Xristo\n paqh/mata  (Target).  Here the equiv. of a genitive. 
 

• As Complement of a verbal adjective/participle which is either 

(a) modifying the head of the noun phrase or 

(b) serving as the (substantive) head of the NP. 
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Here the verbal element is even more clearly present, and the PP functions in the same roles as it 

would when functioning as a clause constituent modifying the Predicate. 

(a)  PP with verbal adj./participle which is modifying the head of the noun phrase: 
Mk 3.22 oi( grammatei=j oi( a)po\ 'Ierosolu/mwn kataba/ntej   (Source) 

Lu 2.33 hÅn de\ o( path\r...kai\ h( mh/thr...qauma/zontej e)pi\ toi=j laloume/noij   (Occasion) 

Lu 5.2 eiÅden du/o ploi=a e)stw=ta para\ th\n li/mnhn   (Location) 

Lu 7.25 a/)nqrwpon e)n malakoi=j i(mati/oij h)mfiesme/non   (Means) 

Lu 24.19 a)nh\r profh/thj dunato\j e)n e/)rg% kai\ lo/g%   (Sphere) 

Ac 22.12 a)nh\r eu)labh\j kata\ to\n no/mon   (Specification) 

Rev 19.9 maka/rioi oi( ei)j to\ dei=pnon tou= ga/mou tou= a)rni/ou keklhme/noi   (Goal+purpose) 
 

(b)  PP with verbal adj./participle which is serving as the (substantive) head of the NP: 

Lu 2.27 kata\ to\ ei)qisme/non tou= no/mou peri\ au)tou=  (also embedded in another PP)   (Topic) 

Ro 8.28 toi=j kata\ pro/qesin klhtoi=j ou)=sin.   (Specification) 

1Co 2.12 ta\ u(po\ tou= qeou= xarisqe/nta h(mi=n   (Agent) 

Eph 1.1 kai\ pistoi=j e)n Xrist%= 'Ihsou=   (Target or Sphere) 

Php 3.5 kata\ no/mon Farisai=oj   (Reference) 
 

2.  Within a PP 

PPs may be embedded in another PP.  This is not uncommon in the epistles. 

Lu 2.27 kata\ to\ ei)qisme/non tou= no/mou peri\ au)tou=    (peri/ within kata/) 

Lu 2.33 qauma/zontej e)pi\ toi=j laloume/noij peri\ au)tou= (peri/ within e)pi/) 

Ac 24.24  ... parageno/menoj o( Fh=lic su\n Drousi¿llv tv= i¹di¿# gunaikiì ouÃsv ¹Ioudai¿# 
metepe/myato to\n Pau=lon kaiì hÃkousen au)tou= periì th=j ei¹j Xristo\n ¹Ihsou=n pi¿stewj.   
(ei)j within peri/) 

Ac 27.2 e)piba/ntej de\ ploi¿% ¹Adramutthn%½ me/llonti pleiÍn ei¹j tou\j kata\ th\n ¹Asi¿an to/pouj ...  
(kata/ within ei)j) 

Ro 1.12 tou=to de/ e)stin sumparaklhqh=nai e)n u(miÍn dia\ th=j e)n a)llh/loij pi¿stewj u(mw½n te kaiì 
e)mou=.    (e)n within dia/) 

2C 5.12 ...pro\j tou\j e)n prosw/p% kauxwme/nouj   (e)n within pro/j) 

Ga 1.17 ou)de\ a)nh=lqon ei¹j  )Ieroso/luma pro\j tou\j pro\ e)mou= a)posto/louj,    (pro/ within pro/j) 

Eph 1.12 ei)j to\ ei)=nai h(ma=j ei)j e)/)painon do/chj au)tou=...   (ei)j within ei)j) 

He 4.8 ei¹ ga\r au)tou\j ¹Ihsou=j kate/pausen, ou)k aÄn periì aÃllhj e)la/lei meta\ tau=ta h(me/raj.  
(meta/ within peri/.  Notice also that the surrounding PP has been split by a verb.) 

1P 1.10 oi( peri\ th=j ei)j u(ma=j xa/ritoj profhteu/santej   (ei)j within peri/) 
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3.1.3  OTHER MATTERS OF SYNTACTIC FUNCTION 

• Number of PPs in a clause 

How many PPs may occur together in one clause, i.e. in sequence, not embedded in one another?  

Two is very common, and three is not uncommon: 

Ro 1.4  tou= o(risqe/ntoj ui¸ou= qeou= e)n duna/meia kata\ pneu=ma a(giwsu/nhjb e)c a)nasta/sewj 

nekrw½nc,   )Ihsou= Xristou= tou= kuri¿ou h(mw½n, 

Ro 10.1   h( me\n eu)doki¿a th=j e)mh=j kardi¿aj kaiì h( de/hsij pro\j to\n qeo\na u(pe\r au)tw½nb ei¹j 
swthri¿anc.  

He 9.26   nuniì de\ aÀpac e)piì suntelei¿# tw½n ai¹w¯nwna ei¹j a)qe/thsin [th=j] a(marti¿ajb dia\ th=j 

qusi¿aj au)tou=c pefane/rwtai.  

Sequence of 4: 

Ro 3.25   oÁn proe/qeto o( qeo\j i¸lasth/rion dia\ [th=j] pi¿stewj e)n t%½ au)tou= aiàmatia ei¹j 

eÃndeicin th=j dikaiosu/nhj au)tou=b dia\ th\n pa/resin tw½n progegono/twn a(marthma/twnc e)n t$= 

a)nox$= tou= Qeou=d. 

Note that e)n t%½ au)tou= aiàmati  is embedded within dia\ [th=j] pi¿stewj. 

Sequence of 5: 

Eph 1.5   proori¿saj h(ma=j ei¹j ui¸oqesi¿ana dia\ ¹Ihsou= Xristou=b ei¹j au)to/nc, kata\ th\n 

eu)doki¿an tou= qelh/matoj au)tou=,d ei)j e)/painon do/chj th=j xa/ritoj au)tou=e. 

• Complement v. Adjunct, and order of occurrence. 

The obligatoriness of PPs following verbs has not been studied, nor have any observations been 

made on any patterns in their order, though this might be of interest in the study of discourse.  

Forefronting for topic or focus (spotlight) or contrast, applies to PPs as it does to other elements in 

the clause, but it has not been given particular attention.  (cf. Ac 26.6 below, #9) 

3.2   SYNTACTIC STRUCTURE OF PPS 

A prepositional phrase consists of a preposition plus Noun Phrase (P + NP).  There is great variety 

in the internal structure of the NP.  They vary in length from a single noun or pronoun, through 

genitival constructions to complicated embedded structures, from two words to two or three verses in 

length! 
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Examples of PP structure:  The following is a sampling of the many examples that could be given 

of the structure of the NP following a preposition, ranging from simple to complex. 

1.  Single noun, without article: 

Eph 2.8 dia\ pi/stewj 

Eph 2.9 e)c e)/rgwn 
 

2.  Single noun, with article, including a substantival participle: 

Ro 4.18 kata\ to\ ei)rhme/non 

Eph 1.10b e)n toi=j ou)ranioi=j 

 
3.  Pronoun: 

Eph 1.8 ei)j h(ma=j 

Eph 1.15 kaq' u(ma=j 

 
4.  Noun + genitive noun(s): 

Lu 2.27 kata\ to\ ei)qisme/non tou= no/mou 

Ro 2.7 kaq' u(pomenh\n e/)/rgou a)gaqou= 

Eph 1.7 kata\ to\ plou=toj th=j xa/ritoj au)tou= 

Eph 1.10 ei)j oi)konomi/an tou= plhrw/matoj tw=n kairw=n 

 
5.  Noun + modifier(s): 

Eph 2.4 dia\ th\n pollh\n a)ga/phn au)tou= 

2T 3.17 iàna aÃrtioj vÅ o( tou= qeou= aÃnqrwpoj, pro\j pa=n eÃrgon a)gaqo\n e)chrtisme/noj.   So also Ti 
1.16. 

2T 4.18 r(u/setai¿ me o( ku/rioj a)po\ panto\j eÃrgou ponhrou= kaiì sw¯sei ei¹j th\n basilei¿an au)tou= 
th\n e)poura/nion:  

 
6.  Noun + noun(s): 

Ac 24.25 dialegome/nou de\ au)tou= periì dikaiosu/nhj kaiì e)gkratei¿aj kaiì tou= kri¿matoj tou= 
me/llontoj eÃmfoboj geno/menoj o( Fh=lic a)pekri¿qh, To\ nu=n eÃxon poreu/ou, kairo\n de\ 
metalabwÜn metakale/somai¿ se,  

Ro 16.25 T%½ de\ duname/n% u(ma=j sthri¿cai kata\ to\ eu)agge/lio/n mou kaiì to\ kh/rugma ¹Ihsou= 
Xristou=, kata\ a)poka/luyin musthri¿ou xro/noij ai¹wni¿oij sesighme/nou,  

Ti 1.1 Pau=loj dou=loj qeou=, a)po/stoloj de\ ¹Ihsou= Xristou= kata\ pi¿stin e)klektw½n qeou= kaiì 
e)pi¿gnwsin a)lhqei¿aj th=j kat' eu)se/beian  

 

7.  Infinitive (i.e. functioning as a noun with the article).  This is a very common construction, 

especially in the epistles, often used to express reason or purpose.  There are various complexities, 

since the infinitival clause may contain further PPs: 
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Mt 13.5, 6 kaiì eu)qe/wj e)cane/teilen dia\ to\ mh\ eÃxein ba/qoj gh=j: h(li¿ou de\ a)natei¿lantoj 

e)kaumati¿sqh kaiì dia\ to\ mh\ eÃxein r(i¿zan e)chra/nqh.  

Lu 12.15 eiåpen de\ pro\j au)tou/j, ¸Ora=te kaiì fula/ssesqe a)po\ pa/shj pleoneci¿aj, oÀti ou)k e)n t%½ 
perisseu/ein tiniì h( zwh\ au)tou= e)stin e)k tw½n u(parxo/ntwn au)t%½.  

Lu 18.1 ãElegen de\ parabolh\n au)toiÍj pro\j to\ deiÍn pa/ntote proseu/xesqai au)tou\j kaiì mh\ 
e)gkakeiÍn,  

Lu 19.11 ¹Akouo/ntwn de\ au)tw½n tau=ta prosqeiìj eiåpen parabolh\n dia\ to\ e)ggu\j eiånai 
¹Ierousalh\m au)to\n kaiì dokeiÍn au)tou\j oÀti paraxrh=ma me/llei h( basilei¿a tou= qeou= 
a)nafai¿nesqai.  

Jo 1.48 a)pekri¿qh  ¹Ihsou=j kaiì eiåpen au)t%½, Pro\ tou= se Fi¿lippon fwnh=sai oÃnta u(po\ th\n 
sukh=n eiådo/n se.  

Ro 3.26 e)n tv= a)noxv= tou= qeou=, pro\j th\n eÃndeicin th=j dikaiosu/nhj au)tou= e)n t%½ nu=n kair%½, ei¹j 
to\ eiånai au)to\n di¿kaion kaiì dikaiou=nta to\n e)k pi¿stewj ¹Ihsou=.  

2C 3.13 kaiì ou) kaqa/per Mwu+sh=j e)ti¿qei ka/lumma e)piì to\ pro/swpon au)tou= pro\j to\ mh\ 
a)teni¿sai tou\j ui¸ou\j ¹Israh\l ei¹j to\ te/loj tou= katargoume/nou.  

Php 1.7 kaqw¯j e)stin di¿kaion e)moiì tou=to froneiÍn u(pe\r pa/ntwn u(mw½n dia\ to\ eÃxein me e)n tv= 
kardi¿# u(ma=j, eÃn te toiÍj desmoiÍj mou kaiì e)n tv= a)pologi¿# kaiì bebaiw¯sei tou= 
eu)aggeli¿ou sugkoinwnou/j mou th=j xa/ritoj pa/ntaj u(ma=j oÃntaj.  

He 2.17 oÀqen wÓfeilen kata\ pa/nta toiÍj a)delfoiÍj o(moiwqh=nai, iàna e)leh/mwn ge/nhtai kaiì 
pisto\j a)rxiereu\j ta\ pro\j to\n qeo/n ei¹j to\ i¸la/skesqai ta\j a(marti¿aj tou= laou=.  

 
8.  Noun + participle in various usages: 
Ro 8.11 z%opoih/sei kaiì ta\ qnhta\ sw¯mata u(mw½n dia\ tou= e)noikou=ntoj au)tou= pneu/matoj e)n 

u(miÍn.  

Eph 3.20 T%½ de\ duname/n% u(pe\r pa/nta poih=sai u(perekperissou= wÒn ai¹tou/meqa hÄ noou=men 
kata\ th\n du/namin th\n e)nergoume/nhn e)n h(miÍn, 

Co 1.5 dia\ th\n e)lpi¿da th\n a)pokeime/nhn u(miÍn e)n toiÍj ou)ranoiÍj, hÁn prohkou/sate e)n t%½ lo/g% 
th=j a)lhqei¿aj tou= eu)aggeli¿ou  

He 5.7 oÁj ... deh/seij te kaiì i¸kethri¿aj pro\j to\n duna/menon s%¯zein au)to\n e)k qana/tou meta\ 
kraugh=j i¹sxura=j kaiì dakru/wn prosene/gkaj  

 
9.  Noun + embedded phrases or clauses i.e there is a primary PP: 
Ac 26.6 kaiì nu=n e)p' e)lpi¿di th=j ei¹j tou\j pate/raj h(mw½n e)paggeli¿aj genome/nhj u(po\ tou= qeou= 

eÀsthka krino/menoj,  

Ro 12.2 kaiì mh\ susxhmati¿zesqe t%½ ai¹w½ni tou/t%, a)lla\ metamorfou=sqe tv= a)nakainw¯sei tou= 
noo/j ei¹j to\ dokima/zein u(ma=j ti¿ to\ qe/lhma tou= qeou=, to\ a)gaqo\n kaiì eu)a/reston kaiì 
te/leion.  

Ro 16.25, 
26 

T%½ de\ duname/n% u(ma=j sthri¿cai kata\ to\ eu)agge/lio/n mou kaiì to\ kh/rugma ¹Ihsou= 
Xristou=, kata\ a)poka/luyin musthri¿ou xro/noij ai¹wni¿oij sesighme/nou, fanerwqe/ntoj 
de\ nu=n dia/ te grafw½n profhtikw½n kat' e)pitagh\n tou= ai¹wni¿ou qeou= ei¹j u(pakoh\n 
pi¿stewj ei¹j pa/nta ta\ eÃqnh gnwrisqe/ntoj,  

Eph 1.18-
21 

1.18  pefwtisme/nouj tou\j o)fqalmou\j th=j kardi¿aj ei¹j to\ ei¹de/nai u(ma=j ti¿j e)stin h( 
e)lpiììj th=j klh/sewj au)tou=, ti¿j o( plou=toj th=j do/chj th=j klhronomi¿aj au)tou= e)n toiÍj 
a(gi¿oij, 

1.19  kaiìì ti¿ to\ u(perba/llon me/geqoj th=j duna/mewj au)tou= ei¹j h(ma=j tou\j pisteu/ontaj 
kata\ th\n e)ne/rgeian tou= kra/touj th=j i¹sxu/oj au)tou=. 

1.20  hÁn e)nh/rghsen e)n t%½ Xrist%½ e)gei¿raj au)to\n e)k nekrw½n kaiìì kaqi¿saj e)n deci#= 
au)tou= e)n toiÍj e)pourani¿oij  

1.21  u(pera/nw pa/shj a)rxh=j kaiìì e)cousi¿aj kaiìì duna/mewj kaiìì kurio/thtoj kaiìì panto\j 
o)no/matoj o)nomazome/nou, ou) mo/non e)n t%½ ai¹w½ni tou/t% a)lla\ kaiìì e)n t%½ me/llonti:  
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As may be seen from the examples above, PPs may include within themselves verbal elements (such 

as to/ with an infinitive), or a relative clause, which can considerably lengthen the PP.  Indeed, a 

relevant question is 'Where does a PP end?'.  Just to take two examples: 

1. a)kou/santej th\n pi¿stin u(mw½n e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou= kaiì th\n a)ga/phn hÁn eÃxete ei¹j pa/ntaj 

tou\j a(gi¿ouj dia\ th\n e)lpi¿da th\n a)pokeime/nhn u(miÍn e)n toiÍj ou)ranoiÍj, hÁn prohkou/sate e)n 

t%½ lo/g% th=j a)lhqei¿aj tou= eu)aggeli¿ou tou= paro/ntoj ei)j u(ma=j,    Co 1.4, 5. 

In these verses a number of PPs are embedded within one another, the primary one being dia\ th\n 

e)lpi¿da ...  It might be diagrammed thus: 

dia\ th\n e)lpi¿da th\n a)pokeime/nhn u(miÍn 
      ⇑ 
     e)n toiÍj ou)ranoiÍj, hÁn prohkou/sate 
      ⇑ 
        e)n t%½ lo/g% th=j a)lhqei¿aj tou= eu)aggeli¿ou tou= paron/toj 
                 ⇑ 
           ei)j u(ma=j 
 

2. Pau=loj dou=loj qeou=, a)po/stoloj de\ ¹Ihsou= Xristou= kata\ pi¿stin e)klektw½n qeou= kaiì 

e)pi¿gnwsin a)lhqei¿aj th=j kat' eu)se/beian e)p' e)lpi¿di zwh=j ai¹wni¿ou, hÁn e)phggei¿lato o( 

a)yeudh\j qeo\j pro\ xro/nwn ai¹wni¿wn,a e)fane/rwsen de\ kairoiÍj i¹di¿oij to\n lo/gon au)tou= e)n 

khru/gmati, oÁ e)pisteu/qhn e)gwÜ kat' e)pitagh\n tou= swth=roj h(mw½n qeou= b,   Ti 1.1-3. 

The two sets of PPs are labelled a and b. 

a.  This is a rather similar statement to that in 1;  it contains an embedded PP within the primary e)p' 

e)lpi¿di zwh=j ai¹wni¿ou.  It may be diagrammed: 

e)p' e)lpi¿di zwh=j ai¹wni¿ou, hÁn e)phggei¿lato o( a)yeudh\j qeo\j 
      ⇑ 
       pro\ xro/nwn ai¹wni¿wn 

b.  Instead of another (expected) relative referring to 'eternal life', there is a fresh start with a 

different object, though the overall topic is still the same. 

e)fane/rwsen de\ kairoiÍj i¹di¿oij to\n lo/gon au)tou=  
         ⇑ 
e)n khru/gmati, oÁ e)pisteu/qhn e)gw/ 
         ⇑ 
  kat' e)pitagh\n tou= swth=roj h(mw½n qeou= 

Whatever the length of the complex PP, the meaning of the primary PP is not affected. 
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A further long complex PP in Eph 1.18ff (given in group 9 above) begins with ei)j to\ ei)de/nai u(maj  

'so that you may know ... '  Where does the PP end?  To the end of verse 21 at least, if not 23.  But 

the role of the primary PP is clearly Purpose. 

There is no problem, of course, as to where a PP begins.  It begins always with the preposition.  The 

critical question is 'to what is the PP attached?' – a question which was discussed at the beginning of 

the chapter. 

3.3   SUMMARY 

As far as their function is concerned, PPs frequently serve as a constituent of the clause;  they also 

serve in a modifying capacity within NPs and other PPs.  As far as their internal structure is 

concerned, there is great variety in the structure of the NP following a preposition, from a single 

word to a complex phrase involving other embedded phrases or clauses. 

 



4.  THE INFLUENTIAL PREDICATES 

4.0   Introduction 
4.1   Verb typologies 
4.2   Towards a classification of predicate types 
4.3   Chart of predicate types 
4.4   Sample passages 

4.0   INTRODUCTION 

EAVING THE ANALYSIS OF PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES at the syntactic level, we shift focus to 

the semantic level.  As stated in chapters 1 and 2, understanding the semantic roles of the PPs 

is considered to be the key element in their exegesis.  But one of the main conditioning factors in 

establishing and defining the semantic roles, particularly the roles of those PPs which are 

complements either of the verb or of a verbal-type noun, is the nature of the predicate.  Predicates 

are the dominant or core constituent within the clause and control the Participants, and to a much 

lesser extent, the Circumstantials1.  This chapter will, therefore, suggest a categorisation of verbs, 

illustrated from both English and Greek. 

 

4.1   VERB TYPOLOGIES 

Language and life are inextricably linked, and grammatical and lexical systems reflect both the 

complexity and the orderliness, as well as the irregularities, of the world in which 'we live and 

move and have our being' (Acts 17.28).  The Predicates in particular, as the nuclear element of the 

clause/sentence, mirror the activities and states, both external and internal, of man and his 

relationships to other people, to his work and to his environment.  'It [a classification of verbs] is like 

an index of man, his interaction with his environment, his emotions, and his activities' (Longacre 

1976:38).  Verbs are often, though not exclusively, the syntactic 'backbone' of any text, providing 

either the time-line or the theme-line. 

Until recently, there appear to have been only a limited number of semantic verb typologies.  

Longacre, writing in 1983, based on his 1976 volume, can still say that he knows of only two other 

published classifications of case frames up to that time (Cook, 1972 and Hale, 1973).  A case frame 
                                                           
1 cf. Halliday:  'Associated with each type of process are a small number of functions, or "roles", ...' (1970: 146);  Cook:  

'... the verb is the central element which determines the number and kind of cases that occur with it, ...' (1978: 297).  
So also:  'Propositional cases are defined in terms of the verb types with which they occur' (1978: 299).  'A verb may 
refer to some activity and there must be a number of participants who have roles in that activity ...; or it may refer to a 
state, and there must be a participant to experience the state ...  A set of verbs is grouped together as one semantic 
type partly because they require the same set of participant roles' (Dixon 1991:9);  Radford:  'Verbs impose 
restrictions on their choice of Complements but not on their choice of Adjuncts' (1988: 348). 
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is 'a set of verbs with characteristic accompanying nouns in particular roles' (1983:169).  Since that 

time there have been other analyses, among whom we may mention the work of Halliday, Foley and 

Van Valin and Robert Dixon. 

Presented below are four sample verb classifications. 

4.1.1   COOK'S MATRIX 

Walter Cook and his Georgetown team developed a case grammar model over a number of years.  It 

drew on the work of Charles Fillmore, Wallace Chafe and John Anderson.  In 1973 he gave the 

suppositions underlying his matrix model as the following: 

(1)  The information unit in discourse is the clause, or simple sentence; within this information 

unit the verb is the central element.  The core meaning of the sentence is implied by the meaning 

of the verb. 

(2)  Related to the verb are a series of case roles, which are arguments within the proposition 

implied by the central predicate ... 

(3)  The resulting case configurations may be arranged in a 12-cell matrix.  Every semantic 

configuration has at least one role associated with the verb and no configuration has more than 

three associated case roles.  (19792:124) 

The latest published version of his matrix (1979) is as follows: 

Verb types Basic Experiential Benefactive Locative 

1.  State Os 

'be tall' 

E, Os 

'like' 

B, Os 

'have' 

Os, L 

'be in' 

2.  Process O 

'die' 

E, O 

'enjoy' 

B, O 

'acquire' 

O, L 

'move' (intr.) 

3.  Action A, O 

'kill' 

A, E, O 

'say' 

A, B, O 

'give' 

A, O, L 

'put' 

Table 4.1   Cook's Case Frame matrix (1979:2033) 

                                                           
2 Cook's key articles were grouped together in his 1979 volume, Case Grammar: Development of the Matrix Model 

(1970-1978).  Page reference will therefore be to this volume, but the original publication date may also be noted in 
square brackets (for which the full details are given in the bibliography). 

3 There are several slightly different versions of this e.g. 1979:128 [1973]. 
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Cook's system involves 5 'propositional cases', namely: Agent (A), Experiencer (E), Benefactive (B), 

Object (O) and Locative (L).  But 'a case system is not just a list of cases;  it is a paradigmatic set of 

oppositions between contrasting semantic roles.  Case frames on the other hand, are the syntagmatic 

arrangements in which case roles occur ...' (1979:202 [1978]).  To understand the significance of the 

chart we should also note his 'norms' in setting up the chart (1979:203 [1978]). 

(1)  Each case frame consists of a verb and one, two or three cases. 

(2)  No case occurs more than once in a case frame, except possibly the O-case. 

(3)  The O-case is obligatory ... 

(4)  The E, B, and L cases are mutually exclusive as in Chafe (1970). 

(5)  Cases are listed left-to-right in subject choice hierarchy order. 

The vertical parameter reflects the basic verb categories of state, process and action. 

State verbs of the top row (which may be formally statives in the surface structure of specific 

languages) signify a static, non-agentive situation, and involve no motion or change of state.  The 

Object required by a State verb is marked Os. 

The process verbs of the middle row are also non-agentive, but are dynamic and reflect a change of 

state.  They may also reflect motion (the final column). 

The action verbs of the bottom row are agentive, dynamic and, for the last 3 columns, may take up to 

three cases. 

Cook neatly expresses the relationship between State, Process and Action as BE, COME ABOUT 

and CAUSE, with State as the base form.  The trio is illustrated by the verb set broken, break (intr.) 

and break (tr.) (1979:138 [1973]). 

The horizontal parameter is concerned with the cases associated with each verb type. 

There is a difference between Basic verbs and the other three columns.  There is minimal relationship 

in the first column, the action verb alone requiring an Object.  The other three columns express 

relationships, and as Cook points out, are mutually exclusive with each other.  Experiential verbs 

reflect relationship to the outside world in terms of inner experience (sensation, cognition, 

communication).  Benefactive verbs reflect relationships to the material world of things, and involve 
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ownership and transfer of goods.  Locative verbs reflect relationships to place, whether positionally 

or directionally.  Note also that it is verbs of the bottom row of the last three columns which require 

three cases (either inherent or expressed). 

Cook's 3-row matrix is a reduction of an earlier 4-row matrix.  Without going into his 

argumentation, we may note that there is a conflation of roles in the middle row (Process).  The first 

and last columns do not appear to show the distinction between agentive and non-agentive 

intransitive-type verbs.  The middle two columns do not show the bidirectionality of these two case 

frames.  That is, they do not show that Experiencer and Benefactive may be either the initiator or the 

receiver of the process.  Note that this is not a surface active-passive distinction, but the difference, 

for example, between I liked your gift and Your gift pleased me. 

Below is the earlier (1972) 4-row version of Cook's matrix: 

Verb types A.  Basic B.  Experiential C.  Benefactive D.  Locative 

1.  State Os 

be tall 

E, Os 

know 

B, Os 

have 

Os, L 

be in 

2.  Process O 

sleep 

E, O 

feel 

B, O 

acquire 

O, L 

move  (intr.) 

3.  Action A 

dance 

A, E 

frighten 

A, B 

bribe 

A, L 

walk 

4.  Action- 

     Process 

A, O 

kill 

A, E, O 

say 

A, B, O 

give 

A, O, L 

bring 

Table 4.2   Cook's earlier case grammar matrix  (1979:1264 [1972]) 

The above 16-cell matrix reflects two well-defined parameters – an inherently useful categorisation 

of verbs as the vertical parameter, and the arguments associated with them as the horizontal 

parameter.  As with any linguistic construct, the nuclei are clear though the borders may not always 

be distinct. 

We may make some further observations on this chart, the extra row of which is shaded. 

The verbs in the top two rows are largely non-agentive (–A)5; those in the bottom two rows are 

agentive (+A).  The labels Action and Action-Process seem at first sight to be misplaced.  One might 
                                                           
4 There is a fuller version of this in 1979:61 [1971]. 
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consider walk to be Action-process, and kill to be Action.  Row 3 is, in fact, activity without an 

Object (according to Cook's definition of Object), while row 4 is action requiring an Object which 

undergoes a change of state. 

A further observation is that Cook's O covers Patient (the affected object), Product (the effected 

object), Theme (the non-affected object) and Range (cf. 1979:126). 

The four verb types, derived from Chafe (1970), were further developed by Longacre, whose own 

analysis reflects and builds on the work of Walter Cook.  'I agree with Cook that there is something 

basic about Chafe's proposal that we classify verbs the world over into state, process, action and 

action process ...' (Longacre, 1983:173).  In Longacre's own larger and more elaborate charts (1983: 

43, 50, 51), State, State-Process, Action-Process and Action form the horizontal parameter, while 

the various participant roles and semantic verb categories form the vertical parameter. 

4.1.2   HALLIDAY'S MATRIX 

Halliday recognised 3 groups of 'roles' – processes6, participants and circumstantials.  His Process 

types fall into three main categories:  Material processes – processes of doing (termed 'Action', in 

New Horizons, 1970:152); Mental processes – processes of sensing; and Relational processes – 

processes of being.  In addition, there are three subsidiary groups which are similar to but distinct 

from the main groups.  Behavioural processes are linked with the Material, Verbal processes are 

linked with the Sensing, and Existential processes are linked with the Relational.  In each case, there 

are key participants involved, and the differences between the groups are matched by differences in 

grammatical behaviour. 

 
5 acquire and move can be agentive. 
6 Note that 'process' here is equivalent to Predicate, and must not be confused with 'Process' in contrast to 'State' and 

'Action'. 
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The following chart presents the overall picture of Halliday's scheme. 

Process type Category meaning Participants 

material 'doing' Actor, Goal 

 action  'doing'  

 event  'happening'  

behavioural 'behaving' Behaver 

mental 'sensing' Senser, Phenomenon 

 perception  'seeing'  

 affection  'feeling'  

 cognition  'thinking'  

verbal 'saying' Sayer, Target 

relational 'being' Token, Value 

 attribution  'attributing' Carrier, Attribute 

 identification  'identifying' Identified, Identifier 

existential 'existing' Existent 

Table 4.3   Halliday's Table of  'Process types, their meanings , and key participants' (1985:131) 

Halliday's Process types are established on semantic differences ('doing', 'sensing' and 'being' 

processes), on key participants involved, and on grammatical behaviour. 

Two other systems will be examined briefly. 

4.1.3   FOLEY AND VAN VALIN 

Foley and Van Valin are proponents of Role and Reference Grammar7.  They begin the post-

preliminary chapter of Functional Syntax and Universal Grammar (1984) with the following words: 

One of the most fundamental problems in the analysis of clause structure is the 

characterization of predicates and the semantic relations which obtain between them and 

their arguments.  Regardless of the type of discourse under consideration, the clauses 

which constitute the discourse are constructed around predications consisting of a predicate 

and its argument(s) (1984:27). 

                                                           
7 In contrast to generative grammar, they recognise two levels only of representation – syntactic and semantic, and there 

is a direct mapping or linking between them (1990:222). 
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Their system of analysis is based on the 'opposition between the notion of actor and undergoer on the 

one hand, and the lexical decomposition of predicates into a set of primitive predicates and operators 

on the other' (1984:27). 

Without going into the details of their analysis, but based on such 'lexical decomposition', they 

present a division of verbs into 4 classes, following David Dowty (1979), who in turn bases his study 

on Vendler (1967): 

a.  STATES:  know, be broken, have, believe, like 

b.  ACHIEVEMENTS:  learn, break (intr.), die, arrive, notice 

c.  ACCOMPLISHMENTS:  teach, break (tr.), kill, eat a piece of pizza, make a chair 

d.  ACTIVITIES:  run, dance, swim, eat pizza (e.g. for ten minutes), squeak. (1990:222) 

The last three classes are derived from State verbs by three 'operators', BECOME, DO and CAUSE 

(1990:223, 224). 

On the other hand, Van Valin can also state that 'For the most part, activity verbs are not derived 

from stative predicates but are represented as primitive predicates in their own right' (1990:224). 

[italics mine]  Because of this he can present a table of 'Definitions of thematic relations for state and 

activity verbs' (1990:2268) as follows: 

I  STATE VERBS 

 A.  Locative be-at'  (x, y) x = locative, y = theme 
 B.  Nonlocational 
 1.  State or condition predicate'  (x) x = patient 
 2.  Perception see'  (x, y) x = experiencer, y = theme 
 3.  Cognition believe'  (x, y) x = experiencer, y = theme 
 4.  Possession have'  (x, y) x = locative, y = theme 
 5.  Attrib/Identificational be'  (x, y) x = locative, y = theme 

II  ACTIVITY VERBS 

 A.  Uncontrolled predicate'  (x, (y)) x = effector  (y = locative) 
 B.  Controlled DO  (x, [predicate'  (x, (y))] ) x = agent  (y = locative) 
 

According to Van Valin, many verbs that can have an agentive interpretation, can also have a non-

agentive interpretation as in John knocked the vase off the table (intentionally/accidentally?) i.e. 

'agentiveness' is not part of the lexical meaning of the verb.  The DO operator 'codes' agentiveness for 

verbs in which it is lexicalised such as murder (1990:224). 
 

8 slightly different from the 1984: 53 version. 
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4.1.4   DIXON 

The last verb classification to be considered is that of Robert Dixon in his recent book A New 

Approach to English Grammar, on Semantic Principles9.  Following an initial grammatical sketch, 

in which he, like many others, distinguishes between syntactic and semantic categories, he discusses 

the semantic types of Nouns and Adjectives (Chap.3) followed by an extensive analysis of around 

900 English verbs into some 30 semantic types (Chaps. 4-6).  Each verb type has its own cluster of 

semantic roles, 40 to 50 in all.  Like other linguists, he recognises the three syntactic slots of S 

(intransitive subject), A (transitive subject) and O (transitive object)10.  Unlike the others, he 

excludes States (simply mentioning VPs with copula as head, p. 23), but includes auxiliaries/modals 

in his listing.  Thus he divides verbs into Primary-A and Primary-B verbs, (corresponding to 

Halliday's material and mental processes), and Secondary verbs, covering modals and auxiliaries of 

different kinds i.e. verbs which require a second verb.  His subdivisions are as follows: 

Primary-A verb types 

1. MOTION 
2. REST 
3. AFFECT 
4. GIVING 
5. CORPOREAL 
6. WEATHER 
7. COMPETITION 
8. SOCIAL CONTRACT 
9. USING 
10. OBEYING 

Primary-B type verbs 

1. ATTENTION 
2. THINKING 
3. DECIDING 
4. SPEAKING 
5. LIKING 
6. ANNOYING 
7. ACTING 
8. HAPPENING 
9. COMPARING 
10. RELATING 

Secondary verb types 

Secondary-A types 

   1.  MODALS and SEMI-MODALS 
   2.  BEGINNING 
   3.  TRYING 
   4.  HURRYING 
   5.  DARING 

Secondary-B types 

   1.  WANTING 
   2.  POSTPONING 

Secondary-C types 

   1.  MAKING 
   2.  HELPING 

Secondary-D types 

   1.  SEEM 
   2.  MATTER 

The analysis is an interesting and reasonably comprehensive one.  It is entirely English-specific, and 

the reviewer considers some of his semantic roles to be lexical rather than semantic.  His basic 

                                                           
9 reviewed, not altogether favourably, by C. Fellbaum in Language 68.3 (1992). 
10 cf. Blake who defines S as 'the single argument of an intransitive predicate, P as 'the patient argument of a 2-place 

transitive verb, and A as 'the agent argument of a transitive verb' (1994:25).  So also Palmer, 1994:8-10. 
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categories are analagous to those of other linguists, though his types and subtypes reflect his 

individual analysis.  He does not appear to refer to the agentive/non-agentive distinction. 

The four classifications presented above reflect various cross-cutting categories – semantic v. 

syntactic dimensions, state v. activity, transitive v. intransitive, associated roles.  The classification 

suggested in the next section also makes use of these parameters. 

4.2   TOWARDS A CLASSIFICATION OF PREDICATES 

The proper classification of the Predicates is the only foundation on which a sound listing and 

definition of semantic roles is possible.  As stated at the beginning of this chapter, semantic role 

analysis is dependent upon Predicate analysis.  '... the verb is the central element which determines 

the number and kind of cases that occur with it, ...' (Cook 1979:51 [1978]).  'Propositional cases are 

defined in terms of the verb types with which they occur.' (ibid. 1979:52 [1978]) 

On the other hand, Predicates cannot be considered in isolation.  They are interactive with the 

essential cases/arguments/roles which must accompany them.  'A set of verbs is grouped together as 

one semantic type partly because they require the same set of participant roles' (Dixon 1991:9).  So 

Longacre writes:  '... we must specify features which distinguish one set of verbs from another set of 

verbs, and then we must specify the roles which occur with verbs characterised by these features.  

The result will be a set of verbs with characteristic constellations of accompanying substantives in 

given roles' (1983:38). 

Thus we may establish a predicate classification which is 2-dimensional, reflecting: 

(1) the semantic verb type, (the internal semantic composition of the verb), and 

(2) the associated arguments or cases, (the external relationships of the verb). 

Any verb classification, like other classifications, must be marked by the following features: 

1. simplicity i.e. the thousands of predicates can be grouped into a minimal number of basic 

categories, even though subdivisions of varying degrees may reflect complexity. 

2. comprehensiveness i.e. the classification must cover all the data. 

3. each cell must be uniquely defined.  Further, the contents of matrix cells must be mutually 

exclusive with each other i.e. the same data cannot appear equally in more than one cell.  On the 
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other hand, a basic premise of natural language classification, at any level, is that while nuclei 

are clearly defined, borders may be fuzzy.  A particular verb may straddle two cells. 

4. while an individual matrix of predicates will be language specific, it is hoped that the 

classification presented here may have universal application. 

We shall take each of the two parameters in turn. 

4.2.1   SEMANTIC VERB TYPES 

How can the thousands upon thousands of verbs in a language be classified semantically in 

appropriate and distinctive ways?  If definitions are to be universal, they must be based not on 

syntax, which is language-specific, but on the 'real world' of things and events.   The semantic 

categories, for both predicate types and semantic roles, are 'mapped onto' the syntax, to use Dixon's 

phrase.  The syntax will provide clues, but the definitions must be drawn from the universal world of 

fact and experience.  On the other hand, the things, events and relationships of the 'real world' are 

reflected in language and indeed, cannot be described without language.  So semantic categories are 

conditioned by the syntactic framework and lexical items of the speaker/author. 

Excluding modals or auxiliaries from the discussion,11 an immediate and universal division of verbs 

is into State ('being' verbs) and Activity ('doing' verbs) verbs.  Statives reflect condition or situation, 

and no action, motion or change is involved.  Activity verbs cover the all-embracing spheres of 

thought, word and deed.  They may be divided into two groups, reflecting external (i.e. physical) 

activities, and internal (i.e. non-physical) activities.  Within these two groupings, linguists vary 

greatly in their classification.  Note that this division reflects a Hallidean rather than a Cook 

analysis. 

The vertical parameter of the chart in the section 4.3 is thus in three main sections12: 

I States 

II External Activities 

III Internal Activities. 

                                                           
11 i.e. verbs whose function is to be the supporting verb in a two-verb predicate e.g.  may, might, could, etc. and can, 

must, try, start etc. when used with this function. 
12 cf. Bickford (1991):  'Verbs generally indicate an action, a relation or an experience.' 
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Detailed discussion and description of the verb types is best taken after the presentation of the chart. 

There is a further verb distinction to be made, which will affect the accompanying subject role, 

namely, whether the verb is agentive or non-agentive.  The subject of an agentive verb is an 

intentional and controlling Agent (John built a house), or an active Experiencer (John watched TV).  

The subject of non-agentive verbs may be Effector (The wind shattered the glass), a passive 

Experiencer (John suddenly heard a noise), a Patient (John suffered a heart attack), Benefactive 

(Mary received a present) or non-Benefactive (John lost his keys) etc.  Cook does not focus on the 

distinction except to say that his role Agent may be animate or inanimate (1978:299).  Van Valin 

makes a major division of Activity verbs into Controlled (with Agent) and Uncontrolled (with 

Effector) (1990:226). 

Many verbs are lexicalised as agentive such as, cook, donate, hoe, ferry, chase, murder etc.  Others 

are non-agentive such as stumble, faint, hear, lose.  Many are ambiguous as to whether they are 

agentive or non-agentive and depend on the context.  Cook (1979:94) notes acquire as an example of 

a verb which may be intentional or unintentional.  So for many others.  Drop may be with purpose, 

She dropped the coins into her purse, or without purpose, He dropped his keys somewhere in the 

woods.  Even die can be ambiguous.  While normally regarded as non-agentive, it might be 

considered agentive in He would die for her, and certainly in Christ died for us where the event is 

intentional.  The distinction cannot easily be incorporated into a chart of verb types. 

4.2.2   ASSOCIATED ROLES 

Here we come to a hornet's nest of difficulties, with cross-cutting categories and labels.  As we saw 

in chapter 2, and shall do so again in the next chapter, there is little agreement among linguists over 

the number and definition of semantic roles, or if and how they may be grouped. 

(1)   A Problem 

Although there is disagreement over the number and nature of semantic roles, there is a recognition 

that at the syntactic level, the number of arguments (elements required by the predicate) is limited. 
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Linguists refer to 1-argument and 2-argument predicates (e.g. Foley and Van Valin, 1984:27ff.), 

corresponding to the intransitive-transitive watershed.  The single argument of an intransitive verb 

has been labelled S (e.g. Palmer:1994:8; Blake 1990:25, 119; Dixon 1991:11 and others). 

The arguments of a 2-argument transitive predicate have been labelled Actor and Patient (A and P) 

by Palmer, who refers to them as 'grammatical roles' (1994:8).  Blake speaks of Agent and Patient13.  

Dixon labels them A (transitive Subject) and O (transitive Object) (1991:11).  Radford (1988:373, 

380) distinguishes between external arguments (i.e. Subjects) and internal arguments (i.e. 

Complements). 

The above labels have a syntactic flavour to them inasmuch as they are linked to the syntactic 

distinction between transitive and intransitive verbs.  They are kept distinct by these grammarians 

both from a set of semantic roles and from the purely syntactic categories of Subject, Object and 

Indirect Object.  Thus Palmer distinguishes between 'notional roles' (alias 'semantic roles'.  

1994:5ff), the 'grammatical roles' of S, A and P above, and the 'grammatical relations' which refer to 

syntactic Subject and Object.  Blake refers to his S, A and P as 'arguments' of intransitive and 

transitive verbs respectively, and regards them as core syntactic functions.  Dixon maintains a 

careful distinction between his semantic roles and his S, A and O which he clearly regards as 'core 

syntactic relations'14 (ibid. 11, 85).  Semantic roles are 'mapped onto' the core syntactic relations of 

S, A and O. 

Halliday, on the other hand, speaks of three 'participant functions' in transitive clauses – 'Actor', 

'Goal' (or 'Patient') and 'Beneficiary' (1970:147).  His three terms are not the same as S, A and P 

above, but refer to his three core participant roles, and reflect a semantic dimension. 

Foley and Van Valin, whose overall predicate classification was presented above, establish and 

develop two 'macro-roles' – ACTOR and UNDERGOER (1984:30, 31). 

'[Thus,] actor and undergoer, the two arguments of a transitive predication, have both 

semantic and syntactic significance.  In an important sense they constitute an interface 

                                                           
13 cf Andrews who says 'Agent and Patient play a fundamental role in all languages' (1985:68) 
14 though he does use the word 'role' at the beginning of this immediate discussion -- 'Verbs fall into two broad 

subclasses--those that require only one role (intransitive verbs) and those which require two or more roles (transitive 
verbs).' 
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between syntactic relations such as subject and semantic relations such as case roles and 

thematic relations. (1984:32) 

ACTOR and UNDERGOER are 'generalised semantic relations between a predicate and its arguments'. 

(1984:29).  ACTOR  is the intiating argument of a predicate.  'All actors have in common that they are 

potential initiators and/or controlers of the action of the predicate' (ibid. 32).  UNDERGOER is the 

receiving argument of a predicate.  'Affectedness is part of the inherent semantics of undergoer.' 

(ibid. 61). 

How do the macro-roles relate to the semantic roles they set up, namely, Agent, Effector, 

Experiencer, Theme, Locative, Goal, Source and Patient?  They envisage the roles along a cline with 

ACTOR at one end and UNDERGOER at the other (Van Valin 1990:226): 

ACTOR 
     

Agent Effector Experiencer Locative Theme Patient 
    

UNDERGOER 

Agent is always the highest rank of actor and Patient is always undergoer.  'We claim that in no 

language will an agent ever occur as an undergoer in a simple basic clause, nor will a patient ever 

occur as actor.' (ibid. 60).  Goal, Source and Locative may be actor or undergoer depending on their 

relation to the predicate e.g: 

The lawyer received a telegram.  (Recipient/Goal as actor) 

The announcer presented Mary with the award.  (Rec./Goal as undergoer)  (1984:30) 

The macro-roles of Foley and Van Valin are, of course, distinct from syntactic subject and syntactic 

object.  'Actor is not equivalent to syntactic subject, nor is undergoer equivalent to syntactic direct 

object' (1984:29), though of course they may be. 

All the terminology described above reflects the problem of the relationship between the clearly 

defined syntactic slots of Subject, Object, and Indirect Object, recognised as 'universal grammatical 

relations' (Frantz 1979), and the syntactic verb categories of Intransitive, Transitive and Ditransitive, 

on the one hand, and the semantic roles of Agent, Patient, Theme, Locative, Beneficiary etc. on the 

other.  Yet it is essential that we distinguish carefully between the syntactic and semantic levels. 
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(2)   A Proposal 

Regardless of the number of semantic roles set up by linguists, the number of items or 'cases' which 

may be required by a Predicate is only one, two, or at most, three.  The roles will vary, but there is a 

maximum of three required by any particular verb, and it is helpful to recognise this fact. 

I suggest that for the horizontal parameter of the verb chart, the physical (linear15) terms or places 

required by the predicate will be noted.  We may label the three terms P-1, P-2 and P-3.  Statives 

require no more than (a maximum of) two essential terms;  activities require no more than three, 

though there may be further optional ones. 

The labels P-1, P-2 and P-3 reflect the syntactic dimension of Predicate 'cases'.  They mark a 

'pecking order'16 of relationship to the Predicate.  The linear order of P-1, P-2 and P-3 is, of course, 

language specific. 

The semantic dimension may be expressed by grouping the core semantic roles into three groups – 

ACTOR, UNDERGOER and DIRECTIVE.  These may be regarded as 'cover terms' for the key 

(participant) roles of Agent, Patient, Theme, Experiencer, Benefactive, Locative etc.  The semantic 

roles are labels for participants in the 'real' or 'referential' world.  But language reflects their 

activities in many different ways, depending on the purpose or focus of the language-user.  ACTOR, 

UNDERGOER and DIRECTIVE are useful terms to indicate how the language is presenting the facts.  

This is especially true of 3 argument predicates.  Thus, for example, in the sale of a car, the sentence 

John [Source/Donor] has sold his car to Mary[Goal/Recipient] presents John as the ACTOR.  In the 

sentence Mary [Goal/Recipient] bought a car from John [Source/Donor], Mary is presented as the 

ACTOR. 

ACTOR is typically the doer of the action, whether the verb is agentive or not, e.g. John was walking 

fast,  John washed his car, The wind blew his hat off.  It is therefore not found with Statives.   

UNDERGOER is the non-ACTOR.  It is typically the person or thing acted upon or affected by an 

action, or the one in a certain State.  It may be Patient, Theme or (passive) Experiencer of a verb e.g. 

                                                           
15 Obviously this will be language specific. 
16 A metaphor suggested by Ivan Lowe on reading an earlier version of this. 
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John is sick,   The vase was broken,   Mary broke the vase,   John tripped over,   The door opened,   

The ball rolled down the hill,   Bill insulted John. 

Either ACTOR or UNDERGOER may be the subject of an intransitive verb. 

DIRECTIVE is the role which provides the orientation of an action or state. 

It may be the second term of States of Possession or Location, or the main participant with verbs of 

gain or loss.  e.g: 

This book is John's,  this one is for you,  John is at home, 

Mary owns a beautiful garden. 

John inherited a large estate. 

It also occurs with verbs of MOTION e.g: 

John flew from London to Glasgow,  John left home early,  John went up into the hills,  John 

strolled along the path. 

It is also typically the third term of an action in 3-term clauses, the 'receiver' of the object (with verbs 

of TRANSFER or COMMUNICATION), the entity to which the action is 'directed'.  It may be Goal, 

Benefactive or Addressee,  e.g. John put his keys into the drawer (Goal), She gave the package to 

Fred (Recipient), I'll get it for you (Beneficiary), My uncle told wonderful stories to the children 

(Addressee). 

As noted above, directive roles such as Goal and Benefactive may function in the ACTOR role in a 3-

term predicate, as in Mary (Rec.) took the letter (from John), or in the UNDERGOER role in a 2-term 

predicate, as in  He fed the horses (Rec.), John loaded the truck (Goal) [with hay], he lectured the 

students (Addressee). 

In summary, we have stated that a predicate may require a maximum of three places,  P-1,  P-2 and 

P-3.  We have suggested three 'cover terms' for the core semantic roles which may occur – ACTOR, 

UNDERGOER and DIRECTIVE. 

Note that, at a deeper 'pragmatic' level, a third place may be required by the situation, if not by the 

syntax.  For example, I'm doing this for your good (Purpose), Please make a birthday cake for me 
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(Beneficiary) or you must cut it with a knife (i.e. not scissors, Instrument).  In the Greek NT, the 

following immediately come to mind: 

Ph 4.13:  pa/nta i¹sxu/w e)n t%½ e)ndunamou=nti.   Agency. 
1C 10.31:  pa/nta ei¹j do/can qeou= poieiÍte.   Purpose. 

Mt 24.5:  polloiì ga\r e)leu/sontai e)piì t%½ o)no/mati¿ mou le/gontej, ¹Egw¯ ei¹mi o( Xristo/j, kaiì 
pollou\j planh/sousin.    Basis. 

These statements would, of course, be meaningless without the prepositional phrases. 

A matrix is a helpful way of displaying the structural and relational information given above.  A 

chart of basic verb types and their associated roles is presented in the next section, followed by brief 

comments and examples.  The classification does not include metaphorical extensions of the basic 

types. 
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4.3   SUMMARY CHART OF PREDICATES 

  ⇒  CORE SEMANTIC ROLES 

PREDICATE TYPE 
⇓ 

GENERIC VERB 
 

ACTOR UNDERGOER DIRECTIVE 

I   STATES     

Equative ei)mi/ 
be 

 Theme 
Patient 
Experiencer 

 

Possessive eÃxw 
have 

 Theme Benefactive 

Locative/Time me/nw 
be  at 

 Theme Locative/Time 

II   EXTERNAL ACTIVITIES    

Event gi/nomai 
act/happen 

(Agent)* Patient/Theme  

Action poie/w 
do (to) 

Agent 
Effector 

Patient  

Motion eÃrxomai 
come/go 

Agent 
Theme 

 Goal/Path/ 
Source 

Transfer di/dwmi 
give/carry 

Agent 
Effector 

Theme Benefactive 
Goal/Source 

III   INTERNAL ACTIVITIES    

Perception 
(Inward) 

o(ra/w 
see 

Experiencer 
(Act/Pass) 

Theme 
Proposition 

 

Cognition** 
(Inner) 

nomi/zw 
think 

Experiencer 
(Act/Pass) 

Proposition 
Theme 

 

Communication 
(Outward) 

le/gw 
say 

Agent Text/Topic 
Proposition 

Addressee 

Table 4.4  Table of Predicate Types and Core Semantic Roles 

*  EVENT verbs involve one participant only, whether UNDERGOER (the majority) or ACTOR. 

**  Cognition is used here to cover the inner mental processes of cognition, emotion and volition.  
Though this row and the Perception row appear similar, there are differences as described in the 
following notes. 

The chart reflects the core roles only.  Thus, for example, ACTION verbs can be accompanied by the 
role Means, and Benefactive can accompany ACTION or MOTION. 
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I   STATES 

'The central meaning of clauses of this type is that something is' (Halliday 1985:112).  State 

predicates ('statives') reflect identification, description, or location.  They involve no action, motion 

or change, and therefore there is no ACTOR role.  They answer questions such as: 

'Who/What is ____ ?' 

'What is ____ like?' 

'Where/when is ____ ?' 

There is never more than one key participant who/which may be identified or described or located in 

relation to another participant or qualification.  This key participant is UNDERGOER17, Theme being 

the usual semantic role. 

Syntactically, State predicates may involve 2 terms in addition to the copula.  P-2 may identify or 

qualify P-1 in some way.  P-2 may also be DIRECTIVE in Possession or Location states. 

States may be reflected grammatically in copulas, stative/'be' verbs, in non-verbal (NP) or VP 

clauses.  The predicate forms of State categories are language-specific.  NT Greek, for example, 

while having well marked 'be' clauses, expresses thirst, hunger and poverty etc. as verbs. 

States have been classified in various ways.  We may distinguish three main groups:  Equative, 

Possessive and Locative. 

EQUATIVE 

This in turn may be divided into 3 subgroups: 

a)  Existence.  P-1 will be UNDERGOER e.g: 

Microbes exist, Once upon a time there was a merchant ... etc. 

Jo 1.1..¹En a)rxv= hÅn o( lo/goj, kaiì o( lo/goj hÅn pro\j to\n qeo/n, kaiì qeo\j hÅn o( lo/goj.  
Jo 4.46  kaiì hÅn tij basiliko\j ouÂ o( ui¸o\j h)sqe/nei e)n Kafarnaou/m.  
Jo 1.6  ¹Ege/neto aÃnqrwpoj a)pestalme/noj para\ qeou=, oÃnoma au)t%½ ¹Iwa/nnhj:  

b)  Identification.  P-1 is UNDERGOER  P-2 is syntactically the Amplifier slot e.g. 

John is a doctor  (general), John is my brother (specific). 

Mt 16.16  Su\ eiå o( Xristo\j o( ui¸o\j tou= qeou= tou= zw½ntoj.  
Lu 1.18  e)gwÜ ga/r ei¹mi presbu/thj kaiì ... 

                                                           
17 So Van Valin.  Much of the previous discussion excludes State (verbs).  Dixon, for example, doesn't have a term or 

initial for the subject of a State;  S, A, P refer only to the intrans/trans divide. 
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Lu 23.50  Kaiì i¹dou\ a)nh\r o)no/mati ¹Iwsh\f bouleuth\j u(pa/rxwn  
Jo 1.1  qeo\j hÅn o( lo/goj.  
Jo 6.35  )Egw¯ ei¹mi o( aÃrtoj th=j zwh=j: 

c)  Description (or Attribution).  If the description is of inherent features of quality or quantity etc., 

P-1 will be UNDERGOER and  P-2 is syntactically Amplifier, filled by a qualifier e.g: 

it's red, heavy, small, tall, good etc.  It cost $10. 

Mk 6.35   ãErhmo/j e)stin o( to/poj 
Mk 9.50  Kalo\n to\ aÀlaj   
Lu 19.2  ... kaiì au)to\j plou/sioj:  
Lu 23.50  ... [kaiì] a)nh\r a)gaqo\j kaiì di¿kaioj  
He 3.5  kaiì Mwu+sh=j me\n pisto\j e)n oÀl% t%½ oiãk%  

If the description is of a condition resulting from some action, the participant role is again 

UNDERGOER whether Patient (outer, physical) or Experiencer (inner, mental) e.g: 

John is sick, thirsty, (Patient), happy, afraid (Experiencer) etc. 

The relevant clause is underlined in the examples below. 

Mt 4.2  kaiì nhsteu/saj h(me/raj tessera/konta kaiì nu/ktaj tessera/konta, uÀsteron 
e)pei¿nasen.  
Jo 4.46  kaiì hÅn tij basiliko\j ouÂ o( ui¸o\j h)sqe/nei e)n Kafarnaou/m.  
Jo 4.50  le/gei au)t%½ o( ¹Ihsou=j, Poreu/ou, o( ui¸o/j sou zv=. 

Mt 5.11  maka/rioi¿ e)ste oÀtan o)neidi¿swsin u(ma=j kaiì ... 
Mt 8.26  kaiì le/gei au)toiÍj, Ti¿ deiloi¿ e)ste, o)ligo/pistoi;  

POSSESSIVE 

Possession is one type of description, often expressed in many languages in genitival constructions 

such as the house of the chief, cf. a house of stone, a bottle of milk etc.  In clause form, the syntax 

will be language specific (cf. Fr. C'est à lui.).  The possessed item is UNDERGOER, the owner is 

DIRECTIVE (Possessor), e.g: 

This book is mine/John's, John has a new car18, etc. 

Mt 19.21  ... kaiì eÀceij qhsauro\n e)n ou)ranoiÍj,  
Jo 4.17  a)pekri¿qh h( gunh\ kaiì eiåpen au)t%½, Ou)k eÃxw aÃndra. 

The DIRECTIVE role may also be Beneficiary as in:  This book is for you. 

                                                           
18 Halliday includes John keeps his car in the garage in this grouping (1970:150).  
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LOCATIVE 

Locative states express state in relation to place or time.  P-1 is UNDERGOER;  P-2 is a DIRECTIVE: 

He's in the house/at the market, he lives in Rome, the concert is at 6 o'clock etc. 

Mt 2.15  kaiì hÅn e)keiÍ eÀwj th=j teleuth=j ¸Hr%¯dou:  
Mk 4.38  kaiì au)to\j hÅn e)n tv= pru/mnv e)piì to\ proskefa/laion kaqeu/dwn. 
Mk 6.47  kaiì o)yi¿aj genome/nhj hÅn to\ ploiÍon e)n me/s% th=j qala/sshj, kaiì au)to\j mo/noj e)piì 
th=j gh=j.  
Lu 1.56   ãEmeinen de\ Maria\m su\n au)tv= w¨j mh=naj treiÍj, 
Jo 1.38   ¸Rabbi¿, ... pou= me/neij;  
Jo 15:4  mei¿nate e)n e)moi¿, ka)gwÜ e)n u(miÍn. kaqwÜj to\ klh=ma ou) du/natai karpo\n fe/rein a)f' 
e(autou= e)a\n mh\ me/nv e)n tv= a)mpe/l%, ouÀtwj ou)de\ u(meiÍj e)a\n mh\ e)n e)moiì me/nhte.  

Posture (he's lying down, standing up, sitting in an armchair) has been included by some linguists 

with States, by others as Activities: 

Mk 10.46  o( ui¸o\j Timai¿ou BartimaiÍoj, tuflo\j prosai¿thj, e)ka/qhto para\ th\n o(do/n.  
Mk 13.3  Kaiì kaqhme/nou au)tou= ei¹j to\ ãOroj tw½n ¹Elaiw½n ... 

In NT Greek, the aspectual form of the verb, as well as the context, should provide clues as needed. 

Note on States of Cognition.  Linguists vary over the analysis of inner states.  Longacre and Van 

Valin regard perception verbs such as see, or hear as States, Cook and Halliday as Activities. 

We have already mentioned inner conditions expressed with a copula or verb be (He is fearful).  I 

am including cognition states expressed verbally under Internal Activities (e.g I know John, I like 

raspberries, I believe the world is round, I want 3lbs of potatoes). 

II   EXTERNAL ACTIVITIES 

Verbs of external or physical activity cover the whole range of human and non-human actions and 

events outside the person, and, as noted earlier, they can be classified in different ways.  Halliday 

makes a simple distinction between actions ('doing') and events ('happening'), with a third associated 

group of behavioural verbs ('behaving').  Ostler's model classifies all predicates in terms of BE, DO 

and GO (1980:47). 

In many languages it might be convenient to divide them into the two broad, traditional groups of 

those having a single argument (intransitives), and those having two or more arguments (transitives 
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and ditransitives)19.  This basically syntactic division reflects, but does not always correspond to, an 

important semantic distinction between activities which involve one participant, and those which 

involve more than one.  This study sets up four groups of external activity verbs: 

Event:  There is one main participant, predominantly UNDERGOER, but including a small number 

where the participant is ACTOR. 

Action:  There are two key participants with verbs of Action – ACTOR and UNDERGOER. 

Motion:  There is an ACTOR participant and DIRECTIVE roles, (Source, Path, Goal). 

Transfer:  Verbs of Transfer imply three roles – ACTOR, UNDERGOER and DIRECTIVE. 

Verbs may, of course, lexicalise combinations of more than one type.  Thus chase is a combination 

of MOTION and affecting ACTION (possibly also EMOTION), as in They chased the prisoner down the 

road;  seek is a combination of EMOTION (desire), PERCEPTION (look) and MOTION. 

EVENT 

Event verbs are generally non-agentive (see the reference to behavioural verbs below), and involve 

one main participant which is (predominantly) UNDERGOER. 

In the 'real world' which predicates reflect, events always have causes, even if unknown.  But in the 

surface form the verb does not require this to be expressed.  In statement form, they answer the 

probing question 'What happened to X?'  They describe things happening (an activity) or becoming 

(a change of state).  The main participant (UNDERGOER) may be Patient, Theme or Source/Goal 

(Directive roles).  Any expressed non-agentive cause of the event (ACTOR) will be Effector or 

Occasion (e.g. he tripped over a stone). 

The surface form will vary.  In English there may be no argument, as in It was snowing, it 

thundered.  In the following examples, P-1 is Patient: 

John tripped/shivered/woke up/died. 
The bough broke. 
The house burnt down. 
The rice cooked. 

                                                           
19 One might use the labels 'processes' and 'actions' for these 2 groups (terms used by e.g. Cook and Longacre), but they 

are not altogether felicitous.  Both groups are actions.  The term 'process' has been used in various ways from 
Halliday's use of it for all predicates, to its use as a verbal aspect in contrast to a punctiliar event. 
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Events of the natural world may be included here.  P-1 is Theme: 

The sun rose 
A rainbow appeared. 
The sea sparkled etc. 

P-1 may be Source or Goal as in: 

The pond emptied slowly. 
The house filled with smoke. 

Mt 22.27  uÀsteron de\ pa/ntwn a)pe/qanen h( gunh/.  
Mt 7.25  kaiì kate/bh h( broxh\ kaiì hÅlqon oi¸ potamoi/ ... 
Mk 6.51  e)ko/pasen o( aÃnemoj 
Mk 9.7  kaiì e)ge/neto nefe/lh e)piskia/zousa au)toiÍj 
Jo 12.3  h( de\ oi¹ki¿a e)plhrw¯qh e)k th=j o)smh=j tou= mu/rou.  

With verbs signifying becoming (i.e. a change of state), there may be an Amplifier slot in P-2: 

John (P-1) became a doctor (P-2). 
John (P-1) became sick (P-2). 

Lu 23.44  kaiì sko/toj e)ge/neto e)f' oÀlhn th\n gh=n eÀwj wÐraj e)na/thj  
Lu 23.45  tou= h(li¿ou e)klipo/ntoj, e)sxi¿sqh de\ to\ katape/tasma tou= naou= me/son.  
Jo 1.14  Kaiì o( lo/goj sa\rc e)ge/neto  
Ac 16.26  aÃfnw de\ seismo\j e)ge/neto me/gaj wÐste saleuqh=nai ta\ qeme/lia tou= desmwthri¿ou: 
h)ne%¯xqhsan de\ paraxrh=ma ai¸ qu/rai pa=sai kaiì pa/ntwn ta\ desma\ a)ne/qh.  

With these Event verbs we include a small group of agentive behavioural verbs which describe the 

behaviour or activity of a participant without involving a second participant.  P-1 is ACTOR: 

John laughed/winked. 
John was gesticulating wildly. 
They danced beautifully. 

Mk 5.39  Ti¿ qorubeiÍsqe kaiì klai¿ete; to\ paidi¿on ou)k a)pe/qanen a)lla\ kaqeu/dei.  
Mk 14.37  Si¿mwn, kaqeu/deij; ou)k iãsxusaj mi¿an wÐran grhgorh=sai;  
Mk 14.41  Kaqeu/dete to\ loipo\n kaiì a)napau/esqe. 
Lu 15.2  kaiì diego/gguzon oià te FarisaiÍoi kaiì oi¸ grammateiÍj ... 

ACTION 

Verbs of action are the basic verbs of a language, typically transitive, and involving two participants, 

ACTOR and UNDERGOER.  They may be further grouped according to the role of the UNDERGOER. 

Product is something made or produced by the action.  Semantically, production implies a source of 

material from which the item was made;  it might also imply an implement.  But these do not have to 

be reflected in the syntax. 
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Patient is someone or something affected or changed by the action, or whose state is altered (cf. 

Halliday's distinction between 'bringing about' and 'doing to' verbs, 1985:104).  Note that a semantic 

Patient may be implied, even though not expressed in the surface form, e.g. she's washing [clothes] 

down by the stream. 

Beneficiary may also be affected by the action, but it is a DIRECTIVE role;  something is done 

for/against a beneficiary who is thus benefitted (or the reverse) by the action. 

We shall note later and in the next chapter, that other DIRECTIVE participants occurring with 

TRANSFER and MOTION verbs may be Patients, e.g. They fed the lions (Recipient > Patient),  the 

dogs chased the hare (Goal > Patient). 

Patient-Theme is an object affected by a causative verb, which in turn is the doer of another action. 
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Verb UNDERGOER Examples 

Factitive 
make 

Product He built a house. 
She baked a cake. 
The artist painted a picture. 

Mt 17.4:  ... poih/sw wÒde treiÍj skhna/j, soiì mi¿an 
kaiì Mwu+seiÍ mi¿an kaiì ¹Hli¿# mi¿an. 

Affective 
affect, do to 

Patient John hit Bill. 
She cut the string/broke the vase. 
He whitened20 his shoes.  (i.e. changed their state) 
She thickened the soup. 
The storm shattered the windows. 

Mt 15.2:  ou) ga\r ni¿ptontai ta\j xeiÍraj [au)tw½n] 
oÀtan aÃrton e)sqi¿wsin.  
Ac 14.19:  liqa/santej to\n Pau=lon eÃsuron eÃcw 
th=j po/lewj, 
Ac 21.33:  to/te ... o( xili¿arxoj e)pela/beto au)tou= 
kaiì e)ke/leusen deqh=nai a(lu/sesi dusi¿, kaiì 
e)punqa/neto ti¿j eiãh kaiì ti¿ e)stin pepoihkw¯j.  

Benefactive 
do for/against 

Beneficiary John helped Mary. 
The soldiers fought/resisted the enemy. 
She cared for the children. 
He served his king well. 

Jo 21.16:  le/gei au)t%½, Poi¿maine ta\ pro/bata/ 
mou.  
Ga 5.13  dia\ th=j a)ga/phj douleu/ete a)llh/loij.  
Eph 1.3:  Eu)loghto\j o( qeo\j kaiì path\r tou= 
kuri¿ou h(mw½n ¹Ihsou= Xristou=, o( eu)logh/saj h(ma=j 
e)n pa/sv eu)logi¿# pneumatikv= e)n toiÍj 
e)pourani¿oij e)n Xrist%½,  

Causative 
make do/go 

Pat.-Theme He grows tomatoes. 
She sat the child up. 
He sailed his boat (across the lake). 
He marched the prisoners (along the road). 

Jo 2.15:  kaiì poih/saj frage/llion e)k sxoini¿wn 
pa/ntaj e)ce/balen e)k tou= i¸erou= ta/ te pro/bata 
kaiì tou\j bo/aj, kaiì tw½n kollubistw½n e)ce/xeen 
to\ ke/rma kaiì ta\j trape/zaj a)ne/treyen,  
 

Table 4.5  Table of Action verbs 

Note that UNDERGOER may be the Subject of a transitive verb, as in John suffered a heart 

attack/underwent surgery.  cf.  di' hÁn ai¹ti¿an kaiì tau=ta pa/sxw:  (2T 1.12). 

                                                           
20 i.e. 'caused to be white'.  Causatives, whether of a state ('cause to be') or an activity ('cause to do/go', as in the 

causative group below) may be marked in a language by a verbal affix. 
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MOTION 

Semantically, verbs of MOTION involve movement of an ACTOR (Agent or Effector), or UNDERGOER 

(Theme), from a Source, along a Path, to a Goal, the DIRECTIVES.  The surface syntax may reflect 

any or all of the DIRECTIVE roles or none at all: 

John left quickly. 
John went downstairs/along the road/to the shops. 
John ran across the street. 
He drove from Bristol to London in just over an hour. 
The car sped along the road. 
The ball rolled down the hill. 

Mk 1.16    Kaiì para/gwn para\ th\n qa/lassan th=j Galilai¿aj eiåden Si¿mwna kaiì ¹Andre/an 
Mk 3.1  Kaiì ei¹sh=lqen pa/lin ei¹j th\n sunagwgh/n.  
Mk 6.1  Kaiì e)ch=lqen e)keiÍqen kaiì eÃrxetai ei¹j th\n patri¿da au)tou=, kaiì a)kolouqou=sin au)t%½ 
oi¸ maqhtaiì au)tou=.  
Lu 18.10  ãAnqrwpoi du/o a)ne/bhsan ei¹j to\ i¸ero\n proseu/casqai 
Jo 3.8  to\ pneu=ma oÀpou qe/lei pneiÍ ... a)ll' ou)k oiådaj po/qen eÃrxetai kaiì pou= u(pa/gei:  
Jo 13.30  labwÜn ouÅn to\ ywmi¿on e)keiÍnoj e)ch=lqen eu)qu/j. hÅn de\ nu/c.  

TRANSFER 

MOTION verbs involve movement of the ACTOR.  Verbs of TRANSFER involve movement of the 

UNDERGOER.  Whereas the question regarding the object of ACTION verbs is  'What are you doing to  

_ _ _ _ ?', the question concerning objects of these verbs is 'What are you doing with _ _ _ _ ?' 

This is a large group of verbs, and the accompanying roles are ACTOR, UNDERGOER and DIRECTIVE.  

The UNDERGOER of a verb of action is Product (the effected object) or Patient (the affected object);  

the UNDERGOER of a 3-place verb of transfer is Theme, the non-affected object.  The three roles are 

always present in the 'real world' reflected by these verbs;  but the syntax may reflect one, two or all 

three roles and, in English certainly, each of the roles can be the grammatical Subject. 

These verbs may be in pairs, give/take, throw/catch, buy/sell, send/receive, put down/pick up, 

gain/lose etc.  So there can be role reversal as in John threw the ball to Mary,  Mary caught the ball 

from John, just as there can be with verbs of communication, which involve verbal transfer 

(speak/listen). 
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Though not always easy to distinguish, it seems useful to distinguish two major groups of 

TRANSFER21 verbs: 

• VERBS OF GIVING OR EXCHANGE 

Verbs of GIVING or EXCHANGE involve 2 (animate) participants (a Donor and a Recipient), and an 

item being given or exchanged (Theme).  Because of the way in which language interprets and 

describes the 'real world', the ACTOR role may be either Donor or Recipient, and the DIRECTIVE will 

then be the one which is not ACTOR.  This is reflected in the pairing of verbs such as give/take, 

buy/sell, throw/catch etc: 

John [Don.] gave Mary [Rec.] a present [Theme]. 
Mary [Rec.] received some flowers [Theme] from John [Donor/Source]. 
The camp [Don.] provides blankets [Theme]. 
He [Don.] sold his car [Theme] to his neighbour [Rec.]. 
Mary [Rec.] bought a new coat [Theme]. 

Mt 4.9  kaiì eiåpen au)t%½, Tau=ta/ soi pa/nta dw¯sw, .... 
Lu 9.48  áOj e)a\n de/chtai tou=to to\ paidi¿on e)piì t%½ o)no/mati¿ mou, e)me\ de/xetai: kaiì oÁj aÄn e)me\ 
de/chtai, de/xetai to\n a)postei¿lanta/ me: 
Jo 3.16  to\n ui¸o\n to\n monogenh= eÃdwken,  

The surface form may also express the Benefactive role as UNDERGOER as in: 

They equipped the troops [Rec.] with guns [Theme or Means-supply]. 
He bribed the official with a large gift. 

Mk 9.41   áOj ga\r aÄn poti¿sv u(ma=j poth/rion uÀdatoj e)n o)no/mati oÀti Xristou= e)ste,  
Lu 15.15  kaiì eÃpemyen au)to\n ei¹j tou\j a)grou\j au)tou= bo/skein xoi¿rouj,  
Jo 21.15  le/gei au)t%½, Bo/ske ta\ a)rni¿a mou.  

We may include in this group verbs of gain or loss, where P-1 is DIRECTIVE (Benefactive/non-

Benefactive), and P-2 is UNDERGOER (Theme): 

John [Ben.] inherited a large house [Theme]. 

Mt 16.26  ti¿ ga\r w©felhqh/setai aÃnqrwpoj e)a\n to\n ko/smon oÀlon kerdh/sv th\n de\ yuxh\n 
au)tou= zhmiwqv=;  

• VERBS OF TRANSFER 

These verbs reflect in the 'real world' an ACTOR (animate Agent or Effector) transferring something 

or someone, the UNDERGOER (Theme or Patient), from somewhere (Source) to somewhere (Goal), 

                                                           
21 the term 'Transfer' is used both as a cover term for both groups, and as the label for one of the groups.  A clumsy 

alternative was to use a combination such as EXCHANGE/TRANSFER as the joint label. 
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the DIRECTIVES.  The following examples illustrate something of the great variety of surface form.  

Included in this set are verbs of: 

Transport  such as carry, fetch, bring, raise, lower: 

John [Agent] carried his books/ferried his passengers [Theme] to the other side [Goal]. 

Disposition  such as put down, pick up, arrange: 

Mary put her shopping in the basket. 
John arranged his papers/picked up the money. 

Dispatch  such as send, dispatch: 

John sent a fax to London. 
The chief sent a messenger to the next village. 

Mt 10.34  Mh\ nomi¿shte oÀti hÅlqon baleiÍn ei¹rh/nhn e)piì th\n gh=n: ou)k hÅlqon baleiÍn ei¹rh/nhn 
a)lla\ ma/xairan.  
Mk 2.4  kaiì e)coru/cantej xalw½si to\n kra/batton oÀpou o( paralutiko\j kate/keito.  
Mk 6.28  kaiì hÃnegken th\n kefalh\n au)tou= e)piì pi¿naki 
Mk 6.41  kaiì labwÜn tou\j pe/nte aÃrtouj kaiì tou\j du/o i¹xqu/aj ... 
Mk 6.43  kaiì hÅran kla/smata dw¯deka kofi¿nwn plhrw¯mata kaiì a)po\ tw½n i¹xqu/wn. 
Mk 9.17  Dida/skale, hÃnegka to\n ui¸o/n mou pro\j se/, ... 
Lu 9.47  o( de\ ¹Ihsou=j ... e)pilabo/menoj paidi¿on eÃsthsen au)to\ par' e(aut%½  
Jo 15.26  àOtan eÃlqv o( para/klhtoj oÁn e)gwÜ pe/myw u(miÍn para\ tou= patro/j, 

Note that the surface form may express the Directive role as UNDERGOER: 

They [Agent]  loaded the truck [Goal] with hay [Theme]. 
He filled the bucket/emptied the pool. 
She labelled22 the jars. 
He sprayed the walls with paint. 
The crowd pelted the speaker [Patient]. 

Jo 2.7  le/gei au)toiÍj o( ¹Ihsou=j, Gemi¿sate ta\j u(dri¿aj uÀdatoj. kaiì e)ge/misan au)ta\j eÀwj aÃnw.  
Ac 14.19   ¹Eph=lqan de\ ... ¹IoudaiÍoi kaiì pei¿santej tou\j oÃxlouj kaiì liqa/santej to\n Pau=lon 
eÃsuron eÃcw th=j po/lewj, nomi¿zontej au)to\n teqnhke/nai.  

We may include also  verbs of finding or losing, where the Directive role is ACTOR (Benefactive/non-

Benefactive), and P-2 is UNDERGOER (Theme): 

John [non-Ben.] lost his keys [Theme].  The verb is non-Agentive. 
John [Ben.] found his keys [Theme] in the garden [Loc.]. 

cf.  John [Agent] hid his father's keys [Theme] in the garden [Loc.]. 

Lu 15.8, 9   äH ti¿j gunh\ draxma\j eÃxousa de/ka e)a\n a)pole/sv draxmh\n mi¿an, ... kaiì eu(rou=sa 
sugkaleiÍ ta\j fi¿laj kaiì gei¿tonaj le/gousa, Sugxa/rhte/ moi, oÀti euÂron th\n draxmh\n hÁn 
a)pw¯lesa 

                                                           
22 These are examples of what Cook would term 'lexicalisation' of role into the verb (1979:136).  These are 'lexicalised 

instrumentals', as also pelt the speaker.  Bottle the milk, load the hay, box up the tomatoes would be 'lexicalised 
locatives'.  Halliday speaks of 'inherent ' and 'actualised roles'.  In he pelted the crocodile, pelt is inherently 
instrumental; the instrument is not actualised.  So also in Mary is washing (i.e. clothes), the Patient role is not 
actualised (1970:150). 
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III  INTERNAL ACTIVITIES 

External (physical) activities are doings of the 'hand';  internal (mental) activities are those of the 

'head' and the 'heart'.  They differ from external activities in three important respects: 

1.  Whereas the probing question for external activities is 'What happened?' or 'What did (s)he do?', 

the question  for internal activities is 'What did (s)he see/think/feel/say?'. 

2.  Verbs of internal activities may be followed not only by an object, but by a proposition 

(complement clause) e.g. I saw what you did,  I don't know what you mean etc. 

3.  With external activities, the ACTOR role is Agent or Effector, and the UNDERGOER role is Patient, 

Product, Theme or Range.  With internal activities, the key roles are Experiencer and Theme or 

Proposition.  I shall retain the term Agent for verbs of decision-making and communication. 

Though there are differences between external and internal activities, there are also similarities.  

Words, like deeds, can affect others directly (he insulted them) or involve transfer from speaker to 

hearer (she told them stories).  Thoughts, too, can be productive (he invented a new gadget) or 

affect others (he chose Bob for his team). 

As with outer activities, the surface form of verbs of inner activities may be intransitive or transitive,  

e.g. Are you listening?,  a)pekri¿qh au)toiÍj ¹Ihsou=j, ãArti pisteu/ete;  (Jo 16.31);  but 

classification is based on the underlying realities, not on this distinction. 

Experiencer may occur with both agentive (+A) or non-agentive (–A) verbs e.g. John saw (–A) 

Mary,  John watched (+A) TV. 

Cognitive states are included in this section.  P-1 is Experiencer;  P-2 is Theme or Proposition e.g: 

I like strawberries. 
I believe the world is round. 

Jo 11.49  (UmeiÍj ou)k oiãdate ou)de/n. 
2T 1.12  di' hÁn ai¹ti¿an kaiì tau=ta pa/sxw: a)ll' ou)k e)paisxu/nomai, oiåda ga\r %Ò pepi¿steuka 
kaiì pe/peismai oÀti dunato/j e)stin th\n paraqh/khn mou fula/cai ei¹j e)kei¿nhn th\n h(me/ran.  

Internal activities may be divided into three major groups;  some of the variety of possibilities is 

shown in the following examples. 
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PERCEPTION  (INWARD) 

These are the verbs of the five senses.  The participant, Experiencer, is receiving stimuli from the 

outside material world.  Verbs may be agentive (watched, listened to, sniffed) or non-agentive (saw, 

heard).  Experiencer is generally in the ACTOR role: 

John saw Mary. 
I listened to the speech. 
He saw that Mary was leaving. 

Jo 14.9  o( e(wrakwÜj e)me\ e(w¯raken to\n pate/ra:  
Mk 9.7  a)kou/ete au)tou=.  
Mk 12.37  kaiì [o(] polu\j oÃxloj hÃkouen au)tou= h(de/wj.  
Ac 7.54  ¹Akou/ontej de\ tau=ta diepri¿onto taiÍj kardi¿aij au)tw½n ... 

COGNITION  (INNER) 

Cognition is used as a cover term for all the inner mental activities of cognition, emotion and 

volition/decision-making.  The table on the next page shows some of the possibilities of the surface 

structures.  Experiencer can occur as either ACTOR or UNDERGOER. 

Mk 1.27  kaiì e)qambh/qhsan aÀpantej ... 
Jo 11.42  e)gwÜ de\ vÃdein oÀti pa/ntote/ mou a)kou/eij, ... 
Jo 14.5  Ku/rie, ou)k oiãdamen pou= u(pa/geij: pw½j duna/meqa th\n o(do\n ei¹de/nai;  
1J 5.1  Pa=j o( pisteu/wn oÀti ¹Ihsou=j e)stin o( Xristo\j, e)k tou= qeou= gege/nnhtai 
1Jo 4.21  kaiì tau/thn th\n e)ntolh\n eÃxomen a)p' au)tou=, iàna o( a)gapw½n to\n qeo\n a)gap#= kaiì to\n 
a)delfo\n au)tou=.  
Mt 5.17:  Mh\ nomi¿shte oÀti hÅlqon katalu=sai to\n no/mon hÄ tou\j profh/taj:   cf. Mt 10.34. 
Jo 11.50:  ou)de\ logi¿zesqe oÀti sumfe/rei u(miÍn ... ( 
Ac 16.15  Ei¹ kekri¿kate/ me pisth\n t%½ kuri¿% eiånai, ei¹selqo/ntej ei¹j to\n oiåko/n mou ... 
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Verb ACTOR UNDERGOER Examples 

Cognition 
think 

Experiencer Theme He pondered the arguments. 
He studied the paper. 
He read23 a book. 

 Theme Experiencer The argument convinced him. 
The answer escaped him. 

 Experiencer 
 

Product John composed a poem/symphony. 
John invented a gadget/constructed a theorem. 

 Experiencer 
 

Proposition He was surprised that .../forgot that ... 
He thought/believed/read that ... 

Emotion 
feel 

Experiencer  Theme I liked your gift/your friend. 
John suffered the insult. 
I enjoyed the concert. 

 Experiencer Target He loved her. 
He felt pity for the refugees. 

 Theme Experiencer Your gift delighted me. 
The agenda worried him. 

 Agent Experiencer John frightened Bill (intentionally). 
 

 Experiencer Proposition I'm delighted that ... 
He wanted her to come. 

Volition 
decide 

Agent Theme John chose the best option/decided his course of 
action.. 

 Agent Target24 He trusted Bill. 

 Agent Proposition I decided to leave tomorrow. 
he preferred to/that ... 

Table 4.6  Table of verbs of Cognition 

COMMUNICATION  (OUTWARD) 

Verbs of communication link again with the world outside.  Like verbs of transfer, they involve the 

following participant roles – Agent (Speaker), Text and/or Topic, and Addressee i.e. one each from 

the 3 groupings ACTOR, UNDERGOER and DIRECTIVE.  As with other verb types, the surface form 

does not necessarily express all three, as illustrated in the following examples: 

J told stories/asked questions/preached a sermon/wrote a letter.  (Agent and Text) 

                                                           
23 'read' is an amalgam of perception, cognition and action. 
24 A directive role has become the UNDERGOER, as can happen with verbs of action (he helped her), verbs of transfer (he 

sprayed the wall, he bribed the official) or verbs of communication (he addressed the crowd).  See the next chapter 
for a definition of Target. 
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J taught maths/explained his views.  (Agent and Topic) 
J addressed the crowds/lectured the students/spoke to her/thanked his hosts.  (Agent and 
Addressee) 

He told the children a story/he told them about lions.  (Agent, Addressee and Text/Topic) 
He gave the students a lecture. 
He asked them about their trip. 

He said that ...  (Agent and proposition) 
He showed/taught the class that .../how to ...  (Agent, Addressee and proposition) 
He asked them what .../forbade them to ... 

As with verbs of ACTION, verbs of COMMUNICATION can affect the Addressee (> Experiencer, i.e. 

UNDERGOER) e.g. praise, insult, encourage, caution, reject etc. 

Note also that Communication may include other forms of communication e.g. he signalled his 

intentions, he signalled to his partners. 

Lu 6.9:  eiåpen de\ o( ¹Ihsou=j pro\j au)tou/j, ¹Eperwtw½ u(ma=j ei¹ eÃcestin t%½ sabba/t% 
a)gaqopoih=sai hÄ kakopoih=sai, 
Lu 13.10:  åHn de\ dida/skwn e)n mi#= tw½n sunagwgw½n e)n toiÍj sa/bbasin. 
Jo 8.34:  a)pekri¿qh au)toiÍj o( ¹Ihsou=j, ¹Amh\n a)mh\n le/gw u(miÍn oÀti ... 
1J 2.26:  Tau=ta (Text)  eÃgraya u(miÍn (Addressee) periì tw½n planw¯ntwn u(ma=j (Topic).  

4.4   SAMPLE PASSAGES 

This section displays in tabular form, without comment, two brief passages from the Greek New 

Testament.  The predicate type is indicated by a generic verb, and the three core places are indicated 

by the letters A (ACTOR), U (UNDERGOER) and D (DIRECTIVE).  (Amp) indicates the syntactic slot 

which, in some languages, would be filled by an identifier or modifier.  Semantic roles are not 

specified, as this would prejudge the discussion of the next chapter.  The following 'generic verbs' 

will be used to signify the predicate type. 

Statives:   be,  have,  be-at 

External Activities: 
 EVENT: happen,  act,  become 
 ACTION: do (to/for) 
 MOTION: go,  come 
 TRANSFER: give/take,  carry/bring,  put/collect,  send/receive, 

Internal Activities: 
 PERCEPTION: see,  hear 
 COGNITION: believe,  think,  feel,  choose 
 COMMUNICATION: say,  listen 
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Mark 4:35-41 

35 a Kaiì le/gei au)toiÍj e)n e)kei¿nv tv= h(me/r# 
       A-say     D 

 b o)yi¿aj genome/nhj,  
U            happen 

 c Die/lqwmen ei¹j to\ pe/ran 
      A-go                  D 

36 a kaiì a)fe/ntej to\n oÃxlon  
         A-send            U 

 b paralamba/nousin au)to\n ... e)n t%½ ploi¿%, 
           A-take               U 

 c w¨j       hÅn 
(Amp)   U-be 

 d kaiì aÃlla ploiÍa hÅn met' au)tou=. 
               U         be-at         D 

37 a kaiì gi¿netai laiÍlay mega/lh a)ne/mou,  
       happen                       U 

 b kaiì ta\ ku/mata e)pe/ballen ei¹j to\ ploiÍon, 
               A                 go                   D 

 c wÐste hÃdh gemi¿zesqai to\ ploiÍon. 
                   happen           D/U 

38 a kaiì au)to\j hÅn e)n tv= pru/mnv  e)piì to\ proskefa/laion kaqeu/dwn.  
          U                        D                         D                       act 

 b kaiì e)gei¿rousin au)to\n  
             A-do         U 

 c kaiì le/gousin au)t%½,  
          A-say       D  

 d Dida/skale, ou) me/lei    soi  
                   think/feel     U    (+ Proposition) 

 e oÀti a)pollu/meqa; 
          U-happen 

39 a kaiì diegerqeiìj  
          A-act 

 b e)peti¿mhsen t%½ a)ne/m%  
     A-say          D 

 c kaiì eiåpen tv= qala/ssv,  
         A-say         D 

 d Siw¯pa, pefi¿mwso.  
 U-become(-Amp)  (x 2) 

 e kaiì e)ko/pasen o( aÃnemoj  
         happen          U 

 f kaiì e)ge/neto galh/nh mega/lh. 
       happen       U 
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40 a kaiì eiåpen au)toiÍj,  

       A-say    D 

 b Ti¿ deiloi¿ e)ste;  
    (Amp)   U-be 

 c ouÃpw eÃxete pi¿stin; 
         D-have    U                 (but met. for A – believe –D) 

41 a kaiì e)fobh/qhsan fo/bon me/gan  
           U-feel           (U – Range) 

 b kaiì eÃlegon pro\j a)llh/louj,  
       A-say             D 

 c Ti¿j aÃra ouÂto/j e)stin  
(Amp)    U        be 

 d oÀti kaiì o( aÃnemoj kaiì h( qa/lassa u(pakou/ei au)t%½;  
                                 A                      do for        D 
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Luke 15:11-24 
11  ãAnqrwpo/j tij eiåxen du/o ui¸ou/j.  

      D               have         U 

12 a kaiì eiåpen o( new¯teroj au)tw½n t%½ patri¿, 
         say          A                          D 

 b Pa/ter, do/j     moi to\ e)piba/llon me/roj th=j ou)si¿aj.  
         A-give  D                U 

 c o( de\ dieiÍlen au)toiÍj to\n bi¿on.  
         A-give      D          U 

13 a kaiì met' ou) polla\j h(me/raj sunagagwÜn pa/nta o( new¯teroj ui¸o\j  
                                                 collect        U                  A 

 b a)pedh/mhsen ei¹j xw¯ran makra/n  
       A-go                      D 

 c kaiì e)keiÍ diesko/rpisen th\n ou)si¿an au)tou=  
                      A-give                      U 

 d zw½n a)sw¯twj.  
   A-act 

14 a dapanh/santoj de\ au)tou= pa/nta  
    give                 A             U 

 b e)ge/neto limo\j i¹sxura\ kata\ th\n xw¯ran e)kei¿nhn,  
 happen    U 

 c kaiì au)to\j hÃrcato u(stereiÍsqai.  
         U                   become(-Amp) 

15 a kaiì poreuqeiìj  
         A-go 

 b e)kollh/qh e(niì tw½n politw½n th=j xw¯raj e)kei¿nhj,  
     A-go                          D 

 c kaiì eÃpemyen au)to\n ei¹j tou\j a)grou\j au)tou=  
        A-send      U                   D 

 d bo/skein xoi¿rouj,  
  A-give     D/U 

16 a kaiì e)pequ/mei xortasqh=nai e)k tw½n kerati¿wn  
          U-feel     A-act  (Propos.)        U 

 b wÒn hÃsqion oi¸ xoiÍroi,  
U       do            A 

 c kaiì ou)deiìj e)di¿dou au)t%½.  
         A       give-U     D 

 

The above sample texts illustrate the centrality of the predicate and the presence of an obligatory 

ACTOR or UNDERGOER and, with certain verbs, a DIRECTIVE.  Prepositional phrases may signal these 

key participant roles, but commonly signal the Circumstantial roles. 

The semantic roles will be discussed and illustrated in the next chapter. 



5.   SURVEY OF SEMANTIC ROLES 

5.1   Establishing semantic roles 
5.2   Survey of roles 
5.3   Summary 

5.1   ESTABLISHING SEMANTIC ROLES 

5.1.1   INTRODUCTION 

S WE SAW IN THE LAST CHAPTER, the predicates are the dominant influence in establishing 

semantic roles.  Ten major predicate types were suggested:  EQUATIVE, POSSESSIVE, 

LOCATIVE/TIME, EVENT, ACTION, MOTION, TRANSFER, PERCEPTION, COGNITION and 

COMMUNICATION.  In the light of these suggested types, this chapter will present the semantic roles 

in detail, with English and Greek examples.  Thus this chapter continues the presentation of the 

grammatical model before focussing on its application to particular prepositions in chapter 6 and to 

selected passages from the Greek New Testament in chapter 7. 

 

We may introduce this further more detailed study of the roles by a number of questions: 

1. How many semantic roles are there, and what are they? 

2. On what basis are they distinguished and defined? 

3. Is it possible to establish a universally defined set of semantic roles? 

4. Specifically, for the purposes of this thesis, which semantic roles do prepositional phrases have? 

In the initial presentation of the model in Section 2.6.2, it was pointed out that there seems to be little 

agreement as to the number of semantic roles or how to distinguish them, and authors list them 

variously.  Cook states (1978:297): 

General norms for a listing of cases are given by Fillmore (1975:5).  The list of cases 

should be (1) small in number  (2) adequate for the classification of verbs in the language, 

and  (3) universal across languages. 

Note that (2) refers to the interactive influence of predicates and roles.  Regarding the possibility of a 

set of universal roles, Blake writes: 
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Fillmore's case grammar and similar attempts by others to establish a small list of 

universal roles have fallen somewhat into disrepute largely because no one has been able to 

produce a definitive list. 

However, a number of major theories such as Government and Binding and Lexical 

Functional Grammar embrace the notion of semantic roles but they remain uncommitted 

about the universal inventory.  (1990:75) 

There is a danger of subjective opinion in setting up these below-surface ('deep') categories.  Comrie 

puts it nicely. 

One major problem that arises is the justification of the set of semantic roles, and the 

justification of particular assignments of semantic roles.  The former problem can be seen 

in the tendency for the list of roles to grow with each new contribution to the literature ... 

The second problem can be illustrated by considering a sentence like John rolled down the 

hill ... 

Comrie continues by asking whether John is Agent or Patient in this example (1989:62). 

I have sought to set up roles as required by the Greek text (with the particular focus on the PPs) and 

to define them rigorously.  There is a fine line between proliferating roles unnecessarily, and limiting 

their number to the point of concealing significant differences.  As with the predicates, we aim at the 

following features of role classification1: 

1. simplicity i.e. there should be a minimal number of basic roles, even though there may be 

subdivisions of varying degrees which are language-specific and reflect actual complexity. 

2. comprehensiveness i.e. the classification must cover all the data. 

3. each role must be uniquely defined.  On the other hand, a syntatic form may reflect a 

combination of roles. 

4. while an individual set of roles may be language specific, it is hoped that the overall classification 

may have universal application. 

 
1 cf. Blake who says:  '... linguists tend to adhere to a common set of practices in ascribing roles: 
 (a)  the inventory is kept small  (b)  a role can be assigned only once in a clause  (c)  no dependent can bear more 

than one role  (d)  roles must remain constant under paraphrase.' (1994:68). 
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5.1.2   CRITERIA FOR SEMANTIC ROLE CLASSIFICATION 

The interlocking criteria for establishing semantic roles may be listed as follows: 

• Semantic.  Like the predicates, the classification and definition of semantic roles must be based 

on the 'real world' of things and events.  WH- or 'content' questions (Who? What? When? Where? 

etc.) may be used diagnostically.  But, on the other hand, the 'real world' is embedded in and 

reflected by language.  Semantics is anchored in grammar and lexicon, and the primary basis of 

classification of the roles must be their relationship to the predicates, as discussed in the last 

chapter.  The predicate types reflect the 'real world', not the syntax;  the semantic roles are 

established on their relationship to the predicate i.e. whether animate/inanimate, initiating/non-

initiating, affecting change/being changed etc. 

• Syntactic.  Although the semantic roles are independent of the syntax, syntactic criteria are 

involved.  Semantic ACTOR, UNDERGOER and DIRECTIVE may be expected to correspond 

typically to grammatical Subject, Object and Indirect Object.  Specifically, in English, the Agent 

role may be expressed by the grammatical Subject or by a PP introduced by by.  Recipient may 

be transposed to Subject of a passive construction (She gave me a new coat/I was given a new 

coat), but Beneficiary may not (She mended the coat for me/*I was mended a new coat). 

• Morphological.  In Greek, morphological features may be involved, since oblique case endings 

can signify role.  The accusative will reflect Patient or Goal;  the dative may reflect Beneficiary 

or Instrument etc. 

Semantic roles may be grouped into Participants and Circumstantials. 

PARTICIPANTS 

If predicates are regarded as the 'plot' of a text, participants are the 'characters of the plot'.  They are 

the people or things closely associated with the Predicate.  They answer the question 'Who/What is 

involved with the predicate?'  Participants function in the ACTOR, UNDERGOER or DIRECTIVE role.  

The various specific semantic roles for the participants or core arguments of a predicate are 

distinguished by the nature of the predicate (action v. state, type of activity etc.) and their 

relationship to it (e.g. initiating or receiving the action); they are typically represented in the syntax 

by noun phrases (NPs) in the Subject, Object and Indirect Object slots. 
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The listing of participants which follows has been influenced by the categories of Foley and Van 

Valin (1984 and 1990), which reflect 'a theory of semantic relations which obtain between a 

predicate and its arguments' (1984, 75) and by those of Halliday (1985) and Cook (1979).  But the 

role definitions are my own. 

CIRCUMSTANTIALS 

If 'participants' are the 'characters of the plot', we may use 'Circumstantials'2 as a cover term for the 

different kinds of setting or situation of the action or state (the 'scene' and 'props' of the plot') – the 

place, the time, the means.  Where participants are concerned with the questions 'Who?' or 'What?', 

Circumstantials are concerned with the questions 'Where/when?', 'How?' and 'Why?'.  In English and 

Greek, such Circumstantials are often represented by adverbial3 or prepositional phrases in the 

Oblique slot4.  Circumstantials occur with transitive, intransitive and stative verbs. 

Important note:  Participant roles may be more limited in the predicate types they may occur 

with.  Thus, Agent will  not occur with a non-agentive verb;  Experiencer occurs only with predicates 

signalling internal activities.  Circumstantial roles, such as Locative or Reason, occur with the 

whole range of Predicate types, as collocationally appropriate. 

In the case of Participant roles, we find that one role (e.g. Agent, Patient etc.) may be expressed by 

many lexical items (the boy, Mary, the servant, the lion, the house, ...) and the particular role is 

defined by the semantic relationship of the participant to the predicate – whether it is initiating or 

affected by the action, etc.  In the case of Circumstantials also (e.g. location, means, purpose), the 

particular role is defined by its semantic relationship to the predicate. But, where the supporting role 

is expressed by a PP, the preposition which introduces the PP provides an additional, important clue 

to the role of the whole phrase.  This is, of course, the function of prepositions, namely, to relate the 

following phrase to the rest of the clause or sentence (or phrase in the case of embedded PPs). 
 

2 Called 'modal cases' by Cook (1978:299).  Andrews also distinguishes between Participatory roles and Circumstantial 
roles, which 'form part of the setting'.  He puts Benefactive (as do others) in the Circumstantial group (1985:69). 
In similar manner, Foley and Van Valin distinguish between the NUCLEUS of the clause (predicate), the CORE 
arguments (actor and undergoer) and the PERIPHERAL arguments. The periphery 'contains arguments expressing the 
spatio-temporal setting of the event, as well as the secondary participants in the event e.g. beneficiaries' (77-80).  
They say 'The distinction between nucleus, core and periphery is found in the grammars of all languages' (78).  Other 
linguists have described the layering of the clause in various ways. 

3 Adverbs, or nouns with oblique case endings. 
4 Circumstantial matter may, of course, be expressed by clauses, but they are not dealt with here, since the focus of this 

thesis is prepositional phrases. 
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THE ROLE OF PPs WHEN EMBEDDED IN A PHRASE 

Though the semantic roles are established on the basis of their relationship to the predicate, these 

same roles frequently occur embedded in Noun Phrases, which may or may not themselves be 

introduced by a preposition, as exemplified in chapter 3.  The PP may be attached to a noun, whether 

signalling a 'Thing' ('their colleagues in the other boat'), or an 'Event'5 (i.e. an activity;  'my 

confidence in him'), or to an adjective ('rich in mercy').  These distinctions will be noted where 

relevant. 

The list of roles which follows is an overall list.  In the study of particular prepositions which 

follows in chapter 6, there will be further variants which apply specifically to the roles of those 

prepositions. 

                                                           
5 Thing, Event, Abstraction and Relation are the names of the four sets of semantic components or concepts, the 

'building blocks' of propositional analysis (Beekman and Callow 1974:67ff.). 
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5.2   SURVEY OF ROLES 

The following is an overall list of both participant and circumstantial roles. 
 

   1.  Agent    

   2.  Effector    

   3.  Patient 
 Product 

   

 Participant roles   4.  Experiencer    

 (Who?/What?)   5.  Theme 
 Text 
 Topic 
 Range 

   

   6.  Benefactive 
 Recipient 
 Beneficiary 
 Opponent 
 Target 
 Addressee 
 Possessor 

   

   7.  Comitative    

   8.  Locative 
 Location 
 Goal 
 Source 
 Path 

   

   9.  Time 
 Time when 
 Time-how long 
 Time since 
 Time until 

   
 
 
 Circumstantials 
 (Where?/When? 

   10. Means 
 Means 
 Agency 
 Manner 
 Specification 

11. Measure 

12. Motivation 
 Reason 
 Occasion 
 Purpose 

     How? 
   How much? 
   Why?) 

 
 
Each role will be defined and illustrated with English and Greek examples.  The Greek examples 
involving prepositional phrases will be introduced by the dagger (†) symbol. 
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1   AGENT 

An animate participant who exercises intention and control over an action (s)he performs. 

Agents6 are the typical 'doers' of an action, and are followed by an agentive verb.  Agents can only 

fill the ACTOR role.  Intention is the key defining characteristic of Agents.  They occur with all types 

of external and internal activities.  There may or may not be an UNDERGOER (a Patient, Theme or 

Experiencer) also involved, i.e. the verb may be transitive or intransitive. 

Agent may be expressed by the grammatical subject or by an Oblique PP. 

John ran. 
John hit Bill. 
John built a house. 
John gave him the money. 
John spoke to his brother. 
Bill was hit by John. 
The house was built by John. 
The messenger was sent by the chief. 
 
eÃtrexon de\ oi¸ du/o o(mou=:   (John 20.4) 
kaiì i¹dou\ aÃndrej fe/rontej e)piì kli¿nhj aÃnqrwpon   (Luke 5.18) 
äH ti¿j gunh\ ... ou)xiì aÀptei lu/xnon kaiì saroiÍ th\n oi¹ki¿an    (Luke 15.8) 

† Greek:  u(po/   a)po/  (both +Gen.) 

The use of a)po/ may imply an element of Source (see below under Locative), hence agency, as seen 

in the examples below. 

Mt 2.16 To/te ¸Hr%¯dhj i¹dwÜn oÀti e)nepai¿xqh u(po\ tw½n ma/gwn e)qumw¯qh li¿an,  

Mt 4.1 To/te o( ¹Ihsou=j a)nh/xqh ei¹j th\n eÃrhmon u(po\ tou= pneu/matoj peirasqh=nai u(po\ tou= 
diabo/lou.  

Mk 5.26 kaiì polla\ paqou=sa u(po\ pollw½n i¹atrw½n kaiì dapanh/sasa ta\ par' au)th=j pa/nta   cf. 
L 8.43 below. 

Mk 8.31 Kaiì hÃrcato dida/skein au)tou\j oÀti deiÍ to\n ui¸o\n tou= a)nqrw¯pou polla\ paqeiÍn kaiì 
a)podokimasqh=nai u(po\ tw½n presbute/rwn kaiì tw½n a)rxiere/wn kaiì tw½n grammate/wn  

Ro 15.15 w¨j e)panamimnh//skwn u(ma=j dia\ th\n xa/rin th\n doqeiÍsa/n moi u(po\ tou= qeou=  

Lu 7.35 kaiì e)dikaiw¯qh h( sofi¿a a)po\ pa/ntwn tw½n te/knwn au)th=j.   The products of wisdom are 
the source of her validation.   Wisdom's justification comes from her 'children' who validate 
her.  cf.  Robertson, 579. 

cf.  Mt 16.21, Lk 9.22 and 16.18. 

Lu 8.43 kaiì gunh\ ouÅsa e)n r(u/sei aiàmatoj a)po\ e)tw½n dw¯deka, hÀtij [i¹atroiÍj prosanalw¯sasa 
oÀlon to\n bi¿on] ou)k iãsxusen a)p' ou)deno\j qerapeuqh=nai,  

She had tried all sources of help. 

                                                           
6 Cook defines Agent as 'the case required by an action verb';  agents are predominantly animate, but may include 

inanimate [i.e. Effector] (1978:299). 
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Jm 1.13 mhdeiìj peirazo/menoj lege/tw oÀti  ¹Apo\ qeou= peira/zomai: o( ga\r qeo\j a)pei¿rasto/j e)stin 

kakw½n, peira/zei de\ au)to\j ou)de/na.  

TEV:  'This temptation comes from God'. 
JB.  'God sent the temptation'. 
RSV, NIV, NEB, Ph focus on God as Agent. 

Note the corresponding Active form in the final clause. 
 

2   EFFECTOR 

An inanimate active entity which brings about change without intention or control. 

Effector contrasts with Agent, in that it lacks the key distinctive of intention.  Experiencer occurs as 

ACTOR with verbs of ACTION or TRANSFER.  This role has been alternatively called 'instrument' (so 

Foley, 30 and 31, cf p.54, Fillmore, Halliday et al.), Force or 'non-instigative Cause'.  I shall make 

reference to this again under Means.  Like Agent, Effector may  occur in the Subject or Oblique slot. 

Lightning struck the tree. 
Malaria wiped out the whole village. 
The wind blew the tiles off the roof. 
The boat was driven by the wind. 
Fear drove them inside.  (met.) 
 
qa/mboj ga\r perie/sxen au)to\n kaiì pa/ntaj tou\j su\n au)t%½  (Luke 5.9) 
e)f' oÁn d' aÄn pe/sv [li/qoj] likmh/sei au)to/n.   (Mt 21.44). 

† Greek:  u(po/  (+Gen.) 

Mt 8.24 kaiì i¹dou\ seismo\j me/gaj e)ge/neto e)n tv= qala/ssv, wÐste to\ ploiÍon kalu/ptesqai u(po\ 
tw½n kuma/twn, au)to\j de\ e)ka/qeuden.  

Mt 11.7 hÃrcato o( ¹Ihsou=j le/gein toiÍj oÃxloij periì ¹Iwa/nnou, Ti¿ e)ch/lqate ei¹j th\n eÃrhmon 
qea/sasqai; ka/lamon u(po\ a)ne/mou saleuo/menon;  

Ac 27.41 peripeso/ntej de\ ei¹j to/pon diqa/lasson e)pe/keilan th\n nau=n kaiì h( me\n pr%½ra 
e)rei¿sasa eÃmeinen a)sa/leutoj, h( de\ pru/mna e)lu/eto u(po\ th=j bi¿aj [tw½n kuma/twn].  

Eph 5.13 ta\ de\ pa/nta e)legxo/mena u(po\ tou= fwto\j fanerou=tai,  
 

3   PATIENT 

An animate or inanimate participant which is physically changed by an action, or which may be 
in a certain physical condition. 

Patient is the affected object, in the sense that something is or has been 'done to' it.  Patient can only 

be the UNDERGOER of an EVENT, or of an ACTION by an Agent or Effector, or the affected object of 

a physical Condition stative.  Patient is not in control. 
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John hit Bill. 
Bill was hit by John. 
Mary broke the vase. 
They shot the tiger.  (='killed with some kind of bullet/arrow'  cf. Target below.) 
John suffered a cold. 
The boy is sick. 
John rescued Bill. 

eiåden ¹Ia/kwbon ...= kaiì au)tou\j e)n t%½ ploi¿% katarti¿zontaj ta\ di¿ktua,    (Mk 1.19) 
kaiì qerapeu/ete tou\j e)n au)tv= a)sqeneiÍj    (Lu 10.9) 
kaiì e)liqobo/loun to\n Ste/fanon   (Ac 7.59) 
... kaiì liqa/santej to\n Pau=lon eÃsuron eÃcw th=j po/lewj, nomi¿zontej au)to\n teqnhke/nai.   (Ac 
14.19) 

With Patient will also be included the role of:  

PRODUCT 

Patient is the affected object;  Product is the effected object and occurs only with factitive verbs e.g. 

John built a house. 
Mary baked a cake/sewed a dress. 
 
ei¹ qe/leij, poih/sw wÒde treiÍj skhna/j, soiì mi¿an kaiì Mwu+seiÍ mi¿an kaiì  ¹Hli¿# mi¿an.   ((Mt 
17.4) 
... kaiì e)pideiknu/menai xitw½naj kaiì i¸ma/tia oÀsa e)poi¿ei met' au)tw½n ouÅsa h( Dorka/j.   (Ac 
9.39) 

4   EXPERIENCER 

An animate participant who experiences a mental or emotional process. 

Experiencer occurs with the PERCEPTION and COGNITION groups of internal activity verbs (under 

which we include both cognitive and emotional states).  Whereas Agent can only be ACTOR, and 

Patient can only be UNDERGOER, Experiencer can be either according to the predicate and its 

relationship to the predicate. 

It may occur as ACTOR both actively with an agentive verb (he watched, sniffed, thought, decided 

etc.) i.e. involving intention, or passively with a non-agentive verb (he saw, feared etc.).  If 

Experiencer is in the ACTOR role, the UNDERGOER may be Theme (saw her ...) or Proposition (saw 

that ..., thought that ...). 

Alternatively, Experiencer may occur as the UNDERGOER, with Agent or Theme as the ACTOR  (The 

painting pleased her,  they frightened him,  John insulted Bill). 
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Longacre and Cook include Addressee (the goal of verbs of COMMUNICATION), under Experiencer, 

but I am keeping Addressee separate. 

John saw Mary. 
John tasted the different wines. 
John was happy. 
Peter thought it was a good idea. 
John cheered Mary up. 
The bull frightened John. 
The decision annoyed him. 

i¹dwÜn de\ Si¿mwn Pe/troj ...  (Lu 5.8) 
kaiì e)fobh/qhsan fo/bon me/gan.   (Lu 2.9) 
Nai¿, ku/rie, su\ oiådaj oÀti filw½ se.   (Jo 21.15) 
kaiì oÀti wÓfqh Khf#= eiåta toiÍj dw¯deka:  
kaiì o(mologoume/nwj me/ga e)stiìn to\ th=j eu)sebei¿aj musth/rion: ... wÓfqh a)gge/loij, 

5   THEME 

A participant or entity which neither brings about change, nor is changed by an action, but 
which may be identified, or described, located or moved somewhere. 

Thus Theme differs from both Agent, Effector, Patient and Experiencer.  Theme is the non-affected 

object and is the most neutral of the participant roles.  It therefore occurs as UNDERGOER with all 

state and activity verb types, except verbs of ACTION ('do to').  As the 'object' of verbs of 

PERCEPTION or COGNITION, Theme may be unaware of the activity (as in J [Experiencer] saw M 

[Theme]). 

The book is on the table. 
The door opened. 
The ball rolled down the hill. 
He is tall. 
John weighed 12 stone7. 
John is a doctor. 

He opened the door. 
He put the keys in his pocket. 
John saw Mary. 
John watched the sunset/listened to the music. 
He sent them away. 

eiåden du/o a)delfou/j, ... ba/llontaj a)mfi¿blhstron ei¹j th\n qa/lassan:   (Mt 4.18) 
Ti¿j a)pokuli¿sei h(miÍn to\n li¿qon e)k th=j qu/raj tou= mnhmei¿ou;   (Mk 16.3) 
kaiì gnw¯sesqe th\n a)lh/qeian, kaiì h( a)lh/qeia e)leuqerw¯sei u(ma=j.    (Jo 8.32) 

                                                           
7 Foley would regard these as Patient, as he does the subject of many 'state' predicates  (ib. 47).  But he does 

distinguish between Patient and Theme.  Cook's 'Object' includes both Patient and Theme.  Longacre's Patient also 
includes Theme. 
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With Theme will be included 3 other related roles which are also non-affected objects, but which 

may be usefully distinguished from Theme. 

TEXT 

Text is to verbs of COMMUNICATION what Theme is to verbs of TRANSFER;  in fact, we could use 

the term Theme to cover both roles.  In communication, a message is transferred from Speaker to 

Addressee. 

My uncle told them stories. 
He delivered an excellent lecture (to the members of the society). 
They ask their clients a lot of questions. 
ãAllhn parabolh\n a)kou/sate.    (Mt 21.33) 
Kaiì toiau/taij parabolaiÍj pollaiÍj e)la/lei au)toiÍj to\n lo/gon    (Mk 4.33) 

TOPIC 

Closely related to Text (and also, therefore, a variant of Theme), is Topic which gives the content of 

the Text.  Topic may occur with verbs of COGNITION as well as verbs of COMMUNICATION.   In 

English the surface form may be a noun or a PP. 

He taught me maths. 
They discussed the marathon. 
He gave a lecture on thermodynamics. 

What do you think about this? 
I don't know anything about cars. 

He told me about his accident. 
She told them stories about other lands. 

† Greek: peri/  u(pe/r  (+Gen. - the usual ones.)  e)pi/ (+Acc./Dat. p189)  Rarely e)n (p143), and ei)j. 

Lu 2.27 kaiì e)n t%½ ei¹sagageiÍn tou\j goneiÍj to\ paidi¿on ¹Ihsou=n tou= poih=sai au)tou\j kata\ to\ 
ei¹qisme/non tou= no/mou periì au)tou=  

Lu 7.3 a)kou/saj de\ periì tou=  ¹Ihsou= a)pe/steilen pro\j au)to\n presbute/rouj tw½n ¹Ioudai¿wn 
e)rwtw½n au)to\n oÀpwj e)lqwÜn diasw¯sv to\n dou=lon au)tou=.  

Lu 7.18 Kaiì a)ph/ggeilan ¹Iwa/nnv oi¸ maqhtaiì au)tou= periì pa/ntwn tou/twn.  

Lu 7.24 hÃrcato le/gein pro\j tou\j oÃxlouj periì ¹Iwa/nnou, Ti¿ e)ch/lqate ei¹j th\n eÃrhmon 
qea/sasqai; ka/lamon u(po\ a)ne/mou saleuo/menon;  

Ac 2.25 Dauiìd ga\r le/gei ei¹j au)to/n,   Proorw¯mhn to\n ku/rion e)nw¯pio/n mou dia\ panto/j, ...   A 
less common use of ei)j. 

Ro 1.8 Prw½ton me\n eu)xaristw½ t%½ qe%½ mou dia\ ¹Ihsou=  Xristou= periì pa/ntwn u(mw½n oÀti h( 
pi¿stij u(mw½n katagge/lletai e)n oÀl% t%½ ko/sm%.  

Ro 8.34 Xristo\j [)Ihsou=j] o( a)poqanw¯n, ma=llon de\ e)gerqei¿j, oÁj kai¿ e)stin e)n deci#= tou= qeou=, 
oÁj kaiì e)ntugxa/nei u(pe\r h(mw½n.   Included also, within the context of this passage, is the 
role of Beneficiary. 
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Ro 15.9 ta\ de\ eÃqnh u(pe\r e)le/ouj doca/sai to\n qeo/n,  

2C 9.1 Periì me\n ga\r th=j diakoni¿aj th=j ei¹j tou\j a(gi¿ouj perisso/n moi¿ e)stin to\ gra/fein u(miÍn:  

He 5.11 Periì ouÂ polu\j h(miÍn o( lo/goj kaiì dusermh/neutoj le/gein, ... 

2C 7.14 oÀti eiã ti au)t%½ u(pe\r u(mw½n kekau/xhmai, ou) katvsxu/nqhn, a)ll' w¨j pa/nta e)n a)lhqei¿# 
e)lalh/samen u(miÍn, 

Eph 5.20 eu)xaristou=ntej pa/ntote u(pe\r pa/ntwn e)n o)no/mati tou= kuri¿ou h(mw½n ¹Ihsou= Xristou= t%½ 
qe%½ kaiì patri¿.  

Php 1.4 pa/ntote e)n pa/sv deh/sei mou u(pe\r pa/ntwn u(mw½n, meta\ xara=j th\n de/hsin poiou/menoj,  

As with other examples, the predicate implies Beneficiary also. 

1Th 5.25 ¹Adelfoi¿, proseu/xesqe [kaiì] periì h(mw½n.  

2Th 2.1 ¹Erwtw½men de\ u(ma=j, a)delfoi¿, u(pe\r th=j parousi¿aj tou= kuri¿ou h(mw½n  ¹Ihsou= Xristou= 
kaiì h(mw½n e)pisunagwgh=j e)p' au)to/n ... mhde\ qroeiÍsqai, ... 

Phm 10 parakalw½ se periì tou= e)mou= te/knou, oÁn e)ge/nnhsa e)n toiÍj desmoiÍj,  ¹Onh/simon,  

In this and the following examples, the predicate implies concern also. 

1P 5.7 oÀti au)t%½ me/lei periì u(mw½n.  
Mk 9.12 kaiì pw½j ge/graptai e)piì to\n ui¸o\n tou= a)nqrw¯pou iàna polla\ pa/qv kaiì e)coudenhqv=;  
 

RANGE 

For the sake of completeness Range is included here, though it does not apply to a study of Greek 

prepositional phrases.  It is a variant of Theme, and is used for a non-affected object which is 

required synatactically to complete or further specify the sense of the verb.  It denotes the inner or 

inherent objects of the predicate and includes what are traditionally termed 'cognate objects': 

He crossed the street/river. 
He climbed the mountain. 
She sang three songs. 
John plays tennis. 
His men sailed the seven seas. 
He ran a race. 

kaiì e)fobh/qhsan fo/bon me/gan.   (Lu 2.9) 

6   BENEFACTIVE 

Benefactive is a participant for whom an action is done, or to whom it is directed. 

Under Benefactive are included a number of DIRECTIVE roles.  They are considered to be non-

locative extensions of Goal. 

As noted in chapter 4, with appropriate predicates, such roles may function as ACTORS as in: 

John bought a new car. 
Mary accepted a bouquet of flowers from the company. 

ei¹j ta\ iãdia hÅlqen, kaiì oi¸ iãdioi au)to\n ou) pare/labon. oÀsoi de\ eÃlabon au)to/n, ... 
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Note also that depending on the predicate used,  these roles can be 'affected objects' of the predicate 

i.e. they function in the UNDERGOER place like Patients. 

The following roles may be distinguished: 

RECIPIENT 

Recipient is the animate Goal of a verb of EXCHANGE.  Something is given to or exchanged with 

someone.  Since there is a reciprocity with such verbs, either the Donor or the Recipient can be the 

ACTOR. 

He gave Mary a book/He gave a book to Mary. 
He gave her a book. 
He showed her a painting.  (show being regarded as communicative giving.) 
She threw the ball to John./John caught the ball from Mary. 

With a verb which implies a Recipient, the Recipient may be the UNDERGOER as in: 

They fed the troops. 

Bo/ske ta\ a)rni¿a mou.    (Jo 21.15) 

†  ei)j   pro/j  (both +Acc.)    Recipient is normally expressed by the dative case in NT Greek. 

Ro 3.22 dikaiosu/nh de\ qeou= dia\ pi¿stewj  ¹Ihsou= Xristou= ei¹j pa/ntaj tou\j pisteu/ontaj 
'extends to all'. (Hodge.  See Note 105 in Morris 1988:176) 

2C 9.8 dunateiÍ de\ o( qeo\j pa=san xa/rin perisseu=sai ei¹j u(ma=j,  

Ti 3.2 pa=san e)ndeiknume/nouj prau/+thta pro\j pa/ntaj a)nqrw¯pouj.  

 

Note also the 'anti-benefactive' victim role in the following (an extension of Source): 

They robbed him last night. 
The thieves took all the money from the man. 

ãAnqrwpo/j tij kate/bainen a)po\ ¹Ierousalh\m ei¹j ¹IerixwÜ kaiì lvstaiÍj perie/pesen, oiá kaiì 
e)kdu/santej au)to\n ...  (Lu 10.30) 

BENEFICIARY 

Beneficiary is the participant for whom an action is done. 

Something is given to Recipient;  something is done for Beneficiary.  Recipient is the goal of a gift;  

Beneficiary is the animate goal of an action.  It occurs therefore, with all types of activity verb.  The 

surface form may be NP, as in: 

He helped Mary. 
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or a PP as in: 

John signed the book for Bill. 
He works for the chief. 

Beneficiary (i.e. 'for the benefit of') may include the idea of substitution, – 'instead of'. 

I'll go for you. 
He worked the shift instead of her. 
John taught a class for me. 
He died for his friend. 

Or the idea of substitution only may be present. 

I'll send you instead of her.  (= and not her) 
Give me the red one instead of this green one. 

The context must help in the decision. 

Some grammarians and commentators have commented on 'on behalf of/instead of' and implied that 

it is difficult to have one without the other cf. Robertson 630-32;  in his discussion of upe/r and 

a)nti/, he quotes Winer  'In most cases one who acts on behalf of another takes his place'.  The danger 

here is that the discussion is centering on English phrases.  'on behalf of' (? = 'as the representative 

of') may well mean 'instead of', but is not the same as 'for the benefit of'.  Note the ambiguity of 

English 'for' in 'I'll bake a cake for you,  I'll mend this cup for you'.  Is benefit or substitution in 

focus?  It depends on the situation. 

†  Beneficiary alone:     ei)j  (+Acc.)  u(pe/r  (+Gen.) 

Mk 9.40 oÁj ga\r ou)k eÃstin kaq' h(mw½n, u(pe\r h(mw½n e)stin.  

Ro 15.16 ei¹j to\ eiånai¿ me leitourgo\n Xristou= ¹Ihsou= ei¹j ta\ eÃqnh,  

2C 8.23 eiãte u(pe\r Ti¿tou, koinwno\j e)mo\j kaiì ei¹j u(ma=j sunergo/j: 
So RSV  in your service; Jer  in your interests.  These catch Beneficiary rather than NIV  
among you. 

2C 13.4 kaiì ga\r h(meiÍj a)sqenou=men e)n au)t%½, a)lla\ zh/somen su\n au)t%½ e)k duna/mewj qeou= ei¹j 
u(ma=j.   NIV  to serve you. 

He 13.17 Pei¿qesqe toiÍj h(goume/noij u(mw½n kaiì u(pei¿kete, au)toiì ga\r a)grupnou=sin u(pe\r tw½n 
yuxw½n u(mw½n  

Ph.  over your welfare 
KJV  watch for, rather than 'over'. 

 

†  Beneficiary + substitution:     a)nti/   u(pe/r  (both +Gen.) 

Mt 17.27 ... ba/le aÃgkistron kaiì to\n a)naba/nta prw½ton i¹xqu\n aÅron, kaiì a)noi¿caj to\ sto/ma au)tou= 
eu(rh/seij stath=ra: e)keiÍnon labwÜn do\j au)toiÍj a)ntiì e)mou= kaiì sou=.  
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Mk 10.45 kaiì ga\r o( ui¸o\j tou= a)nqrw¯pou ou)k hÅlqen diakonhqh=nai a)lla\ diakonh=sai kaiì dou=nai th\n 
yuxh\n au)tou= lu/tron a)ntiì pollw½n.    Substitution is perhaps dominant, but benefit is 
certainly also present.  (cf. Bratcher and Nida, 1961:336) 

Mk 14.24 kaiì eiåpen au)toiÍj, Tou=to/ e)stin to\ aiâma/ mou th=j diaqh/khj to\ e)kxunno/menon u(pe\r pollw½n. 

Perhaps benefit is in focus here, though the Biblical context (local and total) includes 
substitution. 

Jo 10.11 o( poimh\n o( kalo\j th\n yuxh\n au)tou= ti¿qhsin u(pe\r tw½n proba/twn:  

Jo 11.50 ou)de\ logi¿zesqe oÀti sumfe/rei u(miÍn iàna eiâj aÃnqrwpoj a)poqa/nv u(pe\r tou= laou= kaiì mh\ 
oÀlon to\ eÃqnoj a)po/lhtai.    Perhaps substitution is dominant, but benefit is certainly also 
present. 

 

†  Substitution alone:     a)nti/ 

Mt 2.22 a)kou/saj de\ oÀti ¹Arxe/laoj basileu/ei th=j ¹Ioudai¿aj a)ntiì tou= patro\j au)tou= ¸Hr%¯dou 
e)fobh/qh e)keiÍ a)pelqeiÍn:   'instead of' 

Lu 11.11 ti¿na de\ e)c u(mw½n to\n pate/ra ai¹th/sei o( ui¸o\j i¹xqu/n, kaiì a)ntiì i¹xqu/oj oÃfin au)t%½ e)pidw¯sei;  

 

OPPONENT 

Opponent is the 'anti-benefactive' of an action. 

They fought (against) the enemy. 
They erected barricades against the police. 

†  e)pi/   pro/j  (both +Acc.)  kata/  (+Gen.) 

Ac 13.50 kaiì e)ph/geiran diwgmo\n e)piì to\n Pau=lon kaiì  Barnaba=n  

Mt 10.35 hÅlqon ga\r dixa/sai aÃnqrwpon kata\ tou= patro\j au)tou= kaiì qugate/ra kata\ th=j 
mhtro\j au)th=j kaiì nu/mfhn kata\ th=j penqera=j au)th=j,  

Ac 4.26 pare/sthsan oi¸ basileiÍj th=j gh=j kaiì oi¸ aÃrxontej sunh/xqhsan e)piì to\ au)to\ kata\ tou= 
kuri¿ou kaiì kata\ tou= Xristou= au)tou=.  

Ac 26.9 e)gwÜ me\n ouÅn eÃdoca e)maut%½ pro\j to\ oÃnoma  ¹Ihsou= tou= Nazwrai¿ou deiÍn polla\ e)nanti¿a 
pra=cai,  

Eph 6.11, 
12 

e)ndu/sasqe th\n panopli¿an tou= qeou= pro\j to\ du/nasqai u(ma=j sth=nai pro\j ta\j 
meqodei¿aj tou= diabo/lou:  

oÀti ou)k eÃstin h(miÍn h( pa/lh pro\j aiâma kaiì sa/rka, a)lla\ pro\j ta\j a)rxa/j, pro\j ta\j 
e)cousi¿aj, pro\j tou\j kosmokra/toraj tou= sko/touj tou/tou, pro\j ta\ pneumatika\ th=j 
ponhri¿aj e)n toiÍj e)pourani¿oij.  

 

TARGET 

Target is a participant toward whom an activity is directed. 

Target is a special application of Goal, and involves direction.  It occurs with verbs of TRANSFER, 

but the key difference is that the object is directed 'at', rather than 'to' or 'into' the goal.  Whereas 

Patient is always 'affected', and Theme is 'non-affected', Target may or may not be affected by the 

activity. 
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A physical Target may indeed be an 'affected object', 'Patient-at-a-distance' i.e. a DIRECTIVE role is 

functioning as UNDERGOER. 

They threw tomatoes at the speaker.   cf.  They pelted the speaker with tomatoes. 
He shot the arrow at the bulls-eye. 
He threw the ball at John/the wall. 
The sun shone on me. 

† Greek:   

kaiì eÃtupton au)tou= th\n kefalh\n kala/m% kaiì e)ne/ptuon au)t%½    (Mk 15.19)  cf.  e)ne/paican 
au)t%½,  in the next verse (verbal targetting). 

Target may also be, and more frequently is in the NT, the Goal of a COGNITIVE predicate.  The 

Experiencer's attention is directed or focussed or centred on something or someone, though, like 

Theme, the Target may be unaware of the activity.  Target differs from Theme in that it implies 

transfer and direction/focus of attitude.  The term 'Focus' would have been useful here, but this is 

already widely used in discourse analysis in the matter of prominence. 

John trusted him/John trusted in him. 
Don't trust your computer. 
I'm relying on you. 
He was kind to me. 
Have pity on my son. 
His mercy is on them that fear him. 

†  e)pi/   ei)j  (both +Acc.)  (peri/ +Gen.) 

Mt 9.36 ¹IdwÜn de\ tou\j oÃxlouj e)splagxni¿sqh periì au)tw½n,   Target and Theme are closely related.  
The verb indicates Target, rather than Theme here.  cf. Mt 15.32 where e)pi/ is used. 

Mt 15.32 ¸O de\ ¹Ihsou=j proskalesa/menoj tou\j maqhta\j au)tou= eiåpen, Splagxni¿zomai e)piì to\n 
oÃxlon 

Lu 1.50 kaiì to\ eÃleoj au)tou= ei¹j genea\j kaiì genea\j toiÍj foboume/noij au)to/n.  

Lu 9.38 Dida/skale, de/omai¿ sou e)pible/yai e)piì to\n ui¸o/n mou, oÀti monogenh/j moi¿ e)stin,  

Ac 16.31 oi¸ de\ eiåpan, Pi¿steuson e)piì to\n ku/rion ¹Ihsou=n kaiì swqh/sv su\ kaiì o( oiåko/j sou.  

Ro 5.8 suni¿sthsin de\ th\n e(autou= a)ga/phn ei¹j h(ma=j o( qeo\j, oÀti eÃti a(martwlw½n oÃntwn h(mw½n 
Xristo\j u(pe\r h(mw½n a)pe/qanen.  

2C 2.4 eÃgraya u(miÍn ... ou)x iàna luphqh=te a)lla\ th\n a)ga/phn iàna gnw½te hÁn eÃxw perissote/rwj 
ei¹j u(ma=j.  

2C 7.15 kaiì ta\ spla/gxna au)tou= perissote/rwj ei¹j u(ma=j e)stin ... 

2C 8.22 ... nuniì de\ polu\ spoudaio/teron pepoiqh/sei pollv= tv= ei¹j u(ma=j.  

Ga 5.10 e)gwÜ pe/poiqa ei¹j u(ma=j e)n kuri¿% oÀti ou)de\n aÃllo fronh/sete:  

He 12.2 a)forw½ntej ei¹j to\n th=j pi¿stewj a)rxhgo\n kaiì teleiwth\n ¹Ihsou=n, oÁj a)ntiì th=j 
prokeime/nhj au)t%½ xara=j u(pe/meinen stauro\n ai¹sxu/nhj katafronh/saj e)n deci#= te 
tou= qro/nou tou= qeou= keka/qiken.  

1P 2.25 a)lla\ e)pestra/fhte nu=n e)piì to\n poime/na kaiì e)pi¿skopon tw½n yuxw½n u(mw½n.  
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ADDRESSEE 

Addressee is a recipient of a verb of COMMUNICATION. 

John greeted Bill. 
He told the crowd this story. 
He addressed the crowd/He spoke to the crowd. 

†  pro/j   (the normal preposition for Addressee)   ei)j  (both +Acc.). 

Lu 5.4 w¨j de\ e)pau/sato lalw½n, eiåpen pro\j to\n Si¿mwna,  ¹Epana/gage ei¹j to\ ba/qoj kaiì 
xala/sate ta\ di¿ktua u(mw½n ei¹j aÃgran.  

Lu 15.3 eiåpen de\ pro\j au)tou\j th\n parabolh\n tau/thn  

Ac 2:37 ¹Akou/santej de\ katenu/ghsan th\n kardi¿an eiåpo/n te pro\j to\n Pe/tron kaiì tou\j 
loipou\j a)posto/louj,  Ti¿ poih/swmen, aÃndrej a)delfoi¿;  

Ro 15.30 Parakalw½ de\ u(ma=j, [a)delfoi¿,] ... sunagwni¿sasqai¿ moi e)n taiÍj proseuxaiÍj u(pe\r 
e)mou= pro\j to\n qeo/n,  

2C 11.6 ... a)ll' e)n pantiì fanerw¯santej e)n pa=sin ei¹j u(ma=j.  
 

Like Target above, the Addressee may be the target of words, and hence Experiencer;  the words are 

directed at, and affect the Addressee.  Thus (s)he may be the UNDERGOER of verbs of congratulation, 

praise, threat, blame, insult, etc.  (See under Experiencer above, where we noted that Longacre uses 

the term Experiencer to include Addressee.) 

They insulted him/hurled abuse at him. 
He threatened her.  (can include physical as well as verbal threats, of course.) 

ei¸sth/keisan de\ oi¸ a)rxiereiÍj kaiì oi¸ grammateiÍj eu)to/nwj kathgorou=ntej au)tou=. 
e)couqenh/saj de\ au)to\n [kaiì] o( ¸Hr%¯dhj su\n toiÍj strateu/masin au)tou= kaiì e)mpai¿caj 
(ellipsis of UNDERGOER).  (Lu 23.10, 11) 
oi¸ de\ parestw½tej eiåpan, To\n a)rxiere/a tou= qeou= loidoreiÍj;   (Ac 23.4) 

We have noted that DIRECTIVE roles (i.e those reflecting particularly a Goal) can function as 

UNDERGOER with appropriate predicates.  Note also comments under Goal.  The merging of Goal 

and Patient is reflected in Halliday's use of Goal for both (1985:101 ff). 

POSSESSOR 

With a verb or stative signalling ownership, the Benefactive role signifies possessor.  Languages 

differ in the surface forms used to mark possession. 

John owns this book. 
This book belongs to John.  cf French:  C'est à lui. 

Lu 15.4   Ti¿j aÃnqrwpoj e)c u(mw½n eÃxwn e(kato\n pro/bata ... 
1C 8.7  ¹All' ou)k e)n pa=sin h( gnw½sij: 
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7   COMITATIVE 

A participant or entity which has the same role as another participant or entity with respect to 
the predicate. 

Though the term co-agent is used (e.g. by Foley, 85), it has seemed simplest to retain a term such as 

'comitative' for accompanying participants in a variety of situations. 

John went to town with Bill.  (co-agent) 
John built a house with his friends. 
They killed him with the rest.  (co-patient) 
I saw him with the others.  (co-theme) 

There is an element of addressee in: 

He bargained with them. 

The negative 'without' should also be included.   Greek  aÃneu. 

† Greek:  meta/  (+Gen.)  su/n  (+Dat.) 

Mt 2.11 eiådon to\ paidi¿on meta\ Mari¿aj th=j mhtro\j au)tou=,   (co-theme)  

Mk 11.11 e)ch=lqen ei¹j Bhqani¿an meta\ tw½n dw¯deka.   (co-agents) 

Mt 25.27 eÃdei se ouÅn baleiÍn ta\ a)rgu/ria/ mou toiÍj trapezi¿taij, kaiì e)lqwÜn e)gwÜ e)komisa/mhn aÄn 
to\ e)mo\n su\n to/k%.   (co-theme) 

Mk 2.26 pw½j ei¹sh=lqen ei¹j to\n oiåkon tou= qeou= ... kaiì tou\j aÃrtouj th=j proqe/sewj eÃfagen, ... 
kaiì eÃdwken kaiì toiÍj su\n au)t%½ ouÅsin;   (attrib.- co-recipients) 

Lu 1.28 kaiì ei¹selqwÜn pro\j au)th\n eiåpen, XaiÍre, kexaritwme/nh, o( ku/rioj meta\ sou=.  cf. Lk 
15.31. 

Lu 7.6 o( de\ ¹Ihsou=j e)poreu/eto su\n au)toiÍj (co-agents) = 'accompanied'. Here almost Benefactive. 

Eph 4.31 pa=sa pikri¿a kaiì qumo\j kaiì o)rgh\ kaiì kraugh\ kaiì blasfhmi¿a a)rqh/tw a)f' u(mw½n su\n 
pa/sv kaki¿#.  (co-theme) 

 

8   LOCATIVE 

Locative, in both its local (Where?) and temporal aspects (When?), gives the orientation (or setting) 

of the predicate.  As with all the Circumstantial roles, it may occur with the whole range of states 

and activities. 

Locative, as applied to space only8, has four main subsets – Location (– motion, 'at'), Goal (+ 

motion, 'to'), Source (+ motion, 'from') and Path (+ motion, 'through'). 

                                                           
8 Locative, used as a wide, general term, is concerned with place in both space and time and answers the question 

'Where?' and 'When?'.  For simplicity and convenience, I have limited Locative to space only, and set up Time as a 
separate role. 
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From a prepositional point of view, this is the most basic role of all.  The spatial dimension of the 

locative extends into a network of other roles such as  Topic, Beneficiary, Target, Means, Purpose, 

Reason.  This is not surprising, of course, since the prepositions were originally local in meaning and 

easily extended into abstract, metaphorical realms.  So Anderson (1987, 114) writes 'A LH [Localist 

Hypothesis] claims that the representation of spatial relations forms a template for semantic relations 

in general:9  "abstract" domains are structured in such terms' (cf. 2.3.1).  All the Greek prepositions 

reflect a locative dimension to a greater or lesser extent; and some (e.g.  e)n, ei)j, e)k) have a clearly 

marked locative role. 

This section covers the local/spatial dimension of Locative only.  Metaphorical usages are covered in 

the discussion of individual prepositions in chapter 6.  Those roles which are extensions of the 

locative into other areas (Beneficary, Addressee, Means, Purpose etc.) are dealt with separately. 

LOCATION 

No motion is involved with Location.  It occurs with all kinds of predicates except MOTION and 

TRANSFER verbs.  The surface form includes, of course, locational adverbs such as here, there, 

near, far etc.  It also includes the common locational prepositions at, in, on, under, etc. 

The book is on the table/under the bed/in the house. 
They are at/by the well,  behind the fence,  in front of the army. 
It is leaning against the wall. 
He is up the chimney. 
on the left/right 
towards the sea 
in the south 

† Greek:.  ei)j  meta/  para/  peri/  pro/j  u(po/   (all +Acc.)  e)pi/  (+Acc./Gen.)  pro/  (+Gen.)  e)n  (+Dat.) 

The remaining prepositions are not used to signify Location in the Greeek NT. 

Mk 13.3 
 

Mk 13.16 

Kaiì kaqhme/nou au)tou= ei¹j to\ ãOroj tw½n ¹Elaiw½n ... e)phrw¯ta au)to\n kat' i¹di¿an  Pe/troj 
kaiì ¹Ia/kwboj kaiì ¹Iwa/nnhj kaiì ¹Andre/aj,  

kaiì o( ei¹j to\n a)gro\n [location] mh\ e)pistreya/tw ei¹j ta\ o)pi¿sw [Goal] aÅrai to\ i¸ma/tion 
au)tou=.  

Mk 2.1 Kaiì ei¹selqwÜn pa/lin ei¹j Kafarnaou\m di' h(merw½n h)kou/sqh oÀti e)n oiãk% e)sti¿n.  

Mt 4.5 To/te paralamba/nei au)to\n o( dia/boloj ei¹j th\n a(gi¿an po/lin kaiì eÃsthsen au)to\n e)piì to\ 
pteru/gion tou= i¸erou=,  

                                                           
9 i.e. all semantic roles reflect a locative dimension, including Agent (the source of the action) and Patient (the goal of 

the action (thus Halliday's use of Goal for Patient).  cf. also Ostler who sets up 4 basic role types – Theme, Goal, 
Source and Path. (1980:47) 
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Mk 4.1 Kaiì pa/lin hÃrcato dida/skein para\ th\n qa/lassan: kaiì suna/getai pro\j au)to\n oÃxloj 

pleiÍstoj, wÐste au)to\n ei¹j ploiÍon e)mba/nta kaqh=sqai e)n tv= qala/ssv, kaiì pa=j o( 
oÃxloj pro\j th\n qa/lassan e)piì th=j gh=j hÅsan.  

Lu 8.35 kaiì euÂron kaqh/menon to\n aÃnqrwpon a)f' ouÂ ta\ daimo/nia e)ch=lqen i¸matisme/non kaiì 
swfronou=nta para\ tou\j po/daj tou= ¹Ihsou=, kaiì e)fobh/qhsan.   cf. Lu 7.38. 

Mt 3.4 Au)to\j de\ o( ¹Iwa/nnhj eiåxen to\ eÃnduma au)tou= a)po\ trixw½n kamh/lou kaiì zw¯nhn 
dermati¿nhn periì th\n o)sfu\n au)tou=, 

Mt 8.18 ¹IdwÜn de\ o( ¹Ihsou=j oÃxlon periì au)to\n e)ke/leusen a)pelqeiÍn ei¹j to\ pe/ran.  

Lu 13.8 Ku/rie, aÃfej au)th\n kaiì tou=to to\ eÃtoj, eÀwj oÀtou ska/yw periì au)th\n kaiì ba/lw ko/pria,  

Mt 5.15 ou)de\ kai¿ousin lu/xnon kaiì tiqe/asin au)to\n u(po\ to\n mo/dion a)ll' e)piì th\n luxni¿an,  

Jo 1.48 a)pekri¿qh  ¹Ihsou=j kaiì eiåpen au)t%½, Pro\ tou= se Fi¿lippon fwnh=sai oÃnta u(po\ th\n 
sukh=n eiådo/n se.  

He 9.3 meta\ de\ to\ deu/teron katape/tasma skhnh\ h( legome/nh  àAgia ¸Agi¿wn,  

The only occurrence of meta/ in a local sense. 
 

• EXTENT 

The above examples focus on local position.  But location can also focus on the extent or domain of 

an event or action.  The following are examples of 'spatial extent/domain': 

There was fear throughout the whole city. 
Water lay over the whole valley. 

† Greek:  e)pi//  (+Acc.)  kata/  (+Gen.) 

Where kata/ expresses extent ('throughout'), e)pi/ expresses domain ('over'). 

Mt 27.45 ¹Apo\ de\ eÀkthj wÐraj sko/toj e)ge/neto e)piì pa=san th\n gh=n eÀwj wÐraj e)na/thj.  

Ac 11.28 e)sh/manen dia\ tou= pneu/matoj limo\n mega/lhn me/llein eÃsesqai e)f' oÀlhn th\n 
oi¹koume/nhn,  

Lu 23.5 oi¸ de\ e)pi¿sxuon le/gontej oÀti ¹Anasei¿ei to\n lao\n dida/skwn kaq' oÀlhj th=j ¹Ioudai¿aj,  
 

GOAL 

Goal involves motion to or towards, with an endpoint or destination in view.  Physical Goal (whether 

aimed at or attained), occurs with verbs of MOTION (Motion of the Agent) and TRANSFER (Motion of 

the Theme, the item being transferred).  Goal may be represented by both NPs and PPs. 

As with Recipient, the Goal can function as the UNDERGOER, as in the last example of each group. 

With verbs of MOTION: 

He entered the room/the city. 
He approached the station/the ticket collector.. 
He went to the market. 
The messenger went to the chief. 
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They headed north. 
They chased the tiger/the prisoner. 

With verbs of TRANSFER: 

The chief led his elders into the market. 
I took them to the zoo. 
John put them in the drawer. 
They loaded the lorry with bricks.  cf.  they loaded the bricks into the lorry. 
 

† Greek:  ei)j   e)pi/   pro/j  (all +Acc.) 

ei)j is used for places; it is extremely common for the various facets of goal.   pro/j is largely, though 

not entirely, used for people.  e)pi/ occurs with both. 

Lu 5.24 Soiì le/gw, eÃgeire kaiì aÃraj to\ klini¿dio/n sou poreu/ou ei¹j to\n oiåko/n sou.  

Lu 8.22 ¹Ege/neto de\ e)n mi#= tw½n h(merw½n kaiì au)to\j e)ne/bh ei¹j ploiÍon kaiì oi¸ maqhtaiì au)tou= kaiì 
eiåpen pro\j au)tou/j, Die/lqwmen ei¹j to\ pe/ran th=j li¿mnhj, kaiì a)nh/xqhsan.  

Lu 19.28 Kaiì ei¹pwÜn tau=ta e)poreu/eto eÃmprosqen a)nabai¿nwn ei¹j  ¸Ieroso/luma.  

Lu 8.19 Parege/neto de\ pro\j au)to\n h( mh/thr kaiì oi¸ a)delfoiì au)tou= 

Lu 8.35 e)ch=lqon de\ i¹deiÍn to\ gegono\j kaiì hÅlqon pro\j to\n ¹Ihsou=n   

Eph 2.18 oÀti di' au)tou= eÃxomen th\n prosagwgh\n oi¸ a)mfo/teroi e)n e(niì pneu/mati pro\j to\n pate/ra. 

Mt 3.13 To/te paragi¿netai o( ¹Ihsou=j a)po\ th=j Galilai¿aj e)piì to\n ¹Iorda/nhn  

Mk 16.2 eÃrxontai e)piì to\ mnhmeiÍon a)natei¿lantoj tou= h(li¿ou.  

Mt 10.18  kaiì e)piì h(gemo/naj de\ kaiì basileiÍj a)xqh/sesqe  

Lu 7.6 Ku/rie, mh\ sku/llou, ou) ga\r i¸kano/j ei¹mi iàna u(po\ th\n ste/ghn mou ei¹se/lqvj:   (Unusual 
use of u(po/.  Equivalent of 'into my house' and hence 'under my roof'.) 

 

SOURCE 

Source involves motion from or out of, and, like Goal, occurs primarily with verbs of MOTION or 

TRANSFER.  Source can refer to source, origin, departure point, and separation from. 

He left the room/his friends. 
She walked out of the room. 
He comes from Edinburgh.  (origin) 
They are from the University. 
 
I got it from the shop. 
She lifted it out of the box. 
They drained the pool (of water). 
He paid her out of his own pocket.  (the focus is on the source of the funding). 
John received a note from Mary. 

Source may occur with factitive verbs to indicate resources or supply from which the product is 

made, (and hence also the Means - see under 10  Means). 

She made a meal from the leftovers. 
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She made the pot out of local clay. 

† Greek:  e)k   a)po/   para/   (all +Gen.) 

Mk 12.44 pa/ntej ga\r e)k tou= perisseu/ontoj au)toiÍj eÃbalon, auÀth de\ e)k th=j u(sterh/sewj au)th=j 
pa/nta oÀsa eiåxen eÃbalen oÀlon to\n bi¿on au)th=j.  

Mk 13.1 Kaiì e)kporeuome/nou au)tou= e)k tou= i¸erou= ... 

Jo 4.22 h(meiÍj proskunou=men oÁ oiãdamen, oÀti h( swthri¿a e)k tw½n ¹Ioudai¿wn e)sti¿n.  

Jo 20.1 Mari¿a h( Magdalhnh\ eÃrxetai ... ei¹j to\ mnhmeiÍon kaiì ble/pei to\n li¿qon h)rme/non e)k 
tou= mnhmei¿ou.   Does e)k reflect the lifting of the stone out of its socket?  Perhaps reflected 
in LB  'rolled aside from the entrance'. 

Jo 21.2 kaiì Qwma=j o( lego/menoj Di¿dumoj kaiì Naqanah\l o( a)po\ Kana\ th=j Galilai¿aj kaiì oi¸ 
tou= Zebedai¿ou kaiì aÃlloi e)k tw½n maqhtw½n au)tou= du/o.  

Lu 7.6 a)po\ th=j oi¹ki¿aj eÃpemyen fi¿louj o( e(katonta/rxhj 

Lu 7.21 e)qera/peusen pollou\j a)po\ no/swn kaiì masti¿gwn kaiì pneuma/twn ponhrw½n kaiì tufloiÍj 
polloiÍj e)xari¿sato ble/pein.  

Lu 8.33 e)celqo/nta de\ ta\ daimo/nia a)po\ tou= a)nqrw¯pou ei¹sh=lqon ei¹j tou\j xoi¿rouj, 

1C 1.3 xa/rij u(miÍn kaiì ei¹rh/nh a)po\ qeou= patro\j h(mw½n kaiì kuri¿ou ¹Ihsou= Xristou=.  

1Co 11.23 ¹EgwÜ ga\r pare/labon a)po\ tou= kuri¿ou, oÁ kaiì pare/dwka u(miÍn, ... 

Mt 2.16 To/te ¸Hr%¯dhj ... a)postei¿laj a)neiÍlen pa/ntaj tou\j paiÍdaj tou\j e)n Bhqle/em ... a)po\ 
dietou=j kaiì katwte/rw, kata\ to\n xro/non oÁn h)kri¿bwsen para\ tw½n ma/gwn.  

 

Goal and Source have a number of extended uses, some of which have been discussed already 

(Recipient, Addressee etc.).  Others will be covered later (See under 10 Means, 12 Motivation). 

PATH 

In its local sense, Path signifies the route taken, and implies motion and direction.  Like Goal and 

Source, it occurs with verbs of MOTION and TRANSFER. 

He went along the path, under the bridge, through the river, across the lake, over the railway line, 
down the street and up the hill. 
They travelled by land and sea. 
He carried his books along the path. 

† Greek:  dia/   kata/  (both +Gen.)   para/  (+Acc.) 

Mt 4.18 Peripatw½n de\ para\ th\n qa/lassan th=j Galilai¿aj eiåden du/o a)delfou/j,  

Mt 8.32 kaiì i¹dou\ wÐrmhsen pa=sa h( a)ge/lh kata\ tou= krhmnou= ei¹j th\n qa/lassan  

Lu 5.19 a)naba/ntej e)piì to\ dw½ma dia\ tw½n kera/mwn kaqh=kan au)to\n ... ei¹j to\ me/son eÃmprosqen 
tou= ¹Ihsou=.  

 

The spatial use of Path is straightforward.  Its extended use as Means is covered separately. 
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9   TIME 

Time answers the question 'When?'  The Locative distinctions between position, extent, goal and 

source which apply to space, have corresponding distinctions which apply to time also.  We may 

distinguish between 'time-when'/'time-within which' (point of time, or, time-position), 'time-how 

long' (duration, or time-extent), 'time-until' (goal) or 'time-since' (source).  Like Location, it occurs 

with all types of states and activities, and may be expressed by Adverbial phrases as well as PPs. 

Time-when:  last night, now, then, next week, after 3 days, before the monsoon, at sunset, in the 

night, every Thursday 

Time-within which:  during the night 

Time-how long:  It rained all night. 

Time-since and until:  since yesterday, from day one,  until next week 

† Greek: 

The Greek cases can, of course, express point and duration of time.  The common usage is: 

Accusative – duration:  wÐsper ga\r hÅn ¹Iwna=j e)n tv= koili¿# tou= kh/touj treiÍj h(me/raj kaiì treiÍj 
nu/ktaj ...(Mt 12.40). 
Genitive – time within which (i.e.during):  proseu/xesqe de\ iàna mh\ ge/nhtai h( fugh\ u(mw½n 
xeimw½noj.  (Mt 24.20). 
Dative – time when:  tv= de\ mi#= tw½n sabba/twn oÃrqrou baqe/wj ...  (Lu 24.1).  Note the following 
gen. - 'while it was still early dawn...'. 

Prepositions are also widely used to express time: 

ei)j  peri/  pro/  (all +Acc.)  a)po/  e)k  meta/  (all +Gen.)  e)n  (+Dat.)  all express 'time-when/since/until'. 

Mt 9.22 kaiì e)sw¯qh h( gunh\ a)po\ th=j wÐraj e)kei¿nhj.   (since) 

Ac 13.42 pareka/loun ei¹j to\ metacu\ sa/bbaton lalhqh=nai au)toiÍj ta\ r(h/mata tau=ta.    (when) 

2T 1.12 kai\ pe/peismai oÀti dunato/j e)stin th\n paraqh/khn mou fula/cai ei¹j e)kei¿nhn th\n 
h(me/ran.   (until:  cf. NRSV, REB) 

Mt 12.2 ¹Idou\ oi¸ maqhtai¿ sou poiou=sin oÁ ou)k eÃcestin poieiÍn e)n sabba/t%.   (when) 

Jo 2.19 Lu/sate to\n nao\n tou=ton kaiì e)n trisiìn h(me/raij e)gerw½ au)to/n.   (when) 

Jo 6.64 vÃdei ga\r e)c a)rxh=j o( ¹Ihsou=j ti¿nej ei¹siìn oi¸ mh\ pisteu/ontej    (since) 

Mt 26.44 proshu/cato e)k tri¿tou to\n au)to\n lo/gon ei¹pwÜn pa/lin.     (= 'for the third time/on the 
third occasion') 

Ac 3.1 Pe/troj de\ kaiì ¹Iwa/nnhj a)ne/bainon ... e)piì th\n wÐran th=j proseuxh=j th\n e)na/thn.  
(when) 
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Mt 17.1 Kaiì meq' h(me/raj eÁc paralamba/nei o( ¹Ihsou=j to\n Pe/tron kaiì ¹Ia/kwbon kaiì ¹Iwa/nnhn ... 

(when) 

Lu 5.27 Kaiì meta\ tau=ta e)ch=lqen   (when) 

Ga 1.18 ãEpeita meta\ eÃth tri¿a a)nh=lqon ei¹j ¸Ieroso/luma i¸storh=sai Khfa=n ...  (when) 

Mt 20.9 kaiì e)lqo/ntej oi¸ periì th\n e(ndeka/thn wÐran eÃlabon a)na\ dhna/rion.   (when - 'at 
approximately ...')    So also Mt 20.3, 6 etc. 

Jo 1.48 Pro\ tou= se Fi¿lippon fwnh=sai oÃnta u(po\ th\n sukh=n eiådo/n se.   (when) 

2T 4.21 Spou/dason pro\ xeimw½noj e)lqeiÍn. 

 
dia/ + Gen. expresses duration 

Lu 5.5 di' oÀlhj nukto\j kopia/santej ou)de\n e)la/bomen: 

Ac 1.3 oiâj kaiì pare/sthsen e(auto\n zw½nta ... di' h(merw½n tessera/konta 

Mt 26.61 OuÂtoj eÃfh, Du/namai katalu=sai to\n nao\n tou= qeou= kaiì dia\ triw½n h(merw½n 
oi¹kodomh=sai. 

Here rather = 'time within which'.  TEV  three days later.  Others:  in 3 days. 
cf. parallel Mk 14.58 (dia/) and original statement in Jo 2.19 (e)n). 

 
kata/  + Acc. expresses, in accordance with its specifying role, normative or habitual time: 

Mt 27.15 Kata\ de\ e(orth\n ei¹w¯qei o( h(gemwÜn a)polu/ein eÀna t%½ oÃxl% de/smion oÁn hÃqelon.   = at 
each feast. 

Lu 2.41 Kaiì e)poreu/onto oi¸ goneiÍj au)tou= kat' eÃtoj ei¹j ¹Ierousalh\m tv= e(ortv= tou= pa/sxa.   = 
each year. 

Ac 2.46 kaq' h(me/ran te proskarterou=ntej o(moqumado\n e)n t%½ i¸er%½   'daily' - a common phrase. 

1C 16.2 kata\ mi¿an sabba/tou eÀkastoj u(mw½n par' e(aut%½ tiqe/tw qhsauri¿zwn ... 

Ac 16.25 Kata\ de\ to\ mesonu/ktion Pau=loj kaiì Sila=j proseuxo/menoi uÀmnoun to\n qeo/n,...   
'Around midnight' - a somewhat different usage.  cf. Ac 27.27.  kata\ me/son th=j nukto\j 
u(peno/oun oi¸ nau=tai prosa/gein tina\ au)toiÍj xw¯ran.  

 
e)pi/ is used with all three cases to express time.  See pp.184, 185. 

10   MEANS 

Means can be regarded as the extension of Path, and signifies the implementation of the activity or 

process.  It answers the question 'How?'   The local idea of 'path' is present in such common 

expressions as 'the path to success', 'the way to fulfillment' etc. 

Means should not be confused with Effector, set up above as a participant role.  Lightning struck 

him and He was killed by lightning are reversible.  Lightning is Effector in both, occurring in the 

subject slot in one and in an Oblique slot in the other.  Effector is inanimate, non-volitional, active, 

force. 

The role of Means implies the use of something (inanimate) by someone (Agent or Experiencer) to 

accomplish something.  It occurs with all activity verbs.  The particular variant of Means depends on 
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the type of predicate, whether external or internal activity, and on the nature of the means.  It may be 

an instrument, the term commonly used by linguists.  The surface form may vary as shown in the 

example often quoted:  He opened the door with a key, and The key opened the door.  It may be 

mode or method, an activity.  He found out by experiment.  Alternatively, it may be supply or 

materials, as in They equipped the troops with big guns.  (Supply here is the same role as Theme in 

a different representation of the same event – They gave the troops some big guns.)  All creative or 

restorative activities require these 3 variants of Means e.g. carpentry:  How did you make this box?  

with saw hammer, screwdriver, (instrument);  with wood (materials);  by sawing, gluing and 

screwing (method). 

Note:  Unless a particular variant of Means is in focus, the term Means will be used for this 

grouping, as distinct from Agency and Manner below. 

He cut it with a knife.  (instrument) 
Mix it with butter./He built it with stones.  (materials) 
Will you correspond by letter or by fax?  (method10) 
He travelled by horse.  (i..e. by riding a horse - method.) 
We live by faith.  (Means or method?  If faith is regarded as an activity, then the phrase is method.) 
We are saved by his death.  (Here Means has the added dimension of Reason.  His death is both the 
Means and the Reason for our salvation.) 
They sent the news in a coded message.  (Method.  Notice that the surface form is a locational 
preposition, but the PP answers the question 'how?') 

The Greek dative case is used for Means: 

Mt 3.12:  ... to\ de\ aÃxuron katakau/sei puriì a)sbe/st%.  
Eph 2.5:  xa/riti¿ e)ste ses%sme/noi  

† Greek:  e)n  (+Dat.)  dia/  (+Gen.)  kata/  (+Acc.) 

Lu 22.49 Ku/rie, ei¹ pata/comen e)n maxai¿rv;  

Ac 18.28 eu)to/nwj ga\r toiÍj ¹Ioudai¿oij diakathle/gxeto dhmosi¿# e)pideiknu\j dia\ tw½n grafw½n 
eiånai to\n Xristo\n  ¹Ihsou=n.  

Ro 5.9 poll%½ ouÅn ma=llon dikaiwqe/ntej nu=n e)n t%½ aiàmati au)tou= swqhso/meqa di' au)tou= a)po\ 
th=j o)rgh=j.  

1C 1.21 e)peidh\ ga\r e)n tv= sofi¿# tou= qeou= ou)k eÃgnw o( ko/smoj [Experiencer] dia\ th=j sofi¿aj to\n 
qeo/n, eu)do/khsen o( qeo\j [Agent] dia\ th=j mwri¿aj tou= khru/gmatoj sw½sai tou\j 
pisteu/ontaj:  

2C 5.7 dia\ pi¿stewj ga\r peripatou=men, ou) dia\ eiãdouj:  

 

                                                           
10 Notice that in English, we have: 
   He cut it with a knife/A knife cut it. 
   He sent it by fax/ ?? 
The first is instrument, an object; the second is method, which is an activity.  'By fax' means 'by sending a fax'. 
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Eph 1.7 e)n %Ò eÃxomen th\n a)polu/trwsin dia\ tou= aiàmatoj au)tou=, th\n aÃfesin tw½n 

paraptwma/twn, kata\ to\ plou=toj th=j xa/ritoj au)tou=  

Eph 3.3 kata\ a)poka/luyin e)gnwri¿sqh moi [Experiencer] to\ musth/rion,  

Means is a less common use of kata/, arising out of Specification.  See kata/ in 5.4. 

Php 1.19 oiåda ga\r oÀti tou=to/ moi a)pobh/setai ei¹j swthri¿an dia\ th=j u(mw½n deh/sewj kaiì 
e)pixorhgi¿aj tou= pneu/matoj  ¹Ihsou= Xristou=  

 

Means can be an extension of Source rather than Path as in: 

She made the ornament [Product] from fine clay. 
He reimbursed her [Recipient] out of his own pocket. 
 
Mk 12.30 kaiì a)gaph/seij ku/rion to\n qeo/n sou e)c oÀlhj th=j kardi¿aj sou kaiì e)c oÀlhj th=j yuxh=j 

sou kaiì e)c oÀlhj th=j dianoi¿aj sou kaiì e)c oÀlhj th=j i¹sxu/oj sou.  

God is the Target of our love;  our hearts etc. are the Source. 

Lu 15.16 kaiì e)pequ/mei xortasqh=nai e)k tw½n kerati¿wn wÒn hÃsqion oi¸ xoiÍroi, kaiì ou)deiìj e)di¿dou 
au)t%½.   cf. Lu 8.3.  Means in this context may be termed 'supply'.  xortasqh=nai is a 
TRANSFER verb. 

Lu 16.9 Poih/sate e(autoi=j fi/louj e)k tou= mamwna= th=j a)diki/aj ... 

 
Under Means we include the following 3 related groups, which also answer the question 'how?' 

AGENCY 

Agency is 'animate means'.  It implies an intermediary used by the Agent. 

He conducted his enquiry through a lawyer. 
God spoke through the prophets. 

† Greek:  dia/  (+Gen.)  e)n  (+Dat.) 

Ti 3.6 ouÂ e)ce/xeen e)f' h(ma=j plousi¿wj dia\  ¹Ihsou=  Xristou= tou= swth=roj h(mw½n,  

Mt 9.34 oi¸ de\ FarisaiÍoi eÃlegon, ¹En t%½ aÃrxonti tw½n daimoni¿wn e)kba/llei ta\ daimo/nia.  
 

MANNER 

Like Means, Manner also answers the question 'How?', and occurs with activities.  It describes the 

manner or way in which an action is carried out.  In English, as in Greek, Manner is commonly 

expressed by adverbial words or phrases or PPs.  But although syntactically linked to the predicate, 

Manner reflects on the doer of the activity, his mode or mood in doing the activity. 

joyfully, quickly, well, carefully, ignorantly, grudgingly, in haste, with a grateful heart, with fear 
and trembling, with patience, with good taste, with a loud voice, etc. 

Also included here are phrases denoting what the traditional grammars call Attendant 

Circumstances: 

They marched along with flags flying. 
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† Greek:  (a)na/  +Acc.)   (dia/ +Gen.)   e)n  (+Dat.)  meta/  (+Gen.)  kata/  (+Acc.) 

Mt 24.30. kaiì oÃyontai to\n ui¸o\n tou= a)nqrw¯pou e)rxo/menon e)piì tw½n nefelw½n tou= ou)ranou= meta\ 
duna/mewj kaiì do/chj pollh=j:   So also Lu 21.27. 

Mt 26.47 i¹dou  \ ¹Iou/daj ... hÅlqen kaiì met' au)tou= oÃxloj polu\j meta\ maxairw½n kaiì cu/lwn  

Mk 6.25 kaiì ei¹selqou=sa eu)qu\j meta\ spoudh=j pro\j to\n basile/a v)th/sato le/gousa, ... cf. Lu 
1.39. 

Mk 13.26 kaiì to/te oÃyontai to\n ui¸o\n tou= a)nqrw¯pou e)rxo/menon e)n nefe/laij meta\ duna/mewj 
pollh=j kaiì do/chj.    Attendant Circumstances. 

Lu 24.52 u(pe/streyan ei¹j  ¹Ierousalh\m meta\ xara=j mega/lhj  

Ac 4.29 kaiì ta\ nu=n, ku/rie, eÃpide e)piì ta\j a)peila\j au)tw½n kaiì do\j toiÍj dou/loij sou meta\ 
parrhsi¿aj pa/shj laleiÍn to\n lo/gon sou,  

1C 14.27 eiãte glw¯ssv tij laleiÍ, kata\ du/o hÄ to\ pleiÍston treiÍj kaiì a)na\ me/roj 

2C 2.4 e)k ga\r pollh=j qli¿yewj kaiì sunoxh=j kardi¿aj eÃgraya u(miÍn dia\ pollw½n dakru/wn,  

2C 7.15 a)namimnvskome/nou th\n pa/ntwn u(mw½n u(pakoh/n, w¨j meta\ fo/bou kaiì tro/mou e)de/casqe 
au)to/n.    cf. Php 2.12. 

Eph 6.5 Oi¸ dou=loi, u(pakou/ete toiÍj kata\ sa/rka kuri¿oij meta\ fo/bou kaiì tro/mou e)n a(plo/thti 
th=j kardi¿aj u(mw½n w¨j t%½ Xrist%½,  

1C 16.14 pa/nta u(mw½n e)n a)ga/pv gine/sqw.  

Ga 2.11 àOte de\ hÅlqen Khfa=j ei¹j ¹Antio/xeian, kata\ pro/swpon au)t%½ a)nte/sthn, oÀti 
kategnwsme/noj hÅn.  

 

SPECIFICATION 

Specification is a special case of Manner.  It concerns the way something is done or handled in 

conformity to or in line with or following a standard, pattern, norm or canon. 

Build it according to the plans. 
This wasn't cooked according to the recipe. 
He didn't always act in accordance with the tax regulations. 
If you play according to the rules, you will win. 

† Greek:  kata/  (+Acc.) 

Jo 18.31 La/bete au)to\n u(meiÍj kaiì kata\ to\n no/mon u(mw½n kri¿nate au)to/n.  

Ro 4.4 t%½ de\ e)rgazome/n% o( misqo\j ou) logi¿zetai kata\ xa/rin a)lla\ kata\ o)fei¿lhma,  
 

Many more examples are given in the study on kata/. 

11   MEASURE 

Measure quantifies an activity or state and is concerned with specific measurements of weight, 

height, length, distance, duration, cost etc.  It answers such questions as  'How much?, How far?, 

How long?'  Measure can be expressed by adverbial phrases (much, slightly etc.) as well as by PPs. 
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Inasmuch as measurement is a notion that can apply to time and place also, it cross-relates with 

these roles. 

He weighed 13 stone.  (Quantifier in Amplifier slot) 
It cost £5000. 
I bought it for a song. 
The mast was 100 ft high. 
She swam for 2 miles. 
It was stormy for a week. 

† Greek:  Measure is usually expressed by the accusative or genitive e.g. 

Lu 24.13 hÅsan poreuo/menoi ei¹j kw¯mhn a)pe/xousan stadi¿ouj e(ch/konta a)po\ ¹Ierousalh/m, 

Jo 2.12 kaiì e)keiÍ eÃmeinan ou) polla\j h(me/raj.  

Mt 10.29 ou)xiì du/o strouqi¿a a)ssari¿ou pwleiÍtai;  
 

a)na/ and kata/ (both +Acc.) are used distributively as in: 

Lu 10.1 a)ne/deicen o( ku/rioj e(te/rouj e(bdomh/konta [du/o] kaiì a)pe/steilen au)tou\j a)na\ du/o [du/o]  

Jo 2.6 hÅsan de\ e)keiÍ li¿qinai u(dri¿ai eÁc ... kei¿menai, xwrou=sai a)na\ metrhta\j du/o hÄ treiÍj.  

1C 14.27 eiãte glw¯ssv tij laleiÍ, kata\ du/o hÄ to\ pleiÍston treiÍj kaiì a)na\ me/roj, 

 

u(pe/r 'more than' (e.g. Ga 1.14), and peri/ 'about' (e.g. Mt 20.3) (both +Acc.), indicate some 

comparison or some degree of measurement.  So also para/ as in 2C 8.3, and Rom 12.3. 

Ga 1.14 kaiì proe/kopton e)n t%½ ¹Ioudai+sm%½ u(pe\r pollou\j sunhlikiw¯taj e)n t%½ ge/nei mou,  

Mt 20.3 kaiì e)celqwÜn periì tri¿thn wÐran eiåden aÃllouj e(stw½taj e)n tv= a)gor#= a)rgou/j  

2C 8:3  oÀti kata\ du/namin, marturw½, kaiì para\ du/namin, au)qai¿retoi  

Ro 12.3 ... mh\ u(perfroneiÍn par' oÁ deiÍ froneiÍn  
 

12   MOTIVATION 

Motivation is concerned with answering the question 'Why?'. 

Cause and effect (result) run throughout the whole of life and hence of language.  Actions and states 

have both causes and results.  In language we distinguish two broad types of cause – Reason, the 

efficient cause, called by Longacre 'the cause that pushes', and Purpose, the final or teleological 

cause, 'the cause that pulls' (1976:124, 125). 

Reason is a non-physical, motivational Source, and is backward-looking;  Purpose is a non-physical, 

motivational Goal, and is forward-looking.  They are often expressed by clauses, but certain 

prepositions convey these meanings also, commonly, but not exclusively, the prepositions of Source 
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and Goal.  In the Greek NT, dia/ and ei)j are frequently used with infinitival clauses to express 

Reason and Purpose. 

This study will focus on the following. 

REASON 

Reason may include the actual or proffered ('on the grounds/basis of') reason for a state or activity. 

He's at home because of a cold. 
He fell asleep from exhaustion. 
He acted from anger/out of spite. 
I can't hear you for the noise. 
You can't go out because of the rain. 

He was dismissed on the grounds of ill-health. 
He was accepted at college for (i.e on the basis of) his excellent rowing. 

† Greek:  dia/  (+Acc.)  a)po/   e)k  (both +Gen.)  e)pi/  (+Dat.) 

Mt 18.7 ou)aiì t%½ ko/sm% a)po\ tw½n skanda/lwn:  

Mt 19.9 oÁj aÄn a)polu/sv th\n gunaiÍka au)tou= mh\ e)piì pornei¿# kaiì gamh/sv aÃllhn moixa=tai.  'on 
the grounds of ...' 

Lu 5.19 kaiì mh\ eu(ro/ntej poi¿aj ei¹sene/gkwsin au)to\n dia\ to\n oÃxlon a)naba/ntej e)piì to\ dw½ma ... 

cf. Lu 19.3  a)po\ tou= oÃxlou. 

Lu 24.41 eÃti de\ a)pistou/ntwn au)tw½n a)po\ th=j xara=j kaiì qaumazo/ntwn ... 

2C 2.4 e)k ga\r pollh=j qli¿yewj kaiì sunoxh=j kardi¿aj eÃgraya u(miÍn ...  

Php 1.7 kaqw¯j e)stin di¿kaion e)moiì tou=to froneiÍn u(pe\r pa/ntwn u(mw½n dia\ to\ eÃxein me e)n tv= 
kardi¿# u(ma=j,  

Co 1.5 dia\ th\n e)lpi¿da th\n a)pokeime/nhn u(miÍn e)n toiÍj ou)ranoiÍj, hÁn prohkou/sate e)n t%½ lo/g% 
th=j a)lhqei¿aj tou= eu)aggeli¿ou  

Phm 9 dia\ th\n a)ga/phn ma=llon parakalw½,   NIV  on the basis of love ... 

 

OCCASION 

Occasion, whether physical or non-physical, is the immediate cause or stimulus which provokes a 

physical or mental reaction or response, which may be voluntary or involuntary. 

He (Patient) tripped over a stone.  (cf. A stone tripped him up.) 
He choked on a fishbone. 
He reeled at the blow. 

He (Experiencer) was struck by her beauty. 
He was upset at her remarks.  (cf. Her remarks upset him.) 
They were appalled at the decision. 
I am delighted with/at your success. 
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† Greek:  e)n   e)pi/  (both +Dat.) 

Mt 11.6 kaiì maka/rio/j e)stin oÁj e)a\n mh\ skandalisqv= e)n e)moi¿.  

Mk 1.22 kaiì e)ceplh/ssonto e)piì tv= didaxv= au)tou=: 
 

PURPOSE 

In English, for followed by a noun and signalling purpose, is an ellipsis for an activity. 

Here is money for the ticket.  (= to buy a ticket) 
John called him for lunch.  (= to come and eat lunch) 
I went to the market for some meat.  (= to buy some meat) 
This water is suitable for drinking. 
He gave them water for their feet.  (= to wash their feet) 
Do you want beans for breakfast?  (= to eat at breakfast) 

The Greek usage is similar. 

† Greek:  ei)j  pro/j  (both +Acc.) 

ei)j is very common indeed to express purpose, frequently introducing an infinitival phrase. 

Lu 5.4 xala/sate ta\ di¿ktua u(mw½n ei¹j aÃgran. 

Lu 5.32 ou)k e)lh/luqa kale/sai dikai¿ouj a)lla\ a(martwlou\j ei¹j meta/noian.  

Lu 15.22 kaiì do/te daktu/lion ei¹j th\n xeiÍra au)tou= kaiì u(podh/mata ei¹j tou\j po/daj,  BDF 
regards as unclassified. (BDF:112) 

Jo 19.24 Mh\ sxi¿swmen au)to/n, a)lla\ la/xwmen periì au)tou= ti¿noj eÃstai:   'cast lots over it/for it' 
i.e. in order to see who should get it.  Unusual use of peri/. 

Ro 1.11 e)pipoqw½ ga\r i¹deiÍn u(ma=j, iàna ti metadw½ xa/risma u(miÍn pneumatiko\n ei¹j to\ 
sthrixqh=nai u(ma=j,  

2 C 9.8 ... iàna e)n pantiì pa/ntote pa=san au)ta/rkeian eÃxontej perisseu/hte ei¹j pa=n eÃrgon 
a)gaqo/n,  

Eph 1.12 ei¹j to\ eiånai h(ma=j ei¹j eÃpainon do/chj au)tou= tou\j prohlpiko/taj e)n t%½ Xrist%½.  

Eph 4.12 pro\j to\n katartismo\n tw½n a(gi¿wn ei¹j eÃrgon diakoni¿aj, ei¹j oi¹kodomh\n tou= sw¯matoj 
tou= Xristou=,  

Eph 6.11 e)ndu/sasqe th\n panopli¿an tou= qeou= pro\j to\ du/nasqai u(ma=j sth=nai pro\j ta\j 
meqodei¿aj tou= diabo/lou:  

1Th 2.9 nukto\j kaiì h(me/raj e)rgazo/menoi pro\j to\ mh\ e)pibarh=sai¿ tina u(mw½n. 

He 9.13 ei¹ ga\r to\ aiâma tra/gwn kaiì tau/rwn kaiì spodo\j dama/lewj r(anti¿zousa tou\j 
kekoinwme/nouj a(gia/zei pro\j th\n th=j sarko\j kaqaro/thta,  
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5.3   SUMMARY 

This chapter has established 12 major semantic roles: 

Participant roles 

Agent 
Effector 
Patient 
Experiencer 
Theme 
Benefactive 
Comitative 

Circumstantial roles 

Locative 
Time 
Means 
Measure 
Motivation 

As would be expected, the Participant roles are signalled chiefly by nominal phrases, the 

Circumstantial roles by prepositional or adverbial phrases. 

Prepositional phrases can signal all roles, with the possible exception of (passive) Experiencer, 

Patient and Theme.  Patients are normally nominal phrases (or implicit in the verb, as is common in 

Greek), but as we have seen, some of the DIRECTIVE roles may occur as UNDERGOER. 

Prepositions signal three different levels of sense or meaning: 

1.  Physical senses of space and time, the Locative roles of Location, Goal, Source and Path and the 

Time role. 

2.  Non-physical or figurative senses. 

3.  Extended senses, as in the roles of Beneficiary, Means, Purpose etc. 

There is no one-to-one correlation between preposition and role.  One preposition may have more 

than one role in different contexts;  'Markers may have more than one semantic function' (Louw and 

Nida 1988, 782). 

Conversely, one role may be expressed by more than one preposition e.g. ei)j, pro/j and e)pi/ may 

express Goal (and Purpose), e)k, e)n, dia/, meta/ may all express Means.  Further research shows that 

individual prepositions reflect subroles or variations of a major role.  But this richness and flexibility 

should delight, rather than surprise or frustrate us. 

Major roles have been divided into a number of different, though related, subdivisions or minor roles.  

These are set up basically on semantic criteria, in particular the semantic content of the predicate, 

but also on the particular 'flavour' of the preposition.  Thus, Recipient, Beneficiary, Target and 
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Addressee are subdivisions of Benefactive, and share a common feature (they are all extensions of 

Goal), but they are distinct from one another. 

The attempt at classification does not claim to be definitive, and is certainly open to revision as more 

prepositions are studied in depth.  It has seemed worth pursuing, however, because of the major 

hypothesis which is this:  if we can establish a limited number of distinctive semantic roles, then we 

can in measure divide up the vast world of experience and relationships expressed by the 

prepositional phrases and the 17 small links or signals i.e. the prepositions, which introduce them. 

One further quote from Blake's recent work on Case (1994, 67) expresses similar sentiments: 

To establish a universal set of semantic roles is a formidable task.  Although some roles 

are demarcated by case or by adpositions in some languages, in many instances they have 

to be isolated by semantic tests.  There are no agreed criteria and there is certainly no 

concensus on the universal inventory.  To a great extent establishing roles and ascribing 

particular arguments to roles involves an extra-linguistic classification of relationships 

between entities in the world.  There tends to be agreement on salient manifestations of 

roles like agent, patient, source and instrument, but problems arise with the classification 

of relationships that fall between the salient ones.  There are also problems with determing 

how fine the classification should be.  Consider, for instance, an entity that is presented as 

the material from which something is made, as in She made the bowl from clay.  The 

notion is conceptually distinct, but there is not normally any marking specific to this 

notion.  On the other hand, since it is encoded differently in different languages, for 

instance, in the ablative or instrumental, then it needs to be recognised in a cross-language 

comparison. 

The chart on the following page attempts to show the major roles signalled by each preposition.  This 

is of necessity incomplete as a thorough study has not yet been carried out on all the prepositions.  

But it is given as a summary, subject to revision, of the discussion in this chapter.  As the most 

fundamental of all roles, the four subdivisions of Locative have been included. 

Chapter 6 applies role analysis to four prepositions, and chapter 7 to extended text. 
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6.   STUDY OF SELECTED PREPOSITIONS 

6.0   Introduction 
6.1   dia/ 
6.2   e)n 
6.3   e)pi/ 
6.4   kata/ 
6.5   Summary 

6.0  INTRODUCTION 

HIS AND THE NEXT CHAPTER apply the model of chapters 4 and 5 to the Greek text, selected 

prepositions in this chapter, and continuous text in chapter 7.  It has been hard to make a 

choice of prepositions.  There is often something of interest in the preposition of a particular 

passage.  One is in a dilemma between a more cursory look at a greater number of prepositions, and 

the more detailed study of a few. 

 

My original interest was sparked by the use of kata/, and this is therefore included in the list. 

e)n, of course, is the most widely used preposition, the 'maid-of-all-work' in Moulton's well-known 

phrase (103).  It is the most basically 'locative' of all the prepositions and has attracted the attention 

of many studies, especially a phrase such as e)n Xrist%=. 

In the end I selected four: 

dia/  (6.1) 

e)n  (6.2) 

e)pi/  (6.3) 

kata/  (6.4) 

Some basic statistics for all 4 prepositions are given below.  Special comments for each one are 

made as needed in the particular study. 

The format is straightforward.  A few historical notes are followed by a listing of the semantic roles 

for the preposition, illustrated by examples and a few comments.  ' .... '  are used in the comment 

column only when needed to distinguish a rendering from the notes. 

Metaphorical and figurative applications of local uses are included and illustrated. 

The extended uses of the prepositions are also listed and illustrated. 
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The ordering of roles is not necessarily the same for all prepositions, but is guided by what seemed 

best for the preposition concerned.  Thus, for example, e)pi/ has a number of UNDERGOER roles (such 

as Target and Domain), and these are grouped together.  In the study of e)n, the extended uses of 

Locative are grouped together. 

A comment on the use of English translations here and in the next chapter.  The analysis of roles is 

not based, of course, on the English versions, but on the Greek text.  But it has seemed helpful to use 

extracts from the English versions, to illustrate the range of choices which translators have. 
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STATISTICS 

The following statistics are based on Online Bible and Bible Windows Totals. 

 dia/ e)n e)pi/ kata/ 

Matthew 59 293 122 37 

Mark 33 135 72 22 

Luke 39 360 161 43 

John 59 226 36 10 

Acts 75 275 169 90 

Romans 91 173 31 50 

1 Corinthians 42 171 19 24 

2 Corinthians 45 160 24 26 

Galatians 19 40 8 17 

Ephesians 21 122 11 24 

Philippians 14 65 7 11 

Colossians 14 88 6 14 

1 Thessalonians 10 55 6 0 

2 Thessalonians 10 26 4 4 

1 Timothy 6 44 8 6 

2 Timothy 12 37 6 7 

Titus 3 13 2 8 

Philemon 4 10 2 3 

Hebrews 57 64 29 41 

James 2 38 8 5 

1 Peter 18 50 9 10 

2 Peter 7 43 3 4 

1 John 5 79 1 1 

2 John 2 8 0 1 

3 John 2 3 1 1 

Jude 1 8 1 4 

Revelation 18 158 144 9 

TOTALS 668 2744 890 472 

 



6.1 

dia//  –  'THROUGH' 

(+  Accusative, Genitive) 

STATISTICS 

dia/ occurs over 660 times in the NT, approaching a quarter of the occurrences of e)n. 

Leon Morris calls dia/ one of 'Paul's hardworked prepositions.  He has it 291 times out of [666] in 

the New Testament (about 43%) ...  He uses it 91 times in Romans'.  (1988:122)  Not surprising in 

this dissertation masterpiece of reason, means and purpose. 

IE CONNECTIONS AND MEANING 

Robertson quotes Delbrück (Vergl. Synt., I, p. 759) as saying: "Of the origin of dia/ I have nothing 

to say".  But Robertson himself links it with d/u/o and di/j (Latin bis, English two, twain, twi-light, 

be-tween etc.).  There is progression from 'two' to 'between', and the concept of interval, division, 

distance  (Robertson lists diqa/lassoj, disxi/lioi, diastolh/, dia/foroj et al.).  Hence to 'through'.  

' "Through" is thus not the original meaning of dia/, but is a very common one' (580, 581). 

dia/ has two main clearly defined roles. 

With the Accusative it has no local sense, but is most commonly Reason, which merges at times into 

Purpose. One is reminded so often of the thin line between Reason and Purpose (as also between 

Reason, Purpose and Result at the clause level). 

With the Genitive, its role is Path in the local sense ('through'), and in the corresponding non-local 

extended senses, Agency (i.e. animate 'means'), Means, and Manner. 
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SEMANTIC ROLES 

The chart on this page shows the semantic roles of dia/ in relation to the ordering of Participant and 

Circumstantial roles presented in the last chapter. 

 1.  Agent  

 2.  Effector  

 3.  Patient  

 4.  Experiencer  

Participants 5.  Theme  

 6.  Benefactive Recipient 

  Beneficiary 

  Opponent 

  Target 

  Addressee 

  Possessor 

 7.  Comitative  

 8.  Locative Location 

  Goal 

  Source 

  Path 

 9.  Time Time-when 

  Time-how long 

  Time-since 

Circumstantials  Time-until 

 10.  Means Means 

  Agency 

  Manner 

  Specification 

 11.  Measure  

 12.  Motivation Reason 

  Occasion 

  Purpose 

 
Chart of semantic roles of dia/ 
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The semantic roles of dia/ will be described and illustrated in the following order: 

A. Path 

B. Time 

C. Means 

 1.  Means 

 2.  Agency 

 3.  Manner 

D. Motivation 

 1.  Reason 

 2.  Purpose 

 • Beneficiary 

E. Problem passages 
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A   PATH 

dia/ (+ Genitive) with the local role of Route, 'through',  occurs frequently in the Gospels and Acts, 

with verbs of MOTION and occasionally TRANSFER. 

Mt 2.12 di' aÃllhj o(dou= a)nexw¯rhsan ei¹j th\n xw¯ran 
au)tw½n.  

by another way.  Almost with a sense 
of 'means' - 'choosing a different route'. 
cf. similar expression in Mt 8.28. 

Mk 2.23 
(Lu 6.1) 

Kaiì e)ge/neto au)to\n e)n toiÍj sa/bbasin 
paraporeu/esqai dia\ tw½n spori¿mwn, 

through the cornfields 

Lu 5.19 a)naba/ntej e)piì to\ dw½ma dia\ tw½n kera/mwn 
kaqh=kan au)to\n su\n t%½ klinidi¿% ... 

through the tiles 

Ac 9.25 labo/ntej de\ oi¸ maqhtaiì au)tou= nukto\j dia\ tou= 
tei¿xouj kaqh=kan au)to\n xala/santej e)n 
spuri¿di.  

through (a hole in) the wall 

Ac 13.49 diefe/reto de\ o( lo/goj tou= kuri¿ou di' oÀlhj th=j 
xw¯raj.  

Note the verb prefixed with dia/. 

1 Co 10.1 oi¸ pate/rej h(mw½n pa/ntej u(po\ th\n nefe/lhn 
hÅsan kaiì pa/ntej dia\ th=j qala/sshj dih=lqon  

went through the sea 

 

dia/ can also be used figuratively with the sense of 'passage through'. 

Mt 4.4 Ou)k e)p' aÃrt% mo/n% zh/setai o( aÃnqrwpoj, 
a)ll' e)piì pantiì r(h/mati e)kporeuome/n% dia\ 
sto/matoj qeou=.  

every word that comes out through God's 
mouth (lit.) 

Mt 7.13 
(Lu 13.24) 

Ei¹se/lqate dia\ th=j stenh=j pu/lhj: oÀti 
plateiÍa h( pu/lh kaiì eu)ru/xwroj h( o(do\j h( 
a)pa/gousa ei¹j th\n a)pw¯leian kaiì polloi¿ 
ei¹sin oi¸ ei¹serxo/menoi di' au)th=j:  

enter through the narrow gate...through it.  
The prep. collocates normally, but the 
whole phrase is fig. 

Ac 14.22 parakalou=ntej e)mme/nein tv= pi¿stei kaiì oÀti 
dia\ pollw½n qli¿yewn deiÍ h(ma=j ei¹selqeiÍn ... 

through many troubles i.e. 
experiencing/enduring many troubles. 

Eph 4.6 eiâj qeo\j kaiì path\r pa/ntwn, o( e)piì pa/ntwn 
kaiì dia\ pa/ntwn kaiì e)n pa=sin.  

over all and through all and in all.  There 
is no explicit stative or activity verb.  
Commentaries take as (1) God pervades 
all (2) God works through all or (3) both 
of these.  The verse speaks of God's 
universal presence and influence, the 
climax of the section on unifying factors 
in the church.  cf. Ro 11.36. 
'pervading'  Vincent (387) 
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B   TIME 

The genitive case is used to express 'time-within which or during which' and dia/, 'through', 

strengthens this force.  From the context we may distinguish a more punctiliar or a more durative 

sense. 

Mt 18.10 dia\ panto/j adv. phrase. 'constantly'.1   Might be termed 
Circumstance.  cf. e)n pa=sin in 6.2. 

Mt 26.61 
(Mk 14.58) 

eiåpan, OuÂtoj eÃfh, Du/namai 
katalu=sai to\n nao\n tou= qeou= kaiì 
dia\ triw½n h(merw½n oi¹kodomh=sai.  

in the space of three days (it will be built) – time 
within which 
NIV, NEB, NRSV, REB  in three days 
TEV  three days later    TT  after 3 days. 

Mk 2.1 Kaiì ei¹selqwÜn pa/lin ei¹j 
Kafarnaou\m di' h(merw½n h)kou/sqh 
oÀti e)n oiãk% e)sti¿n.  

after a few days 
(whichever verb one takes the phrase with) 

Mk 5.5 kaiì dia\ panto\j nukto\j kaiì h(me/raj 
e)n toiÍj mnh/masin kaiì e)n toiÍj oÃresin 
hÅn kra/zwn kaiì katako/ptwn e(auto\n 
li¿qoij.  

by night and day 

Lu 5.5 kaiì a)pokriqeiìj Si¿mwn eiåpen, 
¹Epista/ta, di' oÀlhj nukto\j 
kopia/santej ou)de\n e)la/bomen: 

all night/throughout the night.  The time phrase 
is in focus, and expresses duration. 

Ac 1.3 oiâj kaiì pare/sthsen e(auto\n zw½nta 
meta\ to\ paqeiÍn au)to\n e)n polloiÍj 
tekmhri¿oij, di' h(merw½n 
tessera/konta 

for 40 days i.e he made many appearances during 
a 40-day period. 

Ac 5.19, 
16.9, 
17.10, 
23.31 

aÃggeloj de\ kuri¿ou dia\ nukto\j 
a)noi¿caj ta\j qu/raj th=j fulakh=j 
e)cagagw¯n te au)tou\j eiåpen,  

at some point during the night 

Ac 24.17 di' e)tw½n de\ pleio/nwn e)lehmosu/naj 
poih/swn ei¹j to\ eÃqnoj mou 
paregeno/mhn kaiì prosfora/j,  

after several years, when a number of years had 
passed.  Here dia/ denotes time elapsed. cf. Mt 
26.61 and Mk 2.1 above. 

 

C   MEANS 

Means is the general cover term used in the last chapter to include not only 'means' in the limited 

sense, but also Agency and Manner.  It is an extension of Path, and signifies the route through which 

something is accomplished.  It answers the question 'how?'  cf. 'the path to success'. 

dia/ is used for all three variants, as is illustrated in the following three subsections. 

                                                           
1 Occurs 11 times in NT, including 2 in Pauline epistles (Rom. 11.10 and 2 Th. 3.16) and 3 in Hebrews (2.15, 9.6, 

13.15) 
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1.   MEANS 

Means, as the label suggests, describes the means, whether instrument or method, by which 

something is accomplished;  dia/ (+ Genitive) occurs frequently with this sense throughout the NT 

(except Revelation).  Means implies a user.  The user may be the Agent of an action, or Experiencer 

whose knowledge or belief comes through a certain medium. 

Lu 8.4 pro\j au)to\n eiåpen dia\ parabolh=j:  through/by means of a parable, using a parable.  
cf. e)n in v. 10. 

Jo 17.20 a)lla\ kaiì periì tw½n pisteuo/ntwn dia\ 
tou= lo/gou au)tw½n ei¹j e)me/,  

believe...through their word 

NIV through their message.  The medium of 
belief is in focus in most Eng. transl., though the 
dimension of Reason is reflected in TEV 'because 
of their message.'  cf. note on Jo 15.3 under 
Reason. 

Ac 8.20 ... oÀti th\n dwrea\n tou= qeou= e)no/misaj 
dia\ xrhma/twn kta=sqai.  

by means of money 

Ac 18.9 eiåpen de\ o( ku/rioj e)n nuktiì di' 
o(ra/matoj t%½  Pau/l%, Mh\ fobou=, ... 

through/by means of a vision 

Ro 2.12 kaiì oÀsoi e)n no/m% hÀmarton, dia\ 
no/mou kriqh/sontai:  

through/by means of the law 

'his "through" points to the truth that God is the 
Judge.  The law is the means God uses; it is his 
instrument to direct those to whom he has given 
it.  It is not a charm guaranteeing salvation.  On 
the contrary, it means condemnation for those 
who have it and do  not obey it'. (Morris, 
1988:122) 

Ro 3.22 dikaiosu/nh de\ qeou= dia\ pi¿stewj 
¹Ihsou= Xristou= ei¹j pa/ntaj tou\j 
pisteu/ontaj. 

through faith.  'communicated, made available by 
faith'  Lightfoot ad loc. 

cf. e)k pi/stewj which is the more frequent 
alternative e.g. Ro 5.1.  See note on Php 3.9. 

Ro 5.10 ei¹ ga\r e)xqroiì oÃntej kathlla/ghmen 
t%½ qe%½ dia\ tou= qana/tou tou= ui¸ou= 
au)tou=, poll%½ ma=llon 
katallage/ntej swqhso/meqa e)n tv= 
zwv= au)tou=:  

through the death of his Son 

(paralleled by e)n tv= zwv= au)tou, 'by his life') 

1C 1.1 Pau=loj klhto\j a)po/stoloj Xristou= 
¹Ihsou= dia\ qelh/matoj qeou= kaiì 
Swsqe/nhj o( a)delfo/j  

through the will of God2.  The collocation with 
'will' implies Reason also. 

 
 

                                                           
2 This phrase occurs 7 times in  the NT, all in Paul's writings. 
 Ro 15.32;  1 Co 1.1;  2 Co 1.1; 2 Co 8.5;  Eph 1.1; Co 1.1;  2 Ti 1.1.  Five of the seven provide the validation for 

Paul's apostleship. 

 In Rev. 4.11, John uses the Accusative, the regular case with /dia/ in that book (except 21.24). 
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1C 1.21 e)peidh\ ga\r e)n tv= sofi¿# tou= qeou= 

ou)k eÃgnw o( ko/smoj dia\ th=j sofi¿aj 
to\n qeo/n, eu)do/khsen o( qeo\j dia\ th=j 
mwri¿aj tou= khru/gmatoj sw½sai tou\j 
pisteu/ontaj:  

(e)n tv= sofi¿# tou= qeou  'in the wisdom of God' 
(TEV, NIV, RSV) i.e. 'in the context of God's 
wisdom' > as God's wisdom decreed/as God in 
his wisdom decreed cf. JB, NEB) 

through/by means of wisdom. 

through the foolishness of preaching 

Ga 1.12 ou)de\ ga\r e)gwÜ para\ a)nqrw¯pou 
pare/labon au)to/ ouÃte e)dida/xqhn 
a)lla\ di' a)pokalu/yewj ¹Ihsou=  
Xristou=.  

through a revelation 

cf. the equivalent kata\ a)poka/luyin of Ga 2.2. 

Ga 5.13 a)lla\ dia\ th=j a)ga/phj douleu/ete 
a)llh/loij.  

i.e. use love when you serve one another.  cf. 5.6. 
cf. use of e)n a)ga/p$. 

Ga 6.14 ... di' ouÂ e)moiì ko/smoj e)stau/rwtai 
ka)gwÜ ko/sm%.  

refers more naturally to staur%=:  'the cross of 
Christ is the instrument of my crucifixion as of 
His;  for I am crucified with Him' (ii. 20) 
Lightfoot p.223. 

Php 3.9 kaiì eu(reqw½ e)n au)t%½, mh\ eÃxwn e)mh\n 
dikaiosu/nhn th\n e)k no/mou a)lla\ th\n 
dia\ pi¿stewj Xristou=, th\n e)k qeou= 
dikaiosu/nhn e)piì tv= pi¿stei,  

cf.  2C 5.7 and Eph 2.8. 
For the e)k ... dia( contrast cf. G 2.16.  Lightfoot 
comments: ' "through faith in Christ."  The e)k of 
the former clause is changed into dia\ here, 
because faith is only the means, not the source, of 
justification ...' (148) 

But e)k is used for Means (as an extension of its 
inherent Source role), and e)k pi/stewj occurs 
some 23 times in NT, all in Rom. and Gal. (exc. 
He 10.38, Jm 2.24), 7 times in Gal 3, almost 
entirely in connection with justification/salvation 
by faith.  dia\ ((th\j) pi/stewj occurs less 
frequently, in a wider range of epistles, and in a 
wider range of contexts. 

Note also the contrast with e)piì tv= pi¿stei 'which 
rests on/is based on faith'; so TEV and JB 'based 
on faith' and LB and RSV 'depends on faith'; 
KJV, NIV and W simply render 'through faith'. 

 

and many others. 

2.   AGENCY 

Agency may be described as 'animate Means';  it is an intermediary and implies an Agent who uses 

the intermediary. 

Mt 1.22, 
2.15 

iàna plhrwqv= to\ r(hqe\n u(po\ kuri¿ou dia\ tou= 
profh/tou le/gontoj,  

through the prophet. (together with 
u(po/, Agent) 

Mt 24.15  àOtan ouÅn iãdhte to\ bde/lugma th=j e)rhmw¯sewj 
to\ r(hqe\n dia\ Danih\l tou= profh/tou e(sto\j e)n 
to/p% a(gi¿%,... 

through Daniel 

Jo 1.3, 10 pa/nta di' au)tou= e)ge/neto, kaiì xwriìj au)tou= 
e)ge/neto ou)de\ eÀn oÁ ge/gonen  

e)n t%½ ko/sm% hÅn, kaiì o( ko/smoj di' au)tou= 
e)ge/neto, kaiì o( ko/smoj au)to\n ou)k eÃgnw.  

through him.  Here dia/ expresses the 
Agent, rather than agency.  cf. He 2.10 
below. 
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Jo 1.17 o(/Àti o( no/moj dia\ Mwu+se/wj e)do/qh, h( xa/rij kaiì 

h( a)lh/qeia dia\  ¹Ihsou= Xristou= e)ge/neto.  
through Moses...through Jesus Christ 

Ac 1.2 aÃxri hÂj h(me/raj e)nteila/menoj toiÍj 
a)posto/loij dia\ pneu/matoj a(gi¿ou ouÁj 
e)cele/cato a)nelh/mfqh:  

through the Holy Spirit 

Ac 2.22  ¹Ihsou=n to\n NazwraiÍon, aÃndra a)podedeigme/non 
a)po\ tou= qeou= ei¹j u(ma=j duna/mesi kaiì te/rasi 
kaiì shmei¿oij oiâj e)poi¿hsen di' au)tou= o( qeo\j e)n 
me/s% u(mw½n ... 

clear example of the difference 
between Agent and Agency. 

Ac 5.12 Dia\ de\ tw½n xeirw½n tw½n a)posto/lwn e)gi¿neto 
shmeiÍa kaiì te/rata polla\ e)n t%½ la%½: 

fig. for 'through/by the apostles', with 
implication that God is the Agent. 

Ac 12.9 kaiì e)celqwÜn h)kolou/qei kaiì ou)k vÃdei oÀti 
a)lhqe/j e)stin to\ gino/menon dia\ tou= a)gge/lou: 

through the angel 

Ro 2.16 e)n h(me/r# oÀte kri¿nei o( qeo\j ta\ krupta\ tw½n 
a)nqrw¯pwn kata\ to\ eu)agge/lio/n mou dia\ 
Xristou=  ¹Ihsou=.  

Again, CJ is the agent God uses. 

Ro 5.1 Dikaiwqe/ntej ouÅn e)k pi¿stewj ei¹rh/nhn eÃxomen 
pro\j to\n qeo\n dia\ tou= kuri¿ou h(mw½n ¹Ihsou=  
Xristou=  

peace through our Lord Jesus Christ 

Ro 5.17 ei¹ ga\r t%½ tou= e(no\j paraptw¯mati o( qa/natoj 
e)basi¿leusen dia\ tou= e(no/j, poll%½ ma=llon oi¸ 
th\n perissei¿an th=j xa/ritoj kaiì th=j dwrea=j 
th=j dikaiosu/nhj lamba/nontej e)n zwv= 
basileu/sousin dia\ tou= e(no\j ¹Ihsou= Xristou=.  

through one (man) ... 'through the one 
(man) JC' 

1C 8.6 a)ll' h(miÍn eiâj qeo\j o( path/r e)c ouÂ ta\ pa/nta 
kaiì h(meiÍj ei¹j au)to/n, kaiì eiâj ku/rioj ¹Ihsou=j  
Xristo/j di' ouÂ ta\ pa/nta kaiì h(meiÍj di' au)tou=.  

a key credal statement. 

Ga 1.1 Pau=loj a)po/stoloj ou)k a)p' a)nqrw¯pwn ou)de\ 
di' a)nqrw¯pou a)lla\ dia\ ¹Ihsou= Xristou= kaiì 
qeou= patro\j tou= e)gei¿rantoj au)to\n e)k nekrw½n,  

not through agency of a man, but 
through JC and the Father.. 

2T 1.14 th\n kalh\n paraqh/khn fu/lacon dia\ 
pneu/matoj a(gi¿ou tou= e)noikou=ntoj e)n h(miÍn.  

all comms. take as means.  But can be 
considered Agency in this system.  The 
HS is God's agent made available to 
us. 

Ti 3.6 ouÂ e)ce/xeen e)f' h(ma=j plousi¿wj dia\  \Ihsou=  
Xristou= tou= swth=roj h(mw½n,  

through JC our Saviour. God is the 
Agent. 

Phm 7 xara\n ga\r pollh\n eÃsxon kaiì para/klhsin e)piì 
tv= a)ga/pv sou, oÀti ta\ spla/gxna tw½n a(gi¿wn 
a)nape/pautai dia\ sou=, a)delfe/.  

through you 

He 2.2 ei¹ ga\r o( di' a)gge/lwn lalhqeiìj lo/goj e)ge/neto 
be/baioj kaiì pa=sa para/basij kaiì parakoh\ 
eÃlaben eÃndikon misqapodosi¿an,  
pw½j h(meiÍj e)kfeuco/meqa thlikau/thj 
a)melh/santej swthri¿aj, hÀtij a)rxh\n labou=sa 
laleiÍsqai dia\ tou= kuri¿ou u(po\ tw½n 
a)kousa/ntwn ei¹j h(ma=j e)bebaiw¯qh,  

through angels 
'through the lips of the Lord himself' 
NEB. cf. Ph.  Others have 'by'.3 

 

As might be expected, Romans is characterised by dia/ expressing Agency, Means and Reason. 

                                                           
3 The following PP has u(po/ for the Agent role, 'confirmed to us by those who heard it'. 
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3.   MANNER 

There are one or two samples of dia/ (+ Genitive) expressing Manner. 

Ro 8.25 

 

ei¹ de\ oÁ ou) ble/pomen e)lpi¿zomen, di' u(pomonh=j 
a)pekdexo/meqa.  

with patience.  So also He 12.1. 

2C 2.4 e)k ga\r pollh=j qli¿yewj kaiì sunoxh=j kardi¿aj 
eÃgraya u(miÍn dia\ pollw½n dakru/wn, 

with many tears 

 

D   MOTIVATION 

1.   REASON 

With the Accusative, dia/ occurs very frequently throughout the NT with the role of Reason.  'It is 

common with dia/ to have the causal sense, some 32 times in the NT' (Robertson, 1091).  It is the 

only case used with dia/ in Revelation with the exception of 21.24.  The common phrase dia\ tou=to 

'for this reason', occurs 64 times in the NT, 15 of them in John and 5 in Romans.  Another common 

construction is dia to/ + Infinitive as in - 

Mt 13.6 dia\ to\ mh\ eÃxein r(i¿zan e)chra/nqh.   So Mk 4,5,6; L. 8.6 

Lu 2.4 dia\ to\ eiånai au)to\n e)c oiãkou kaiì patria=j Daui¿d,  

Lu 9.7 dia\ to\ le/gesqai u(po/ tinwn oÀti ¹Iwa/nnhj h)ge/rqh e)k nekrw½n,  

Ac 4.2 dia\ to\ dida/skein au)tou\j to\n lao\n kaiì katagge/llein e)n t%½ ¹Ihsou= th\n 

 a)na/stasin th\n e)k nekrw½n,  

Php 1.7 dia\ to\ eÃxein me e)n tv= kardi¿# u(ma=j, 

He 7.24 dia\ to\ me/nein au)to\n ei¹j to\n ai¹w½na a)para/baton eÃxei th\n i¸erwsu/nhn:  

di' h\(\n ai)ti/an also occurs half a dozen times as a Link:  Lu 8.47; Ac 22.24; 2T 1.6, 12; Ti 1.13; He 

2.11.   

The following examples give a sampling of dia/ expressing Reason: 

Mt 10.22, 
24.9 
(Mk 13.13; 
Lu 21.17) 

kaiì eÃsesqe misou/menoi u(po\ pa/ntwn dia\ to\ oÃnoma/ 
mou:  

hated...because of my name 
NIV  because of me 

Mt 13.58 kaiì ou)k e)poi¿hsen e)keiÍ duna/meij polla\j dia\ th\n 
a)pisti¿an au)tw½n.  

because of their unbelief 

Mk 2.4, 
3.9 

kaiì mh\ duna/menoi prosene/gkai au)t%½ dia\ to\n 
oÃxlon a)peste/gasan th\n ste/ghn oÀpou hÅn, 

because of the crowd 
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Lu 11.8 le/gw u(miÍn, ei¹ kaiì ou) dw¯sei au)t%½ a)nasta\j dia\ to\ 

eiånai fi¿lon au)tou=, dia/ ge th\n a)nai¿deian au)tou= 
e)gerqeiìj dw¯sei au)t%½ oÀswn xrv/zei.  

because he was his friend... 
because of his importunity 

Jo 6.57 kaqwÜj a)pe/steile/n me o( zw½n path\r ka)gwÜ zw½ dia\ 
to\n pate/ra, kaiì o( trw¯gwn me ka)keiÍnoj zh/sei di' 
e)me/.  

I live because of the Father...will 
live because of me 

Jo 7.13 ou)deiìj me/ntoi parrhsi¿# e)la/lei periì au)tou= dia\ 
to\n fo/bon tw½n  ¹Ioudai¿wn.  

for fear of the Jews/because they 
were afraid of the Jews 

Jo 15.3 hÃdh u(meiÍj kaqaroi¿ e)ste dia\ to\n lo/gon oÁn 
lela/lhka u(miÍn:  

because of the word...4 

Ac 21.34 mh\ duname/nou de\ au)tou= gnw½nai to\ a)sfale\j dia\ 
to\n qo/rubon e)ke/leusen aÃgesqai au)to\n ei¹j th\n 
parembolh/n.  

because of the uproar 

Ro 8.10 ei¹ de\ Xristo\j e)n u(miÍn, to\ me\n sw½ma nekro\n dia\ 
a(marti¿an to\ de\ pneu=ma zwh\ dia\ dikaiosu/nhn.  

because of sin (i.e. as the result of) 
...because of righteousness   

Ro 12.1 Parakalw½ ouÅn u(ma=j, a)delfoi¿, dia\ tw½n 
oi¹ktirmw½n tou= qeou= parasth=sai ta\ sw¯mata 
u(mw½n qusi¿an zw½san  

'because of/on the basis of'.  The 
genitive would suggest Means, but 
Means can often become Reason.  
So Barnes (reason or ground of 
appeal) and EGT (motive), quoted 
in Blight (1972:287) 

KJV, RSV, NEB  have 'by' which is 
ambiguous 
NIV  in view of God's mercy 
TEV  because of God's great mercy 

Eph 2.4 o( de\ qeo\j plou/sioj wÔn e)n e)le/ei, dia\ th\n pollh\n 
a)ga/phn au)tou= hÁn h)ga/phsen h(ma=j,  

because of his great love 

Co 1.5 dia\ th\n e)lpi¿da th\n a)pokeime/nhn u(miÍn e)n toiÍj 
ou)ranoiÍj, hÁn prohkou/sate e)n t%½ lo/g% th=j 
a)lhqei¿aj tou= eu)aggeli¿ou  

because of the hope... 

1J 2.12 Gra/fw u(miÍn, tekni¿a, oÀti a)fe/wntai u(miÍn ai¸ 
a(marti¿ai dia\ to\ oÃnoma au)tou=.  

because of his name 

Rev 6.9 eiådon u(poka/tw tou= qusiasthri¿ou ta\j yuxa\j tw½n 
e)sfagme/nwn dia\ to\n lo/gon tou= qeou= kaiì dia\ th\n 
marturi¿an hÁn eiåxon.  

because of the word of God and the 
testimony... cf. 12.115 

 
Other refs. 
Mt 14.3,9, 15.6,  17.20; Mk 6.6, 7.29; Lu 5.19, 23.25;  Jo 3.29, 7.43, 12.9, 14.11, 15.21, 19.38; Ac 4.21; Ro 
2.4, 6.19, 8.10; 2C 9.14; Eph 2.4; Co 1.5; He 2.9 etc. etc. 

                                                           
4 So NIV.  But other English translations (KJV, RSV, Ph., Jerus., NEB, TEV, LB) take as Means, 'by/through'.  The 

dimensions of Means and Reason are both present.  There are 8 other occurrences of the phrase in the NT:  Mt 13.21, 
Mk 4.17, Jo 4.39, 41, Rev 1.9, 6.9, 12.11 and 20.4 (see footnote below).  The only occurrence of the phrase in the 
genitive is Jo 17.20;  see under Means above. 

5 In Rev. 12.11, Eng. transl. take a similar phrase to be Means, 'by/through'.  Revelation uses the Accusative with dia/ 
exclusively except in 21.24. 

 cf. also 4.11  dia/ to\ qelh/ma sou=, 'by your will',  (Means) for which the Genitive is normally used.  With reference to 
God's will, 'because of his will' and 'by his will' are pragmatically (and theologically) the same thing. 
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2.   PURPOSE 

Reason is a motivating source which looks backward.  Purpose is a motivating goal which looks 

forward. 

There are a number of passages where Reason merges into Purpose, and we are reminded again of 

the thin line between the two.  The purpose is the reason.  The English phrase 'for the sake of' 

catches the meaning. 

Mt 19.12 kaiì ei¹siìn eu)nou=xoi oiàtinej eu)nou/xisan 
e(autou\j dia\ th\n basilei¿an tw½n 
ou)ranw½n. o( duna/menoj xwreiÍn xwrei¿tw.  

TEV, NIV  have made themselves eunuchs 
because of 
KJV, LB, J, Ph., NEB  for the sake of 

Mk 2.27 kaiì eÃlegen au)toiÍj, To\ sa/bbaton dia\ 
to\n aÃnqrwpon e)ge/neto kaiì ou)x o( 
aÃnqrwpoj dia\ to\ sa/bbaton:  

NIV  Sabbath was made for man (i.e. 
Beneficiary – see next section) ... for the 
Sabbath 
TEV  for the good of man ... for the Sabbath. 

Ro 4.25 oÁj paredo/qh dia\ ta\ paraptw¯mata 
h(mw½n kaiì h)ge/rqh dia\ th\n dikai¿wsin 
h(mw½n.  

TEV  He was given over to die because of our 
sins, [Reason] and raised to life to put us right 
with God. [Purpose] 
KJV, RSV, NIV  have 'for' for both. 
JB and NEB reflect Purpose for the second. 

1C 9.23 pa/nta de\ poiw½ dia\ to\ eu)agge/lion, iàna 
sugkoinwno\j au)tou= ge/nwmai.  

for the sake of the gospel 

 

Purpose applied to persons may be Beneficiary i.e. something is done for the benefit of another.  

Several passages exemplify this. 

Where Christ is the person concerned, the action is not for his benefit, but to please him, to do his 

will.  Again, the English phrase 'for the sake of ' catches the meaning and reflects the underlying 

motivation.  cf. u(pe/r which is commonly used for 'for the sake of'. 

Ro 4.23, 
24 

 Ou)k e)gra/fh de\ di' au)to\n mo/non oÀti 
e)logi¿sqh au)t%½ a)lla\ kaiì di' h(ma=j, ... 

TEV, NIV  not for him alone ... but also for 
us 

RSV  not for his sake alone, but for ours also.  
So NEB. 

Note v. 25 also, under Purpose above. 

1C 4.6 Tau=ta de/, a)delfoi¿, metesxhma/tisa ei¹j 
e)mauto\n kaiì ¹Apollw½n di' u(ma=j, 

TEV  for your sake.    
RSV, NIV  for your benefit 
NEB  on your account 

1C 4.10 h(meiÍj mwroiì dia\ Xristo/n, u(meiÍj de\ 
fro/nimoi e)n Xrist%½: h(meiÍj a)sqeneiÍj, 
u(meiÍj de\ i¹sxuroi¿: u(meiÍj eÃndocoi, h(meiÍj 
de\ aÃtimoi.  

fools for Christ's sake 

1C 9.10 hÄ di' h(ma=j pa/ntwj le/gei; di' h(ma=j ga\r 
e)gra/fh oÀti o)fei¿lei e)p' e)lpi¿di o( 
a)rotriw½n a)rotria=n kaiì o( a)low½n e)p' 
e)lpi¿di tou= mete/xein.  

for us/for our sake (x 2) 
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1C 11.9 kaiì ga\r ou)k e)kti¿sqh a)nh\r dia\ th\n 

gunaiÍka, a)lla\ gunh\ dia\ to\n aÃndra.  
TEV  for woman's sake ... for man's sake.  So 
Ph, JB, NEB. 

NIV  for  

2C 4.5, 11 ou) ga\r e(autou\j khru/ssomen a)lla\ 
¹Ihsou=n Xristo\n ku/rion, e(autou\j de\ 
dou/louj u(mw½n dia\  ¹Ihsou=n.  

a)eiì ga\r h(meiÍj oi¸ zw½ntej ei¹j qa/naton 
paradido/meqa dia\  ¹Ihsou=n, iàna kaiì h( 
zwh\ tou= ¹Ihsou= fanerwqv= e)n tv= qnhtv= 
sarkiì h(mw½n.  

for Jesus' sake.  So most Eng. transl. 

But LB has  'because of what Jesus has done 
for us' (5); 'because we serve the Lord' (11). 

Whether regarded as Reason or Purpose, 
Jesus is the motivation for their action. 

Php 1.24 to\ de\ e)pime/nein [e)n] tv= sarkiì 
a)nagkaio/teron di' u(ma=j.  

W  But for your sakes it is more important 
that ... 

Php 3. 7, 8 aÀtina hÅn moi ke/rdh, tau=ta hÀghmai dia\ 
to\n Xristo\n zhmi¿an. a)lla\ menou=nge 
kaiì h(gou=mai pa/nta zhmi¿an eiånai dia\ to\ 
u(pere/xon th=j gnw¯sewj Xristou= ¹Ihsou= 
tou= kuri¿ou mou6, di' oÁn ta\ pa/nta 
e)zhmiw¯qhn, kaiì h(gou=mai sku/bala, iàna 
Xristo\n kerdh/sw  

All have the notion of purpose, a purpose 
which gives the reason for the attitude and 
action.. 

2T 2.10 dia\ tou=to pa/nta u(pome/nw dia\ tou\j 
e)klektou/j,  

'for the sake of' is the usual rendering. 

He 2.10 ãEprepen ga\r au)t%½, di' oÁna ta\ pa/nta 
kaiì di' ouÂb ta\ pa/nta, ... 

a  Interesting that older versions take as 'for' 
('justifying reason' Miller. 51), while more 
recent tend to take as Reason 
TEV  God, who creates and preserves all 
things 
Ph  from whom and by whom everything 
exists. 

But note LB  who made everything [reflecting 
b] for his own glory. 

b  Means.  Here God as Agent. 
 

                                                           
6 'The preposition may mean either "for the sake of" (as in dia\ ton Xristo\n above and di' o(\n below); or, as the sense of 

u(pere/xon suggests, "by reason of", signifying that the surpassing worth of this knowledge eclipses and annihilates all 
other gains in comparison; as in 2 Cor. iii. 10 ...' (Lightfoot, 146) 
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E   PROBLEM PASSAGES 

1Corinthians 11.10:  dia\ tou=to o)fei¿lei h( gunh\ e)cousi¿an eÃxein e)piì th=j kefalh=j dia\ tou\j 

a)gge/louj.  

The verse begins with dia\ tou=to 'for this reason', and ends with the exegetical teaser, dia\ tou\j 

a)gge/louj.  What does 'because of the angels' mean? 

We may look at the context.  The whole topic runs from 11.2 to 11.16.  The basic principle of the 
hierarchical relationship between men and women, between men and Christ, and between Christ and 
God, is stated in v. 3:  qe/lw de\ u(ma=j ei¹de/nai oÀti panto\j a)ndro\j h( kefalh\ o( Xristo/j e)stin, 

kefalh\ de\ gunaiko\j o( a)nh/r, kefalh\ de\ tou= Xristou= o( qeo/j.  

The particular cultural conventions which Paul is addressing in this passage are to reflect this basic 
principle (4-7). 

Verses 8-12 provide Paul's underlying reasoning for his injunctions: 

v.8: woman 'originated' from man, not vice versa. 
v.9: Further, man was not created 'for woman's sake', but vice versa (dia/ with the Accusative 

expressing Beneficiary). 
v.10: And so the woman must have (a sign of) authority on/over her head, because of the angels. 
v.11: Not that (i.e. on the other hand, neither ...) either women or men are independent of each other 

as Christians. 
v.12: for just as woman originated from man, so man [has since originated] through woman. 

Verses13-16 provide Paul's concluding comments re the conventions – 'you must decide ...' 

Verse 10:  Exegetical problems are - (i) e)cousi/an or ka/lumma?? - both a textual and exegetical 
question. (ii)  Does e)pi/ signify Location 'on', or Domain 'over'?  (iii) dia\ tou\j a)gge/louj  (a) who 

are they?  (b) how/why are they involved?  We comment only on (iii). 

dia/ may be 'because of' (Reason) or 'for the sake of' (Beneficiary, as suggested for v.9).  But 

whatever the interpretation of the role of the preposition, and the significance of the angels7, it seems 
clear that the phrase is giving a further motivation for having e)cousi/an on/over her head.   She is 

not only in the presence of men, but of angels also. (So Hodge, 211).  The hierarchical arrangement 
of v.3 involves supernatural as well as natural beings, and the angels are involved as 'ministering 
spirits' (He 1.14). 

                                                           
7 On this verse, Charles Hodge writes: 'There is scarcely a passage in the New Testament which has so much taxed the 

learning and ingenuity of commentators as this.  After all that has been written, it remains just as obscure as ever.  
The meaning which it naturally suggests to the most superficial reader, is regarded by the most laborious critics as the 
only true one.' (211)  The conclusion that 'we do not know' is reiterated by Fee, 1987, ad loc.  Campbell Morgan has 
lucid and illuminating comments on this whole passage (1947:87-91). 
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e)n  −  '(WITH)IN' 

(+  Dative) 

STATISTICS 

e)n occurs over 2700 times in the NT, and accounts for over a quarter of prepositional occurrence. Its 

nearest rival, ei)j, occurs over 850 times less frequently, and e)k a further 900 less.  On the whole, 

the occurrence of e)n is fairly even throughout the NT writings.  However, looking at the totals, its 

use in Ephesians and Colossians is much greater than in other books of corresponding length 

(compare Ephesians with Galatians, Colossians with Philippians).  Paul uses the preposition over 

980 times (174 in Romans), which is more than 36% of its NT occurrence;  'clearly he uses the word 

so often that it does not always have a precise meaning' (Morris 1988:122).  It is also high in 1 John.  

It appears to be comparatively low in Hebrews (compare its use in Philippians). 

HISTORY AND MEANING1 

e)n (Lat. in), originally an adverb, was followed by both accusative and locative, a use which 

continued in some of the Greek dialects.  In others, notably in Ionic-Attic, the variation e)n-j 

developed into ei)j and came to be associated with the accusative and the notion of 'motion to', while 

e)n was linked with the locative (dative) and the notion of position.  Both prepositions are found 

frequently, of course, in NT koinh/, ei)j exclusively with the accusative, e)n exclusively with the 

dative.  However the use of e)n in composition with verbs of motion or transfer (e.g. e)mballw, 

e)mbai/nw) or after verbs of motion or transfer continues in the New Testament e.g. 

Kai\ e)mba/nti au)t%= ei)j ploi=on... (Matt 8.23), Ei)sh=lqe de\ dialogismo\j e)n au)toi=j (Luke 9.46), 

...t%= dido/nti th\n au)th\n spoudh\n...e)n t$= kardi/# Ti/tou. (2C 8.16), kai\ e)/qeto e)n fulak$= (Mt 

14.3). 

The grammar books give instances of ei)j being used for e)n and vice versa. 

In modern Greek, ei)j with the accusative has taken over the functions of both and the dative has 

disappeared. 

                                                           
1 Robertson, 584, 585 and BDF §§ 218-220. 
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We may note that A-G classifies the meanings of e)n into 4 groups - I Place, II Time, III Causal or 

instrumental and IV various other uses (258ff). 

Mention should be made of an early and sane article by Nigel Turner on 'The preposition en in the 

New Testament' (TBT 10.3, 1959).  His main thrust is that although prepositions are used even more 

freely in Hellenistic than in classical Greek, such 'flexibility does not mean that there is no general 

rule at all, or that in is not the commonest meaning of the preposition' (113).  This use of e)n is the 

predominant one, accounting for some two-thirds of NT usage.  He lists the meanings as follows: 

1.  The local meanings: (a) 'in' etc., actual and metaphorical ['in the heart, in the Law' etc.]; 

(b) 'into' etc. (praegnans). 

2.  The temporal meanings: 'in', 'at', 'within', 'during'. 

3.  The peculiarly Christian usages, especially 'in the Lord', 'in Christ'.  [And he includes 

other instances of this 'slight extension of the local sense' to denote 'in the sphere of'.] 

After this we reach the controversial meanings, where the idea of 'within' is hardly ever 

satisfactory, and these together represent about one third of all the NT instances: 

4.  Of circumstance and instrument.  [He lists various subdivisions.] 

5.  As a dative of advantage or disadvantage. 

6.  Various occasional uses: reference, rate, etc. (114) 
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SEMANTIC ROLES 

e)n has proved to be one of the most fascinating of the prepositions, with a wide range of uses.  

Together with the historically related ei)j, it is the most basic 'locative' (in both space and time) of all 

the prepositions and can be compared to the French à and the generalised locative particle to be 

found in so many of the world's languages e.g. Tarok (Nigeria) kV (where V stands for the vowel 

which matches that of the following word), Ngbandi (Zaire) na, a 'universal preposition'. 

Diversity and ambiguity are two words that may be associated with this 'maid-of-all work', to use 

Moulton's famous phrase (1908:103).  The distinctions are not always clear-cut, nor is the exegetical 

choice always easy between one and another.  Furthermore, a particular role may include some 

associated subsidiary or specialist uses or idioms e.g. regarding the formula e)n (t%=) o)no/mati as a 

special kind of Agency.  Even here, one realises that it is possible, influenced by an English grid, to 

make a sophisticated distinction where none exists (certainly in the mind of the author).  e)n tv= 

sofi¿# tou= qeou=  'God in his wisdom ...'.  Is this Sphere or Means ?  Is there any difference?  CEV 

catches the basic meaning:  'God was wise and decided ...' (1C 1.21.  See p.150). 

However, it seems possible to state that all the roles of e)n pivot round the two main role categories of 

LOCATIVE (in the wider sense of both place and time) and MEANS.  The table on the next page 

maps the roles of e)n on to the roles as presented in the last chapter (ch. 5).  Note that Topic (as all 

roles in fact) is an extension of Locative applied to verbs of COGNITION or COMMUNICATION (cf. He 

gave a lecture on thermodynamics), and Target is an extension (as are all the Benefactive roles) of 

Goal. 
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e)n, as the most basic locative preposition of all, has its own spectrum of metaphorical and extended 

uses.  The following chart displays its roles in relation to the complete set as ordered and presented 

in chap. 5;  the extended variants of Locative which apply only to this preposition are labelled in 

italics.  The items in parentheses are unusual uses of e)n. 

 
 1.  Agent   

 2.  Effector   

 3.  Patient   

 4.  Experiencer   

 5.  Theme Text  

Participants  (Topic)  

  Range  

 6.  Benefactive Recipient  

  Beneficiary  

  Opponent  

  Target  

  Addressee  

  (Possessor)  

 7.  Comitative   

 8.  Locative Location Sphere 

  (Goal)  

  Source  

  (Path)  

Circumstantials 9.  Time Time-when Circumstance 

  Time-how long  

  Time-since  

  Time-until  

 10.  Means Means  

  Agency  

  Manner  

  Specification  

 11.  Measure   
 12.  Motivation   

 
Chart of semantic roles of e)n 
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In order of presentation in this section, the semantic roles will be listed as follows: 

A. Locative 

 1.  Location 

 2.  Path 

B. Extended uses of Locative 

 1.  Sphere 

 2.  Topic 

 3.  Target 

 4.  Possession 

C. Temporal 

 1.  Time 

 2.  Circumstance 

D. Means 

 1.  Means 

 2.  Agency 

 3.  Manner 

E. Special groups 

F. Some problem passages 
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A   LOCATIVE 

1.   LOCATION 

The basic meaning of e)n is physical location 'within/inside' (a 3-D area) or 'located at' (a 2-D area), 

as in the following examples: 

Mk 1:23 kaiì eu)qu\j hÅn e)n tv= sunagwgv= au)tw½n aÃnqrwpoj 
e)n pneu/mati a)kaqa/rt% 

 

Mk 2.1 Kaiì ei¹selqwÜn pa/lin ei¹j Kafarnaou\m di' h(merw½n 
h)kou/sqh oÀti e)n oiãk% e)sti¿n.  

 

Lu 1.22 ... kaiì e)pe/gnwsan oÀti o)ptasi¿an e(w¯raken e)n t%½ 
na%½:  

 

Jo 1.10 e)n t%½ ko/sm% hÅn, kaiì o( ko/smoj di' au)tou= e)ge/neto,  

Jo 1.28 Tau=ta e)n Bhqani¿# e)ge/neto pe/ran tou= ¹Iorda/nou, 
oÀpou hÅn o( ¹Iwa/nnhj bapti¿zwn.  

 

Jo 2.14 kaiì euÂren e)n t%½ i¸er%½ tou\j pwlou=ntaj bo/aj kaiì 
pro/bata ... 

 

Ro 16.1 Suni¿sthmi de\ u(miÍn Foi¿bhn th\n a)delfh\n h(mw½n, 
ouÅsan [kaiì] dia/konon th=j e)kklhsi¿aj th=j e)n 
KegxreaiÍj,  

 

 

Location in this sense can apply to things as well as places: 

Jo 1.45 áOn eÃgrayen Mwu+sh=j e)n t%½ no/m% ... eu(rh/kamen,   

1C 5.9 ãEgraya u(miÍn e)n tv= e)pistolv= mh\ 
sunanami¿gnusqai po/rnoij,  

NEB  In my letter I wrote that ... 
TEV  In the letter I wrote you I told 
you ... 

 

To these we may also add the use of e)n to mean 'among': 

Lu 9.48 o( ga\r mikro/teroj e)n pa=sin u(miÍn u(pa/rxwn ouÂto/j 
e)stin me/gaj.  

among you.  So also Ro 1.5; Eph 
2.3; 2Th 1.10. 

cf. e)n toiÍj eÃqnesin,  Co 1.17. 

 

The locative dimension is clear in figurative expressions also, as in the following: 

Mt 14.2 
(Mk 6.14) 

OuÂto/j e)stin  ¹Iwa/nnhj o( baptisth/j: au)to\j 
h)ge/rqh a)po\ tw½n nekrw½n kaiì dia\ tou=to ai¸ 
duna/meij e)nergou=sin e)n au)t%½.  

that is why he can exercise these 
miraculous powers.  Most translations 
have '... miraculous powers are at work 
in him.'  CEV  'that's why he has the 
power to work these miracles'. 

Mt 24.48 e)a\n de\ eiãpv o( kako\j dou=loj e)keiÍnoj e)n tv= 
kardi¿# au)tou=, Xroni¿zei mou o( ku/rioj,  

The phrase occurs some 20 times.  See 
also under Means and Manner. 
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Mk 10.37 Do\j h(miÍn iàna eiâj sou e)k deciw½n kaiì eiâj e)c 

a)risterw½n kaqi¿swmen e)n tv= do/cv sou.  
NIV  in your glory 
Ph  when you reign in your glory. 

The term 'glory' needs interpretation, 
of course. 

Jo 3.35 o( path\r a)gap#= to\n ui¸o/n kaiì pa/nta de/dwken 
e)n tv= xeiriì au)tou=.  

(Recipient after vb. of giving.)  Fig. for 
'has put everything under his control'.  
So Ph and TEV similarly. 
NEB  has entrusted him with all 
authority. 
NIV retains the figure  'has placed 
everything in his hands'. 

Ro 10.8 a)lla\ ti¿ le/gei; ¹Eggu/j sou to\ r(h=ma/ e)stin e)n 
t%½ sto/mati¿ sou kaiì e)n tv= kardi¿# sou, tou=t' 
eÃstin to\ r(h=ma th=j pi¿stewj oÁ khru/ssomen.  

For the same PPs in the next verse (9), 
with different verbs, see under Means . 

1C 8.7 ¹All' ou)k e)n pa=sin h( gnw½sij: = Possession – 'not all have this 
knowledge'. 

2C 5.4 kaiì ga\r oi¸ oÃntej e)n t%½ skh/nei stena/zomen 
barou/menoi, 

e)n t%½ skh/nei  met. for 'body'. 
= while we are living in these bodies. 

2C 8.16 Xa/rij de\ t%½ qe%½ t%½ do/nti th\n au)th\n spoudh\n 
u(pe\r u(mw½n e)n tv= kardi¿# Ti¿tou,  

cf. Mt 24.48,  Ro 10.8 above. 

Ga 1.16 a)pokalu/yai to\n ui¸o\n au)tou= e)n e)moiì,  BDF regards this as an alternative for 
dat. i.e. Recipient (118) 

Php 4.3 ... wÒn ta\ o)no/mata e)n bi¿bl% zwh=j.   

Co 3.16 o( lo/goj tou= Xristou= e)noikei¿tw e)n u(miÍn 
plousi¿wj,  

 

 

2.   PATH 

Path indicates physical route and/or direction, and therefore implies motion.  e)n is used very 

occasionally with this role. 

Lu 4.1 ¹Ihsou=j de\ plh/rhj pneu/matoj a(gi¿ou 
u(pe/streyen a)po\ tou=  ))¹Iorda/nou kaiì hÃgeto e)n 
t%½ pneu/mati e)n tv= e)rh/m%  

Some translations seek to get the 
flavour of the prep. and the Imperf. as 
NEB  'was led ... up and down the 
wilderness';  Ph  'was led ... to spend 
40 days in the desert';  JB  'was led ... 
through the wilderness'.  NIV 
similarly. 

KJV makes the equiv. of ei)j 'into' 
which would be a rare ex. of Goal.. 

 

A further example is e)n t$= o(d%= in Lu 9.57 and 10.31: 

Lu 10.31:  kata\ sugkuri¿an de\ i¸ereu/j tij kate/bainen e)n tv= o(d%½ e)kei¿nv   '... was travelling 

(down) along the same road'. 
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The same phrase is used as Goal after a verb of TRANSFER in Mt 21.8 and Lu 19.36 of strewing the 

garments on the road.  Mk 11.8 has ei)j th\n o(do/n.  For its use in a somewhat wider sense, see under 

Circumstance. 

Included in this section are two further examples of Goal: 

Lu 9.46 Ei¹sh=lqen de\ dialogismo\j e)n au)toiÍj, to\ ti¿j aÄn eiãh 
mei¿zwn au)tw½n.  

 

1C 12.28 kaiì ouÁj me\n eÃqeto o( qeo\j e)n tv= e)kklhsi¿# prw½ton 
a)posto/louj, ... 

after a verb of TRANSFER 

 

B   EXTENDED USES OF LOCATIVE 

There is a cluster of extended roles involving a locative dimension.  The distinctions are based on the 

predicates or head nominal used, and the meaning of the noun phrase following the preposition.  e)n is 

used so prolifically that it is not always easy to define its use rigorously, but the main groupings 

seem clear2. 

1.   SPHERE 

Sphere does not involve a physical place/time dimension.  But it does involve a locative dimension in 

an abstract sense.  e)n thus commonly signals the sphere or context of a state or activity (e.g. oi( e)n 

t%½ no/m%,  %Ò latreu/w ... e)n t%½ eu)aggeli¿%) or the sphere of reference of a predicate or modifier, 

expressing 'in the matter of ... ', 'with respect to ... ' (e.g. au)ca/nete de\ e)n xa/riti,   plou/sioj wÔn 

e)n e)le/ei).  e)n may thus have a descriptive and even a defining role. cf. the similar use of kata/. 

Lu 1.6 hÅsan de\ di¿kaioi a)mfo/teroi e)nanti¿on 
tou= qeou=, poreuo/menoi e)n pa/saij 
taiÍj e)ntolaiÍj kaiì dikaiw¯masin tou= 
kuri¿ou aÃmemptoi.  

taking the PP with poreuo/menoi. 

NIV  observing all the Lord's commandments ... 
blamelessly.  So NEB and others similarly.. 

Lu 12.15 ... oÀti ou)k e)n t%½ perisseu/ein tiniì h( 
zwh\ au)tou= e)stin e)k tw½n 
u(parxo/ntwn au)t%½.  

'A man's life is not in ... ' i.e. 'does not consist of 
...' OR, 'is not to be found in ...' 

cf. 1C 4.20 below. 

Lu 16.10 o( pisto\j e)n e)laxi¿st% kaiì e)n poll%½ 
pisto/j e)stin, kaiì o( e)n e)laxi¿st% 
aÃdikoj kaiì e)n poll%½ aÃdiko/j e)stin.  

 

                                                           
2 Extension of role is particularly applicable to this preposition.  cf. the role Domain, applicable to e)pi/, which is an 

extension of Extent.  I have attempted various subgroupings of these uses of e)n, and none has seemed entirely 
satisfactory.  These groupings of B. and C. are offered as a suggested grid. 
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Ro 1.9 ma/rtuj ga/r mou/ e)stin o( qeo/j, %Ò 

latreu/w e)n t%½ pneu/mati¿ mou e)n t%½ 
eu)aggeli¿% tou= ui¸ou= au)tou=, w¨j 
a)dialei¿ptwj mnei¿an u(mw½n poiou=mai  

i.e in the matter of the gospel 

(e)n t%= pneu/mati/ mou - see under Manner) 

Ro 3.19 Oiãdamen de\ oÀti oÀsa o( no/moj le/gei 
toiÍj e)n t%½ no/m% laleiÍ, 

those who are under the law  KJV, NIV, TEV 

NEB  within the pale of the law. 

Ro 8.8 oi¸ de\ e)n sarkiì oÃntej qe%½ a)re/sai ou) 
du/nantai.  

those who are in the condition of not being 
controlled by the spirit of God. 

NIV  those controlled by their sinful nature 
TEV  Those who obey their human nature 

1C 2.5 iàna h( pi¿stij u(mw½n mh\ vÅ e)n sofi¿# 
a)nqrw¯pwn a)ll' e)n duna/mei qeou=.  

NIV  so that your faith might not rest on ...  So 
RSV, Ph, TEV. 

JB  depend on    NEB  be built on 

1C 4.20 ou) ga\r e)n lo/g% h( basilei¿a tou= 
qeou= a)ll' e)n duna/mei.  

The kingdom of God is not characterised by 
words but power. 

TEV  is not a matter of words, but of power.  So 
NIV, NEB 

1C 7.20 e)/Àkastoj e)n tv= klh/sei vÂ e)klh/qh, e)n 
tau/tv mene/tw.  

Each should remain in the same vocation he was 
called to. 

1C 15.41 a)sth\r ga\r a)ste/roj diafe/rei e)n 
do/cv.  

JB  the stars differ from each other in brightness 

1C 15.43 spei¿retai e)n a)timi¿#, e)gei¿retai e)n 
do/cv: spei¿retai e)n a)sqenei¿#, 
e)gei¿retai e)n duna/mei:  

[the body] is buried in a state of ...; it is raised in 
a state of ... 

1C 15.58  àWste, a)delfoi¿ mou a)gaphtoi¿, 
e(draiÍoi gi¿nesqe, a)metaki¿nhtoi, 
perisseu/ontej e)n t%½ eÃrg% tou= 
kuri¿ou  

 

2C 3.8 pw½j ou)xiì ma=llon h( diakoni¿a tou= 
pneu/matoj eÃstai e)n do/cv;  

RSV  will not the dispensation of the Spirit be 
attended with greater splendour? 
NIV  will not the ministry of the Spirit be even 
more glorious? 

2C 10.3 e)n sarkiì ga\r peripatou=ntej ou) 
kata\ sa/rka strateuo/meqa,  

(though) we are living in this world/in the 
condition of a fleshly existence, we do not... 

Note that kata\ sa/rka is Manner in this context. 

Ga 1.13, 
14 

¹Hkou/sate ga\r th\n e)mh\n a)nastrofh/n 
pote e)n t%½ ¹Ioudai+sm%½, ... kaiì 
proe/kopton e)n t%½ ¹Ioudai+sm%½ u(pe\r 
pollou\j sunhlikiw¯taj e)n t%½ ge/nei 
mou, perissote/rwj  

TEV  when I was devoted to the Jewish religion 
... I was ahead...in my practice of the Jewish 
religion ... 

Eph 2.4 o( de\ qeo\j plou/sioj wÔn e)n e)le/ei, dia\ 
th\n pollh\n a)ga/phn au)tou= hÁn 
h)ga/phsen h(ma=j,  

 

Eph 2.11 Dio\ mnhmoneu/ete oÀti pote\ u(meiÍj ta\ 
eÃqnh e)n sarki¿, 

TEV, NIV  Gentiles by birth 
JB  when you were pagans physically. 
NEB  Gentiles, as you are outwardly. 
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Co 4.2 Tv= proseuxv= proskartereiÍte, 

grhgorou=ntej e)n au)tv= e)n 
eu)xaristi¿#,  

'keep on the alert with respect to it' 
>  LB  keep at it 
NEB  Persevere in prayer, with mind awake and 
thankful heart. 

For e)n eu)xaristi¿# see under Manner. 

1T 3.11 gunaiÍkaj w¨sau/twj semna/j, mh\ 
diabo/louj, nhfali¿ouj, pista\j e)n 
pa=sin.  

Eng. transl. have 'in all things, in every way, in 
everything' – defining the areas of reliablity. 

LB  faithful in everything they do. 

1T 4.12 mhdei¿j sou th=j neo/thtoj 
katafronei¿tw, a)lla\ tu/poj gi¿nou 
tw½n pistw½n e)n lo/g%, e)n a)nastrofv=, 
e)n a)ga/pv, e)n pi¿stei, e)n a(gnei¿#.  

 

Jm 2.5 ou)x o( qeo\j e)cele/cato tou\j ptwxou\j 
t%½ ko/sm% plousi¿ouj e)n pi¿stei ... 

rich in faith 

1P 4.11 iàna e)n pa=sin doca/zhtai o( qeo\j dia\ 
¹Ihsou= Xristou=, 

in everything i.e. (in this context) in all you do, 
whatever you are doing 

All:  'in everything' or 'in all things' without 
elaborating. 

2P 3.18 au)ca/nete de\ e)n xa/riti kaiì gnw¯sei 
tou= kuri¿ou h(mw½n kaiì swth=roj  
)))))¹Ihsou= Xristou=. 

 

1J 1.6, 7 ¹Ea\n eiãpwmen oÀti koinwni¿an eÃxomen 
met' au)tou= kaiì e)n t%½ sko/tei 
peripatw½men, yeudo/meqa kaiì ou) 
poiou=men th\n a)lh/qeian: e)a\n de\ e)n 
t%½ fwtiì peripatw½men w¨j au)to/j 
e)stin e)n t%½ fwti¿, koinwni¿an eÃxomen 
met' a)llh/lwn ... 

A figurative expression. 

'To walk in darkness is to live in the sphere of sin 
and error' -- Anderson (1992:25) reporting 
Burdick (1985). 

'It means living in the sphere of truth and 
holiness.'  (Anderson re Burdick, 1992:26) 

cf. Jo 8.12. 

 

Included in this group are a few examples of a purely descriptive use of the e)n phrase. 

Mk 1.23 
(& 5.2) 

kaiì eu)qu\j hÅn e)n tv= sunagwgv= 
au)tw½n aÃnqrwpoj e)n pneu/mati 
a)kaqa/rt% kaiì a)ne/kracen  

with an unclean spirit i.e. who had an ... 

Ac 1.10 kaiì i¹dou\ aÃndrej du/o 
pareisth/keisan au)toiÍj e)n e)sqh/sesi 
leukaiÍj,  

cf.  Lu 24.4; Jo 20.12. 

Eph 2.15 to\n no/mon tw½n e)ntolw½n e)n do/gmasin 
katargh/saj, 

a curious expression. 

TT  the Law with its commandments and 
decrees. 
NIV  the law with its commandments and 
regulations. 
Br  the old code of the law with all its 
regulations. 
So also TEV, JB, NEB 

 

A special application of Sphere is the use of e)n to signal the residence of God (Father, Son or HS) 

within a person, or God in Christ, or the residence of a human being 'in God' or 'in Christ'.  This use 

of Sphere is a distinctive of the NT.  It does not seem necessary to label the examples separately, but 
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they may be grouped together.  See also the later discussion of the phrase e)n Xrist%=.  Note the 

following examples. 

Jo 1.4 e)n au)t%½ zwh\ hÅn, kaiì h( zwh\ hÅn to\ 
fw½j tw½n a)nqrw¯pwn:  

'In Him' - So KJV, RSV, NIV. 
TT takes with o(\ ge/gonen at the end of v.3, as in 
earlier punctuation. 'Everything that came into 
being derived its light from him,...' (cf. comment 
by Tasker, 45, - 'All that came into existence 
found its life in Him'.)  See comment on 
punctuation by Plummer: 'This seems harsh and 
not quite in harmony with the context; but it has 
an overwhelming support from the oldest 
versions and MSS (65). 

Plummer comments on the phrase - 'He was the 
well-spring of life, from which every form of life 
... flows'. 

But Hendriksen: 'Not through but in, just as in 
5:26 ... ' (71). 

Whether one takes e)n  as Loc or Agency, the 
underlying truth is the same.  He is the Possessor 
and Agency (or Source) of life. 

Jo 15.2, 4 pa=n klh=ma e)n e)moiì mh\ fe/ron karpo/n 
aiãrei au)to/,  

mei¿nate e)n e)moi¿, ka)gwÜ e)n u(miÍn. 
kaqwÜj to\ klh=ma ou) du/natai karpo\n 
fe/rein a)f' e(autou= e)a\n mh\ me/nv e)n 
tv= a)mpe/l% [Location], ouÀtwj ou)de\ 
u(meiÍj e)a\n mh\ e)n e)moiì me/nhte.  

 

Ac 17.28 ¹En au)t%½ ga\r zw½men kaiì kinou/meqa 
kaiì e)sme/n, 

 

2C 5.17 wÐste eiã tij e)n Xrist%½, kainh\ 
kti¿sij:  

 

2C 5.19 w¨j oÀti qeo\j hÅn e)n Xrist%½ ko/smon 
katalla/sswn e(aut%½,  

 

Ga 2.20 zv= de\ e)n e)moiì Xristo/j:   

Co 1.27 ... oÀ e)stin Xristo\j e)n u(miÍn, h( e)lpiìj 
th=j do/chj:  

 

Co 3.3 a)peqa/nete ga/r kaiì h( zwh\ u(mw½n 
ke/kruptai su\n t%½ Xrist%½ e)n t%½ 
qe%½:  
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2.   TOPIC 

Topic is an UNDERGOER role.  It is related to Sphere, 'in the matter of'.  There are a few verbs where 

e)n is used with a verb of special communication, and may be regarded as signalling Topic (cf. the 

use of e)pi/, u(pe/r and peri/ for the same purpose).  See the discussion of these verbs under e)n 

Xrist%=. 

Ro 2.17 Ei¹ de\ su\ ¹IoudaiÍoj e)ponoma/zv kaiì e)panapau/v 
no/m% kaiì kauxa=sai e)n qe%½  

TEV  boast about God 
NIV  brag about your relationship to 
God. 

Ga 6.14 e)moiì de\ mh\ ge/noito kauxa=sqai ei¹ mh\ e)n t%½ 
staur%½ tou= kuri¿ou h(mw½n ¹Ihsou= Xristou=, 

 

2Th 1.4 wÐste au)tou\j h(ma=j e)n u(miÍn e)gkauxa=sqai ... cf. notes on p.165. 

 
3.   TARGET 

Target, like other Locative-related roles, is a DIRECTIVE.  Local Goal following a verb of MOTION is 

not a role of e)n, though one or two possible examples of local Goal following a verb of TRANSFER 

have been mentioned (Jo 3.35, 1C 12.28 under Sphere, and Mt 21.8 and Lu 19.36 under Path).  But 

we may put here occurrences of e)n following pisteu/w and the event noun pi/stij signalling Target.  

See also the discussion on Target with other possible verbs under the item on e)n Xrist%=. 

Mk 1.15 metanoeiÍte kaiì pisteu/ete e)n t%½ eu)aggeli¿%.   

Jo 3.15 iàna pa=j o( pisteu/wn e)n au)t%½ eÃxv zwh\n 
ai¹w¯nion.  

whoever puts his faith in Him. 

Eph 1.15 Dia\ tou=to ka)gw¯ a)kou/saj th\n kaq' u(ma=j 
pi¿stin e)n t%½ kuri¿% ¹Ihsou= ... 

 

Php 3.3 h((meiÍj ga/r e)smen h( peritomh/, oi¸ pneu/mati qeou= 
latreu/ontej kaiì kauxw¯menoi e)n Xrist%½ 
¹Ihsou= kaiì ou)k e)n sarkiì pepoiqo/tej,  

e)n Xrist%½  ¹Ihsou:  Topic, as above. 

Br/W  who make our boast in Christ 
Jesus 
TT  Our pride is in Christ Jesus 
KJV  rejoice in Christ Jesus 
RSV/NIV  glory in Christ Jesus 
TEV  rejoice in our life in Christ Jesus. 

See discussion under e)n Xrist%=. 

e)n sarki:ì  put no confidence in the 
flesh 

 
4.   POSSESSION 

This is a possible rare use of e)n.  See also 1C 8.7 under e)n pa=sin. 
Jo 1.4 e)n au)t%½ zwh\ hÅn ...  

Jo 15.11 Tau=ta lela/lhka u(miÍn iàna h( xara\ h( e)mh\ e)n 
u(miÍn vÅ ... 

= so that you may have my joy. 
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C   TEMPORAL 

e)n marks time as well as place.  We may distinguish specific time phrases, and more generalised 

circumstance phrases. 

1.   TIME 

e)n may signal 'time-when' with reference to a specific point or period of time.  Most, but not all the 

following examples, have a time word in the following noun phrase.  These PPs answer the question 

'When?' 

Mt 3.1 ¹En de\ taiÍj h(me/raij e)kei¿naij paragi¿netai 
¹Iwa/nnhj o( baptisth\j khru/sswn ... 

It was at that time that ...  cf. Mk 8.1. 

Lu 1.5 ¹Ege/neto e)n taiÍj h(me/raij ¸Hr%¯dou 
basile/wj th=j  ¹Ioudai¿aj ... 

In the time of ... 

Lu 13.31 ¹En au)tv= tv= wÐr# prosh=lqa/n tinej 
FarisaiÍoi ... 

TEV   At that same time   

Lu 20.33 h( gunh\ ouÅn e)n tv= a)nasta/sei ti¿noj au)tw½n 
gi¿netai gunh/;  

at the time of the resurrection 

Jo 1.1 ¹En a)rxv= hÅn o( lo/goj, 'Right at the beginning' in reference to all 
that happened afterwards. 

Jo 2.19 Lu/sate to\n nao\n tou=ton kaiì e)n trisiìn 
h(me/raij e)gerw½ au)to/n.  

i.e. 'in the space of 3 days, 3 days from 
now'.  cf. the reported form in Mt 26.61 
(dia/ + gen.). 

Ac 18.9 eiåpen de\ o( ku/rioj e)n nuktiì di' o(ra/matoj t%½  
Pau/l%, ... 

one night ... 

Ro 3.26 pro\j th\n eÃndeicin th=j dikaiosu/nhj au)tou= 
e)n t%½ nu=n kair%½, ei¹j to\ eiånai au)to\n 
di¿kaion kaiì dikaiou=nta to\n e)k pi¿stewj 
¹Ihsou=.  

at the present time 

1C 1.8 oÁj kaiì bebaiw¯sei u(ma=j eÀwj te/louj 
a)negklh/touj e)n tv= h(me/r# tou= kuri¿ou h(mw½n 
¹Ihsou= [Xristou=].  

 

 

2.   CIRCUMSTANCE 

By a slight extension of Time, e)n may be used to signal the situation or circumstances within which 

something is, or happens or is done.  The dimension of time still operates, so that such phrases may 

be answered by a 'When?' question.  We may compare in English:  You needn't be afraid in the dark 

[=when it's dark],  ... in sickness and in health [=when you are sick/well]. 
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Mk 8.3 e)kluqh/sontai e)n tv= o(d%½: kai¿ tinej 

au)tw½n a)po\ makro/qen hÀkasin.  
This phrase occurs some 19 times, usually 
with a time sense:  'while on the trip'. So also 
Mt 5.25, 15.32, 20.17, Mk 9.33, Lu 24.32, Ac 
9.17.  See also under 'Path'.  

Mk 12.38 Kaiì e)n tv= didaxv= au)tou= eÃlegen, ... in the course of his teaching 

Lu 1.8 ¹Ege/neto de\ e)n t%½ i¸erateu/ein au)to\n e)n 
tv= ta/cei th=j e)fhmeri¿aj au)tou= eÃnanti 
tou= qeou=,  

e)n + Infin. 'in the course of ... ,  at some point 
during ... ', a common construction with Luke 
e.g. Lu 10.38, 17.11 etc. (Moule 1959:76). 

e)n tv= ta/cei th=j e)fhmeri¿aj au)tou:  RSV 
takes as Time, 'when his division was on duty' 
(a further elaboration of the timing). 

W  While he was doing ... in the prescribed 
course of his order. 
NIV simply joins the two phrases by 'and'. 

Lu 16.26 kaiì e)n pa=si tou/toij metacu\ h(mw½n kaiì 
u(mw½n xa/sma me/ga e)sth/riktai, 

Here  =    'in addition to all this' 

KJV, NIV etc  Besides all this 
JB, NEB  That's not all -... 

Ro 4.10 pw½j ouÅn e)logi¿sqh; e)n peritomv= oÃnti hÄ 
e)n a)krobusti¿#; ou)k e)n peritomv= a)ll' 
e)n a)krobusti¿#:  

to the one who is in a state of circumcision or 
in a state of uncircumcision 

NIV  Under what circumstances was it 
credited?  Was it after he was circumcised or 
before?  It was not after, but before! 

1C 7.15a ei¹ de\ o( aÃpistoj xwri¿zetai, xwrize/sqw: 
ou) dedou/lwtai o( a)delfo\j hÄ h( a)delfh\ 
e)n toiÍj toiou/toij: 

in such circumstances 

2C 6.4, 5 a)ll' e)n pantiì suni¿stantej e(autou\j w¨j 
qeou= dia/konoi, e)n u(pomonv= pollv=, e)n 
qli¿yesin, e)n a)na/gkaij, e)n 
stenoxwri¿aij, e)n plhgaiÍj, e)n 
fulakaiÍj, e)n a)katastasi¿aij, e)n 
ko/poij, e)n a)grupni¿aij, e)n nhstei¿aij,  

e)n pantiì: we commend ourselves in every 
situation.  The following phrases are an 
elaboration.  Several translations reflect a 
transition to Means in vv 6, 7 - KJV, RSV, 
TEV, JB, NEB, Br. 

See also 1C 1.5 in Section F.  

2C 7.5 ou)demi¿an eÃsxhken aÃnesin h( sa\rc h(mw½n 
a)ll' e)n pantiì qlibo/menoi: eÃcwqen 
ma/xai, eÃswqen fo/boi.  

NIV  we were harassed at every turn 

Php 2.12 àWste, a)gaphtoi¿ mou, kaqwÜj pa/ntote 
u(phkou/sate, mh\ w¨j e)n tv= parousi¿# 
mou mo/non a)lla\ nu=n poll%½ ma=llon e)n 
tv= a)pousi¿# mou, 

NIV  not only in my presence, but now much 
more in my absence 
others  'when I was with you...while I am 
away from you' 

1Th 5.18 e)n pantiì eu)xaristeiÍte:  give thanks in every situation. 

He 13.18 peiqo/meqa ga\r oÀti kalh\n sunei¿dhsin 
eÃxomen, e)n pa=sin kalw½j qe/lontej 
a)nastre/fesqai.  

= 'in all circumstances'3, hence variety of 
translations. 

RSV, KJV  in all things 
TEV  at all times 
NEB  always 
JB  in everything we do 
NIV  in every way 

 

                                                           
3 For the use of this common phrase, with or without a following noun, see the discussion in sect. E. Special Groups. 
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D   MEANS 

Means is considered to be the other major role of e)n.  It is a 'construction ... whose wide currency in 

our lit. is partly caused by the infl. of the LXX, and its similarity to the Hebr. constr. w. ְּב (A-G, 

260).  (cf. Eng. 'You can't do it in your own strength.').  Means answers the question 'How?' and 

occurs with activity verbs. 

1.   MEANS  

Means is the instrument or object or method used by an Agent to accomplish something. 

Mt 23.20 o( ouÅn o)mo/saj e)n t%½ qusiasthri¿% 
o)mnu/ei e)n au)t%½ kaiì e)n pa=si toiÍj 
e)pa/nw au)tou=:  

the 'instrument' used for the oath. 

Jo 1:26, 33 ¹EgwÜ bapti¿zw e)n uÀdati: ...  ouÂto/j 
e)stin o( bapti¿zwn e)n pneu/mati a(gi¿%. 

bapti¿zw would imply 'in' ('dipping in'), but all 
except NEB, + TT have 'with'.4 

Lu 8.10 ¸UmiÍn de/dotai gnw½nai ta\ musth/ria 
th=j basilei¿aj tou= qeou=, toiÍj de\ 
loipoiÍj e)n parabolaiÍj,  

The focus is perhaps more on Method of 
presentation, rather than Means .  cf. dia/ in v. 4. 

Lu 22.20 Tou=to to\ poth/rion h( kainh\ diaqh/kh 
e)n t%½ aiàmati/5 mou to\ u(pe\r u(mw½n 
e)kxunno/menon.  

an activity is implied. 

TT  made by my blood 
TEV  sealed with my blood 

Lu 22.49 i¹do/ntej de\ oi¸ periì au)to\n to\ 
e)so/menon eiåpan,  Ku/rie, ei¹ 
pata/comen e)n maxai¿rv;  

 

Ro 1.10 pa/ntote e)piì tw½n proseuxw½n mou 
deo/menoj eiã pwj hÃdh pote\ 
eu)odwqh/somai e)n t%½ qelh/mati tou= 
qeou= e)lqeiÍn pro\j u(ma=j.  

Means  > condition.  'by the will of God' i.e. God 
willing.  So several versions. 
W  if such be his will.  So  JB. 

It could be considered Sphere, - 'within the will 
of God' (so TEV  in his good will), but there too, 
the underlying sense is condition. 

                                                           
4 cf. the other occurrences of these pairs:  Mt 3.11; Mk 1.8; Lu 3.16; Ac 1.5, 11.16.  Luke, in his 3 references, uses the 

dative alone, u(/dati.  See also note under e)n t% pneu/mati group (sect. E). 
5 The phrase occurs 9 times in the NT,  of which 7 may be considered Means.  Lu 22.20; Ro 5.9; Eph 2.13; He 10.19; 

Rev 1.5, 5.9, 7.14.  There are 4 occurrences of e)n ai(/mati, of which 3 are Means,  He 9.22, 9.25, 13.20.  See note on 
the phrase in Sect. E. 
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Ro 10.9 oÀti e)a\n o(mologh/svj e)n t%½ sto/mati¿ 

sou ku/rion  ¹Ihsou=n kaiì pisteu/svj 
e)n tv= kardi¿# sou oÀti o( qeo\j au)to\n 
hÃgeiren e)k nekrw½n, swqh/sv:  

Parallel phrases to those of the previous verse (8, 
see under Sphere).  Here, the phrases are with a 
different verb, though still influenced by the 
quote in the previous verse. 

e)n t%½ sto/mati¿ sou  Means. 

e)n tv= kardi¿# sou  (cf. also Mk 11.23 and Lu 
8.15).   Loc. 

Many English versions all have 'in your heart' 
TT  'inwardly' 

But though the role may be designated Location, 
the preceding parallel phrase (e)n t%= sto=mati) 
and comment in v. 10, shows that the overall 
significance is Means .  Verbal confession and 
heart belief are the two necessary means to 
salvation6. 

(Cf.  Ro 1.9 below under Manner.  See also under 
Special group e)n t%= pneu/mati.) 

1C 1.17 ou) ga\r a)pe/steile/n me Xristo\j 
bapti¿zein a)lla\ eu)aggeli¿zesqai, 
ou)k e)n sofi¿# lo/gou,  

RSV  not with eloquent wisdom 
Ph  not by the persuasiveness of clever words 
JB  not in the terms of philosophy 
TT  in the plainest possible language.  Focusses 
on language rather than philosophic content.  
The latter would suit the context better.  The 
Means  or medium is not human wisdom, but the 
preaching of the cross (foll. verses). 

Eph 2.13 nuniì de\ e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou= u(meiÍj oià 
pote oÃntej makra\n e)genh/qhte e)ggu\j 
e)n t%½ aiàmati tou= Xristou=.  

 

Eph 4.3 spouda/zontej threiÍn th\n e(no/thta 
tou= pneu/matoj e)n t%½ sunde/sm% th=j 
ei¹rh/nhj:  

The role is method, an activity. 

TEV  by the peace that binds you together 
TT  by living peacefully together with one 
another. 
CEV  Do this by living at peace 

W (alone?) makes the phrase Sphere '... earnestly 
striving to maintain, in the uniting bond of peace, 
the unity given by the Spirit'. 

Either way, the result is the same; believers are to 
maintain unity by living 'peaceably' together. 

Co 1.11 e)n pa/sv duna/mei7 dunamou/menoi 
kata\ to\ kra/toj th=j do/chj au)tou=  

 

1P 1.2 kata\ pro/gnwsin qeou= patro/j e)n 
a(giasm%½ pneu/matoj ei¹j u(pakoh\n 
kaiì r(antismo\n aiàmatoj ¹Ihsou=  
Xristou=, 

NIV  by the sanctifying work of the Spirit,  cf. 
same phrase in 2Th 2.3. 

                                                           
6 This is an illustration of the need to recognise different levels of analysis and interpretation.  Syntax and semantic 

role are the 'surface' and 'deep' levels of grammatical analysis respecively;  but there is a deeper discourse level of 
authorial purpose and use, drawn from the context, which must also be taken into account in establishing the 
meaning.  (cf. the discussion of the model used in chapter 2.)  This is especially true of the prep. e)n. 

7 Only other occurrence of this phrase is 2Th 2.9 - Manner. 
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1P 1.5 tou\j e)n duna/mei qeou= frouroume/nouj 

dia\ pi¿stewj ei¹j swthri¿an e(toi¿mhn 
a)pokalufqh=nai e)n kair%½ e)sxa/t%.  

by God's power cf. phrase in preceding ex.   

(Note dia/ used in following phrase, as 
commonly, for man's faith.) 

1J 3.16 e)n tou/t% e)gnw¯kamen th\n a)ga/phn,  By this (means) we know ... 
cf. 4.13, 5.2. 

 

2.   AGENCY 

Agency is 'animate means'.  Someone uses an intermediary to accomplish his purpose. 

Mt 9:34 oi¸ de\ FarisaiÍoi eÃlegon, ¹En t%½ 
aÃrxonti tw½n daimoni¿wn e)kba/llei ta\ 
daimo/nia.  

So also Lu 11.15, 18, 19 (x2). 

Lu 4.1 ¹Ihsou=j de\ plh/rhj pneu/matoj a(gi¿ou 
u(pe/streyen a)po\ tou= ¹Iorda/nou kaiì 
hÃgeto e)n t%½ pneu/mati e)n tv= e)rh/m%  

led by the Spirit (all English versions) 

 

Ac 4.12 kaiì ou)k eÃstin e)n aÃll% ou)deniaì h( 
swthri¿a, ou)de\ ga\r oÃnoma/ e)stin 
eÀteron u(po\ to\n ou)rano\n to\ 
dedome/non e)n a)nqrw¯poijb e)n %(=c deiÍ 
swqh=nai h(ma=j.  

a.  NIV  Salvation is found in no one else.  
Sphere 
TEV  Salvation is to be found through him alone.  
Agency 

The overall message is that salvation is through 
the sole agency of JC. 

b.  NIV/TEV/JB/NEB  to men.  Recipient (a rare 
use cf. Jo 3.35, Ga 1.16 in Location (fig.) above). 

c.  the name stands for the person. 

NIV  no other name ... by which we must be 
saved.  Means, in the surface form used. 
See footnote 6. 
TEV  whose name God has given to men, by 
whom we can be saved.  Agency 

JB treats a. and b. together.  For of all the names 
in the world given to men, this is the only one by 
which we can be saved.  Means, again > Agency. 

Ro 8.15 a)lla\ e)la/bete pneu=ma ui¸oqesi¿aj e)n 
%Ò kra/zomen,  Abba o( path/r.  

TEV  by the Spirit's power 
NIV  And by him we cry ... 

1C 15.22 wÐsper ga\r e)n t%½ ¹Ada\m pa/ntej 
a)poqnv/skousin, ouÀtwj kaiì e)n t%½ 
Xrist%½ pa/ntej z%opoihqh/sontai.  

The role is Agency8, however these phrases are 
interpreted theologically. 

 
3.   MANNER 

Again, the diagnostic question is 'How?'9  Manner denotes the kind or quality of action, the way or 

manner in which something is done.  It is used with activity verbs.  Although Manner is a role 

                                                           
8 But Turner, in the article referred to at the beginning, regards the phrase as Sphere, not Agency:  'Adam is a 

representative man 'in' whom all mankind was viewed' (1959:115).  Fee seems to combine both: '"in Adam" i.e. being 
born of his race and thereby involved in the sin and death that proceeded ...;  "in Christ" means those who have 
entered the new humanity through Christ by means of his death and resurrection'  (1987 ad loc). 

9 It is not always easy to distinguish Manner (How?) from Circumstance (When?/situation).  The boundaries are fuzzy.  
Thus, he died in a hail of bullets could be Manner (= violently);  but also Means (Agent implied);  he died in his 
sleep,  Circumstance;  he died in despair,  Manner.  There is the same problem in Greek. 
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syntactically attached to a predicate, it may reflect (also) on the doer of the activity.  So in English 

They listened eagerly, he pitched in with a good will, he finished it with sighs of relief etc.  The 

phrases reflect the condition of the doer. So in  Lu 4.14, Lu 8.15, Eph 6.5  below. 

Mt 16.28 ei¹si¿n tinej tw½n wÒde e(stw¯twn oiàtinej ou) 
mh\ geu/swntai qana/tou eÀwj aÄn iãdwsin 
to\n ui¸o\n tou= a)nqrw¯pou e)rxo/menon e)n tv= 
basilei¿# au)tou=.  

cf. e)n do/c$ in Mt 16.27 et al, and cf. Mk 9.1 
below. 

JB  coming with his kingdom 
TEV  coming as king. 

Mk 9.1 ei¹si¿n tinej wÒde tw½n e(sthko/twn oiàtinej 
ou) mh\ geu/swntai qana/tou eÀwj aÄn 
iãdwsin th\n basilei¿an tou= qeou= 
e)lhluquiÍan e)n duna/mei.  

 

Lu 4.14 Kaiì u(pe/streyen o( ¹Ihsou=j e)n tv= 
duna/mei tou= pneu/matoj ei¹j th\n 
Galilai¿an. 

TEV  and the power of the Holy Spirit was 
with him 
NEB  armed with the power of the Spirit. 

The statement reflects the state of Jesus on his 
return - 'empowered by the spirit'. 

Lu 4.32 kaiì e)ceplh/ssonto e)piì tv= didaxv= 
au)tou=, oÀti e)n e)cousi¿# hÅn o( lo/goj 
au)tou=.  

with authority 

Lu 8.15 to\ de\ e)n tv= kalv= gv=, ouÂtoi¿ ei¹sin oiàtinej 
e)n kardi¿# kalv= kaiì a)gaqv= 
a)kou/santej to\n lo/gon kate/xousin  

[e)n tv= kalv= gv:  Location (fig.)] 

e)n kardi¿# kalv= kaiì a)gaqv:  

NIV  those with a noble and good heart who 
hear ...  JB  similar transl. 
NEB  those who bring a good and honest 
heart to the hearing of the word ... 

Jo 4.23, 24 a)lla\ eÃrxetai wÐra kaiì nu=n e)stin, oÀte 
oi¸ a)lhqinoiì proskunhtaiì pros-
kunh/sousin t%½ patriì e)n pneu/mati kaiì 
a)lhqei¿#: 

All Eng. (+ TT) have 'in' ambiguously. 

Both nouns follow e)n and express the mode or 
manner of true worship.  e)n pneu/mati   
inward worship in contrast to the physical 
locations just mentioned.  kaiì a)lhqei¿#  True 
worship conducted according to the truth 
about God.  'in personal knowledge of and in 
conformity to God's Word-made-flesh, the 
One who is God's Truth.  (Carson 1991, ad 
loc.) 

cf. 1J 3.18:   mh\ a)gapw½men lo/g% mhde\ tv= 
glw¯ssv a)lla\ e)n eÃrg% kaiì a)lhqei¿#.  

Jo 16.29 ãIde nu=n e)n parrhsi¿# laleiÍj ... Why, now you're speaking clearly  

Ro 1.4 tou= o(risqe/ntoj ui¸ou= qeou= e)n duna/mei 
kata\ pneu=ma a(giwsu/nhj e)c 
a)nasta/sewj nekrw½n, 

W  miraculously 
TEV  shown with great power to be... 
NIV  declared with power10 to be... 

Ro 1.9 ma/rtuj ga/r mou/ e)stin o( qeo/j, %Ò 
latreu/w e)n t%½ pneu/mati11 ¿ mou ... 

NIV  whom I serve with my whole heart 
TEV  ...with all my heart. 
JB  the God I worship spiritually 
TT  God whose devoted servant I am in 
spreading ... 

                                                           
10 cf. Co 1.29; 2Th 1.11 etc.  There are 13 occurrences of e)n duna/mei, many of them Manner or Attendant 

Circumstances. 
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Ro 3.26 e)n tv= a)noxv= tou= qeou=, pro\j th\n eÃndeicin 

th=j dikaiosu/nhj au)tou= e)n t%½ nu=n 
kair%½,  

in the forbearance of God.  Here with a causal 
sense in relation to the rest of the sentence. 
JB  when sins went unpunished because he 
held his hand 
KJV through the forbearance of God. 

cf.1C 1.21 below. 

Ro 6.4 ... ouÀtwj kaiì h(meiÍj e)n kaino/thti zwh=j 
peripath/swmen.  

NIV  we too may live a new life.  So TEV, JB, 
Br. 

Ro 15.32 iàna e)n xar#= e)lqwÜn pro\j u(ma=j dia\ 
qelh/matoj qeou= sunanapau/swmai 
u(miÍn.  

 

1C 1.21 e)peidh\ ga\r e)n tv= sofi¿# tou= qeou== ou)k 
eÃgnw o( ko/smoj dia\ th=j sofi¿aj to\n qeo/n, 
eu)do/khsen o( qeo\j dia\ th=j mwri¿aj tou= 
khru/gmatoj sw½sai tou\j pisteu/ontaj:  

since God, in his wisdom, ordained that ... A 
causal sense seems better here, though some 
commentators take as locational (Trail 
1995:55). 
TEV  For God, in his wisdom, made it 
impossible ... 
Interesting contrast with dia/, Means. 

cf. Ro 3.26 above. 

1C 2.3, 4 ka)gwÜ e)n a)sqenei¿# kaiì e)n fo/b% kaiì e)n 
tro/m% poll%½ e)geno/mhn pro\j u(ma=j, kaiì 
o( lo/goj mou kaiì to\ kh/rugma/ mou ou)k 
e)n peiqoiÍ[j] sofi¿aj [lo/goij] a)ll' e)n 
a)podei¿cei pneu/matoj kaiì duna/mewj,  

his presence was characterised by ...;  his 
preaching was characterised by ... 

cf. Sphere in v. 5. 

2C 12.12 ta\ me\n shmeiÍa tou= a)posto/lou 
kateirga/sqh e)n u(miÍn e)n pa/sv u(pomonv=, 
... 

 

Eph 4.17 Tou=to ouÅn le/gw kaiì martu/romai e)n 
kuri¿%, mhke/ti u(ma=j peripateiÍn, kaqwÜj 
kaiì ta\ eÃqnh peripateiÍ e)n mataio/thti 
tou= noo\j au)tw½n,  

So Ro 6.4 above, and cf. Lu 8.15. 

Eph 6.5 Oi¸ dou=loi, u(pakou/ete toiÍj kata\ sa/rka 
kuri¿oij meta\ fo/bou kaiì tro/mou e)n 
a(plo/thti th=j kardi¿aj u(mw½n  

 

Php 1.20 ... a)ll' e)n pa/sv parrhsi¿# w¨j pa/ntote 
kaiì nu=n megalunqh/setai Xristo\j e)n t%½ 
sw¯mati¿ mou, 

KJV  with all boldness 

Co 1.28 ... kaiì dida/skontej pa/nta aÃnqrwpon e)n 
pa/sv sofi¿#, 

cf. 3.16, where the phrase is taken with the 
following verbs rather than the preceding one. 

Co 2.1 kaiì oÀsoi ou)x e(o/rakan to\ pro/swpo/n 
mou e)n sarki¿,  

face-to-face.  So JB. 
LB, Ph, TEV, NIV, W  personally. 

Co 4.2 Tv= proseuxv= proskartereiÍte, 
grhgorou=ntej e)n au)tv= e)n eu)xaristi¿#,  

 

1Th 4.4 ei¹de/nai eÀkaston u(mw½n to\ e(autou= 
skeu=oj kta=sqai e)n a(giasm%½ kaiì timv=,  

NIV  in a way that is holy and honourable.  
So JB. 

1T 3.9 eÃxontaj to\ musth/rion th=j pi¿stewj e)n 
kaqar#= suneidh/sei.  

cf 1T 1.19. 

2T 1.13 u(potu/pwsin eÃxe u(giaino/ntwn lo/gwn wÒn 
par' e)mou= hÃkousaj e)n pi¿stei kaiì 
a)ga/pv tv= e)n Xrist%½  ¹Ihsou=:  

 

Jm 1.6 ai¹tei¿tw de\ e)n pi¿stei mhde\n 
diakrino/menoj  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                
11 Of the 7 occurrences of e)n t%= pneu/mati (i.e. with the article), this is the only one to refer to the human spirit. 
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E   SPECIAL GROUPS 

The following 10 groups are examined, both with and without the article: 

e)n a)ga/p$ 
e)n ai(/(mati 
e)n duna/mei 
e)n o)no/mati 
e)n pa=sin 
e)n pi/stei 
e)n pneu/mati 
e)n sarki/ 
e)n xa/riti 
e)n Xrist%= 

e)n (t$=) a)ga/p$ 

The articular form of the phrase (6 occurrences) occurs only in the Johannine writings.  The 

semantic role is Sphere in all cases. 

Jo 15.9 kaqwÜj h)ga/phse/n me o( path/r, ka)gwÜ u(ma=j h)ga/phsa: mei¿nate e)n tv= a)ga/pv tv= e)mv=.  
i.e. within the orbit of Christ's love for them. 

So also J 15.10 (x 2), 1J 4.16.  

1J 4.18b fo/boj ou)k eÃstin e)n tv= a)ga/pva a)ll' h( telei¿a a)ga/ph eÃcw ba/llei to\n fo/bon, oÀti o( 
fo/boj ko/lasin eÃxei, o( de\ fobou/menoj ou) tetelei¿wtai e)n tv= a)ga/pvb.  
a  is Sphere.  Fear cannot dwell where love is/love contains no fear;  b is also Sphere, with 
the connotation of reference.  'the one who fears has not been made perfect/complete in (the 
matter of) love'.  TEV  Love has not been made perfect in the one who fears. 

 

The anarthrous form occurs 13 times, all except Jd 21 in the Pauline epistles.  Six of the occurrences 

are in Ephesians (cf. note on Eph 1.4).  Its role is predominantly Manner, though Sphere is often a 

possible alternative.  If something is done 'in a loving manner' or 'in a context/atmosphere of love' the 

resulting effect is the same. 

Manner 
1C 16.14 pa/nta u(mw½n e)n a)ga/pv gine/sqw.  

Eph 4.15 a)lhqeu/ontej de\ e)n a)ga/pv au)ch/swmen ei¹j au)to\n ta\ pa/nta, oÀj e)stin h( kefalh/, 
Xristo/j,  

Eph 5.2 kaiì peripateiÍte e)n a)ga/pv, kaqwÜj kaiì o( Xristo\j h)ga/phsen h(ma=j ... 
 
So also 1C 4.21; 2C 6.6; Eph 1.4, 4.2, 4.16 (cf.1.4); Co 2.2; 1Th 5.13.  
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Sphere 
Eph 3.17 katoikh=sai to\n Xristo\n dia\ th=j pi¿stewj e)n taiÍj kardi¿aij u(mw½n, e)n a)ga/pv 

e)rrizwme/noi kaiì teqemeliwme/noi,  

cf. Co 2.7.  Here 'in love' is the equivalent of 'in Christ', especially in the light of the words 
in 17a.  cf. also 1J 4.16 above: 'whoever lives in love, lives in God'. 

1T 4.12 ... a)lla\ tu/poj gi¿nou tw½n pistw½n e)n lo/g%, e)n a)nastrofv=, e)n a)ga/pv, e)n pi¿stei, e)n 
a(gnei¿#.  

'in the matter of'.  Love is parallel to the other qualities mentioned.  Hence 'Be an example 
of ...'  cf.2T 1.13, where it is coupled with pi/stij. 

Jd 21 e(autou\j e)n a)ga/pv qeou= thrh/sate   cf. Jo 15.9 above. 
 
e)n (t%=) aiÀmati 

The phrase occurs 4 times without the article, He 9.22, 25, 13.20 (all Means), and in Rev 8.7 

(...mixed with blood.  Means-substance).  It occurs 10 times with the article signifying Means:  Lu 

22.20; Ro 5.9; Eph 2.13; He 10.19; 1J 5.6 (see later under Special Interest); Rev 1.5, 5.9, 7.14.  

Thus: 

Ro 5.9 poll%½ ouÅn ma=llon dikaiwqe/ntej nu=n e)n t%½ aiàmati au)tou= ...  (Agent implied from 
context) 

Rev 5.9 ãAcioj eiå labeiÍn to\ bibli¿on ... oÀti e)sfa/ghj kaiì h)go/rasaj t%½ qe%½ e)n t%½ aiàmati¿ sou 
 

It occurs in Mt 23.30 as Sphere (Reference),  '... we would not have taken part in (the matter of the 

shedding of) the blood of the prophets'. 

e)n (t$=) duna/mei 

The majority of the 13 anarthrous occurrences of this phrase reflect Manner or Means.  Due to the 

semantics of the word du/namij itself, the line between the two is fine. 

The 2 articular examples are also Manner – Lu 4.14; Rev 1.16. 

Manner 
Mk 9.1  ¹Amh\n le/gw u(miÍn oÀti ei¹si¿n tinej wÒde tw½n e(sthko/twn oiàtinej ou) mh\ geu/swntai 

qana/tou eÀwj aÄn iãdwsin th\n basilei¿an tou= qeou= e)lhluquiÍan e)n duna/mei.  

Lu 4.14 Kaiì u(pe/streyen o( ¹Ihsou=j e)n tv= duna/mei tou= pneu/matoj ei¹j th\n Galilai¿an. 

Ro 1.4 tou= o(risqe/ntoj ui¸ou= qeou= e)n duna/mei kata\ pneu=ma a(giwsu/nhj  

Co 1.29 ei¹j oÁ kaiì kopiw½ a)gwnizo/menoj kata\ th\n e)ne/rgeian au)tou= th\n e)nergoume/nhn e)n e)moiì 
e)n duna/mei.  

 
Means  
Ro 15.13 o( de\ qeo\j th=j e)lpi¿doj plhrw¯sai u(ma=j pa/shj xara=j kaiì ei¹rh/nhj e)n t%½ pisteu/ein, ei¹j 

to\ perisseu/ein u(ma=j e)n tv= e)lpi¿di e)n duna/mei pneu/matoj a(gi¿ou.  

Ro 15.19 e)n duna/mei shmei¿wn kaiì tera/twn, e)n duna/mei pneu/matoj [qeou=]:  

2Th 1.11 ... kaiì plhrw¯sv pa=san eu)doki¿an a)gaqwsu/nhj kaiì eÃrgon pi¿stewj e)n duna/mei,  

1P 1.5 tou\j e)n duna/mei qeou= frouroume/nouj dia\ pi¿stewj ei¹j swthri¿an e(toi¿mhn 
a)pokalufqh=nai e)n kair%½ e)sxa/t%.  
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A few reflect Sphere. 

1C 2.5 iàna h( pi¿stij u(mw½n mh\ vÅ e)n sofi¿# a)nqrw¯pwn a)ll' e)n duna/mei qeou=.  

JB/TT  depend on;  NIV/TEV/W  rest on;  RSV/Br  rest in;  KJV  stand in;  NEB  built 
upon. 

1C 4.20 ou) ga\r e)n lo/g% h( basilei¿a tou= qeou= a)ll' e)n duna/mei.    cf. also 1Th 1.5.  

1C 15.43 spei¿retai e)n a)timi¿#, e)gei¿retai e)n do/cv: spei¿retai e)n a)sqenei¿#, e)gei¿retai e)n 
duna/mei:  

2C 6.7 e)n lo/g% a)lhqei¿aj, e)n duna/mei qeou=: dia\ tw½n oÀplwn th=j dikaiosu/nhj tw½n deciw½n kaiì 
a)risterw½n,   This is part of the long list of spheres in which Paul shows himself and his 
colleagues to be servants of God.  It is an elaboration of e)n panti/ in v. 4. 

 

The phrase e)n pas$= duna/mei occurs in Co 1.11 with the role of Means, and in 2Th 2.9 with the 

role of Manner. 

e)n (t%=) o)no/mati 

Without the article, it occurs 12 times, with the article 28 times.  It is usually a special use of 
Agency, i.e. the name standing for the person as in 'by the authority of ...', or, 'as the representative 
of ...'.  cf. the Latin phrase in loco ...  Note also the pronominal form in Ac 4.12, 'by which we must 
be saved'. 

Mk 11.9 kaiì oi¸ proa/gontej kaiì oi¸ a)kolouqou=ntej eÃkrazon, ¸Wsanna/: Eu)loghme/noj o( 
e)rxo/menoj e)n o)no/mati kuri¿ou:  

Lu 9.49 ¹Apokriqeiìj de\ ¹Iwa/nnhj eiåpen, ¹Epista/ta, eiãdome/n tina e)n t%½ o)no/mati¿ sou 
e)kba/llonta daimo/nia 

Jo 14.26 o( de\ para/klhtoj, to\ pneu=ma to\ aÀgion oÁ pe/myei o( path\r e)n t%½ o)no/mati¿ mou, ... i.e. as 
my representative. 

Jo 16.26 e)n e)kei¿nv tv= h(me/r# e)n t%½ o)no/mati¿ mou ai¹th/sesqe,  

Ac 3.6 ¹Argu/rion kaiì xrusi¿on ou)x u(pa/rxei moi, oÁ de\ eÃxw tou=to/ soi di¿dwmi: e)n t%½ o)no/mati 
¹Ihsou= Xristou= tou= Nazwrai¿ou [eÃgeire kaiì] peripa/tei.    The phrase is in focus. 

Ac 10.48 prose/tacen de\ au)tou\j e)n t%½ o)no/mati ¹Ihsou=  Xristou= baptisqh=nai. to/te h)rw¯thsan 
au)to\n e)pimeiÍnai h(me/raj tina/j.   This is the only occurrence of this preposition to refer to 
'baptism in the name ...'.  All take with baptism, not with prose/tacen. 

1C 6.11 a)lla\ a)pelou/sasqe, a)lla\ h(gia/sqhte, a)lla\ e)dikaiw¯qhte e)n t%½ o)no/mati tou= kuri¿ou 
¹Ihsou= Xristou= kaiì e)n t%½ pneu/mati tou= qeou= h(mw½n.   Part of a double PP.  TEV, JB, 
NEB all have 'through the name' without further interpretation.  Br, TT et al 'in the name 
of...'.  LB  'because of what the Lord Jesus Christ and the Spirit of our God have done for 
you'.  These things have happened through the double agency of Christ and the Spirit. 

Eph 5.20 eu)xaristou=ntej pa/ntote u(pe\r pa/ntwn e)n o)no/mati tou= kuri¿ou h(mw½n ¹Ihsou= Xristou= t%½ 
qe%½ kaiì patri¿.   Agency.  All (includ. LB) have 'in the name of...'.  All our access, prayer, 
thanks to God is on the authority of/through Christ.  cf. Jo 14.13, 14 

Php 2.10 iàna e)n t%½ o)no/mati ¹Ihsou= pa=n go/nu ka/myv e)pourani¿wn kaiì e)pigei¿wn kaiì 
kataxqoni¿wn  

Note that the phrase here indicates 'at his lordship/wonderful position' i.e. Occasion, or 
Circumstance.  cf. Is 45.23.  (cf. Lightfoot's comments, 112).  Most Eng. transls. have 'at'. 
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Co 3.17 kaiì pa=n oÀ ti e)a\n poih=te e)n lo/g% hÄ e)n eÃrg%, pa/nta e)n o)no/mati kuri¿ou ¹Ihsou 

LB  let it be as a representative of the LJ. (So Tyndale commentary)  Others transl. literally. 

(NB.  The first 2 e)n phrases are Sphere - 'whether in speech or action.') 

1P 4.14 ei¹ o)neidi¿zesqe e)n o)no/mati Xristou=, maka/rioi, ... 

'as Christ's representatives' > Reason 'because of ...' - so Eng. transl.  TEV  because you are 
Christ's followers. 

 

e)n pa=si(n) 

A common phrase (26 times in all).  It occurs as a nominal, or as an adjective with a noun.  It is a 

neutral term whose role depends on the context.  The occurrences are listed as follows: 

Location:  Mt 2.16  e)n pa=si toiÍj o(ri¿oij.  As 'among' in Lu 9.48; Ro 1.5; 2Th 1.10;  He 13.4 (= 

'by'). 

Circumstance or Sphere:  With this particular word, the line between the two is thin.  Examples 

have been given under both in the sections on these roles above.  Ga 6.6;  Eph 4.6, 6.6 (= 'in all 

circumstances', though some take as 'in addition to' e.g. NIV.  cf. Lu 16.26 e)n pa=si tou/toij,  also 

treated as 'in addition to ...');  Co 1.18;  2Th 1.4;  1T 3.11;  2T 2.7, 4.5;  Ti 2.9, 10;  He 13.18;  1P 

4.11. 

2C 11.6   e)n panti\ ... e)n pa=sin  TEV  at all times and in all conditions.  Others have 'in every 

way'.  The same total phrase occurs in Php. 4.12:  e)n panti\ kai\ e)n pa=si 'in each and every 

circumstance'  (Similarly, Lightfoot, 164.).  cf. dia\ panto\j (Circumstance/Time) e)n panti\ tro/p% 

(Manner)  'at all times and in every way'  (2Th 3.16)12. 

In this group, note also the phrase [ta/]\13 pa/nta e)n pa=sin which seems to be an idiom expressing 

totality, 'everything completely'.  So 1C 12.6, 15.28; Eph 1.23;  Co 3.11. 

oÀpou ou)k eÃni àEllhn kaiì ¹IoudaiÍoj, peritomh\ kaiì a)krobusti¿a, ba/rbaroj, Sku/qhj, dou=loj, 

e)leu/qeroj, a)lla\ [ta\] pa/nta kaiì e)n pa=sin Xristo/j. 

Means:  Mt 23.20 - oath used for swearing. 

Possession:  1C 8.7.  ¹All' ou)k e)n pa=sin h( gnw½sij: 

                                                           
12 Note that the singular form e)n panti/ occurs with the same roles (Sphere/Circumstance), the majority being in 2 

Corinthians.  The references are:  1C 1.5;  2C 4.8, 6.4, 7.5, 7.11, 7.16, 8.7, 9.8, 9.11,11.6;  Eph 5.24;  1Th 5.18. 
13 There are textual variations over the inclusion of ta/ in the phrase. 
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e)n (t$=) pi/stei 

The 4 articular forms of the phrase reflect Sphere.  They are 1C 16.13, 2C 13.5; Ti 1.13 and 2P 1.5.  

For a longer comment on the last of these see under F   Some Problem Passages. 

1C 16.13 GrhgoreiÍte, sth/kete e)n tv= pi¿stei, a)ndri¿zesqe, krataiou=sqe.  

Ti 1.13 h( marturi¿a auÀth e)stiìn a)lhqh/j. di' hÁn ai¹ti¿an eÃlegxe au)tou\j a)poto/mwj, iàna 
u(giai¿nwsin e)n tv= pi¿stei,  

 

The remaining 11 anarthrous occurrences reflect either Sphere or Manner/Means.  Again, the line 

between the two is fine. 

• Sphere 
1T 1.2 Timoqe/% gnhsi¿% te/kn% e)n pi¿stei, xa/rij eÃleoj ei¹rh/nh a)po\ qeou= patro\j kaiì Xristou= 

¹Ihsou= tou= kuri¿ou h(mw½n.   Sphere.  So most trans.  But could be Means.  But the basic 
meaning is the same:  T is P's 'child' because he, too, is a believer through P's ministry. 

1T 1.4 mhde\ prose/xein mu/qoij kaiì genealogi¿aij a)pera/ntoij, aiàtinej e)kzhth/seij 
pare/xousin ma=llon hÄ oi¹konomi¿an qeou= th\n e)n pi¿stei.     'which is (carried on) in/with 
faith' or 'which is a matter of faith'. 

TEV  ... God's plan, which is known by faith 
NIV  ... God's work–which is by faith 
NEB  ... God's plan for us, which works through faith 

1T 2.7 ei¹j oÁ e)te/qhn e)gwÜ kh=ruc kaiì a)po/stoloj, a)lh/qeian le/gw ou) yeu/domai, dida/skaloj 
e)qnw½n e)n pi¿stei kaiì a)lhqei¿#.    'in the matter of faith and truth' 

NIV  a teacher of the true faith.  Other versions similarly. 

1T 2.15 swqh/setai de\ dia\ th=j teknogoni¿aj, e)a\n mei¿nwsin e)n pi¿stei kaiì a)ga/pv kaiì a(giasm%½ 
...  

'If they [generic] remain in (a condition of) faith' 

1T 3.13 oi¸ ga\r kalw½j diakonh/santej baqmo\n e(autoiÍj kalo\n peripoiou=ntai kaiì pollh\n 
parrhsi¿an e)n pi¿stei tv= e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou=.  

TEV  are able to speak boldly about their faith in CJ.  Topic  (i.e. Sphere applied to verb of 
communication). 
NIV  great assurance in their faith in CJ 
NEB  speak openly on matters of the Christian faith 
Br  great liberty of speech in their witness to the Christian faith. 

1T 4.12 mhdei¿j sou th=j neo/thtoj katafronei¿tw, a)lla\ tu/poj gi¿nou tw½n pistw½n e)n lo/g%, e)n 
a)nastrofv=, e)n a)ga/pv, e)n pi¿stei, e)n a(gnei¿#.  

Ti 3.15 ãAspasai tou\j filou=ntaj h(ma=j e)n pi¿stei.  Hence  Description  'as fellow-believers'  

Jm 2.5 ou)x o( qeo\j e)cele/cato tou\j ptwxou\j t%½ ko/sm% plousi¿ouj e)n pi¿stei kaiì klhrono/mouj 
th=j basilei¿aj hÂj e)phggei¿lato toiÍj a)gapw½sin au)to/n;  

 
• Manner 
Ga 2.20 zw½ de\ ou)ke/ti e)gw¯, zv= de\ e)n e)moiì Xristo/j: oÁ de\ nu=n zw½ e)n sarki¿, e)n pi¿stei zw½ tv= tou= 

ui¸ou= tou= qeou= ... 

cf.  also notes on dia\ pi/stewj and e)k pi/stewj  in the dia/ section. 

Most versions have 'by faith';  JB and RV  'in faith'. 

 

2T 1.13 u(potu/pwsin eÃxe u(giaino/ntwn lo/gwn wÒn par' e)mou= hÃkousaj e)n pi¿stei kaiì a)ga/pv tv= 
e)n Xrist%½  ¹Ihsou=:   NIV  with faith and love ...   Cf. comments on e)n a)ga/ph. 

Jm 1.6 ai¹tei¿tw de\ e)n pi¿stei mhde\n diakrino/menoj  
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e)n (t%=) pneu/mati 

With the article, there are 614 occurrences, all of which refer to the Holy Spirit, except Ro 1.9.  

There are 36 occurrences without the article, 13 of which are followed by a(gi/%15.  The majority of 

the rest also refer to the Holy Spirit16. 

Its predominant use by far is Agency, which is not surprising as the Spirit of God is the Agent of 

God par excellence. 

Examples where the phrase does not refer to the agency of the Holy Spirit. 

Mk 1.23 
So Mk 5.2 

kaiì eu)qu\j hÅn e)n tv= sunagwgv= au)tw½n aÃnqrwpoj e)n pneu/mati a)kaqa/rt% kaiì 
a)ne/kracen  

Descriptive - 'a man with (or, who had) an unclean spirit'.  (Under Sphere above) 

Jo 4.23, 24 a)lla\ eÃrxetai wÐra ... oÀte oi¸ a)lhqinoiì proskunhtaiì proskunh/sousin t%½ patriì e)n 
pneu/mati kaiì a)lhqei¿#: ... pneu=ma o( qeo/j, kaiì tou\j proskunou=ntaj au)to\n e)n pneu/mati 
kaiì a)lhqei¿# deiÍ proskuneiÍn.  

All, except LB, 'in spirit and in truth'.  Manner. 

Ro 1.9 ma/rtuj ga/r mou/ e)stin o( qeo/j, %Ò latreu/w e)n t%½ pneu/mati¿ mou  

Manner - NIV  with my whole heart.  TEV  with all my heart. 

Ro 8.9 u(meiÍj de\ ou)k e)ste\ e)n sarkiì a)lla\ e)n pneu/mati, eiãper pneu=ma qeou= oi¹keiÍ e)n u(miÍn. 

Sphere - Br  'you live in the sphere of the Spirit'.  (cf. preceding verses on contrast between 
'flesh' and 'Spirit').  NEB  'you are on the spiritual level...'.  NIV  'You...are controlled not 
by your sinful nature but by the Spirit, ...'  FF Bruce has some interesting comments on this 
in his lecture/essay Christ and Spirit in Paul, in 'A Mind for what Matters', pp122ff 
(Eerdmans, 1990). 

Ga 6.1 ¹Adelfoi¿, e)a\n kaiì prolhmfqv= aÃnqrwpoj eÃn tini paraptw¯mati, u(meiÍj oi¸ pneumatikoiì 
katarti¿zete to\n toiou=ton e)n pneu/mati prau/+thtoj 

Manner - TEV  in a gentle way.  NIV  gently.  RSV in a spirit of gentleness. NEB  very 
gently. 

1T 3.16 See under  F   Some problem passages. 
 

There are also the four passages in Revelation where John 'was' (1.10, 4.2) or 'was carried' (17.3, 

21.10) in the spirit.  NIV Study Bible interprets as a state of heightened spiritual awareness or 

ecstasy.  All, exc. LB, regard as the Holy Spirit.  TEV  'The Spirit took control of me ...'.  John's 

body was still in Patmos, but by the agency of the Holy Spirit, he could witness other events. 

Examples of Agency.  In these examples, the Spirit, the divine Agent, is represented as a resource of 

man. 
                                                           
14 Mk 12.36; Lu 2.27, 4.1; Ac 19.21 (HS or Paul's spirit??); Ro 1.9; 1C 6.11 (??Lu 10.21 - some texts). 
15 These are Mt 3.11 and the parallel Mk 1.8; Lu 3.16; Jo 1.33; Ac 11.16.  Also Ro 9.1, 14.17, 15.16; 1C 12.3; 2C 6.6; 

1Th 1.5; 1P 1.12; Jd 20 (NIV 'in', but surely = Agency). 
16 The predominant use of pneu=ma in the NT is for the Holy Spirit. 
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Mt 22.43 le/gei au)toiÍj, Pw½j ouÅn Dauiìd e)n pneu/mati kaleiÍ au)to\n ku/rion le/gwn,  

NIV  speaking by the Spirit.  TEV  'Why ... did the Spirit inspire David to ...?' 

The Spirit was the Agent. 

Ro 9.1 ¹Alh/qeian le/gw e)n Xrist%½, ou) yeu/domai, summarturou/shj moi th=j suneidh/sew¯j mou 
e)n pneu/mati a(gi¿%,  

Eph 2.22 e)n %Ò kaiì u(meiÍj sunoikodomeiÍsqe ei¹j katoikhth/rion tou= qeou= e)n pneu/mati.  

Eph 5.18 kaiì mh\ mequ/skesqe oiãn%, e)n %Ò e)stin a)swti¿a, a)lla\ plhrou=sqe e)n pneu/mati, 

Means-substance in contrast to the simple dative oi)/n%.  i.e. 'Be filled with the Spirit, 
instead of wine', figurative for 'be under the control of the Spirit'.  All, exc. Ph, 'with the 
spirit'.  (Filling and fullness are, of course, themes in Ephesians.)  

 

Note the group of baptism references - Mt 3.11; Mk 1.8; Lu 3.16; Jo 1.33; Ac 1.5, 11.16.  The use 

would seem to be Means-Substance, 'with', and is in contrast to (e)n) u(/dati.  All translate 'with'.  

NIV and LB put 'in' as a marginal alternative in each case, which would stress the locative 

dimension, rather than Means-substance.  But the meanings are not so different, and differences of 

interpretation depend as much on one's interpretation of the word 'baptise' and the whole teaching on 

baptism as in Ro 6. 

The remaining baptism reference in 1Co 12.13 is rendered as follows: 

'by the (one) Spirit' – KJV, NIV ('with' and 'in' are given in a footnote), TEV ('by the same Spirit'), 

LB, Ph, RSV.  'in the (one) Spirit' – RV, Br, JB, NEB, TT 

e)n (t$=) sarki/ 

With the article, it occurs 7 times, all Pauline: Ro 7.5, 18, 8.3; Ga 4.14; Eph 2.15; Php 1.24; Co 

1.24. 

Without the article, it occurs 18 times, all Pauline except 1P 4.2; 1J 4.2; 2J 7. 

It can be used for  Sphere, Target and Manner. 

• Sphere 
Ro 2.28 ou) ga\r o( e)n t%½ faner%½  ¹IoudaiÍo/j e)stin ou)de\ h( e)n t%½ faner%½ e)n sarkiì peritomh/,  

Php 1.22 ei¹ de\ to\ zh=n e)n sarki/, tou=to/ moi karpo\j eÃrgou, kaiì ti¿ ai¸rh/somai ou) gnwri¿zw.  

Eph 2.11 Dio\ mnhmoneu/ete oÀti pote\ u(meiÍj ta\ eÃqnh e)n sarki¿, oi¸ lego/menoi a)krobusti¿a ... 

 

• Target:  If the 'trust' cluster of words is regarded as having a Target, Php 3.3, 4 are included. 

Php 3.3, 4 h(meiÍj ga/r e)smen h( peritomh/, ... kaiì kauxw¯menoi e)n Xrist%½  ¹Ihsou= kaiì ou)k e)n sarkiì 
pepoiqo/tej, kai¿per e)gwÜ eÃxwn pepoi¿qhsin kaiì e)n sarki¿. eiã tij dokeiÍ aÃlloj 
pepoiqe/nai e)n sarki¿, e)gwÜ ma=llon:  
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• Manner: 

Co 2.1 Qe/lw ga\r u(ma=j ei¹de/nai h(li¿kon a)gw½na eÃxw u(pe\r u(mw½n kaiì ... kaiì oÀsoi ou)x e(o/rakan 
to\ pro/swpo/n mou e)n sarki¿,  = 'physically/face-to-face' 

 

e)n xa/riti 

There are 8 occurrences of this phrase.  It appears with the article only in 2T 2.1 where the article is 

repeated by a following attributive article – 'in the grace which ...'   

The predominant role is Means, but the phrase, like those with pi/stij and a)ga/ph reflects also 

Manner and Sphere. 

• Means 
Ga 1.6 Qauma/zw oÀti ouÀtwj taxe/wj metati¿qesqe 

a)po\ tou= kale/santoj u(ma=j e)n xa/riti 
[Xristou=] ...  

Means  (of God) 

cf. use of the dat. alone in  
Eph 2:8:  tv= ga\r xa/riti¿ e)ste 
ses%sme/noi dia\ pi¿stewj: 

2Th 2.16 Au)to\j de\ o( ku/rioj h(mw½n ¹Ihsou=j Xristo\j 
kaiì [o(] qeo\j o( path\r h(mw½n, o( a)gaph/saj 
h(ma=j kaiì dou\j para/klhsin ai¹wni¿an kaiì 
e)lpi¿da a)gaqh\n e)n xa/riti,  

Means. 

NIV  by his grace 
JB  through his grace 

2T 2.1 e)ndunamou= e)n tv= xa/riti tv= e)n Xrist%½ 
¹Ihsou=,  

Means – 'through/by means of''.  So TEV  
'through' 

• Manner 
2C 1.12 ... oÀti e)n a(plo/thti kaiì ei¹likrinei¿# tou= 

qeou=, [kaiì] ou)k e)n sofi¿# sarkikv= a)ll' e)n 
xa/riti qeou=, a)nestra/fhmen e)n t%½ ko/sm%, 
perissote/rwj de\ pro\j u(ma=j.  

Manner – 'by the grace of God' 

Co 3.16 ... yalmoiÍj uÀmnoij %©daiÍj pneumatikaiÍj e)n 
xa/riti #Ãdontej e)n taiÍj kardi¿aij u(mw½n t%½ 
qe%½:  

Manner (hence adverbial). 

NIV  with gratitude 
TEV  with thanksgiving 

Co 4.6 o( lo/goj u(mw½n pa/ntote e)n xa/riti, aÀlati 
h)rtume/noj, ei¹de/nai pw½j deiÍ u(ma=j e(niì 
e(ka/st% a)pokri¿nesqai.  

Manner (hence adverbial) – graciously, 
pleasantly. 

• Sphere 

Ro 5.15 ... poll%½ ma=llon h( xa/rij tou= qeou= kaiì h( 
dwrea\ e)n xa/riti tv= tou= e(no\j a)nqrw¯pou 
¹Ihsou=  Xristou= ei¹j tou\j pollou\j 
e)peri¿sseusen.  

Sphere > description 

'The gift of grace' 

NIV  the gift that came by the grace of ... 

2P 3.18 au)ca/nete de\ e)n xa/riti kaiì gnw¯sei tou= 
kuri¿ou h(mw½n kaiì swth=roj  ¹Ihsou= Xristou=. 

Sphere – 'in the areas of grace and 
knowledge'. 

Eng. versions preserve 'in grace and the 
knowledge of' 
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e)n Xrist%=, e)n t%= kuri/%, and related phrases. 

e)n (t%=) kuri/%:   49 occurrences.  All Pauline except Rev 14.13.  All without article except Eph 

1.15 (Target). 

e)n Xrist%= (  )Ihsou=):  76 occurrences.  All are Pauline except 1P 3.16 (descriptive, = 'Christian'), 

1P 5.10 (Agency), 1P 5.14 (Descriptive, = 'all you believers'). 

e)n t%= Xrist%==:  6 occurrences, 1C 15.22; 2C 2.14 and the rest in Ephesians.  It is a key theme or 

motif of Ephesians - even the key theme. 

Murray gives a very helpful statement of John's use of related idioms (lxxiii ff).  He distinguishes 3 

groups of passages - (1) the Lord expressing his relationship with his Father, (2) the Lord expressing 

the disciples' relationship to himself and (3) John's discussion of the 'abiding' of Christians in Christ 

and in God.  He points out that the Vine passage (Jo 15. 1-7) is 'a perfect illustration of the meaning 

of e)n Xrist%=.  xwri\j e)mou= (v.5) corresponds exactly to xwri\j Xristou= in Eph.ii.12'.   

Various, perhaps many, attempts17 have been made to classify the meanings of this phrase, and it 

seems presumptuous to suggest another classification.  'The phrase e)n Xrist%= (kuri/%), which is 

copiously appended by Paul to the most varied concepts, utterly defies definite interpretation' (BDF, 

118). 

The phrase has been called Paul's 'monogram', and as 'one of the main pillars of Paul's theology' (S 

& H, 1902:160).  It is his short-hand formula which encapsulates and summarises our relationship 

of bonding to Christ, and all the implications which flow from that.  It is a relationship which is 

reflected not only in this phrase, but also in the complementary phrase - 'Christ in you' (Col 1.27. cf. 

Gal 2.20; Php 1.21, 3.8, 9).  It is a relationship which is expressed in different images in both 

gospels (vine and branches) and epistles (head and body, groom and bride, building etc).  Murray, in 

his full-length discussion of the phrase, quotes Deissmann - 'it connotes "the most intimate 

conceivable communion between the Christian and the living Christ" ' (Murray, 1914:lxiv.  See also 

L. Morris, who also refers to the literature on the subject, 1988:256, 257.). 

 
                                                           
17 See, for example, Hale, The Meaning of IN CHRIST in the Greek New Testament (1991), Deissmann, (1892), 

Murray, a full survey of the phrase in Pauline and Johannine usage, including a synopsis of Deissmann (1914:lxii ff), 
and the standard lexicons and Theological Dictionaries. 
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Syntactically, the phrase may occur, as do other prepositional phrases, 

(i)   within another nominal phrase, e.g. 

Ro 8.39:  ouÃte uÀywma ouÃte ba/qoj ouÃte tij kti¿sij e(te/ra dunh/setai h(ma=j xwri¿sai a)po\ th=j 

a)ga/phj tou= qeou= th=j e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou= t%½ kuri¿% h(mw½n.  

Co 4.7:  Ta\ kat' e)me\ pa/nta gnwri¿sei u(miÍn Tuxiko\j o( a)gaphto\j a)delfo\j kaiì pisto\j 

dia/konoj kaiì su/ndouloj e)n kuri¿%,  

So also Ro 16.3,  1C 4.10,  Ga 1.22,  Php 1.1 etc. 

(ii)  as an element of the clause, e.g. 

Ro 16.2:  iàna au)th\n prosde/chsqe e)n kuri¿% a)ci¿wj tw½n a(gi¿wn ... 

2C 2:17:  ou) ga/r e)smen w¨j oi¸ polloiì kaphleu/ontej to\n lo/gon tou= qeou=, a)ll' w¨j e)c 

ei¹likrinei¿aj, a)ll' w¨j e)k qeou= kate/nanti qeou= e)n Xrist%½ lalou=men. 

Eph 4:32:  gi¿nesqe [de\] ei¹j a)llh/louj xrhstoi¿, euÃsplagxnoi, xarizo/menoi e(autoiÍj, kaqwÜj 

kaiì o( qeo\j e)n Xrist%½ e)xari¿sato u(miÍn.  

We may distinguish the following 3 broad semantic roles for e)n Xrist%=. 

1.   SPHERE 

Sphere is the abstract extension of Location, and is the major role of the phrase  'The relation 

[expressed by this phrase] is a local relation' (S & H, 1902:160).  'As the root in the soil, the branch 

in the vine ... the fish in the sea, the bird in the air, so the place of the Christian's life is in Christ.  

Physically his life is in the world;  spiritually it is lifted above the world to be in Christ... We have a 

pointed juxtaposition of two phrases ... in Col i.2 as "in Christ" and "in Colossae" ' (Foulkes, 

1963:43.  Thoughts echoing Deissmann, see S & H, 1902:160). 

When part of a nominal phrase whose head noun is a person, the phrase often becomes descriptive 

of our relationship to Christ, as the first set of examples shows: 

Ga 1.22 hÃmhn de\ a)gnoou/menoj t%½ prosw¯p% taiÍj e)kklhsi¿aij th=j ¹Ioudai¿aj taiÍj e)n Xrist%½.  

Ro 8.1 Ou)de\n aÃra nu=n kata/krima toiÍj e)n Xrist%½  ¹Ihsou=:    'to believers' 
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Ro 16.1118 a)spa/sasqe tou\j e)k tw½n Narki¿ssou tou\j oÃntaj e)n kuri¿%.   Hence, descriptive - 

'who are believers/Christians'. 

cf. R.16.3, 7, 8.   a)gaphto/n  ...    NEB, TEV  'my dear friend in the fellowship of the 
Lord' 
vv 9, 10.   do/kimon ...   Br  'that trusty Christian';  TEV  'whose loyalty to Christ has 
been proved' 
v 13.   e)klekto/n ...  TEV  'that outstanding Christian';  NEB  'an outstanding follower 
of the Lord';  Br  'that excellent Christian';  NIV  chosen in the Lord'. 

2C 12.2 oiåda aÃnqrwpon e)n Xrist%½ pro\ e)tw½n dekatessa/rwn,...   i.e. a believer 

Eph 4.1 Parakalw½ ouÅn u(ma=j e)gwÜ o( de/smioj e)n kuri¿% a)ci¿wj peripath=sai th=j klh/sewj hÂj 
e)klh/qhte,   = 'prisoner of the Lord' or 'for the Lord';  TT  for the Lord's sake.  cf. Eph 
3.1. 

1Th 4.16 ... kaiì oi¸ nekroiì e)n Xrist%½ a)nasth/sontai prw½ton,  

Phm 16 ou)ke/ti w¨j dou=lon a)lla\ u(pe\r dou=lon, a)delfo\n a)gaphto/n, ...ì kaiì e)n sarkiì kaiì e)n 
kuri¿%.   'both as a person and as a Christian'. 

1P 5.14 a)spa/sasqe a)llh/louj e)n filh/mati a)ga/phj. ei¹rh/nh u(miÍn pa=sin toiÍj 

e)n  Xrist%½.  

 

The phrase may be used descriptively with other nouns as the following examples show: 

Ro 8.39 ouÃte uÀywma ouÃte ba/qoj ouÃte tij kti¿sij e(te/ra dunh/setai h(ma=j xwri¿sai a)po\ th=j 
a)ga/phj tou= qeou= th=j e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou= t%½ kuri¿% h(mw½n.  

God's love which is found in (or, demonstrated by) CJ our Lord. 

2T 1.1 Pau=loj a)po/stoloj Xristou= ¹Ihsou= dia\ qelh/matoj qeou= kat' e)paggeli¿an zwh=j th=j 
e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou=   life which is to be found in (Sphere)/through (Agency) CJ. 

cf.  2T 2.10  iàna kaiì au)toiì swthri¿aj tu/xwsin th=j e)n Xrist%½  ¹Ihsou= meta\ do/chj 
ai¹wni¿ou.   Again, both Sphere and Agency are present.  cf. also Ro 3.24 under Agency. 

2T 1.13 u(potu/pwsin eÃxe u(giaino/ntwn lo/gwn wÒn par' e)mou= hÃkousaj e)n pi¿stei kaiì a)ga/pv 
tv= e)n Xrist%½  ¹Ihsou=:  cf. under e)n pi/stei above. 

2T 2.1 Su\ ouÅn, te/knon mou, e)ndunamou= e)n tv= xa/riti tv= e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou=,  

 

The PP is dependent on the predicate in the following examples.  The first set concerns man in 

Christ. 

Ro 9.1 ¹Alh/qeian le/gw e)n Xrist%½, ou) yeu/domai, summarturou/shj moi th=j suneidh/sew¯j 
mou e)n pneu/mati a(gi¿%,   TEV  I belong to Christ and I do not lie. 

1C 7.39 Gunh\ de/detai e)f' oÀson xro/non zv= o( a)nh\r au)th=j: e)a\n de\ koimhqv= o( a)nh/r, e)leuqe/ra 
e)stiìn %Ò qe/lei gamhqh=nai, mo/non e)n kuri¿%.  NIV  but he must belong to the Lord. 

1C 15.58  àWste, a)delfoi¿ mou a)gaphtoi¿, e(draiÍoi gi¿nesqe, a)metaki¿nhtoi, perisseu/ontej e)n 
t%½ eÃrg% tou= kuri¿ou pa/ntote, ei¹do/tej oÀti o( ko/poj u(mw½n ou)k eÃstin keno\j e)n kuri¿%.  

TEV  nothing you do in the Lord's service is ever without value. 
LB  nothing you ever do for the Lord.   So Ph. 

2C 5.17 wÐste eiã tij e)n Xrist%½, kainh\ kti¿sij:   A key statement reflecting the role of Sphere. 

                                                           
18 e)n kuri¿% often seems to have a qualifying role.  We may note, too, that God's activities are always e)n Xrist%=, never 

e)n Kuri/%=. 
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Eph 2.13 nuniì de\ e)n Xrist% ½ ¹Ihsou= u(meiÍj oià pote oÃntej makra\n e)genh/qhte e)ggu\j e)n t%½ 

aiàmati tou= Xristou=. 

All translate as Sphere, rather than Agency, though he is, of course, both.  cf. Eph 3.12 

Eph 6.1 Ta\ te/kna, u(pakou/ete toiÍj goneu=sin u(mw½n e)n kuri¿%:   It is your obligation as being in 
a family of believers. cf TEV. 

Note that there is textual uncertainty over the phrase. 

1Th 3.8 oÀti nu=n zw½men e)a\n u(meiÍj sth/kete e)n kuri¿%.  

1J 2.6 o( le/gwn e)n au)t%½ me/nein o)fei¿lei kaqwÜj e)keiÍnoj periepa/thsen kaiì au)to\j [ouÀtwj] 
peripateiÍn.  

 

So also 1C 1.30, 4.15, 16.19, 24 etc. 

God in Christ 
2C 5.19 w¨j oÀti qeo\j hÅn e)n Xrist%½ ko/smon katalla/sswn e(aut%½, mh\ logizo/menoj au)toiÍj ta\ 

paraptw¯mata au)tw½n kaiì qe/menoj e)n h(miÍn to\n lo/gon th=j katallagh=j.  

Incarnational truth as brought out clearly by by JB  (God in Christ was reconciling ...) 
and NEB  (God was in Ch. reconciling ...)  TEV (continuing the thought of dia/ 
Xristou= in v. 18 ??) seems to regard as Agency. 

Co 1.19 oÀti e)n au)t%½ eu)do/khsen pa=n to\ plh/rwma katoikh=sai  

 

2.   AGENCY 

Christ is referred to as God's agent in creation and redemption, frequently with the preposition dia/ 

e.g. Jo 1.3, 1.10, 3.17; Ac 2.22; Ro 2.16,  5.1, 9, 11, 17, 21,  7.25; 1C 8.6 (a key statement, see 

p.126); Eph 2.18; He 7.25 etc.  But e)n is also used in this role. 

Ro 3.24 dikaiou/menoi dwrea\n tv= au)tou= xa/riti dia\ th=j a)polutrw¯sewj th=j e)n Xrist%½ 
¹Ihsou=:  

Ro 6.11 ouÀtwj kaiì u(meiÍj logi¿zesqe e(autou\j [eiånai] nekrou\j me\n tv= a(marti¿# zw½ntaj de\ t%½ 
qe%½ e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou=.  

Ro 6.23 ta\ ga\r o)yw¯nia th=j a(marti¿aj qa/natoj, to\ de\ xa/risma tou= qeou= zwh\ ai¹w¯nioj e)n 
Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou= t%½ kuri¿% h(mw½n.  

1C 1.4 Eu)xaristw½ t%½ qe%½ mou pa/ntote periì u(mw½n e)piì tv= xa/riti tou= qeou= tv= doqei¿sv u(miÍn 
e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou=,   

1C 15.22 wÐsper ga\r e)n t%½ ¹Ada\m pa/ntej a)poqnv/skousin, ouÀtwj kaiì e)n t%½ Xrist%½ pa/ntej 
z%opoihqh/sontai.  

Ga 2.17 ei¹ de\ zhtou=ntej dikaiwqh=nai e)n Xrist%½ eu(re/qhmen kaiì au)toiì a(martwloi¿, aÅra 
Xristo\j a(marti¿aj dia/konoj; mh\ ge/noito. 

Co 1.14-17 e)n %Ò eÃxomen th\n a)polu/trwsin, th\n aÃfesin tw½n a(martiw½n: ... oÀti e)n au)t%½ e)kti¿sqh 
ta\ pa/nta e)n toiÍj ou)ranoiÍj kaiì e)piì th=j gh=j, ta\ o(rata\ kaiì ta\ a)o/rata, ... ta\ pa/nta 
di' au)tou= kaiì ei¹j au)to\n eÃktistai: kaiì au)to/j e)stin pro\ pa/ntwn kaiì ta\ pa/nta e)n 
au)t%½ sune/sthken,  

Notice di' au)tou= in 16 and 20.  Several translations (e.g. TEV, TT) make v 17 Sphere, 
not Agency.  KJV has 'by him all things consist'. 

2T 1.9 ... a)lla\ kata\ i¹di¿an pro/qesin kaiì xa/rin, th\n doqeiÍsan h(miÍn e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou= pro\ 
xro/nwn ai¹wni¿wn,    cf. Jo 1.17  ... h( xa/rij kaiì h( a)lh/qeia dia\ ¹Ihsou= Xristou= 
e)ge/neto. 
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3.   TARGET 

Christ is the object or focus of faith, hope and joy. 

The third semantic role of e)n Xrist%= as Target is far less frequent than the other two; indeed some 

might query whether it occurs.  Without question, Christ is the target of faith and hope.  An 

expressed object after pisteu/w is in the dative, or follows the prepositions e)pi/ (e.g. Ac 9.42, Ro 

4.5, 24, 1P 2.6 etc.) and ei)j (Mk 9.42; Ac 10.43;  it is very common in John e.g. Jo 1.12, 2.11, 

3.16, 6.29, 10.42 etc.).  There are a few examples of e)lpi/zw followed by ei)j (e.g. Jo 5.45; 1P 3.5) 

and e)pi/ (Ro 15.12; 1T 4.10), and two of the noun e)lpi/j followed by ei)j  (Ac 24.15; 1P 1.21). 

There is also a handful of examples where pisteu/w, e)lpi/zw, and one or two similar verbs are 

followed by an e)n phrase=, and the English translations are not in complete accord in their 

interpretation of its semantic role, as seen in the following examples. 

1.  pisteu/w + e)n  (See also note under e)pi/, footnote 4, p. 187) 

Mk 1:15:  hÃggiken h( basilei¿a tou= qeou=: metanoeiÍte kaiì pisteu/ete e)n t%½ eu)aggeli¿%. 

All + TT and W have 'believe (in) the good news/gospel', except LB which has 'act on this glorious 

news'. 

Jo 3.15:  iàna pa=j o( pisteu/wn e)n au)t%½ eÃxv zwh\n ai¹w¯nion. 

All + W make 'him' the object of belief except JB, 'so that everyone who believes may have eternal 

life in him', and TT, 'in order that ... (as JB)'.  The majority view seems the more natural. 

2.  pi/stij + e)n 

Ga 3.26:  Pa/ntej ga\r ui¸oiì qeou= e)ste dia\ th=j pi¿stewj e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou=: 

KJV  for ye are all the children of God by faith in Christ Jesus.  LB, Ph, JB, NIV, W all translate 

similarly.  Br also regards as Target.  RV inserts a comma,  '... all sons of God, through faith, in 

Christ Jesus'. 
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Others take 'in CJ' as Sphere.  RSV  for in Christ Jesus you are all sons of God, through faith.  TEV, 

NEB  'in union with Christ Jesus'.  So also TT  For through faith you are all sons of God in Christ 

Jesus. 

Paul's elaboration in vv 27 and 28 reflects Sphere.  We are reminded again that while we may 

analytically seek to divide the roles, for Paul they often merge. 

Eph 1.15:  Dia\ tou=to ka)gw¯ a)kou/saj th\n kaq' u(ma=j pi¿stin e)n t%½ kuri¿%  ¹Ihsou= kaiì th\n 

a)ga/phn th\n ei¹j pa/ntaj tou\j a(gi¿ouj 

All +RV, Br, W  'faith in the Lord Jesus'.  TT (consistently) refuses to allow Target:  '... ever since I 

heard of the faith you have because Jesus is your Lord'.  This seems a forced rendering.  It is 

balanced by 'love for the saints'.  The parallel passage in Co 1.4 is similarly translated by all, except 

TT ('we have heard of your Christian faith [surely = faith in Christ] and ...').  Lightfoot refuses 

Target as a role. 'The preposition e)n here and in the parallel passage, Ephes. i. 15, denotes the sphere 

in which their faith moves [?], rather than the object to which it is directed' (1875:133). 

a)kou/santej th\n pi¿stin u(mw½n e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou= kaiì th\n a)ga/phn hÁn eÃxete ei¹j pa/ntaj tou\j 

a(gi¿ouj  

1T 3.13:  baqmo\n e(autoiÍj kalo\n peripoiou=ntai kaiì pollh\n parrhsi¿an e)n pi¿stei tv= e)n 

Xrist%½  ¹Ihsou=.  

2T 3.15:  kaiì oÀti a)po\ bre/fouj [ta\] i¸era\ gra/mmata oiådaj, ta\ duna/mena/ se sofi¿sai ei¹j 

swthri¿an dia\ pi¿stewj th=j e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou=.  

3.  pisto/j + e)n 

Eph 1.1:  Pau=loj a)po/stoloj Xristou= ¹Ihsou= dia\ qelh/matoj qeou= toiÍj a(gi¿oij toiÍj ouÅsin [e)n  

¹Efe/s%] kaiì pistoiÍj e)n Xrist%½  ¹Ihsou=.  All render some variation or expansion of 'faithful in 

CJ', except Br, ('believers in CJ').  JB has 'faithful to CJ'. 

Here the phrase would seem to be Sphere.  It is paralleled by similar phrases at the beginning of 

other letters of Paul. 

Co 1.2:  toiÍj e)n KolossaiÍj a(gi¿oij kaiì pistoiÍj a)delfoiÍj e)n Xrist%½, xa/rij u(miÍn kaiì ei¹rh/nh 

a)po\ qeou= patro\j h(mw½n 
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1C 1.2:  tv= e)kklhsi¿# tou= qeou= tv= ouÃsv e)n Kori¿nq%, h(giasme/noij e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou=, 

Php 1.1:  Pau=loj kaiì Timo/qeoj dou=loi Xristou= ¹Ihsou= pa=sin toiÍj a(gi¿oij e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou  

1Th 1.1:  Pau=loj kaiì Silouano\j kaiì Timo/qeoj tv= e)kklhsi¿# Qessalonike/wn e)n qe%½ patriì 

kaiì kuri¿% ¹Ihsou=  Xrist%½.  So also 2Th 1.1. 

Cf also 1C 4.17:  dia\ tou=to eÃpemya u(miÍn Timo/qeon, oÀj e)sti¿n mou te/knon a)gaphto\n kaiì 

pisto\n e)n kuri¿%,...  (unless pisto/n is construed with kuri/%, in which case it would be Target). 

4.  e)lpi/zw + e)n 

1C 15.19:  ei¹ e)n tv= zwv= tau/tv e)n Xrist%½ h)lpiko/tej e)sme\n mo/non, e)leeino/teroi pa/ntwn 

a)nqrw¯pwn e)sme/n.  RV, Br, W, KJV, Ph, RSV, TEV, NIV, JB, TT  'hope(d) in Christ'.  NEB seeks 

to maintain an agency significance - 'if it is for this life only that Christ has given us hope...' 

Eph 1.12 (only occurrence):  ei¹j to\ eiånai h(ma=j ei¹j eÃpainon do/chj au)tou= tou\j prohlpiko/taj 

e)n t%½ Xrist%½.  All + RV, Br, W, TT and NRSV make Christ the object of hope or belief or trust. 

5.  kauxw=mai + e)n 

The phrase following this verb might be taken as Topic (see under Topic above). 

Ro 2.17:  Ei¹ de\ su\  ¹IoudaiÍoj e)ponoma/zv kaiì e)panapau/v no/m% kaiì kauxa=sai e)n qe%½ 

So also Ro 2.23 'in the law'; Ro 5.11  But note JB  'we are filled with joyful trust in God'  (Target). 

1C 1.31  i(//àna kaqwÜj ge/graptai, ¸O kauxw¯menoj e)n kuri¿% kauxa/sqw.     

cf. 2C 10.17, and Php 3.3. 

Cf Ga 6.14:  e)moiì de\ mh\ ge/noito kauxa=sqai ei¹ mh\ e)n t%½ staur%½ tou= kuri¿ou h(mw½n ¹Ihsou= 

Xristou=, di' ouÂ e)moiì ko/smoj e)stau/rwtai ka)gwÜ ko/sm%.  

Note that for Ro 5.3,  ou) mo/non de/, a)lla\ kaiì kauxw¯meqa e)n taiÍj qli¿yesin, ei¹do/tej oÀti h( 

qliÍyij u(pomonh\n katerga/zetai, the translations vary between Topic and Sphere. 

Topic:  JB  'we can boast about our sufferings'. 

Sphere:  TT '...even in the midst of troubles.' 

Most leave ambiguous e.g. TEV  And we also rejoice in our troubles because... 

In Ro 15.17, the phrase following the noun is Sphere. 
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Note that this verb and cognate nouns are often followed by u(pe/r (used for Topic). 

6.  pepoi/qa + e)n 

Php 3.3, 4:  h(meiÍj ga/r e)smen h( peritomh/, oi¸ pneu/mati qeou= latreu/ontej kaiì kauxw¯menoi e)n 

Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou= kaiì ou)k e)n sarkiì pepoiqo/tej, kai¿per e)gwÜ eÃxwn pepoi¿qhsin kaiì e)n sarki¿. 

eiã tij dokeiÍ aÃlloj pepoiqe/nai e)n sarki¿, e)gwÜ ma=llon:  

Is this the only occurrence?  e)pi/  is the normal preposition following the word.  In Php 2.24 it is 

Sphere cf. 2Th 3.4. 

7.  xai/rw + e)n 

Php 3.1   xai¿rete e)n kuri¿%.  This and the equivalent Php 4.4 are the only places where the phrase 

might be considered Target.  Ph explicitly states 'delight yourselves in the Lord'.  TEV renders 3.1 as 

'...may the Lord give you much joy' and 4.4 as 'May you always be joyful in your life in the Lord', 

which is not particularly felicitous.  TT has 'the joy of the Lord be with you' for 3.1 and 'As 

Christians, you should always rejoice' for 4.4. 

These passages highlight the problems of translating the phrase.  As living and abiding in Christ, 

within the sphere of his life and power, he is both source and focus of our joy. 

Summary 

In sum, there seem to be two major semantic roles for e)n Xrist%= - Sphere and Agency, and a third 

less frequent one, Target. 

It is interesting to note Murray's 3 groupings (lxx): 

(i) Christ is 'the true home of the Christian'.  This covers Sphere above. 

(ii) Christ is the source of every form of spiritual grace and blessing.  This is equivalent to Agency 

above. 

(iii) God's operations and purpose are centred in Christ.  His examples cover both Sphere and 

Agency. 

While it is possible and hopefully helpful to distinguish these separate semantic roles for e)n Xrist%= 

or e)n t%= kuri/%, it is clear from the examples above and from the Ephesians text that it is not 

always easy to make the choice.  For example, 'Be strong in the Lord...' (Eph 6.10) - is this Agency 
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or Sphere (the fact that the whole of our life is in union with Christ)?  The following 'and in the 

strength...' (Means) might be considered parallel, and therefore Agency.  Both roles would be valid 

here, and the result is the same from either perspective.  We are exhorted to be strong through/with 

the strength that comes from being linked in a vital relationship with Jesus Christ. 

e)n Xrist%= encapsulates vast theological content.  Christ is at once the Target (centre or focus),  the 

Sphere (circumference) and the Agent of our life, faith and behaviour, and the central focus of God's 

activity and purpose. ta\ pa/nta kaiì e)n pa=sin Xristo/j. (Co 3.11)  We must beware of 'over-

unravelling' Paul's monogram – indeed we cannot do so;  theological truth cannot be confined neatly 

in semantic roles. 

Implications for translation:  The matter of translation is taken up in chapter 8.  But the translation 

of this key phrase raises the whole topic, and illustrates the principles involved.  Some of these may 

be stated as follows: 

1.  Within the core premise of faithfulness to the original source language, and faithfulness to the 

receptor language, there is tension, and the constant challenge is to keep the right balance between 

one and the other.  One's basic 'philosophy of translation' can be plotted along the spectrum of closer 

or further, tighter or freer from the original.  Thus, for English, KJV --- (N)RSV --- NIV --- 

TEV/NEB/REB --- CEV --- Phillips are along a spectrum from more 'literal' to more 'dynamic' (and 

continuing to the paraphrase LB19) (cf. Fee & Stuart, 1982:36. Their line moves from literal, 

through dynamic to free).  For any particular language within any particular area or situation, it is 

essential to know the particular viewpoint of the translators on this matter. 

2.  Is there an all-embracing locative in the language, which is the equivalent of e)n?  Many languages 

do have a general place/time locative marker.  Could it be used to cover the literal, figurative, and 

theological meanings of e)n? 

With regard to e)n Xrist%=, whose uses are figurative, not literal, the question arises as to whether 

the figure is a live figure or a dead figure.  In general translation theory, live metaphors tend to be 

retained, dead metaphors to be changed to an appropriate equivalent in the RL. 

                                                           
19 I would consider The Message (Eugene Peterson) an interpretive paraphrase. 
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Further, if the phrase is considered to be not simply a live metaphor, but a 'theological motif', then a 

good translation will seek to maintain a consistent rendering20. 

3. If no single rendering is available, how far must one contextualise each individual passage?  Of 

the 3 groupings above, the most challenging will probably be the 'locational' meanings.  The whole 

question of how much context (both verbal and non-verbal) to include in translation (otherwise 

known as the question of implicit and explicit information) is one of the most fundamental questions 

in translation theory and practice, and relates to the statements in 1. above.  It is the central question 

addressed by Relevance theory (e.g. Gütt 1987:31ff.). 

4.  Over-translation, or too lengthy translation, can (a) distort or limit the meaning by focussing on 

one aspect only, (b) skew the focus or balance of the whole statement or argument.  'I have found 

some modern translations very helpful, for what are translations but compressed commentaries?' 

(Leon Morris, in his Author's Preface to 1 Corinthians, 1985)  If this is so, one is reminded again of 

the onerous responsibility of the translator.  Where the original itself is a compression of meaning, 

how much of the task of interpretation belongs to the translator, and how much must be left to the 

reader? 

                                                           
20 cf. Beekman and Callow, chaps. 8 and 9, pp 124 ff. 
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F   SOME PROBLEM PASSAGES 

Note:  Because of its length, 1T 3.16 is on a whole page at the end of this section. 

Ro 12.7, 8 eiãte diakoni¿an e)n tv= 
diakoni¿#a, eiãte o( dida/skwn 
e)n tv= didaskali¿#b, eiãte o( 
parakalw½n e)n tv= 
paraklh/seic: o( metadidou\j 
e)n a(plo/thtid, o( proi+sta/menoj 
e)n spoudv=d, o( e)lew½n e)n 
i¸laro/thtie.  

These listed gifts follow v. 6 – 'So, having different gifts 
dispensed by grace, [let us exercise them], whether ...  
Paul's fast-flowing thought, as so often, carries him on 
without an explicit main verb.  e)n marks his qualifying 
comment in each case.  We may distinguish 2 groups of 
3 (after the initial gift of 'prophecy' in v. 6): 

1.  Means:  a, b, c.  If his gift is serving, let him use it 
in/by serving etc.  So NIV, TEV, RSV, NEB, Br. 

Note the cognate link within each pair. 

2.  Manner:  d, e, f.  generously (or, sincerely/with 
integrity??), diligently, cheerfully.  Note the lack of 
cognate link within each of these pairs. 

Ro 15.13 o( de\ qeo\j th=j e)lpi¿doj 
plhrw¯sai u(ma=j pa/shj xara=j 
kaiì ei¹rh/nhj e)n t%½ pisteu/ein, 
ei¹j to\ perisseu/ein u(ma=j e)n 
tv= e)lpi¿di e)n duna/mei 
pneu/matoj a(gi¿ou.  

e)n t%½ pisteu/ein:  There are differences of 
interpretation. 
KJV  in believing 
NIV  Circumstance.  'as you trust in him'.  So LB. 
TEV  Means .  'by means of your faith in him.  So NEB. 
W  Reason - 'because you trust in him'.  So CEV,  i.e. 'as 
a result of ...'.  (Means  and cause are often closely 
linked.) 

e)n tv= e)lpi¿di:  Sphere 
NIV  overflow with hope 

e)n duna/mei pneu/matoj a(gi¿ou:  Means  

Ro 16.7 a)spa/sasqe ¹Andro/nikon kaiì 
¹Iounia=n tou\j suggeneiÍj mou 
kaiì sunaixmalw¯touj mou, 
oiàtine/j ei¹sin e)pi¿shmoi e)n toiÍj 
a)posto/loij,  

'notable/outstanding among the apostles' (Loc.) i.e. they 
also were in the (wider) group of apostles, or, 'well-
known by (i.e. to) the apostles' (Experiencer.  A rare use 
of e)n). 

Hodge takes the latter interpretation – '... highly 
respected by the apostles.  The latter is most probably 
the correct interpretation.'  So also Beet, Haldane et al. 

Bruce (1963:272) says 'they were not merely well known 
to the apostles but were apostles themselves (in a wider 
sense of the word) ...'  So also Barrett, Sanday and 
Headlam.  See Blight 1972:357. 

'among' would seem to fit the context more naturally. 
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1C 1.5 oÀti e)n pantiì e)plouti¿sqhte e)n 

au)t%½, e)n pantiì lo/g% kaiì 
pa/sv gnw¯sei,  

e)n panti/:  Sphere (in every realm/area) 
TT  in every respect 

e)n au)t%=:  Agency, 'by him'  (so in v. 4) 

e)n pantiì lo/g% kaiì pa/sv gnw¯sei 

These phrases are, of course, an elaboration of e)n panti/, 
giving the specifics.  cf. the same pattern in 2C 6.4, 5 
(under Circumstance), and 1C 6.7 (under e)n du/namei). 

1.  Sphere  'in the areas of all you say and know'. 
NIV  enriched in every way–in all your speaking and in 
all your knowledge– 
TEV  become rich in all things, including all speech and 
all knowledge 

2.  Means -supply, i.e. enriched with/by 

RSV  in every way you were enriched by him, with all 
speech and all knowledge ... 

So also probably JB and NEB. 

Whichever role is opted for, the sense is the same.  In 
the areas of speech and knowledge, Christ has gifted 
them. 

1C 7.15b e)n de\ ei¹rh/nv ke/klhken u(ma=j 
o( qeo/j.  

Sphere:  It is [to live] in peace that God has called us. 
Harris points out that this phrase, which is 'emphatic by 
position21, may well be the key to this difficult passage' 
(1191). 

cf. e)n a(giasm%= with same verb in 1Th 4.7. 

1C 15.3 pare/dwka ga\r u(miÍn e)n 
prw¯toij, oÁ kaiì pare/labon, ... 

Only occurrence of the phrase in NT. 
Is it Circumstance/Time ('first of all/initially') or Sphere 
('among matters of most importance')? 

A-G take as Sphere – 'among the first=most important 
things i.e. as of first importance.'  So most transl. e.g. 
NIV, Br  as of first importance. 

Note NEB  first and foremost, ... 

                                                           
21 note that this involves the Thematic level or perspective referred to in Ch.2. 
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Phm 6 oÀpwj h( koinwni¿a th=j pi¿stew¯j 

sou e)nergh\j ge/nhtai e)n 
e)pignw¯sei panto\j a)gaqou= tou= 
e)n h(miÍn ei¹j Xristo/n.  

The most notoriously difficult verse of this short letter to 
exegete, both in its parts and as a whole!22 

e)n e)pignw¯sei et al.  Either Means  ('through an 
understanding of ...') or Sphere ('in the matter/ 
sphere/area of ...').  Means  seems unlikely. But Sphere 
fits the context well. 

e)n plus a noun follows e)nergh/j23 or its cognates only 
here and in 2C 1.6 ('effective in (producing) patience').  
e)n plus a pronoun follows the verb in a number of 
places24 ('working in him/you/us' - Sphere). 

A straightforward interpretation would seem to be: 'I 
pray that the sharing of your faith25 [the faith/love 
ministry of v. 5] will be effective/active/productive in 
[the sphere of] understanding ... > will result in a 
true/full(er) understanding of all the good that is ours'.  
Paul was always concerned that the knowledge of his 
readers should increase, cf. Co 1.9; Eph 1.17ff; Php 1.9, 
10. 

e)n h(mi=n  Loc. > possessive.  'that is ours'. 

ei)j Xristo/n  is this part of the e)n PP, or does it modify 
e)nergh\j ge/nhtai?  Most Eng. transl. take as former, i.e. 
= e)n Xrist%= – 'the good that is ours in Christ'. 

RV seems to construe with the main verb, 'unto Christ' 
i.e. a shortened form of 'for the glory of Christ'.  So 
H.C.G. Moule (nd: 305) and many other commentators.  
This accords with the primary meaning of the word.  
See Banker 1990:23. 

He 13.20, 
21 

¸O de\ qeo\j th=j ei¹rh/nhj, o( 
a)nagagwÜn e)k nekrw½n to\n 
poime/na tw½n proba/twn to\n 
me/gan e)n aiàmati diaqh/khj 
ai¹wni¿ou, to\n ku/rion h(mw½n 
¹Ihsou=n, katarti¿sai u(ma=j e)n 
pantiì a)gaq%½ ei¹j to\ poih=sai 
to\ qe/lhma au)tou=, poiw½n e)n 
h(miÍn to\ eu)a/reston e)nw¯pion 
au)tou= ... 

e)n aiàmati:  Means  > causal  'because of/on account of'  
TEV is only one of the 8 which translates this way, 
'because of his death, by which the eternal covenant is 
sealed'26. 

e)n pantiì a)gaq%=:  Means-equipment  (cf. Eph 1.3 e)n 
pa/s$ eu)logi/# pneumatik$=). 

e)n h(miÍn:  Loc-fig. 

                                                           
22 Carson (1960) refers to Lightfoot and CFD Moule for all the interpretations of this verse. 
23 e)nergh/j occurs 3 times:  1C 16.9 (Abs.), Phm 6, and He 4.12 (Abs.) 
24 Mt 14.2 (Mk 6.14), Eph 2.2, 3.20; Php 2.13; Co 1.29; 1Th 2.13. 
25 An alternative would be 'I pray that your partnership [with me] in the faith will result in/produce ...  cf. Php 1.5. 
26 'It is generally agreed that the e)n is used in a causal sense here.   When God raised Jesus from the dead, He was 

signifying the acceptance of the Covenant blood' (Miller 1988:449, 450).  The whole comment is well worth reading. 
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2P 1.5-7 kaiì au)to\ tou=to de\ spoudh\n 

pa=san pareisene/gkantej 
e)pixorhgh/sate e)n tv= pi¿stei 
u(mw½n th\n a)reth/n, e)n de\ tv= 
a)retv= th\n gnw½sin, e)n de\ tv= 
gnw¯sei th\n e)gkra/teian, e)n de\ 
tv= e)gkratei¿# th\n u(pomonh/n, 
e)n de\ tv= u(pomonv= th\n 
eu)se/beian, e)n de\ tv= eu)sebei¿# 
th\n filadelfi¿an, e)n de\ tv= 
filadelfi¿# th\n a)ga/phn.  

e)n tv= pi¿stei  etc. 

Many English versions (KJV, TEV, NIV, JB), in using 
the word 'add', fail to catch the nuance of the preposition 
here, by suggesting that we are to add these graces to 
one another as beads on a string, rather than as links in 
a chain.   

RSV  supplement your faith with virtue, and virtue with 
knowledge etc. 
W  with your faith exhibit also a noble character; with a 
noble character knowledge etc. 

The role is Circumstance or Sphere – 'in (the matter of) 
[exercising] faith, supply/furnish (also) virtue',  'as you 
exercise faith, practise also virtue ...' etc.  'Each grace 
being assumed, becomes the stepping-stone to the 
succeeding grace.' (Exeg. Helps, 1981:40, quoting 
Fausset, 1961.) 

1J 5.6 OuÂto/j e)stin o( e)lqwÜn di' 
uÀdatoj kaiì aiàmatoj,  ¹Ihsou=j 
Xristo/j, ou)k e)n t%½ uÀdati 
mo/non a)ll' e)n t%½ uÀdati kaiì 
e)n t%½ aiàmati: 

e)n t%½ uÀdati ... kaiì e)n t%½ aiàmati 

The key question is whether the e)n phrases exactly 
parallel the dia/ phrases as a stylistic variation, or 
whether there is a distinction in meaning. 

1.  Both are Means  or Manner. 

TT  through [Note: 'that is, through his whole ministry 
from the baptism to the cross, with all their 
implications', p.542]... by ... 
KJV/NIV/Ph  by ... by ... 

Many commentators believe there is no difference.   

2.  dia/ - Means ;  e)n - Manner 
RSV/JB/W  by ... with 

3.  Other 
NEB  with ... by 
TEV  with ... with 

See the comments by Anderson, 1992, 195ff. 

The distinctions made by transl. and commentators 
appear artificial.  The overall sense would seem to be 
that his coming was authenticated and marked by the 
two events of his baptism and death. 
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1T 3.16 áOj27 e)fanerw¯qh e)n sarki¿, 

e)dikaiw¯qh e)n pneu/mati, wÓfqh 
a)gge/loij, e)khru/xqh e)n 
eÃqnesin, e)pisteu/qh e)n ko/sm%, 
a)nelh/mfqh e)n do/cv.  

e)n begins five of these six hymnic/credal phrases, giving 
an immediate surface parallelism, though not 
necessarily a role parallelism. 

e)n sarki/:  - Location. 
TEV  appeared in human form 
NIV  appeared in a body 
Other translations are similar. 

e)n pneu/mati 

1.  Most take as Agency of the Holy Spirit. 

NIV/TT  vindicated by the Spirit 
TEV  shown to be right by the Spirit.  cf. W. 
JB  attested by the Spirit 

2.  Transl. as 'in the Spirit'.  What is the meaning? 

KJV  justified in the Spirit 
RSV  vindicated in the Spirit 

3.  With small 's' – Sphere 

NEB/Ph  vindicated in the spirit 
Br  vindicated in spirit 
LB  pure in spirit 

e)n eÃqnesin 
1.  Addressee 
Rare occurrence of e)n with a Goal dimension. 

KJV  preached unto the Gentiles 
JB  proclaimed to the pagans. 

2.  Location 
RSV/NIV/TEV/LB/NEB/TT/ 
Ph/Br  preached/proclaimed among the nations. 
W  proclaimed among Gentile nations 

e)n ko/sm% 
1.  Location 
KJV/RV/NIV/W  believed on in the world. 
NEB/Ph  believed in throughout the world. 
TT  believed in all over the world. 
TEV/Br  believed in the world. 

2.  Agent/Experiencer 
JB  believed in by the world 
LB  accepted by men everywhere 

e)n do/cv 
1.  Goal 
KJV/W  received up into glory 
TEV  taken up to heaven 
LB  received up again to his glory in heaven 

2.  Manner or Attendant Circumstances.  cf. Mt 16.27, 
25.31; Mk 8.38; Lu 9.26, where e)n t$= do/c$ is almost 
formulaic for His 'coming in glory'. 
RSV/NIV/TT/JB  taken up in glory 
Ph  taken back to heaven in glory 
Br  received up in glory 
NEB  glorified in high heaven. 

 

                                                           
27 The controversial textual question of o(/j versus qeo/j is not in focus, and not considered here.  Christ is clearly the 

topic of this credo. 
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e)pi/  −  '(UP)ON' 

(+ Accusative, Genitive, Dative) 

STATISTICS 

e)pi/ occurs some 890 times in the NT, nearly a third of the occurrences of e)n.  It is a favourite 

preposition of Luke - and of Revelation, whose theme is the Lamb on the throne. 

IE CONNECTIONS AND MEANING 

e)pi/ is cognate with Latin ob, Sanskrit ápi. 

e)pi/ is the only preposition which occurs plentifully with all three cases, most frequently with the 

Accusative, least with the Dative.  There is considerable overlap of meaning in its use with the three 

cases.  It often occurs after verbs compounded with e)pi- as will be seen in the examples below. 

The basic meanings of 'upon' or 'on top of' or 'over' account for all the uses of e)pi/ whether the 

meaning is a physical spatial/temporal, or a metaphorical or extended one.  It may express physical 

location - in space (rest on and contiguity to) and, to a lesser extent, in time.  Hence it may express, 

by extension, a non-physical reliance on someone (generally) or something.  It may also express the 

domain or area covered by an activity.  By extension also, it may signal the grounds or basis for an 

action.  Grounds or basis in turn can lead to purpose. 

'It differs from u(pe/r in that e)pi/ implies a resting upon, not merely over.  But the very simplicity of 

this idea  ['upon'] gives it a manifoldness of resultant uses true of no other preposition.'  (Robertson,  

600)   There is indeed a spectrum of meanings, and hence a blurring, but the focal differences are 

still clear.  As with other areas of Greek grammar (e.g. the difference between Subjective and 

Objective Genitive), we can attempt to analyse and classify; the NT writers simply used the word 

they wanted without more ado, and we must often derive its particular significance from the context. 
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SEMANTIC ROLES/ 

The chart on this page maps the roles of e)pi/ on to the semantic roles as presented in chapter 5.  

Items in italics are role variants which are specific to e)pi/.  Items in parenthesis are infrequent uses. 

 
 1.  Agent   

 2.  Effector   

 3.  Patient   

 4.  Experiencer   

 5.  Theme Text  

Participants  Topic  

  Range  

 6.  Benefactive Recipient  

  Beneficiary  

  Opponent  

  Target  

  Addressee  

  Possessor  

 7.  Comitative   

 8.  Locative Location (Extent) 

   Domain 

  Goal  

  Source  

  Path  

Circumstantials 9.  Time Time-when  

  Time-how long  

  Time-since  

  Time-until  

 10.  Means Means  

  Agency  

  Manner  

  Specification  

 11.  Measure   

 12.  Motivation Reason  

  Occasion Basis 

  Purpose  

 
Chart of semantic roles of e)pi/ 
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They will be presented and illustrated in the following order: 

A. Locative 

 1.  Location 

 2.  Goal 

B. Time 

C. Extended roles 

 1.  Target 

 2.  Opponent 

 3.  Domain 

 4.  Topic 

D. Motivation 

 1.  Occasion 

 2.  Basis 

 3.  Purpose 

E. Problem passages 
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A   LOCATIVE 

1.   LOCATION 

1.1   '(up)on' or 'on top of' 

There are some examples of e)pi/ with the basic meaning of 'on (top of)', apparently used with all 3 

cases with little difference of meaning.  e)pi/ may signify both 'on' an indefinite (large) 2-D area 

(sand, sea etc.), and resting 'on top of' a 3-D object (table, bed etc.). 

•  With Accusative 

Mt 7.24, 
25, 26 

... oÀstij %©kodo/mhsen au)tou= th\n oi¹ki¿an e)piì th\n 
pe/tran:  
... teqemeli¿wto ga\r e)piì th\n pe/tran. ... oÀstij 
%©kodo/mhsen au)tou= th\n oi¹ki¿an e)piì th\n aÃmmon:  

on sand...on rock   cf. Lu 6.48, 49. 

Mt 14.25 hÅlqen pro\j au)tou\j peripatw½n e)piì th\n qa/lassan.  cf. e)piì th\n qa/lasshj with same 
meaning in the next verse, and 
genitive also in Mk. 6.48, 49, Jo 
6.19. 

Mk 4.38 kaiì au)to\j hÅn e)n tv= pru/mnv e)piì to\ proskefa/laion 
kaqeu/dwn. 

 

Mk 11.7 kaiì fe/rousin to\n pw½lon pro\j to\n ¹Ihsou=n kaiì 
e)piba/llousin au)t%½ ta\ i¸ma/tia au)tw½n, kaiì 
e)ka/qisen e)p' au)to/n.  

 

 

It is interesting to see the frequency of e)pi/ in the 3 synoptic accounts of the parable of the sower: 

 Matthew 13.3 ff Mark 4.2 ff Luke 8.4 ff 

Parable para\\ th\n o(d/o/n ditto ditto 

 e)pi\ ta\ petrw/dh e)pi\ to\ petrw=dej e)pi\ th\n petra/n 

 e)pi\ ta\j a)ka\nqaj ei)j ta\j a)ka\nqaj e)n me\s% tw=n a)kanqw=n 

NB:   ditto = 
'same as Matt.' 

e)pi\ th\n gh=n th\n kalh/n ei)j th\n gh=n th\n kalh/n ei)j th\n gh=n th\n a)gaqh/n 

Interpretation same as parable ditto ditto 

 same as parable ditto e)pi\ th=j pe/traj 

 ei)j ta\j a)ka/nqaj ditto ditto 

 same as parable ditto e)n t$= kal$= g$= 

Understandably, the stony ground is the only kind which has e)pi/ in all 3 accounts! 
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Extent:  With an additional modifier in the following nominal phrase, e)pi/ can signal physical Extent 

or domain. 

Mt 27.45 ¹Apo\ de\ eÀkthj wÐraj sko/toj e)ge/neto e)piì pa=san th\n gh=n 
eÀwj wÐraj e)na/thj.  

darkness over the whole earth  

Ac 11.28 e)sh/manen ... limo\n mega/lhn me/llein eÃsesqai e)f' oÀlhn 
th\n oi¹koume/nhn,  

... there would be a great famine 
throughout the whole world... 

 

Notice the idiomatic use of e)pi/ with the accusative in the following. 

Lu 5.12 i¹dou\ a)nh\r plh/rhj le/praj: i¹dwÜn de\ to\n ¹Ihsou=n, 
peswÜn e)piì pro/swpon ... 

fell on his face.  So also in Mt 17.6, 
26.39, Lu 17.16.  Contrast Jo 11.32  
pro\j tou\j po/daj  [fell] at his feet. 

Lu 15.20 kaiì dramwÜn e)pe/pesen e)piì to\n tra/xhlon au)tou= 
kaiì katefi¿lhsen au)to/n.  

NIV  threw his arms around him 
TEV, JB, NEB  similar. 

Rev 11.11 kaiì eÃsthsan e)piì tou\j po/daj au)tw½n, stood on their feet 
 

•  With Genitive 

Mt 4.6 kaiì e)piì xeirw½n a)rou=si¿n se, 'on' > 'in their hands'. So also Lu 
4.11.  (OT quote) 

Mt 9.2 prose/feron au)t%½ paralutiko\n e)piì kli¿nhj 
beblhme/non. 

So Lu 5.7.  cf. e)f'  %(= in Mk 2.4. 
Here 'lying on' though JB renders 
ba/llw as 'streteched out on'. 

Mt 10.27 kaiì oÁ ei¹j to\ ouÅj a)kou/ete khru/cate e)piì tw½n 
dwma/twn.  

 

Mt 14.19 kaiì keleu/saj tou\j oÃxlouj a)nakliqh=nai e)piì tou= 
xo/rtou, 

  'sit down on the grass'. cf. e)pi + 
dative in parallel passage, Mk 6.39. 

Mt 24.3 Kaqhme/nou de\ au)tou= e)piì tou= ãOrouj tw½n ¹Elaiw½n   

Mt 6.10 genhqh/tw to\ qe/lhma/ sou, w¨j e)n ou)ran%½ kaiì e)piì 
gh=j:  

a very common phrase throughout 
the NT, sometimes in contrast to 'in 
heaven' 
cf Mk 4.26 (might take as Goal, 
except that Goal is generally Acc. – 
so Ac 10.11), Lu 5.24 ('on' rather 
than 'over' in this context) etc. etc. 

Ac 21.40  e)pitre/yantoj de\ au)tou= o( Pau=loj e(stwÜj e)piì tw½n 
a)nabaqmw½n  

 

1C 11.10 dia\ tou=to o)fei¿lei h( gunh\ e)cousi¿an eÃxein e)piì th=j 
kefalh=j dia\ tou\j a)gge/louj. 

 

 

•  With Dative 

Less common.  As noted above, there are one or two instances where Mark seems to favour the use 

of the dative. 

Mt 14.8, 11 Do/j moi, fhsi¿n, wÒde e)piì pi¿naki th\n kefalh\n 
¹Iwa/nnou tou= baptistou=.  

So also Mk 6.25, 28 

Mk 6.39 sumpo/sia sumpo/sia e)piì t%½ xlwr%½ xo/rt%.  on the green/fresh grass 
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Mk 6.55 kaiì hÃrcanto e)piì toiÍj kraba/ttoij tou\j kakw½j 

eÃxontaj perife/rein  
 

Jo 11.38 hÅn de\ sph/laion kaiì li¿qoj e)pe/keito e)p' au)t%½.  (stone) lay on/across it.  Here there 
is 'vertical contact'.  

 

It is interesting to note the use of the 3 cases for 'on (the) throne' in Revelation, especially when used 

with the participle kaqhmen− .  There is textual variation. 

Case of Participle Case of Noun in PP  
 

Reference 

 Nestlé 26 Souter (W-H) TR  
Nominative Accusative Accusative Genitive 4.2 

11.16 
 Genitive Genitive Genitive 7.15 
 Dative Dative Genitive 21.5 
Accusative Accusative Accusative Accusative 4.4 
Genitive Genitive Genitive Genitive 4.10 

5.1, 5.7 
6.16 

Dative Dative Genitive Genitive 4.9 
5.13 
7.10 

 Dative Dative Genitive 19.4 

 

The Nestlé version reflects an attraction to the case of the participle.  The Textus Receptus seems to 

have a preference for the Genitive. 

Figurative uses:  e)pi/ occurs in the following expressions (with all 3 cases) with a locative role, but 

the total PP is being used figuratively or idiomatically. 

Mt 16.18 e)piì tau/tv tv= pe/tr# oi¹kodomh/sw mou th\n 
e)kklhsi¿an  

on this rock I will build... 

Mt 23.2 le/gwn, ¹Epiì th=j Mwu+se/wj kaqe/draj e)ka/qisan oi¸ 
grammateiÍj kaiì oi¸ FarisaiÍoi.  

i.e. they have the same leadership 
role and authority that Moses did. 

Mt.27.25 kaiì a)pokriqeiìj pa=j o( lao\j eiåpen, To\ aiâma au)tou= 
e)f' h(ma=j kaiì e)piì ta\ te/kna h(mw½n.  

may his blood (be) on us and on 
our children.  i.e. we accept the 
responsibility. 

Eph 2.20 e)poikodomhqe/ntej e)piì t%½ qemeli¿% tw½n 
a)posto/lwn kaiì profhtw½n,  

built on the foundation of apostles 
and prophets. 

Php 2.17 a)lla\ ei¹ kaiì spe/ndomai e)piì tv= qusi¿# kaiì 
leitourgi¿# th=j pi¿stewj u(mw½n, xai¿rw kaiì 
sugxai¿rw pa=sin u(miÍn:  

 

Co 3.14 e)piì pa=sin de\ tou/toij th\n a)ga/phn, oÀ e)stin 
su/ndesmoj th=j teleio/thtoj.  

on top of/in addition to all these 
things... 

1J 3.3 kaiì pa=j o( eÃxwn th\n e)lpi¿da tau/thn e)p' au)t%½ 
a(gni¿zei e(auto\n, kaqwÜj e)keiÍnoj a(gno/j e)stin.  

whoever has this hope (with)in him 
i.e. 'within himself' as in some 
translations.  If it was 'in Christ', 
one would expect the Accusative 
for Target as are other examples. 
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So also Mt 23.4; Ac 1.26, 4.22; He 8.10, 10.16; 1P 5.7. 

To these we may add the idiomatic e)p' a)lhqei¿aj 'in truth' or 'truly' which occurs 7 times, mostly in 

Lucan material. 

In addition to the samples below, the phrase occurs in Mk 12.32; Lu 4.25, 22.59, Ac 4.27. 

Mk 12.14 a)ll' e)p' a)lhqei¿aj th\n o(do\n tou= qeou= dida/skeij:  So also Lu 20.21. 

Ac 10.34 ¹Ep' a)lhqei¿aj katalamba/nomai oÀti ou)k eÃstin 
proswpolh/mpthj o( qeo/j,  

 

 

1.2.   'in the locality of' 

In the following examples, the thought of 'contact with' shifts to contiguity i.e. 'in the immediate/close 

vicinity of'.  A common English translation is 'at'.  This use of e)pi/ is also found with all 3 cases. 

•  With Accusative 

Mt 9.9 eiåden aÃnqrwpon kaqh/menon e)piì to\ telw¯nion, 
MaqqaiÍon lego/menon, 

at the tax-office.  So Mk 2.14; Lu 
5.27 (only 3 in NT) 

Rev 7.1 eiådon te/ssaraj a)gge/louj e(stw½taj e)piì ta\j 
te/ssaraj gwni¿aj th=j gh=j, kratou=ntaj tou\j 
te/ssaraj a)ne/mouj th=j gh=j iàna mh\ pne/v aÃnemoj 
e)piì th=j gh=j mh/te e)piì th=j qala/sshj mh/te e)piì pa=n 
de/ndron.  

at the 4 corners of the earth 

Note the 3-fold e)pi/ at the end of 
the verse, with differing case. 

 

•  With Genitive 

Mt  21.19 kaiì i¹dwÜn sukh=n mi¿an e)piì th=j o(dou= hÅlqen e)p' 
au)th/n  

at the roadside 
Note the second e)pi/ (acc.)- 'he 
went up to it ...' 

Mk 8.4 Po/qen tou/touj dunh/setai¿ tij wÒde xorta/sai 
aÃrtwn e)p' e)rhmi¿aj;  

NIV  in this remote place 

Mk  11.4 kaiì a)ph=lqon kaiì euÂron pw½lon dedeme/non pro\j 
qu/ran eÃcw e)piì tou= a)mfo/dou kaiì lu/ousin au)to/n.  

at the crossroads 

Jo 21.1 e)fane/rwsen e(auto\n pa/lin o( ¹Ihsou=j toiÍj 
maqhtaiÍj e)piì th=j qala/sshj th=j Tiberia/doj: 

by/at the sea of T. 

Ac 5.23 kaiì tou\j fu/lakaj e(stw½taj e)piì tw½n qurw½n,  standing by the doors 

Rev 8.3 Kaiì aÃlloj aÃggeloj hÅlqen kaiì e)sta/qh e)piì tou= 
qusiasthri¿ou  

stood at (or by) the altar  (TR has 
Acc.) 
Note acc. case for second ref. in the 
verse - ' ... on the altar'. 
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•  With Dative 

'As with the accusative and genitive, so with the locative [dative], there is the idea of contiguity.' 

(Robertson, 604) 

Jo 4.6  o( ouÅn ¹Ihsou=j kekopiakwÜj ... e)kaqe/zeto ouÀtwj e)piì 
tv= phgv=:  

All + TT take as 'by' or 'beside the 
well'.  KJV alone renders 'on the 
well'. 

Jo 5.2 eÃstin de\ e)n toiÍj ¸Ierosolu/moij e)piì tv= probatikv= 
kolumbh/qra  

at the porch 

Ac 3.10 au)to\j hÅn o( pro\j th\n e)lehmosu/nhn kaqh/menoj e)piì 
tv= ¸Wrai¿# Pu/lv tou= i¸erou 

at the beautiful gate 
So also v.11. 

Ac 5.9  oi¸ po/dej tw½n qaya/ntwn to\n aÃndra sou e)piì tv= 
qu/r#  

feet ... standing at the door 

Rev 9.14 Lu=son tou\j te/ssaraj a)gge/louj tou\j dedeme/nouj 
e)piì t%½ potam%½ t%½ mega/l% Eu)fra/tv.  

at the great river... 

 

1.3.   'in presence of' (people) 

Here the sense is the same as 1.2, i.e. 'in the vicinity of', but is applied to people.  And the normal 

expectation would therefore be 'before'.  The following case is always genitive. 

Mt 28.14 kaiì e)a\n a)kousqv= tou=to e)piì tou= h(gemo/noj,  lit. 'if this should be heard before the 
governor' (or, at the governor's 
[place/house]) i.e. if the governor 
should hear about this. 

Mk 13.9 kaiì e)piì h(gemo/nwn kaiì basile/wn staqh/sesqe 
eÀneken e)mou= ei¹j martu/rion au)toiÍj.  

you will stand before governors and 
kings 

Ac 24.20 hÄ au)toiì ouÂtoi ei¹pa/twsan ti¿ euÂron a)di¿khma 
sta/ntoj mou e)piì tou= sunedri¿ou,  

when I stood before the Sanhedrin 

2C 7.14 kaiì h( kau/xhsij h(mw½n h( e)piì Ti¿tou a)lh/qeia 
e)genh/qh.  

REB  'in the presence of Titus'. 
So KJV and RSV  'before Titus'. 
Other versions have 'to'. 

1T 6.13 paragge/llw [soi] e)nw¯pion ... Xristou= ¹Ihsou= 
tou= marturh/santoj e)piì Ponti¿ou Pila/tou th\n 
kalh\n o(mologi¿an,  

when he witnessed a good confession 
before Pontius Pilate. 

cf. use of kata/ in Ac 3.13. 
 

2.   GOAL 

Goal is a major role of e)pi/ (though not as frequent as ei)j or pro/j), and covers several interlocking 

sets.  Goal always implies 'motion to/towards' (whether the locality or vicinity of), and occurs with 

verbs of MOTION and TRANSFER.  As with the other prepositions of 'motion to', the following case is 

normally, but not always, accusative. 
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2.1   With verbs of MOTION. 

Mt  3.13 To/te paragi¿netai o( ¹Ihsou=j a)po\ th=j Galilai¿aj 
e)piì to\n ¹Iorda/nhn pro\j to\n ¹Iwa/nnhn tou= 
baptisqh=nai u(p' au)tou=.  

to Jordan 

Mt 10.29 ou)xiì du/o strouqi¿a a)ssari¿ou pwleiÍtai; kaiì eÁn e)c 
au)tw½n ou) peseiÍtai e)piì th\n gh=n aÃneu tou= patro\j 
u(mw½n.  

 

Mt 14.34 Kaiì diapera/santej hÅlqon e)piì th\n gh=n came on to the land > 'landed' or 
'disembarked'.   So Mk 6.53. 

Mt 21.19 kaiì i¹dwÜn sukh=n mi¿an e)piì th=j o(dou= hÅlqen e)p' 
au)th/n  

 

Mk 16.2 eÃrxontai e)piì to\ mnhmeiÍon a)natei¿lantoj tou= 
h(li¿ou.  

to the tomb 

Lu 22.40 geno/menoj de\ e)piì tou= to/pou eiåpen au)toiÍj,   arriving at the place 

Ac 8.26 ¹Ana/sthqi kaiì poreu/ou kata\ meshmbri¿an e)piì th\n 
o(do\n th\n katabai¿nousan a)po\ ¹Ierousalh\m ei¹j 
Ga/zan,  

NIV Go south to the road ... that 
goes down ... 

Ac 9.11 ¹Anasta\j poreu/qhti e)piì th\n r(u/mhn th\n 
kaloume/nhn Eu)qeiÍan  

Go to street called Straight 

 

So also Mt 22.9, Jo 6.16, etc. 

2.2   With verbs of TRANSFER.  With verbs of 'putting', e)pi/ again has the sense of 'on top of'. 

Mt 4.5 To/te paralamba/nei au)to\n o( dia/boloj ... kaiì 
eÃsthsen au)to\n e)piì to\ pteru/gion tou= i¸erou=,  

=  Lu 4.9. 

Mt 9.16 ou)deiìj de\ e)piba/llei e)pi¿blhma r(a/kouj a)gna/fou 
e)piì i¸mati¿% palai%½ 

cf. Mk 2.21,  Lu 5.36 - both  
Accus. 

Mt 27.29 kaiì ple/cantej ste/fanon e)c a)kanqw½n e)pe/qhkan 
e)piì th=j kefalh=j au)tou 

Gen.  cf. ei)j th\n kefalh/n  in v. 
30 with similar meaning. 

Mk 4.21 Mh/ti eÃrxetai o( lu/xnoj iàna u(po\ to\n mo/dion teqv= hÄ 
u(po\ th\n kli¿nhn; ou)x iàna e)piì th\n luxni¿an teqv=;  

in contrast to u(po/ 

Mk 7.30 euÂren to\ paidi¿on beblhme/non e)piì th\n kli¿nhn 'laid upon her bed' - KJV gets the 
force of this after her treatment by 
the demon. 

Mk 8.25 eiåta pa/lin e)pe/qhken ta\j xeiÍraj e)piì tou\j 
o)fqalmou\j au)tou=, 

merging into 'over' i.e. there is a 
dimension of extent (Domain). 

Lu 10.34 e)pibiba/saj de\ au)to\n e)piì to\ iãdion kth=noj   

Lu 12.11 oÀtan de\ ei¹sfe/rwsin u(ma=j e)piì ta\j sunagwga\j 
kaiì ta\j a)rxa\j kaiì ta\j e)cousi¿aj, 

bring you to the synagogues and 
to... 

Lu 19.35 kaiì hÃgagon au)to\n pro\j to\n ¹Ihsou=n kaiì 
e)piri¿yantej au)tw½n ta\ i¸ma/tia e)piì to\n pw½lon 
e)pebi¿basan to\n ¹Ihsou=n.  

 

Jo 9.6, 15 e)pe/xrisen au)tou= to\n phlo\n e)piì tou\j o)fqalmou\j  merging into 'over' - again, the 
dimension of extent (Domain). 

Ac 14.13 oÀ te i¸ereu\j tou= Dio\j tou= oÃntoj pro\ th=j po/lewj 
tau/rouj kaiì ste/mmata e)piì tou\j pulw½naj 
e)ne/gkaj  
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Rev 1.17 eÃqhken th\n decia\n au)tou= e)p' e)me\ le/gwn, Mh\ 

fobou=:  
placed his right hand on me 

 

So also Mk 16.18; Lu 15.5, etc. 

Figurative uses  (both Motion and Transfer): 

Mt 10.34 Mh\ nomi¿shte oÀti hÅlqon baleiÍn ei¹rh/nhn e)piì th\n 
gh=n:  

'Do not think that I came to bring 
peace on/to the earth' cf.  Lu 12.49. 
('fire'); e)n t$= g$= in v 50. 

Mt 12.28  ei¹ de\ e)n pneu/mati qeou= e)gwÜ e)kba/llw ta\ 
daimo/nia, aÃra eÃfqasen e)f' u(ma=j h( basilei¿a tou= 
qeou=.  

The k. of God has come upon 
you/impacted you.  Idiomatic.  
Most Eng. versions render literally.  
So also Lu 10.9. 

Lu 19.23 kaiì dia\ ti¿ ou)k eÃdwka/j mou to\ a)rgu/rion e)piì 
tra/pezan; ka)gwÜ e)lqwÜn su\n to/k% aÄn au)to\ 
eÃpraca.  

Why didn't you give my money to 
the bank? (lit: on (to) the (money-
changers') table) 

Ac 7.23 a)ne/bh e)piì th\n kardi¿an au)tou= e)piske/yasqai 
tou\j a)delfou\j au)tou= tou\j ui¸ou\j  ¹Israh/l.  

came into his heart i.e. he decided 

Ac 8.32 ¸Wj pro/baton e)piì sfagh\n hÃxqh led to slaughter 

Ro 2.2 oiãdamen de\ oÀti to\ kri¿ma tou= qeou= e)stin kata\ 
a)lh/qeian e)piì tou\j ta\ toiau=ta pra/ssontaj.  

RSV  the judgment of God rightly 
falls upon those who ... 
Br  God's judgment falls on those 
who ... 
NIV has 'God's judgment against 
those ...' 

Note the 'present situation' implied 
in the verb. 

This might be considered Target. 

Ro 15.3 Oi¸ o)neidismoiì tw½n o)neidizo/ntwn se e)pe/pesan e)p' 
e)me/.  

 

1C 2.9 kaiì e)piì kardi¿an a)nqrw¯pou ou)k a)ne/bh, hasn't entered the heart i.e. no one 
can understand/imagine ... 

Ga 4.9 pw½j e)pistre/fete pa/lin e)piì ta\ a)sqenh= kaiì 
ptwxa\ stoixeiÍa  

turn again (e)pi-) to weak and ... 

Eph 4.26 o( hÀlioj mh\ e)pidue/tw1 e)piì [t%½] parorgism%½ u(mw½n, Don't let the sun set (or, go down) 
on your wrath i.e. while you are 
still angry.  Or, Don't end the day 
still angry. 

He 6.1 Dio\ a)fe/ntej to\n th=j a)rxh=j tou= Xristou= lo/gon 
e)piì th\n teleio/thta ferw¯meqa, 

go on to maturity  
Could be considered Target. 

1P 5.7 pa=san th\n me/rimnan u(mw½n e)piri¿yantej e)p' 
au)to/n, oÀti au)t%½ me/lei periì u(mw½n.  

 

Rev 2.24 ou) ba/llw e)f' u(ma=j aÃllo ba/roj,  will not impose any burden on you 
Rev 3.10 ka)gw¯ se thrh/sw e)k th=j wÐraj tou= peirasmou= th=j 

mellou/shj eÃrxesqai e)piì th=j oi¹koume/nhj oÀlhj  
...testing which will come upon the 
whole world (Gen.) 

Rev 11.11 kaiì fo/boj me/gaj e)pe/pesen e)piì tou\j qewrou=ntaj 
au)tou/j.  

lit: great fear fell on those who 
watched them. 
NIV  terror struck those who saw 
them. 

                                                           
1 a/(pac leg. 
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2.3   'to the presence of (people)' 

We may note this group, occurring with verbs of MOTION or TRANSFER, which coresponds to 1.3 

above. 

Mt 10.18  kaiì e)piì h(gemo/naj de\ kaiì basileiÍj a)xqh/sesqe  you will be brought before leaders 
and kings   So Lu 21.12. 

Mk 5.21 sunh/xqh oÃxloj polu\j e)p' au)to/n,  Most have 'gathered round him'. 

Jo 19.33 e)piì de\ to\n  ¹Ihsou=n e)lqo/ntej, 'coming to where Jesus was' i.e. 
when they reached/arrived at Jesus' 
cross ... 

Ac 16.19 e)pilabo/menoi to\n  Pau=lon kaiì to\n Sila=n 
eiàlkusan ei¹j th\n a)gora\n e)piì tou\j aÃrxontaj  

dragged them to the 
leaders/authorities. 
(or, Purpose, as NIV  'to face the 
authorities'.) 

cf. 17.19. 

Ac 25.12 e)piì Kai¿sara poreu/sv.  to Caesar you shall go 
 

B   TIME 

e)pi/ is used with all three cases to express time, and the differences are associated with the basic case 

meanings.  Indeed, there is a certain tension between the preposition and the case. 

•  With Accusative 

The accusative is used for duration or extent of time, and there are instances of this with e)pi/. 

Lu 4.25 oÀte e)klei¿sqh o( ou)rano\j e)piì eÃth tri¿a kaiì mh=naj 
eÀc, 

for 3 years and 6 months 

Ac 16.18 tou=to de\ e)poi¿ei e)piì polla\j h(me/raj. NIV  for many days 

Ac 28.6 e)piì polu\ de\ au)tw½n prosdokw¯ntwn kaiì 
qewrou/ntwn ... 

for a long time - only ex. in NT 

 

The examples below reflect a somewhat unusual use of e)pi/ + acc. for Time. 

Ac 3.1 Pe/troj de\ kaiì ¹Iwa/nnhj a)ne/bainon ei¹j to\ i¸ero\n 
e)piì th\n wÐran th=j proseuxh=j th\n e)na/thn.  

NIV  at the time of prayer - at 3 in 
the afternoon 
One might expect a dative here for 
precise time, but e)pi/ is followed by 
its predominant case. 

JB takes e)pi/ as reflecting Purpose:  
'for the prayers at the ninth hour'.  
So also Ph  'were on their way ... 
for the three o'clock hour of prayer'. 

Ac 4.5 ¹Ege/neto de\ e)piì th\n auÃrion sunaxqh=nai au)tw½n 
tou\j aÃrxontaj kaiì tou\j presbute/rouj... 

NIV  the next day i.e. at some point 
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•  With Genitive 

The genitive expresses Time-within which, and this is maintained following e)pi/. 

Mt 1.11  ¹Iwsi¿aj de\ e)ge/nnhsen to\n ¹Iexoni¿an kaiì tou\j 
a)delfou\j au)tou= e)piì th=j metoikesi¿aj Babulw½noj.  

NIV  at the time of the exile to 
Babylon i.e. at some point during 

Mk 2.26 pw½j ei¹sh=lqen ei¹j to\n oiåkon tou= qeou= e)piì  ¹Abiaqa\r 
a)rxiere/wj  

NIV  in the time of Abiathar the 
high priest i.e. during. 
TEV  when A was the High Priest. 

Lk 3.2 e)piì a)rxiere/wj àAnna kaiì Kai+a/fa, e)ge/neto r(h=ma 
qeou= e)piì ¹Iwa/nnhn to\n Zaxari¿ou ui¸o\n e)n tv= e)rh/m%.  

NIV  during the highpriesthood of 
A. and C. 

Ac 11.28 a)nasta\j de\ ... àAgaboj e)sh/manen ... limo\n mega/lhn 
me/llein eÃsesqai e)f' oÀlhn th\n oi¹koume/nhn, hÀtij 
e)ge/neto e)piì Klaudi¿ou.  

NIV  during the reign of Claudius 

 

•  With Dative 

With the dative, e)pi/ seems to mean 'on the occasion of' and hence sometimes 'whenever'. 

Jo 4.27 e)pi tou/t% at this (time) 

2C 3.14 to\ au)to\ ka/lumma e)piì tv= a)nagnw¯sei th=j 
palaia=j diaqh/khj me/nei, 

at the reading of the old covenant i.e. 
whenever the old covenant is read. 

2C 7.4 peplh/rwmai tv= paraklh/sei, 
u(perperisseu/omai tv= xar#= e)piì pa/sv tv= 
qli¿yei h(mw½n.  

in all our affliction cf. 1 Th 3.7 below.  
All Eng. versions take it this way, not 
as being overwhelmed with joy at their 
affliction. 

Php 1.3 Eu)xaristw½ t%½ qe%½ mou e)piì pa/sv tv= mnei¿# 
u(mw½n  

at every remembrance of you i.e. 
whenever we remember you.  so NEB, 
JB 

NIV, TEV  every time I ... 

1Th 3.7 dia\ tou=to pareklh/qhmen, a)delfoi¿, e)f' u(miÍn 
e)piì pa/sv tv= a)na/gkv kaiì qli¿yei h(mw½n dia\ th=j 
u(mw½n pi¿stewj,  

NIV  in all our distress and 
persecution. 
This use is really 'circumstance/ 
situation' - an extension of time. 

(e)f' u(min - see under Occasion) 

He 9.26 nuniì de\ aÀpac e)piì suntelei¿#2 tw½n ai¹w¯nwn ei¹j 
a)qe/thsin [th=j] a(marti¿aj  

at the completion/consummation of the 
ages. 
NEB  at the climax of history 

 

                                                           
2  There are 4 occurrences of this word, always in this phrase - Mt 13.39, 40, 24.3 and this reference. 
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C   EXTENDED ROLES 

e)pi/ signals a number of UNDERGOER roles which are extensions of locative ones.  The following are 

grouped together for convenience:  Target, Opponent, Domain and Topic. 

1.   TARGET 

Target is an extension of Goal.  The participant is the target (rather than the Patient) of the activity 

of the verb.  The attitude or action of the agent is directed towards the target.  The accusative is the 

case most used.  'On' is the usual English translation.  pisteu/w and e)lpi/zw are typically followed 

by Target. 

Note that in both the section on Goal and here, e)pi/ occur with verbs compounded with e)pi-.  In this 

section they are grouped together. 

Mt 5.45 oÀpwj ge/nhsqe ui¸oiì tou= patro\j u(mw½n tou= e)n 
ou)ranoiÍj, oÀti to\n hÀlion au)tou= a)nate/llei e)piì 
ponhrou\j kaiì a)gaqou\j kaiì bre/xei e)piì 
dikai¿ouj kaiì a)di¿kouj.  

causes sun to rise/shine on evil and on 
good...rain on just and unjust. 

It is a picture of impartial providential 
care. 

Mt 15.32  Splagxni¿zomai e)piì to\n oÃxlon, I-have-compassion on the crowd 
In Mt 9.36, peri/ is used with the same 
verb.  Perhaps extent is more in focus 
there, but Target and Domain are very 
close. 

So also Mk 8.2. 

Lu 7.13 kaiì i¹dwÜn au)th\n o( ku/rioj e)splagxni¿sqh e)p' 
au)tv= kaiì eiåpen au)tv=, Mh\ klaiÍe.  

the same verb is used. 

Mt 27.43 pe/poiqen e)piì to\n qeo/n, He trusted in God 

Mk 10.24 pw½j du/skolo/n e)stin tou\j pepoiqo/taj e)pi\ 
xrh/masin ei¹j th\n basilei¿an tou= qeou= 
ei¹selqeiÍn:  

Same verb with the dat.  'for those who 
trust in riches.' 

NB. this phrase only in MT/Byz. 

Ac 26.18 tou= e)pistre/yai a)po\ sko/touj ei¹j fw½j kaiì th=j 
e)cousi¿aj tou= Satana= e)piì to\n qeo/n, 

The same verb.  'turn (them) to God 
cf Lu 1.16.  It is parallel to ei)j and 
could be considered goal, which is, of 
course, basically the same role.  One 
might consider there is an element of 
direction/aim in this verse. 

Ac 9.42 polloi\ e)pi/steusan3 e)pi\ to\n Ku/rion Many believed on the Lord 

So also Ac 16.31, 22.19.  And see He 
6.1 below. 

                                                           
3 pisteu/w occurs with e)pi/ nearly a dozen times, equally with acc. and dat. e.g. Mt 27.42; Lu 24.25; Ac 16.31; Ro 4.24, 
9.33; 1T 1.16.  It occurs frequently in John's gospel with the plain dat. or with his favoured preposition, ei)j + acc. -- 
some 32 times, e.g. 3.36, 6.29.  There are only 2 or 3 occurrences outside John -- Mt 18.6 (cf. Mk 9.42), Ac 10.43.  For 
its possible limited use with e)n, see note on e)n Xrist%= under 3.Target.  cf. the full note in Moulton, 67, 68. 
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Ro 4.5 t%½ de\ mh\ e)rgazome/n% pisteu/onti de\ e)piìì to\n 

dikaiou=nta  
to one who trusts on the-one-who-
justifies... 

Ro 4.24 toiÍj pisteu/ousin e)piìì to\n e)gei¿ranta  ¹Ihsou=n 
to\n ku/rion h(mw½n e)k nekrw½n,  

 

2C 10.2 de/omai de\ to\ mh\ parwÜn qarrh=sai tv= 
pepoiqh/sei vÂ logi¿zomai tolmh=sai e)pi¿ tinaj 
tou\j logizome/nouj h(ma=j w¨j kata\ sa/rka 
peripatou=ntaj.  

NIV  bold ... towards some people who 
think that we live ... 

1T 4.10 ei¹j tou=to ga\r kopiw½men kaiì a)gwnizo/meqa, oÀti 
h)lpi¿kamen e)piì qe%½ zw½nti, 

since we have-put-our-hope on/in the 
living God.  With dat. 

1T 5.5 h( de\ oÃntwj xh/ra kaiìì memonwme/nh hÃlpiken e)piìì 
qeo\n 

(widow) has hoped in/on God 

1T 6.17 ToiÍj plousi¿oij e)n t%½ nu=n ai¹w½ni para/ggelle 
mh\ u(yhlofroneiÍn mhde\ h)lpike/nai e)piì plou/tou 
a)dhlo/thti4 a)ll' e)piì qe%½ t%½ pare/xonti h(miÍn 
pa/nta plousi¿wj ei¹j a)po/lausin,  

... not to place their hope on the 
uncertainty of wealth  i.e. riches which 
cannot be guaranteed, but on God ...   
With dat. 

Ti 3.6 ouÂ e)ce/xeen e)f' h(ma=j plousi¿wj dia\ ¹Ihsou=  
Xristou= tou= swth=roj h(mw½n,  

'poured out on us' (fig.).  Included 
here, but Recipient rather than Target, 
after a verb of (in this context) giving.  
cf. Eph 1.8, where ei)j is used in a 
similar expression. 

He 6.1 mh\ pa/lin qeme/lion kataballo/menoi 
metanoi¿aj a)po\ nekrw½n eÃrgwn kaiìì pi¿stewj e)piìì 
qeo/n, 

Faith in/on God 

1P 3.12 oÀti o)fqalmoiì kuri¿ou e)pi\ dikai/ouj, kaiì wÕta 
au)tou= ei¹j de/hsin au)tw½n,   pro/swpon de\ 
kuri¿ou e)piì poiou=ntaj kaka/.  

his eyes are on the righteous (idiom) ... 
the face of the Lord is toward those 
who do evil. 
Notice parallel ei)j in next phrase.  cf.  
Lu 9.38 above. 

 

Examples of e)pi/ following compound verb with e)pi-: 

Lu 1.16 kaiì pollou\j tw½n ui¸w½n ¹Israh\l e)pistre/yei e)piì 
ku/rion to\n qeo\n au)tw½n.  

He will turn/direct many to the Lord 
their God. 

1P 2.25 a)lla\ e)pestra/fhte nu=n e)piì to\n poime/na kaiì 
e)pi¿skopon tw½n yuxw½n u(mw½n.  

Same verb used intrans.  cf. also 1Th 
1.9 which has same verb with pro/j. 

Lu 9.38 de/omai/ se e)pible/yai e)pi\ to\n ui(o/n mou ...look-on (e)pi-) my son 

Ac 4.29 kaiì ta\ nu=n, ku/rie, eÃpide e)piì ta\j a)peila\j 
au)tw½n  

Look(-down-)on their threats 

 

2.   OPPONENT 

There are some examples where the context means that e)pi/ takes an adversarial role, 'against',  cf.  

kata/ with the Genitive.  The same preposition signifies both positive and negative aspects of Target. 

Mt 24.7 
 

e)gerqh/setai ga\r eÃqnoj e)piì eÃqnoj kaiì basilei¿a 
e)piì basilei¿an  

nation will rise against nation, and 
kingdom against kingdom (Acc.)  
So Mk 13.8; Lu 21.10. 

                                                           
4 a(/pac leg. 
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Mt 26.55 ¸Wj e)piì lvsth\n e)ch/lqate meta\ maxairw½n kaiì 

cu/lwn sullabeiÍn me; 
against a thief  (or 'for a thief'?? i.e. 
Purpose)  (Acc.) 

Mk 3.24-
26. 

kaiì e)a\n basilei¿a e)f' e(auth\n merisqv=, ou) 
du/natai staqh=nai h( basilei¿a e)kei¿nh: kaiì e)a\n 
oi¹ki¿a e)f' e(auth\n merisqv=, ... kaiì ei¹ o( Satana=j 
a)ne/sth e)f' e(auto\n ... 

Cf. Mt 12.25; 26 (kata/ and e)pi/), 
Lu 11.17 ff  (e)pi/). 

Mk 13.12 kaiì e)panasth/sontai te/kna e)piì goneiÍj  against parents (Acc.) 

Lu 12. 52, 
53 

pe/nte e)n e(niì oiãk% diamemerisme/noi, treiÍj e)piì 
dusiìn kaiì du/o e)piì trisi¿n, diamerisqh/sontai 
path\r e)piì ui¸%½ kaiì ui¸o\j e)piì patri¿, mh/thr e)piì th\n 
qugate/ra kaiì quga/thr e)piì th\n mhte/ra, penqera\ 
e)piì th\n nu/mfhn au)th=j kaiì nu/mfh e)piì th\n 
penqera/n.  

3 against 2 and 2 against 3, father 
against son, son against father 
(Dat.).  The rest are with Acc. 

Ac 4.27 sunh/xqhsan ga\r e)p' a)lhqei¿aj e)n tv= po/lei tau/tv 
e)piì to\n aÀgion paiÍda/ sou  ¹Ihsou=n oÁn eÃxrisaj, 

against your holy child Jesus (Acc.) 

Ac 8.1 ¹Ege/neto de\ e)n e)kei¿nv tv= h(me/r# diwgmo\j me/gaj 
e)piì th\n e)kklhsi¿an th\n e)n ¸Ierosolu/moij,  

against the church in Jerusalem 
(Acc.) 

Ac 13.50 kaiì e)ph/geiran diwgmo\n e)piì to\n Pau=lon kaiì  
Barnaba=n  

persecution against Paul and 
Barnabas  (Acc.) 

 

3.   DOMAIN 

The (figurative) extension of Extent is the Domain or sphere of influence of the predicate.  e)pi/ is 

followed by the accusative except where marked.  'over' tends to be an English rendering of this 

sense.  It occurs with predicates or nominal heads signifying domain of responsibility or effect;  there 

is no dimension of motion or transfer. 

Mt 25.21 
So also 23 

e)piì o)li¿ga hÅj pisto/j, e)piì pollw½n se katasth/sw:  faithful over few ... appoint over 
many (Gen.) 

Lu 1.33 kaiì basileu/sei e)piì to\n oiåkon ¹IakwÜb ei¹j tou\j 
ai¹w½naj kaiì th=j basilei¿aj au)tou= ou)k eÃstai 
te/loj.  

NIV  he will reign over the house 
of Jacob 

Lu 1.65 kaiì e)ge/neto e)piì pa/ntaj fo/boj tou\j 
perioikou=ntaj au)tou/j, 

fear was on/over them all. 
So  also A. 5.11. 

Lu 2.8 Kaiì poime/nej hÅsan ... a)graulou=ntej kaiì 
fula/ssontej fulaka\j th=j nukto\j e)piì th\n 
poi¿mnhn au)tw½n.  

keeping watch over their flocks 

Lu 9.1 eÃdwken au)toiÍj du/namin kaiì e)cousi¿an e)piì pa/nta 
ta\ daimo/nia kaiì no/souj qerapeu/ein  

gave authority...over evil spirits  

Jo 3.36 h( o)rgh\ tou= qeou= me/nei e)p' au)to/n.  the wrath of God remains on him.  
cf. Co 3.6, (though note textual 
difference of opinion). 

Ac 4.33 xa/rij te mega/lh hÅn e)piì pa/ntaj au)tou/j.  great grace was on all 

Ac 6.3 e)piske/yasqe de/, a)delfoi¿, aÃndraj ... ouÁj 
katasth/somen e)piì th=j xrei¿aj tau/thj,  

put in charge of/over this 
responsibility (Gen.) 

Ro 5.14 a)lla\ e)basi¿leusen o( qa/natoj a)po\ ¹Ada\m me/xri  
Mwu+se/wj kaiì e)piì tou\j mh\ a(marth/santaj  
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Ro 9.5 o( wÔn e)piì pa/ntwn qeo\j eu)loghto\j ei¹j tou\j 

ai¹w½naj,  
who is God over all.  (Gen.) 
Embedded attribute PP 

Ga 6.16 kaiì oÀsoi t%½ kano/ni tou/t% stoixh/sousin, ei¹rh/nh 
e)p' au)tou\j kaiì eÃleoj kaiì e)piì to\n ¹Israh\l tou= 
qeou=.  

peace be on them 

He 10.21 kaiì i¸ere/a me/gan e)piì to\n oiåkon tou= qeou=,  great priest over the house of God.  
Attribute PP as above. 

 

4.   TOPIC 

With verbs of COGNITION or COMMUNICATION, e)pi/ signifies Topic or content5. 

Mk 6.52 ou) ga\r sunh=kan e)piì toiÍj aÃrtoij,  they didn't understand about (the 
matter of) the bread 

Mk 9.12 kaiì pw½j ge/graptai e)piì to\n ui̧o\n tou= a)nqrw̄pou 
iàna polla\ pa/qv kaiì e)coudenhqv=;  

on the topic of the Son of Man  

Mk 12.26 ou)k a)ne/gnwte e)n tv= bi¿bl% Mwu+se/wj e)piì tou= 
ba/tou pw½j eiåpen ... 

= in the passage about the bush  
(Gen.). 
Here, Text, rather than Topic. 

Ac 14.3 die/triyan parrhsiazo/menoi e)piì t%½ kuri¿%  TEV, Ph  about the Lord (dat.)  RSV, 
NIV, JB  for the Lord  (i.e Ben.) 
NEB  in reliance on the Lord.  (i.e. 
Manner) 
W  speaking freely and relying on the 
Lord.  (ditto) 
TT  with confidence in the Lord (i.e. 
Target). 
Note the varying interpretations. 

He 9.10 mo/non e)piì brw¯masin kaiì po/masin kaiì 
diafo/roij baptismoiÍj, dikaiw¯mata sarko\j 
me/xri kairou= diorqw¯sewj e)pikei¿mena.  

in the matter of food and drink and 
various washings  (dat.) 

 

D   MOTIVATION 

The use of e)pi/ extends to variants of the role of Motivation.  We may distinguish the following. 

1.   OCCASION 

Occasion involves an element of stimulus, which causes or provokes an emotional reaction.  e)pi/ with 

the dative occurs frequently after INNER ACTIVITY verbs of Emotion – rejoicing, amazement, fear, 

sorrow etc. and may be translated by English 'at' - rejoice at, amazed at etc.  e)pi/ with this usage 

seems to be a favourite of Luke. Following is a sampling of the many occurrences.  The noun is 

normally in the Dative. 

Mk 1.22 kaiì e)ceplh/ssonto e)piì tv= didaxv= au)tou=:  amazed at his teaching 

                                                           
5 a comparative study needs to be made with peri/ and u(pe/r, which are also used for this role. 
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Mk 3.5 kaiì peribleya/menoj au)tou\j met' o)rgh=j, 

sullupou/menoj e)piì tv= pwrw¯sei th=j kardi¿aj 
au)tw½n  

 

Mk 10.22  o( de\ stugna/saj e)piì t%½ lo/g% a)ph=lqen 
lupou/menoj: 

being shocked/gloomy at this reply 
'disturbed because of what was said'  
(Louw and Nida, 781).  (so also v. 
24. 

Lu 1.29 h( de\ e)piì t%½ lo/g% dietara/xqh  troubled at his word 

Lu 5.9 qa/mboj ga\r perie/sxen au)to\n kaiì pa/ntaj tou\j 
su\n au)t%½ e)piì tv= aÃgr# tw½n i¹xqu/wn wÒn sune/labon,  

fear seized him...at the catch of 
fish... 

Lu 13.17 kaiì pa=j o( oÃxloj eÃxairen e)piì pa=sin toiÍj e)ndo/coij 
toiÍj ginome/noij u(p' au)tou=.  

rejoiced at all the wonderful 
things... 

Lu 15.7 xara\ e)n t%½ ou)ran%½ eÃstai e)piì e(niì a(martwl%½ 
metanoou=nti hÄ e)piì e)nenh/konta e)nne/a dikai¿oij 
oiàtinej ou) xrei¿an eÃxousin metanoi¿aj.  

 

Lu 20.26 kaiì qauma/santej e)piì tv= a)pokri¿sei au)tou= 
e)si¿ghsan.  

cf. Ac 3.12 for same verb. 

Ac 20.38 o)dunw¯menoi ma/lista e)piì t%½ lo/g% %Ò ei¹rh/kei oÀti 
ou)ke/ti me/llousin to\ pro/swpon au)tou= qewreiÍn.  

 

1Th 3.7 dia\ tou=to pareklh/qhmen, a)delfoi¿, e)f' u(miÍn   

Jm 5.1 klausate...e)pi taij talaipwriaij u(mwn taij 
e)perxomenaij. 

Weep ... at the misfortunes ... 

3J 10 kaiì mh\ a)rkou/menoj e)piì tou/toij  not being satisfied with these 
things... 

Rev 1.7 koyontai e)p' au)ton pasai ai( fulai... all tribes...will mourn at/because of 
him  (Acc; person rather than 
situation) 

 

The response may be volitional, as well as emotional, and may also be communicated, as the 

following examples show.  And inasmuch as the PP expresses the content of the response,  Occasion 

merges here with Topic. 

Lu 1.47 kaiì h)galli¿asen to\ pneu=ma/ mou e)piì t%½ qe%½ t%½ 
swth=ri¿ mou,  

My spirit has rejoiced in God my 
Saviour  (person rather than 
situation) 

Ac 4.21 oÀti pa/ntej e)do/cazon to\n qeo\n e)piì t%½ gegono/ti:   

Ro 5.2 kaiì kauxw¯meqa e)p' e)lpi¿di th=j do/chj tou= qeou=.  = 'we are thrilled at the prospect 
of...'  cf. note on this verb under e)n 
p. 165. 

1C 1.4 Eu)xaristw½ t%½ qe%½ mou pa/ntote periì u(mw½n e)piì tv= 
xa/riti tou= qeou= ...  

 

2C 9.13 doca/zontej to\n qeo\n e)piì tv= u(potagv= th=j 
o(mologi¿aj u(mw½n ei¹j to\ eu)agge/lion tou= Xristou= 
kaiì a(plo/thti th=j koinwni¿aj ei¹j au)tou\j kaiì ei¹j 
pa/ntaj,  

glorify God at/for your obedience... 

2C 9.15 xa/rij t%½ qe%½ e)piì tv= a)nekdihgh/t% au)tou= dwre#=.   
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2.   BASIS 

A similar extended use of e)pi/ is grounds or basis, the logical reason, for either state or action.  Note 

the following examples: 

Mt 4.4 Ou)k e)p' aÃrt% mo/n% zh/setai o( 
aÃnqrwpoj, a)ll' e)piì pantiì r(h/mati 
e)kporeuome/n% dia\ sto/matoj qeou=.  

on bread alone ...on every word which ... 
(Dat.)  Not physical bread but God's 'words' 
are the sustaining basis of life.  (This might be 
included in the fig. uses of e)pi/ under 
Location, but seems to fit better here.) 

cf. KJV  by bread alone   Means. 

Mt 18.16 iàna e)piì sto/matoj du/o martu/rwn hÄ triw½n 
staqv= pa=n r(h=ma:  

on mouth of two or three witnesses (Gen.)  So 
2C 13.1. 

Mt 19.9 oÁj aÄn a)polu/sv th\n gunaiÍka au)tou= mh\ 
e)piì pornei¿#  

except on grounds of fornication (Dat.) 

Lu 5.5 e)pi\ de\ r(h/mati/ sou xala/sw ta\ di/ktua,  'at your word I will let down the net.'  This 
follows a negative, ('all night we have toiled 
and caught nothing, but...')  and seems to 
show both occasion and grounds for what 
Peter will do.  'Prompted by your word, I will 
...' 

NIV  'because you say so, ... ';  TEV makes it a 
surface condition,  'if you say so ...'. 

Ac 3.16 kaiì e)piì tv= pi¿stei tou= o)no/matoj au)tou= 
tou=ton oÁn qewreiÍte kaiì oiãdate, 
e)stere/wsen to\ oÃnoma au)tou=, 

'on the basis of faith' , hence NIV  'by'  KJV 
'through faith in his name'  (means> cause) 

cf. LB  Faith in Js' name ... has caused this 
perfect healing. 

Ac 26.6 kaiì nu=n e)p' e)lpi¿di th=j ei¹j tou\j pate/raj 
h(mw½n e)paggeli¿aj genome/nhj u(po\ tou= 
qeou= eÀsthka krino/menoj,  

NIV  it is because of my hope ... that I am on 
trial today 
TEV  I stand here to be tried because I hope ... 

Ro 4.18 oÁj par' e)lpi¿da e)p' e)lpi¿di e)pi¿steusen 
ei¹j to\ gene/sqai au)to\n pate/ra pollw½n 
e)qnw½n... 

Calvin: 'The meaning is that when he had no 
grounds for hope, A. still relied in hope on the 
promise of God'.  See Morris 1988:210. 

Ro 5.14 a)lla\ e)basi¿leusen o( qa/natoj ... kaiì e)piì 
tou\j mh\ a(marth/santaj e)piì t%½ 
o(moiw¯mati th=j paraba/sewj ¹Ada/m oÀj 
e)stin tu/poj tou= me/llontoj.  

lit: 'on the likeness of the transgression of 
Adam ...; = like/as Adam did when he 
overstepped the command.  So Eng.  versions.  
We  might have expected kata/. 

See the comment by Morris (1988:233).  He 
refers to Branick's construing of the phrase 
with e)basi¿leusen, in which case the role 
would certainly be Basis – 'death rules from 
Adam on the basis of ...'6 

Php 1.5 e)piì tv= koinwni¿# u(mw½n ei¹j to\ eu)agge/lion 
a)po\ th=j prw¯thj h(me/raj aÃxri tou= nu=n,  

Note the question of what verb e)pi/ is attached 
to – v 3 or 4 or both??  The PP is clearly the 
basis for Paul's joy.  So Br  'and rejoice (meta\ 
xara=j) at your fellowship with me'. 

NIV  I always pray with joy because of ...  
Others similarly. 

                                                           
6 Morris gives the ref. as Vincent P. Branick  CBQ, 47 [1985],  pp. 258-59. 
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Php 3.9 dikaiosu/nhn e)piì tv= pi¿stei,  righteousness based on faith/which rests on 

faith. 

cf. comment on Php 3.9 under dia, p. 125 /. 

1Th 3.9 ti¿na ga\r eu)xaristi¿an duna/meqa t%½ qe%½ 
a)ntapodou=nai periì u(mw½n e)piì pa/sv tv= 
xar#= vÂ xai¿romen di' u(ma=j eÃmprosqen 
tou= qeou= h(mw½n,  

 

Ti 1.2 e)p' e)lpi¿di zwh=j ai¹wni¿ou, hÁn 
e)phggei¿lato o( a)yeudh\j qeo\j pro\ 
xro/nwn ai¹wni¿wn,  

TEV  [truth] which is based on the hope for 
eternal life 
NIV  a faith and knowledge resting on the 
hope of eternal life 

To what is the PP attached?  Is it parallel or 
subordinate to kata\ pi/stin ...?  See 3.2 p. 47. 

He 8.6 hÀtij e)piì krei¿ttosin e)paggeli¿aij 
nenomoqe/thtai.  

which has been (legally) enacted on the basis 
of better promises (A-G) 

 

Note that in 4 other occurrences of e)p' e)lpi/di, Basis shifts to Attendant Circumstances or Manner – 

Ac 2.26; Ro 4.18 (NIV  'in hope believed', not Target, 'believed in hope'), Ro 5.2, 'hoping for/as we 

hope'; 1Co 9.10. 

So also e)p' eu)logi/aij (a(p. leg.) in 2C 9.6 is Manner – 'on the basis of bounty' > 'generously, 

liberally'. 

3.   PURPOSE 

Luke 4.43 is an interesting example of crossing the line from reason to purpose. 

o( de\ eiåpen pro\j au)tou\j oÀti Kaiì taiÍj e(te/raij po/lesin eu)aggeli¿sasqai¿ me deiÍ th\n 

basilei¿an tou= qeou=, oÀti e)piì tou=to7 a)pesta/lhn.   cf. Mk 1.38  ei¹j tou=to ga\r e)ch=lqon. 

It is the only example of e)pi\ tou=to.  RSV renders  'for (o/(ti) I was sent for this purpose'.  NIV has 

'...because that is why I was sent';  TEV 'because that is what God sent me to do'. 

Other examples of Purpose (usually, as expected, with the Accusative), are: 

Mt 3.7 ¹IdwÜn de\ pollou\j tw½n Farisai¿wn kaiì 
Saddoukai¿wn e)rxome/nouj e)piì to\ ba/ptisma 
au)tou= eiåpen au)toiÍj,... 

'for baptism'.  cf. v. 13.  So Robertson 
(602) and all versions except NIV 
which has 'to where he was baptising' 

                                                           
7 MT has ei)j tou=to here, but the UBS has e)pi/ with no comment. 
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Mt 26.50 o( de\ ¹Ihsou=j eiåpen au)t%½, ¸EtaiÍre, e)f' oÁ pa/rei.  KJV, RSV and Ph take as a question:  

'Why are you here?' i.e.  'What are you 
here for?' 

Most take as a command  e.g. 

NIV  'Friend, do what you came for.' 
W  'Friend, ... carry out your intention.' 

Lu 7.44 uÀdwr moi e)piì po/daj ou)k eÃdwkaj: no water for my feet  cf. ei)j in L. 
15.22.  Ellipsis for 'to pour on/wash 
my feet with'. 

Lu 15.4 kaiì poreu/etai e)piì to\ a)polwlo\j eÀwj euÀrv 
au)to/;  

goes after the lost one/goes in search of 
the lost one.  An interesting and 
unusual blend of Goal and Purpose. 
The context implies going and 
searching i.e. looking with a purpose. 

Eph 2.10 ktisqe/ntej e)n Xrist%½  ¹Ihsou= e)piì eÃrgoij 
a)gaqoiÍj  

for good works 

1Th 4.7 ou) ga\r e)ka/lesen h(ma=j o( qeo\j e)piì a)kaqarsi¿# 
a)ll' e)n a(giasm%½8.  

NIV  God did not call us to be impure, 
but to live a holy life. 

2T 2.14 mh\ logomaxeiÍn, e)p' ou)de\n xrh/simon, e)piì 
katastrofv= tw½n a)kouo/ntwn.  

1.  to no useful purpose 
2.  for the downfall of the hearers. 

i.e.  'is useful for nothing, but leads 
to/results in ...' 

He 12.10 o( de\ e)piì to\ sumfe/ron ei¹j to\ metalabeiÍn th=j 
a(gio/thtoj au)tou=.  

 

 

E   PROBLEM PASSAGES 

1.   e)pi\ t%= o)no/mati 

This phrase needs to be studied in conjunction with those introduced by e)n and ei)j. 

• ei)j to\ o)/noma occurs 9 times after verbs of believing or baptising (Mt 28.19, Jo 1.12, Ac 8.16, 

19.5 etc).  The only exception seems to be He 6.10, 'the love you have shown to(wards) his name 

i.e. him'.  The anarthrous form of the phrase occurs in Mt 10.41 and 42, where it is the equivalent 

of the more common e)n t%= o)no/mati,  'as the representative of, on the authority of'. 

• For e)n t%= o)no/mati, see the special note under e)n (Sect. E).  The name represents the person, 

clearly seen in Jo 20.31, 'life in (i.e. 'through', Means/Agency, and hence Reason) his name' i.e. 

through him.  It frequently means 'on the authority of, as the representative of'.  So Mt 21. 9; Mk 

9.38, 41; Lu 19.38; Jo 5.43, 14.13 etc. 

                                                           
8 Are the 2 prepositions parallel in meaning, or is there a distinction?  Apart from RSV ('For God has not called us for 
uncleanness, but in holiness'), all translations make both parallel, with the role of Goal or Purpose.  The majority of 
commentaries also take as Purpose (Blight, 127).  This matches the context well.  e)n would = ei)j here. 
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There are 13 or 14 occurrences of e)pi\ t%= o)no/mati (none without the article), and some are clearly 

equivalents of e)n t%= o)no/mati.  Basis seems to be the role for each of the following: 

Mt 18.5  kaiì oÁj e)a\n de/chtai eÁn paidi¿on toiou=to e)piì t%½ o)no/mati¿ mou, e)me\ de/xetai.  Trad. 

Eng. transl. (including TEV) have 'in my name'.  LB  'because you are mine';  Ph  'for my sake'.  i.e. 

'because of me'. 

Mt 24.5  polloiì ga\r e)leu/sontai e)piì t%½ o)no/mati¿ mou le/gontej, ...  cf. Mk 13.6; Lu 21.8. 

Note also Ac 2.38  Pe/troj de\ pro\j au)tou/j, Metanoh/sate, [fhsi¿n,] kaiì baptisqh/tw eÀkastoj 

u(mw½n e)piì t%½ o)no/mati ¹Ihsou= Xristou= ei¹j aÃfesin tw½n a(martiw½n u(mw½n.  This is the only 

occurrence having reference to baptism. 

It also occurs in Ac 4.17, 18, 5.28, 40, where all the English translations render 'in this name, in the 

name of Jesus' after a verb of speaking or preaching. 

Ac 4.17:  a)peilhsw¯meqa au)toiÍj mhke/ti laleiÍn e)piì t%½ o)no/mati tou/t% mhdeniì a)nqrw¯pwn.  

Ac 5.40:  kaiì proskalesa/menoi tou\j a)posto/louj dei¿rantej parh/ggeilan mh\ laleiÍn e)piì 

t%½ o)no/mati tou=  ¹Ihsou= kaiì a)pe/lusan.  

Another natural rendering in these contexts might seem to be 'about this name' i.e. Topic, though 

none of the English translations seem to do this.  We may compare Ac 14.3 which TEV and Ph 

render 'They spoke boldly about (e)pi/) the Lord'.9   

However, the whole of this passage (4. 1-31, and also the repercussions in 5.17ff) revolves round the 

pivotal question of authority.  The highest Jewish governing authority, the Sanhedrin (cf. Mt 23.2), 

was confronting Peter and John who had healed on the authority of the name of Jesus (cf. 3.6).  Their 

question in 4.7 'By what power or authority  (name) have you done this?' is the key question, and 

Peter's reply makes clear that the miracle was done by the authority of Jesus – e)n t%= o)no/mati 

'Ihsou= Xristou= (v.10).  After conferring, the authorities decide to forbid the use of this other 

authority.  The apostles are to speak no longer to anyone 'on the authority of this name'.  This would 

apply to 4.17, 18 and 5. 28, 40. 

                                                           
9 RSV, NIV and JB, on the other hand, have 'for the Lord', an unusual use of e)pi/.  NEB has 'in reliance on the Lord' (so 
also TT; cf. Moule, 50). 
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Note also Lu 24.47:  kaiì khruxqh=nai e)piì t%½ o)no/mati au)tou= meta/noian ei¹j aÃfesin a(martiw½n 

ei¹j pa/nta ta\ eÃqnh.   Here the phrase is clearly not Topic, for the topic of khru/ssw is clearly 

stated. 

2.  Romans 5.12 

Dia\ tou=to wÐsper di' e(no\j a)nqrw¯pou h( a(marti¿a ei¹j to\n ko/smon ei¹sh=lqen kaiì dia\ th=j 

a(marti¿aj o( qa/natoj, kaiì ouÀtwj ei¹j pa/ntaj a)nqrw¯pouj o( qa/natoj dih=lqen, e)f' %Ò pa/ntej 

hÀmarton: 

To recap all the comments on this verse would require a chapter on its own! 

There are 6 occurences of e)f' %= in the NT =.  Apart from the literal senses of Mk 2.4 ('the bed on 

which ...') and Ac 7.33 ('the ground on which ...'), it occurs in this passage, 2C 5.4, Php 3.12 (see 

below) and Php 4.10. 

The two main interpretations of the phrase in Ro 5.12 are: 

(a) Origen and the Latin fathers took the pronoun as masc. (Vulgate in quo), and the phrase 

therefore means 'in whom'.  So Turner renders 'death passed upon all men through him in whom all 

men sinned' (quoted by Morris, 230).  The problem with this is that it is a strange use of e)pi/, and an 

awkward connection to the previous phrase. 

(b) The phrase is equivalent to e)pi\ tou/t% o(/ti  'inasmuch as, because'.  Grounds is a natural sense 

of e)pi/ and the statement '...because all men sinned' is the simplest (and very profound) interpretation, 

and fits the context.  cf. the parallel, though contrastive 2C 5.4. 

This does not deny the link with Adam, inherent in the context of the whole passage.  'Adam's sin 

involved us all in a situation of sin and death from which there is no escape other than in Christ' 

(Morris 232; his whole statement on this passage repays reading).  Morris (and other commentators) 

quote Bengel omnes peccarunt, Adamo peccante.  So, too, Bruce writes: '... Adam is mankind. 

Although the Vulgate rendering of 'for that' (Gk. eph' ho) by 'in whom' (Lat. in quo) may be a 

mistranslation, it is a true interpretation' (130). 
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3.  Philippians 3.12.( 

Ou)x oÀti hÃdh eÃlabon hÄ hÃdh tetelei¿wmai, diw¯kw de\ ei¹ kaiì katala/bw, e)f' %Ò kaiì 

katelh/mfqhn u(po\ Xristou= [)Ihsou=]. 

The 2 possible roles for e)pi/ here are: 

(a) Purpose – 'that for which I have been taken hold of ... '.  One might perhaps expect an 

Accusative.  This fits the context well and is the way most Eng. translations have taken it e.g. NIV  'I 

press on to take hold of that for which Christ Jesus took hold of me.' 

(b) Reason – 'because I have been taken hold of ... '.  This fits the other uses of the phrase.  RSV 

takes it this way, 'but I press on to make it my own, because Christ Jesus has made me his own'. 

Lightfoot (1869:150) comments similarly:  ' e)f' %Ò may mean either (1) 'wherefore, whereunto,' 

thus fulfilling God's purpose, or (2) 'because,' thus fulfilling his own duty.  In this second sense e)f' 

%Ò is apparently used Rom. v. 12, 2 Cor. v. 4.  The former meaning seems more appropriate here, 

though the latter is better supported by St. Paul's usage elsewhere.' 

TT catches the sense of purpose, but casts it in a causal form which reflects the Greek.  cf. note on 

e)pi\ tou=to above.  'But I am pressing on and trying to lay hold of it, because this is why Christ Jesus 

himself laid hold of me.' 
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6.4 

kata/  −  'DOWN' 

(+  Accusative, Genitive) 

STATISTICS 

Total occurrences of kata/ are some 472, about a sixth of the occurrences of e)n.  Paul's writings 

account for over a third of all occurrences. 

IE CONNECTIONS AND MEANING 

There seems to be little to note.  cf. ka/tw, the adverb 'down(ward)', an adverb with old Instrumental 

ending.  cf.  a)na 'up' and a)/nw 'above/upward'. 

The original local meaning of kata/ was 'down', but its NT use indicates connection with something, 

both in local ('against, in vicinity of') and transferred usages.  The major role of kata/ is 

Specification, a variant of Means, indicating that something is done in line with, in conformity with 

something else (KJV frequent 'according to...' or 'according as...') or that it is done with reference to 

something else (KJV 'as concerning...').  It is a key and fascinating preposition of Paul's, reflecting 

some of the parameters of his thinking and theology. 

The vast majority of occurrences of kata/ are with a following accusative, with one or two specific 

uses for a following genitive.  kata/ phrases commonly occur within noun phrases (NPs) where they 

have a modifying, descriptive function. 

In Composition:  kata/  is frequently used in composition - with some 110 different verbs plus 

uncounted cognate nominals!  It reflects the adverbial meanings of 'down' or 'against' or serves, as 

prepositional prefixes often do, as an intensifier of the verb meaning. 
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SEMANTIC ROLES 

As with the other prepositions, the chart on this page maps the semantic roles of kata/ on to those 

listed in chapter 5.  Those in italics are variants specific to kata/.  Those in parentheses are 

infrequent uses. 

 1.  Agent   

 2.  Effector   

 3.  Patient   

 4.  Experiencer   

 5.  Theme Text  

Participants  Topic  

  Range  

 6.  Benefactive Recipient  

  Beneficiary  

  Opponent (Oaths) 

  Target  

  Addressee  

  (Possessor)  

 7.  Comitative   

 8.  Locative Location Extent 

  (Goal)  

  Source  

  Path  

Circumstantials 9.  Time Time-when  

  Time-how long  

  Time-since  

  Time-until  

 10.  Means (Means)  

  Agency  

  Manner  

  Specification Reference 

 11.  Measure   

 12.  Motivation Reason  

  Occasion  

  Purpose  

 
Chart of semantic roles of kata/ 
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The order of presentation and illustration of the roles held by kata/ will be as follows: 

A. Locative 

 1.  Location 

 2.  Extent  (space and time) 

 3.  Goal 

 4.  Path 

B. Means 

 1.  Specification 

 2.  Manner 

 3.  Reference 

C. Other 

 1.  Possession 

 2.  Opponent 

 3.  Oaths 

D. kata\ sa/rka 

 •   Specification 

 •   Reference 
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A   LOCATIVE 

1.   LOCATION 

The meaning includes both position and aspect (north, south etc).  It is not a frequent use of kata/. 

Lu 2.31 oÁ h(toi¿masaj kata\ pro/swpon pa/ntwn 
tw½n law½n,  

Figurative use – 'in the sight of/before' i.e. so 
that all can see it or know about it. 

Ac 2.10 Frugi¿an te kaiì Pamfuli¿an, Aiãgupton 
kaiì ta\ me/rh th=j Libu/hj th=j kata\ 
Kurh/nhn, kaiì oi¸ e)pidhmou=ntej  ¸RwmaiÍoi, 

the parts of Libya which are near Cyrene 
(NIV, TEV, Ph) i.e 'in the vicinity of' 
KJV  about;  JB, NEB  around 
RSV  belonging to 

Ac 3.13 ... oÁn u(meiÍj me\n paredw¯kate kaiì 
h)rnh/sasqe kata\ pro/swpon Pila/tou, 
kri¿nantoj e)kei¿nou a)polu/ein:  

= before/in front of Pilate  (idiom)1.    The 
phrase is equivalent of e)pi/ as in 1T 6.13  ... 
Xristou= ¹Ihsou= tou= marturh/santoj e)piì 
Ponti¿ou Pila/tou th\n kalh\n o(mologi¿an. 

(e)piì pro/swpon means 'on to his face' as in Lu 
5.12   peswÜn  e)piì pro/swpon.  

Ac 27.12 ... eiã pwj du/nainto katanth/santej ei¹j 
Foi¿nika paraxeima/sai lime/na th=j 
Krh/thj ble/ponta kata\ li¿ba kaiì kata\ 
xw½ron.  

aspect 
NIV  facing both southwest and northwest. 
'was open toward ...' (A-G) 

Co 4.15  ¹Aspa/sasqe ... Nu/mfan kaiì th\n kat' 
oiåkon au)th=j e)kklhsi¿an.  

which is in her house.  PP modifies NP. 

 

2.   EXTENT 

kata/ is used for extent of both space and time, so both will be included together. 

(a)  Space.  kata/ has the distributive sense of 'in each...' when used with the noun alone. 

Lu 4.14 kaiì fh/mh e)ch=lqen kaq' oÀlhj th=j 
perixw¯rou periì au)tou=. 

TEV  news...spread throughout all that 
territory. 

One of the rare occurrences of a foll. genitive. 
Others are (all in Lu or Ac, always with 
o(/lhj):  Lu 23.5  (Judaea),  Ac 9.31, (Judaea),  
Ac 9.42  (Joppa),  Ac 10.37 (Judaea) 

Lu 8.39 kaiì a)ph=lqen kaq' oÀlhn th\n po/lin 
khru/sswn oÀsa e)poi¿hsen au)t%½ o( ¹Ihsou=j. 

 

Ac 14.23 xeirotonh/santej de\ au)toiÍj kat' 
e)kklhsi¿an presbute/rouj, 

in each church 

Ac 15.21 Mwu+sh=j ga\r ... kata\ po/lin tou\j 
khru/ssontaj au)to\n eÃxei 

in every town/city 

Ac 20.20 w¨j ou)de\n u(pesteila/mhn tw½n 
sumfero/ntwn tou= mh\ a)naggeiÍlai u(miÍn 
kaiì dida/cai u(ma=j dhmosi¿# kaiì kat' 
oiãkouj, 

TEV, JB, NEB  in your homes 
RSV, NIV  from house to house 

                                                           
1 So also Ac 25.16; 2C 10.1; Ga 2.11.  The only other refs for the phrase are Lu 2.31 (used figuratively) and 2C 10.7, 
an idiom for Manner, 'superficially'. 
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Ac 21.21 ... oÀti a)postasi¿an dida/skeij a)po\ 

Mwu+se/wj tou\j kata\ ta\ eÃqnh pa/ntaj  
¹Ioudai¿ouj le/gwn ... 

PP in NP, hence descriptive – 'all the Jews 
who live among the Gentiles.'  So Ac 24.5. 

 

(b)  Time.  kata/ has a distributive sense of 'week by week', 'every Sabbath' etc. 

Mt 27.15 Kata\ de\ e(orth\n ei¹w¯qei o( h(gemwÜn 
a)polu/ein eÀna t%½ oÃxl% de/smion oÁn 
hÃqelon. 

TEV  at every Passover Feast 
LB  each year  during the Passover celebration 
NIV  at the Feast 

Lu 9.23  ... a)rnhsa/sqw e(auto\n kaiì a)ra/tw to\n 
stauro\n au)tou= kaq' h(me/ran kaiì 
a)kolouqei¿tw moi.  

'daily'.  A frequent phrase.  So also 19.47, Ac 
2.46 etc. 

Ac 15.21 Mwu+sh=j ... e)n taiÍj sunagwgaiÍj kata\ 
pa=n sa/bbaton a)naginwsko/menoj. 

every Sabbath.  NEB  Sabbath by Sabbath. 

1C 16.2 kata\ mi¿an sabba/tou eÀkastoj u(mw½n 
par' e(aut%½ tiqe/tw qhsauri¿zwn oÀ ti e)a\n 
eu)odw½tai, 

every Sunday 

 

3.   GOAL 

In a few instances, kata/ has the role of Goal arrived at or approached. 

Lu 10.32 o(moi¿wj de\ kaiì Leui¿thj [geno/menoj] 
kata\ to\n to/pon e)lqwÜn kaiì i¹dwÜn 
a)ntiparh=lqen.  

=   'arriving at the spot'. 
KJV  when he was at the place. 
Others have 'when he came to the place'. 

For this and preceding verse cf. the similar use of 
e)pi/ under A2. Goal. 

Lu 10.33 Samari¿thj de/ tij o(deu/wn hÅlqen kat' 
au)to\n kaiì i¹dwÜn e)splagxni¿sqh,  

a certain S. who was on a journey came across 
him,  i.e. he came upon him (? unexpectedly).  

Ac 27.29 fobou/menoi¿ te mh/ pou kata\ traxeiÍj 
to/pouj e)kpe/swmen, e)k pru/mnhj 
r(i¿yantej a)gku/raj te/ssaraj 
huÃxonto h(me/ran gene/sqai. 

lit.  'rough places' cf. Lu 3.5. 
Ph:  ... for fear that we might be hurled on the 
rocks. cf. KJV. 
JB:  afraid that we might run aground somewhere 
on a reef 
NIV  Fearing that we would be dashed against the 
rocks 
LB  fearing rocks along the coast 

Php 3.14 kata\ skopo\n diw¯kw ei¹j to\ brabeiÍon 
th=j aÃnw klh/sewj tou= qeou= e)n 
Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou=.  

a(\p. le/g. 
Eng. versions have 'towards the goal' i.e. with the 
goal in view, in line with the goal.  cf. 
Specification below. 
Paul's 'goal' is the brabei=on, but he needs to keep 
the finishing line in view as he runs.  
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4.   PATH 

kata/ may signify route or direction. 

Mt 8.32 oi¸ de\ e)celqo/ntej a)ph=lqon ei¹j tou\j 
xoi¿rouj: kaiì i¹dou\ wÐrmhsen pa=sa h( 
a)ge/lh kata\ tou= krhmnou= ei¹j th\n 
qa/lassan kaiì a)pe/qanon e)n toiÍj 
uÀdasin.  

The only (?) occurrence of kata/ with the 
sense of 'down'.  This and the parallel 
passages in Mk 5.13 and Lu 8.33 are the only 
occurences in the NT of a following genitive 
with this sense. 

Lu 10.4 mh\ basta/zete balla/ntion, mh\ ph/ran, 
mh\ u(podh/mata, kaiì mhde/na kata\ th\n 
o(do\n a)spa/shsqe. 

most have 'on the road'.  But LB catches the 
flavour - 'along the way'. 

Ac 8.26 ãAggeloj de\ kuri¿ou e)la/lhsen pro\j 
Fi¿lippon le/gwn, ¹Ana/sthqi kaiì poreu/ou 
kata\ meshmbri¿an  

'Go south',  'Head south'. 

Ac 8.36 w¨j de\ e)poreu/onto kata\ th\n o(do/n, hÅlqon 
e)pi¿ ti uÀdwr,  

NIV  As they travelled along the road'.  Note 
the contrast with following e)pi/. 

Ac 16.7 e)lqo/ntej de\ kata\ th\n Musi¿an 
e)pei¿razon ei¹j th\n Biquni¿an poreuqh=nai, 
kaiì ou)k eiãasen au)tou\j to\ pneu=ma 
¹Ihsou=: 

LB  Then going along the borders of Mysia ... 
NIV  when they came to the border of Mysia 
JB  frontier 
Ph  When they approached Mysia... 

 

C   MEANS 

kata/ phrases are used with the extended meaning of Means.  They answer the question 'HOW?' in a 

range of related and overlapping ways which are more easily illustrated than described.  These are 

the main and most interesting senses of the preposition. 

Specification is the most common use of kata/.  Something is done or said or handled in conformity 

with, in line with, based on, or following a certain norm or canon or standard.  There is a match 

between an item or state or activity and some pattern or 'rule'.  kata\ to\n no/mon is an obvious 

example.  A house must be built according to i.e. in conformity with a certain plan or pattern.  We 

are to live in accordance with, or following (the dictates of) the Holy Spirit.   

Manner, Means and Method are very closely related to Specification, e.g. we are to live in 

accordance with, hence 'by means of' the power of God; we are to live in accordance with love i.e. 

'lovingly, in a loving manner'. 

Being in conformity with a norm or canon can lead to the reason for an action, and hence to its 

validation.  See, for example, Ro 16.25, Ga 2.2. 
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The particular role 'variant' which kata/ has depends, of course, on the context: 

(a)  the nature of the predicate (state, physical or mental activity), or, in the case of a head nominal, 

whether the nominal signals a Thing (e.g. FarisaiÍoj, as in Php 3.5), Qualifier (e.g. eu)labh/j as in 

Ac 22.12) or Event (e.g. didaxh/ as in Mk 1.27).  Note that when embedded in a noun phrase, kata/ 

phrases become descriptive and serve to modify the head nominal e.g.  Ac 13.22, 25.23; Ro 11.5; Ga 

3.29; 2T 1.1; Ti 1.1. 

(b)  whether the 'means' is employed by the Agent of the predicate, or by some other Agent e.g. God, 

(c)  the lexical content of the noun phrase following the preposition.  Thus, 'according to the will of 

God' > 'because that is what God wants/wanted' (reason), 'according to my opinion > 'as I see it, 

from my point of view' (perspective) etc. 

There is no one English preposition which renders kata/, though KJV consistently renders it 

'according to'.  Hence for this particular set of phrases there is great variety in the English 

translations, reflecting a variety of interpretation.  This highlights the fact that these role variants are 

not rigidly defined, but are context-dependent.  And it follows, of course, that careful exegesis of 

these phrases is an essential prerequisite to faithful translation into other languages. 

kata/ phrases will be grouped into three broad groups, Specification, Manner and Reference. 

1.   SPECIFICATION 

Mt 2.16 To/te  ¸Hr%¯dhj ... a)neiÍlen pa/ntaj 
tou\j paiÍdaj ... kata\ to\n xro/non 
oÁn h)kri¿bwsen para\ tw½n ma/gwn.  

NEB  corresponding to the time he had ascertained 
from the astrologers 

Mt 9.29 Kata\ th\n pi¿stin u(mw½n genhqh/tw 
u(miÍn.  

according to your faith 

Mt 25.15 kaiì %Ò me\n eÃdwken pe/nte 
ta/lanta, %Ò de\ du/o, %Ò de\ eÀn, 
e(ka/st% kata\ th\n i¹di¿an du/namin,  

NIV  (each) according to his ability 
JB  (each) in proportion to his ability 

cf. 2C 8.3 below. 

Mk 7.5 Dia\ ti¿ ou) peripatou=sin oi¸ 
maqhtai¿ sou kata\ th\n 
para/dosin tw½n presbute/rwn, 
a)lla\ koinaiÍj xersiìn e)sqi¿ousin 
to\n aÃrton;  

NIV  live according to the tradition 
NEB  conform to the ancient tradition 
TEV  follow the tradition handed down by our 
ancestors 

Lu 1.9 kata\ to\ eÃqoj th=j i¸eratei¿aj 
eÃlaxe tou= qumia=sai ei¹selqwÜn 
ei¹j to\n nao\n tou= kuri¿ou,  

according to the custom of the priesthood 
Ph  while Z was performing his priestly function 
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Lu 2.22 Kaiì oÀte e)plh/sqhsan ai¸ h(me/rai 

tou= kaqarismou= au)tw½n kata\ to\n 
no/mon Mwu+se/wj, ...2 

 

Jo 2.6 hÅsan de\ e)keiÍ li¿qinai u(dri¿ai eÁc 
kata\ to\n kaqarismo\n tw½n 
¹Ioudai¿wn kei¿menai, 

intended for/ used for... 

NIV, NEB  the kind used for 
JB  meant for the ablutions... 

kata/ specifies their purpose. 

Jo 18.31 La/bete au)to\n u(meiÍj kaiì kata\ 
to\n no/mon u(mw½n kri¿nate au)to/n. 

NIV etc.  judge him by your own law 

Ac 13.22 EuÂron  Dauiìd to\n tou= ¹Iessai¿, 
aÃndra kata\ th\n kardi¿an mou,  

NIV  a man after my own heart  (fig.) 

Ac 13.23 tou/tou o( qeo\j a)po\ tou= spe/rmatoj 
kat' e)paggeli¿an hÃgagen t%½ 
¹Israh\l swth=ra ¹Ihsou=n,  

NIV, NRSV  as he promised. 

One of 3 occurrences of this phrase.  The others are 
Ga 3.29 and 2T 1.1. 

Ac 22.12 ¸Anani¿aj de/ tij, a)nh\r eu)labh\j 
kata\ to\n no/mon,  

NIV  a devout observer of the law 
JB  a devout follower of the law 

Ac 25.23 kaiì ei¹selqo/ntwn ei¹j to\ 
a)kroath/rion su/n te xilia/rxoij 
kaiì a)ndra/sin toiÍj kat' e)coxh\n 
th=j po/lewj ... 

= the leading men of the city 
e)coxh\ = 'prominence, eminence' (a(\p. leg.) 

Ro 2.2 oiãdamen de\ oÀti to\ kri¿ma tou= qeou= 
e)stin kata\ a)lh/qeian e)piì tou\j ta\ 
toiau=ta pra/ssontaj.  

Only occurrence of this phrase. 
NIV  God's judgment is based on truth. 
TEV  God is right when he judges... 
JB  impartially   NEB  rightly 

Ro 2.5 kata\ de\ th\n sklhro/thta/ sou kaiì 
a)metano/hton kardi¿an 
qhsauri¿zeij seaut%½ o)rgh\n e)n 
h(me/r# o)rgh=j ... 

NIV  because of your stubbornness and ... 
RSV  By your hard and impenitent heart you are 
storing up ...   There is a dimension of Reason 
present. 

Ro 2.6 oÁj a)podw¯sei e(ka/st% kata\ ta\ 
eÃrga au)tou=:  

NIV/TEV  he will repay...according to what he has 
done 
JB  he will repay each one as his works deserve. 

Ro 2.16 e)n h(me/r# oÀte kri¿nei o( qeo\j ta\ 
krupta\ tw½n a)nqrw¯pwn kata\ to\ 
eu)agge/lio/n mou  

NIV  as my gospel declares 
NEB  So my gospel declares 

Ro 4.4 t%½ de\ e)rgazome/n% o( misqo\j ou) 
logi¿zetai kata\ xa/rin a)lla\ 
kata\ o)fei¿lhma,  

TEV  as a gift, ...as something that he has earned 
NIV  ...as a gift, but as an obligation 
i.e  not on the basis of grace, but of debt.  So 4.16. 

The only occurrence of kata\ xa/rin apart from these 
2 refs. is 2T 1.9, where xa/rin occurs as the second 
noun. (But see also R 12.6.)  

Ro 4.18 ... ei¹j to\ gene/sqai au)to\n pate/ra 
pollw½n e)qnw½n kata\ to\ ei¹rhme/non: 
OuÀtwj eÃstai to\ spe/rma sou,  

= in line with what was said 

Ro 8.27 o( de\ e)raunw½n ta\j kardi¿aj oiåden 
ti¿ to\ fro/nhma tou= pneu/matoj, oÀti 
kata\ qeo\n3 e)ntugxa/nei u(pe\r 
a(gi¿wn.  

NIV  according to God's will.  So TEV 
JB  according to the mind of God 
NEB  in God's own way (Manner). 

                                                           
2  There are 9 other occurrences of kata\ to\n no/mon in the NT:  Lu 2.39, 18.31, 19.7; Ac 22.12, 23.3, 24.14; He 7.5, 
9.19, 22.  There are 4 occurrences without the article:  Php 3.5; He 7.16, 8.4, 10.8. 
3 kata\ qeo/n occurs 7 times with some variety of interpretation: 
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Ro 8.28 toiÍj a)gapw½sin to\n qeo\n pa/nta 

sunergeiÍ ei¹j a)gaqo/n, toiÍj kata\ 
pro/qesin4 klhtoiÍj ouÅsin.  

in line with his plan or purpose  (mod. of klhtoi=j) 
 
RSV, NIV, TEV, JB, NEB, Br and TT all  have 
'according to his purpose'.  Paul has various ways of 
expressing the key concept of God's will and purpose. 

Ro 9.11 ... iàna h( kat' e)klogh\n pro/qesij 
tou= qeou= me/nv,  

= so that God's purpose, in line with his choice, 
might stand. The PP modifies the noun pro/qesij.  
We might say 'God's elective purposes'. 

Br  in order that God's purpose might be established 
in accordance with his sovereign choice. 
NIV  in order that God's purpose in election might 
stand... 
TEV reorders 11 and 12. 
NEB  in order that God's selective purpose might 
stand, ... 

Ro 10.2 marturw½ ga\r au)toiÍj oÀti zh=lon 
qeou= eÃxousin a)ll' ou) kat' 
e)pi¿gnwsin:  

Their zeal does not conform to God's revelation. 
NIV  their zeal is not based on knowledge 
TEV  their devotion is not based on true knowledge.  
So Ph. 
JB  their zeal is misguided 

Ro 11.5 ouÀtwj ouÅn kaiì e)n t%½ nu=n kair%½ 
leiÍmma kat' e)klogh\n xa/ritoj 
ge/gonen:  

The PP modifies an NP. 
= a remnant through the choosing/choice of grace, or, 
'elective grace'. 
cf. e)c in v.6 –  Means > Reason. 
This and Ro 9.11 are only 2 occurrences of kat' 
e)klogh/n. 
NIV  chosen by grace.  ('by works' in v. 6)  So JB. 
NEB  selected by the grace of God 

TEV  those whom God has chosen, because of mercy. 
(v.6) His choice is based on his mercy, not on what 
they have done. 

                                                                                                                                                                                
2 C 7.9,  2 C 7.10  (NIV  godly sorrow;  TEV  the sadness that is used by God;  JB  to suffer in God's way - Manner), 
2 C 7.11,  Eph 4.24  (NIV  created to be like God - Purpose;  TEV  created in God's likeness - Specification; JB  created 
in God's way - Manner),  1P 4.6  (TEV  live as God lives;  NIV  live according to God;  NEB  alive with the life of 
God) 
1P 5.2  (TEV/NIV  as God wants you to (be);  NEB  as God would have it - all Specification). 
4 This phrase occurs here and in Eph 1.11, 3.11.  Also in 1T 1.9 as kata\ i)di/an pro/qesin. 
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Ro 12.6 eÃxontej de\ xari¿smata kata\ th\n 

xa/rin th\n doqeiÍsan h(miÍna 
dia/fora, eiãte profhtei¿an kata\ 
th\n a)nalogi¿an5 th=j pi¿stewj,b  

a The whole phrase seems to imply that 'the grace 
given to someone' determines the xari/smata they 
have;  there is a 'matchingness' between the two. 

TEV in accordance with  NIV according to 
NEB The gifts...are allotted...by God's grace 
 
kata\/ th\n xa/rin occurs elsewhere only in 1C 3.10, 
2Th 1.12, where the meaning also shades into 
'means'.  See also note on kata\ xa/rin at Ro 4.4. 
 
1C 3.10  TEV  Using the gift that God gave me... 
 NIV  By the grace God has given me... 

2Th 1.12  Ph  all through the grace of our God and... 
 TEV  by...  NIV   according to 
cf  e)n duna/mei in verse 11. 
 
b NIV, Br  in proportion to his faith 
TT  according to the measure of faith we have. 
The interpretation of this phrase depends not only on 
the meaning of a)nalogi/a, but also on whether 'faith' 
is regarded as 'inward confidence' or 'objective truths 
of the Faith'.  See the lengthy comment in Hodge, 
390. 

V. 3 must be seen as a comment on this verse.  God's 
grace is without limit; our faith (whether in 
subjective or objective sense) provides some defining 
limits. 

Ro 15.5 o( de\ qeo\j th=j u(pomonh=j kaiì th=j 
paraklh/sewj d%¯h u(miÍn to\ au)to\ 
froneiÍn e)n a)llh/loij kata\  
Xristo\n ¹Ihsou=n,  

=  in the way Christ Jesus did.  cf. Php 2.2ff, 1J 2.6. 
TEV  by following the example of Christ Jesus.  So 
JB. 
NIV  as you follow Christ Jesus. 
Br.  in a way that is worthy of CJ.  What does this 
English phrase mean? 
TT  in accordance with the will of CJ. 

Ro 16.25 T%½ de\ duname/n% u(ma=j sthri¿cai 
kata\ to\ eu)agge/lio/n mou kaiì to\ 
kh/rugma ¹Ihsou= Xristou=a, kata\ 
a)poka/luyin musthri¿ou xro/noij 
ai¹wni¿oij sesighme/nou,b  

a = in line with.../just as my preaching of the good 
news about JC declares.  cf. Ro 2.16 above. 
TEV  according to 
NIV  by my gospel and the declaration...Makes the 
statement 'means'?? 
 
b Eng. versions 'according to...' 
= 'in line with'.  Paul, as so often, is piling on 
phrases; this one is probably parallel to the previous 
one, grammatically following sthri/cai, and in fact 
in apposition to 'gospel' and 'preaching'.  So Bruce's 
rendering '...according to the good news... - the full 
unveiling of the mystery which...' 
 
LB catches both these:  ...just as the gospel says, and 
just as I have told you.  This is God's plan ... kept 
secret  etc. 
 
Both these phrases serve to validate Paul's statement.  
cf. v 26 below. 

                                                           
5 a(/p. leg. 
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Ro 16.26 fanerwqe/ntoj de\ nu=n dia/ te 

grafw½n profhtikw½n kat' 
e)pitagh\n tou= ai¹wni¿ou qeou= ei¹j 
u(pakoh\n pi¿stewj ei¹j pa/nta ta\ 
eÃqnh gnwrisqe/ntoj,  

in line with God's command 
 
TEV/NIV  by the command of... = at/through the 
command of God 
JB  it is all part of the way the eternal God wants it to 
be. 
 
kat' e)pitagh/n occurs elsewhere in explicit reference 
to God in 1T 1.1  and T 1.3. 
It also occurs in 1C 7.6 and  2C 8.8 with similar 
meaning.  (These are total occurrences of kat' 
e)pitagh/n).  cf. kat' e)klogh/n,  kata\ prp/qesij, 
kata\ qe/lhma.  Because the reference is to God's will 
and plan, there is surely an element of reason.  Note 
JB above. 

2C 8.3 oÀti kata\ du/namin, marturw½, kaiì 
para\ du/namin, [sc. 'they gave']  

TEV  as much as they could 
NEB  Going to the limit of their resources. 
Others translate similarly. 

2C 11.15 wÒn to\ te/loj eÃstai kata\ ta\ eÃrga 
au)tw½n.  

NIV  Their end will be what their actions deserve. 
TEV  In the end they will get exactly what they 
deserve for the things they do. 

Ga 1.4 ... oÀpwj e)ce/lhtai h(ma=j e)k tou= 
ai¹w½noj tou= e)nestw½toj ponhrou= 
kata\ to\ qe/lhma6 tou= qeou= kaiì 
patro\j h(mw½n,  

TEV  in obedience to the will of our God and Father.  
So also TT. 

In this and Eph 1.5, 9 following, there is, surely, an 
element of 'Reason' due to the noun used7 - 'this is 
what God wanted'.  It might be so translated. 

Ga 3.29 aÃra tou= ¹Abraa\m spe/rma e)ste/, 
kat' e)paggeli¿an klhrono/moi.  

NEB  heirs by promise 
TT  God's gift is yours because of the promise. 

Ga 4.28 u(meiÍj de/, a)delfoi¿, kata\ ¹Isaa\k 
e)paggeli¿aj te/kna e)ste/.  

KJV  as Isaac was 
RSV, NIV, NEB, JB, TT  like Isaac 
TEV  just as Isaac was 

Eph 1.5 proori¿saj h(ma=j ei¹j ui¸oqesi¿an 
dia\  ¹Ihsou= Xristou= ei¹j au)to/n, 
kata\ th\n eu)doki¿an tou= 
qelh/matoj au)tou=,  

kata\ th\n eu)doki¿an only occurs here and in 1.9. 

Eph 1.7 e)n %Ò eÃxomen th\n a)polu/trwsin ... 
kata\ to\ plou=toj th=j xa/ritoj 
au)tou=  

kata\ to\ plou=toj  occurs only here and in 3.6 and in 
Php 4.19, though the word plou=toj is a favourite of 
Paul's. 

Php 4.19.  God's supply is not 'out of' but 'on the scale 
of' his riches (cf. Moule, 89). 

Eph 1.11 proorisqe/ntej kata\ pro/qesin tou= 
ta\ pa/nta e)nergou=ntoj kata\ th\n 
boulh\n8 tou= qelh/matoj au)tou=  

Paul piles on the phrases to underline God's purpose 
and plan.  One PP is within another. 

NIV  according to the plan of him who works out 
everything in conformity with the purpose of his will.  
This could easily be translated by different 
statements. 

                                                           
6 The phrase only occurs here and in 1P 4.19; 1J 5.14, all with the role of Specification, and with reference to God. 
7 A-G state:  'Oft. the norm is at the same time the reason, so that in accordance with and because of are merged.'  They 
list Ro 8.28; 1T 1.1; Ti 1.3, Eph 3.3 and others (407).  The context must decide which element is in focus. 
8 Only occurrence of this phrase. 
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Eph 1.19 kaiì ti¿ to\ u(perba/llon me/geqoj 

th=j duna/mewj au)tou= ei¹j h(ma=j 
tou\j pisteu/ontaj kata\ th\n 
e)ne/rgeian9 tou= kra/touj th=j 
i¹sxu/oj au)tou=.  

a strong phrase! 
NIV  That power is like the working of ... 
TEV  This power in us is the same as ... 
CEV  It is the same wonderful power he used when 
... 
i.e  his power matches/is like ... 

2T 1.1 Pau=loj a)po/stoloj Xristou= 
¹Ihsou= dia\ qelh/matoj qeou= kat' 
e)paggeli¿an zwh=j th=j e)n Xrist%½ 
¹Ihsou=  

NIV  according to the promise of life that is in Christ 
Jesus 
TT  willed to be an apostle ... and to proclaim the life 
that is promised in union with CJ 
TEV  sent to proclaim the promised life which we 
have in union with CJ. 

This and the following reference appear to be rare 
examples of kata/ shifting from Specification to 
Purpose (cf Jo 26 above). 

2T 1.9 tou= sw¯santoj h(ma=j kaiì 
kale/santoj klh/sei a(gi¿#, ou) 
kata\ ta\ eÃrga h(mw½n a)lla\ kata\ 
i¹di¿an pro/qesin kaiì xa/rin, th\n 
doqeiÍsan h(miÍn e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou= 
pro\ xro/nwn ai¹wni¿wn,  

'not because of ... but because of ...' 

Ti 1.1 Pau=loj dou=loj qeou=, a)po/stoloj 
de\ ¹Ihsou= Xristou= kata\ pi¿stin 
e)klektw½n qeou= kaiì e)pi¿gnwsin 
a)lhqei¿aj th=j kat' eu)se/beian  

my apostleship is with reference to the [building up 
of] the faith of God's chosen people > Purpose, 'so 
that I...' 

A number of translations take it this way.  See the 
lengthy discussion in Banker 1987:15ff. 

RSV  to further the faith 
TT  I was sent to build up the faith ... 
JB  to bring those whom God has chosen to faith and 
... 
NIV  for the faith  
NRSV  for the sake of the faith of God's elect and the 
knowledge of the truth that is in accordance with 
godliness.  i.e. which matches godliness. 

th=j kat' eu)se/beian  is a descriptive phrase.  See 
under Specification. 

He 7.16 oÁj ou) kata\ no/mon e)ntolh=j 
sarki¿nhj ge/gonen a)lla\ kata\ 
du/namin zwh=j a)katalu/tou.  

NIV  not on the basis of a regulation as to his 
ancestry, but on the basis of an indestructible life. 

TEV  not ... by human rules and regulations; he 
became priest through the power of a life which has 
no end. 

TT  one whose priesthood does not depend on a 
system of earthly commandments, but on the power 
of a life that nothing can destroy. 
Here Specification provides validation.   

1P 1.2 kata\ pro/gnwsin qeou= patro/j e)n 
a(giasm%½ pneu/matoj ei¹j u(pakoh\n 
kaiì r(antismo\n aiàmatoj ¹Ihsou=  
Xristou=, 

with e)klektoi=j.  In the context of the following 
expression of purpose, some take as 'purpose', rather 
than 'foreknowledge'.  The only other occurrence of 
the word is in Peter's sermon in Ac 2.23. 

Ph  whom God the Father knew and chose long ago 
to be ... 
RSV  chosen and destined by God the Father... 

                                                           
9 The phrase occurs also in Eph 3.7; Co 1.29; Php 3.21 and without the article in Eph 4.16; 2Th 2.9. 
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1P 1.15 a)lla\ kata\ to\n kale/santa u(ma=j 

aÀgion kaiì au)toiì aÀgioi ... 
Spec. > Comparison.  NIV  just as he who called you 
is holy, so be holy ...   Unusually, kata/ is used with a 
person. 

 

Further examples of Specification 

Lu 1.38,  4.16 (cf. Ac 17.2),  23.56;  Jo 19.7;  Ac 7.44,  13.22, 23,  14.1;  1C 13.19. 

2.   MANNER 

If something is done according to a certain norm or canon, or conforms to a pattern, then it may 

follow that it is be carried out in a certain way.  kata/ phrases may describe the manner in which 

something is done (often reflecting on the doer of the activity), or the method used (an activity).  

kata/ phrases commonly have this adverbial function.  Some of the following examples are Means, 

rather than Manner, depending on the predicate used. 

Mt 1.20 i¹dou\ aÃggeloj kuri¿ou kat' oÃnar 
e)fa/nh au)t%½ le/gwn,  

in a dream.   So also 2.12 etc. and 27.19. 

Mk 1.27 Ti¿ e)stin tou=to; didaxh\ kainh\ 
kat' e)cousi¿an: 

with authority.  Note that didaxh/ is an Event word. 

Mk 6.40 kaiì a)ne/pesan prasiaiì prasiaiì 
kata\ e(kato\n kaiì kata\ 
penth/konta.  

in groups of hundreds and fifties. 

Mt 14.13 kat' i)di/an 'privately'. A common idiom.  cf. Lu 9.10 etc. 

Lu 1.18 Kaiì eiåpen Zaxari¿aj pro\j to\n 
aÃggelon, Kata\ ti¿ gnw¯somai 
tou=to; 

TEV  How [by what means] shall I know if this is so? 
NIV  How can I be sure of this? 

Jo 7.24 mh\ kri¿nete kat' oÃyin, a)lla\ th\n 
dikai¿an kri¿sin kri¿nete.  

superficially.  So NEB 
TEV  Stop judging by external standards  (Spec > 
manner/means) 
NIV  by mere appearances 

Ac 3.17 kaiì nu=n, a)delfoi¿, oiåda oÀti kata\ 
aÃgnoian e)pra/cate, wÐsper kaiì oi¸ 
aÃrxontej u(mw½n:  

ignorantly 

Ro 2.7 toiÍj me\n kaq' u(pomonh\n eÃrgou 
a)gaqou= do/can kaiì timh\n kaiì 
a)fqarsi¿an zhtou=sin zwh\n 
ai¹w¯nion,  

=  by persistently doing good  cf. NIV 
NEB  by steady persistence in well-doing. 
TEV has as a separate sentence. 
Ph  in patiently doing good 

Speaks of their manner/method of life. 

Ro 3.5 mh\ aÃdikoj o( qeo\j o( e)pife/rwn th\n 
o)rgh/n; kata\ aÃnqrwpon10 le/gw.  

RSV  I speak in a human way 
TEV  I speak here as men do 
NIV  I'm using a human argument 
NEB  in human terms. 
 
So the other 5 occurrences of this phrase - 
1C 3.3, 9.8, 15.32, Ga1.11, 3.15. 

                                                           
10 The phrase occurs here and in 1C 3.3, 9.8, 15.32; Ga 1.11, 3.15. 
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Ro 14.15 ei¹ ga\r dia\ brw½ma o( a)delfo/j sou 

lupeiÍtai, ou)ke/ti kata\ a)ga/phn11 
peripateiÍj: 

KJV  charitably  i.e. manner 

NIV (and others)  acting in love  

TEV  acting from love  i.e. actions based on or 
motivated by love.    Equiv. of e)n a)ga/p$. 

1C 2.1 Ka)gwÜ e)lqwÜn pro\j u(ma=j, a)delfoi¿, 
hÅlqon ou) kaq' u(peroxh\n12 lo/gou 
hÄ sofi¿aj katagge/llwn u(miÍn to\ 
musth/rion tou= qeou=.  

Br  with any excellence of speech or wisdom 
NEB  without display of fine words or wisdom 
TEV  I did not use long words and great learning 

1C 7.6 tou=to de\ le/gw kata\ suggnw¯mhn 
ou) kat' e)pitagh/n.  

NEB  All this I say by way of concession, not 
command. 
Other versions express similarly. 
 
The close relationship of Manner/Means with 
Specification is seen here.  'I say this following /in 
line with permission,* not command.'  But the net 
result is that Paul speaks in a certain manner. 
 
* only occurrence of this word in NT 

1C 14.40 pa/nta de\ eu)sxhmo/nwj kaiì kata\ 
ta/cin gine/sqw.  

in an orderly fashion 

2C 10.7 Ta\ kata\ pro/swpon ble/pete. Manner – 'superficially'  (idiom) 

2C 11.21 kata\ a)timi¿an le/gw, w¨j oÀti h(meiÍj 
h)sqenh/kamen. 

dishonourably.  NIV 'to my shame' 

Ga 2.2 a)ne/bhn de\ kata\ a)poka/luyin: i.e as instructed by God in a revelation (Means). 

NIV  in response to a revelation 
TEV  puts as a reason – 'because God revealed to me 
that I should go'. 

cf 1.12 dia/ a)pokalu/yewj.  So also Eph 3.3. 

Eph 6.6 mh\ kat' o)fqalmodouli¿an w¨j 
a)nqrwpa/reskoi ... 

TEV  not only when they are watching you 
NEB  not only when you are under their eye 

2T 1.8 a)lla\ sugkakopa/qhson t%½ 
eu)aggeli¿% kata\ du/namin13 qeou=,  

Here, Means.  (cf. e)n du/namei  Manner.) 
NIV  by the power of God 
TEV  as God gives you the strength for it 
JB, NRSV  relying on the power of God 
NEB  in the strength that comes from God 
Br  with the power that God imparts. 

2Th 2.3 mh/ tij u(ma=j e)capath/sv kata\ 
mhde/na tro/pon. oÀti e)a\n mh\ eÃlqv h( 
a)postasi¿a prw½ton 

NIV  Don't let anyone deceive you in any way.  So 
many other Eng. versions.  This is Means rather than 
Manner. 
KJV  by any means 
cf.  Ro 3.2 polu\ kata\ pa/nta tro/pon - 'much in 
every way/in every respect'. 

He 11.7 kaiì th=j kata\ pi¿stin14 
dikaiosu/nhj e)ge/neto klhrono/moj.  

TEV  the righteousness that comes by [i.e. by means 
of > because of/as a result of] faith. 

                                                           
11 Only occurrence of this phrase. 
12 Only other occurrence of this word is 1T 2.2. 
13 The other 2 occurrences of the phrase have been listed above -- 2C 8.3; He 7.16.  kata\ th\n du/namin occurs only in 
Eph 3.20 where the th/n is picked up by a following relative th/n:  TEV  by means of the power working in us (Means); 
so NEB  by the power at work among us;  (NIV  according to the power that is at work within us). 
14 kata\ pi/stin occurs here and in Ti 1.1 (Purpose), He 11.13 (Manner).  With the article and possessive pr. in Mt 
9.29. 
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He 11.13 Kata\ pi¿stin a)pe/qanon ouÂtoi 

pa/ntej, 
i.e. 'believing'.  Most trans. literally e.g. NIV  All 
these people were still living by faith when they died. 

3J 15 a)spa/zontai¿ se oi¸ fi¿loi. a)spa/zou 
tou\j fi¿louj kat' oÃnoma.  

So also John 10.3. 

 

Further examples of Manner or Method 

2Cor 7.9, 10, 11; 10.7, 13, 15, 11.21 (NIV  to my shame). 

3.   REFERENCE 

When collocating with appropriate following nouns, kata/ may signify 'as regards ..., in relation to 

..., with respect to ..., as far as ... is concerned', 'from the point of view of ... etc. 

When the PP modifies a noun phrase (NP), the phrase may be rendered in English by an adjective or 

a relative clause e.g. Ro 11.21 and Co 4.15 below. 

Ro 7.22 sunh/domai ga\r t%½ no/m% tou= qeou= kata\ 
to\n eÃsw aÃnqrwpon,  

LB  I love to do God's will so far as my new 
nature is concerned. 
Ph  For I am in hearty agreement with God's 
law as far as my inner self is concerned. 

RSV, NEB, JB  in my innermost self,... 

Ro 11.21 ei¹ ga\r o( qeo\j tw½n kata\ fu/sin kla/dwn 
ou)k e)fei¿sato, [mh/ pwj] ou)de\ sou= 
fei¿setai.  

the natural branches (Modifier slot in NP) 

Ro 11.28 kata\ me\n to\ eu)agge/liona e)xqroiì di' 
u(ma=j, kata\ de\ th\n e)klogh\nb a)gaphtoiì 
dia\ tou\j pate/raj:  

a  NIV  as far as the gospel is concerned... 
RSV  as regards the gospel 
Br  in relation to the gospel. 
TEV treats as 'means' leading to cause.  
Because they reject the Good News... 
b  NIV  as far as election is concerned 

1C 7.40 makariwte/ra de/ e)stin e)a\n ouÀtwj mei¿nv, 
kata\ th\n e)mh\n gnw¯mhn: dokw½ de\ ka)gwÜ 
pneu=ma qeou= eÃxein.  

NIV  in my judgment... 
TEV  That is my opinion... 
LB  But in my opinion... 

Eph 4.22 a)poqe/sqai u(ma=j kata\ th\n prote/ran 
a)nastrofh\na to\n palaio\n aÃnqrwpon to\n 
fqeiro/menon kata\ ta\j e)piqumi¿aj th=j 
a)pa/thjb,  

a  NIV  with regard to your former way of life 
b  Means.  corrupted/destroyed by its deceitful 
desires (NIV, TEV) 

Php 3.5 kata\ no/mon  FarisaiÍoj,  TEV  So far as keeping the Jewish law is 
concerned. 

Php 3.6 kata\ zh=loj diw¯kwn th\n e)kklhsi¿an, 
kata\ dikaiosu/nhn th\n e)n no/m% 
geno/menoj aÃmemptoj.  

NIV  as for zeal ... as for legalistic 
righteousness 
TEV  I was so zealous that ... So far as a man 
can be righteous by ... 

Co 3.22 Oi¸ dou=loi, u(pakou/ete kata\ pa/nta toiÍj 
kata\ sa/rka kuri¿oij, 

in everything. 
This phrase also occurs in v. 20 and in He 
2.17, 4.15. 

Ti 3.7 iàna dikaiwqe/ntej tv= e)kei¿nou xa/riti 
klhrono/moi genhqw½men kat' e)lpi¿da 
zwh=j ai¹wni¿ou.  

so that we might become heirs who look 
forward to ...   So JB. 
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C   OTHER 

1.   POSSESSION 

A hellenistic use and confined (entirely?) to pronouns (BDF, 120).  The PP is modifying the NP. 

Ac 17.28 w¨j kai¿ tinej tw½n kaq' u(ma=j poihtw½n ei¹rh/kasin,  
Tou= ga\r kaiì ge/noj e)sme/n.  

certain of your (own) poets 

Ro 1.15 ouÀtwj to\ kat' e)me15 \ pro/qumon kaiì u(miÍn toiÍj e)n 
¸Rw¯mv eu)aggeli¿sasqai.  

NIV  That is why I am so eager     

Eph 1.15 Dia\ tou=to ka)gw¯ a)kou/saj th\n kaq' u(ma=j pi¿stin 
e)n t%½ kuri¿% ¹Ihsou= 

when I heard of your faith 

 

2.   OPPONENT 

This is the main and almost exclusive use of kata/ with the genitive.  cf. the similar use of e)pi/ with 

the accusative. 

Mt 10.35 hÅlqon ga\r dixa/sai aÃnqrwpon kata\ tou= patro\j 
au)tou= kaiì qugate/ra kata\ th=j mhtro\j au)th=j kaiì 
nu/mfhn kata\ th=j penqera=j au)th=j,  

 

Mt 20.11 labo/ntej de\ e)go/gguzon kata\ tou= oi¹kodespo/tou   

Mt 27.1 sumbou/lion eÃlabon pa/ntej oi¸ a)rxiereiÍj kaiì oi¸ 
presbu/teroi ... kata\ tou= ¹Ihsou= wÐste qanatw½sai 
au)to/n:  

 

Lu 9.50 Mh\ kwlu/ete: oÁj ga\r ou)k eÃstin kaq' u(mw½n, u(pe\r 
u(mw½n e)stin.  

Notice the contrast with u(pe/r 
u(mw=n 'for us'. 
So also the same contrast in Lu 
11.23. 

Jo 18.29 Ti¿na kathgori¿an fe/rete [kata\] tou= a)nqrw¯pou 
tou/tou;  

 

Ac 4.26 pare/sthsan oi¸ basileiÍj th=j gh=j kaiì oi¸ aÃrxontej 
sunh/xqhsan e)piì to\ au)to\ kata\ tou= kuri¿ou kaiì kata\ 
tou= Xristou= au)tou=.  

 

Ac 14.2 oi¸ de\ a)peiqh/santej ¹IoudaiÍoi e)ph/geiran kaiì 
e)ka/kwsan ta\j yuxa\j tw½n e)qnw½n kata\ tw½n a)delfw½n. 

 

1C 4.6 iàna mh\ eiâj u(pe\r tou= e(no\j fusiou=sqe kata\ tou= e(te/rou.  lit:  so that none of you may be 
inflated with pride over one man 
against another. 
NEB  ... as you patronize one 
and flout the other 
JB  ... taking sides for one man 
against another. 

Ga 3.21 ¸O ouÅn no/moj kata\ tw½n e)paggeliw½n [tou= qeou=];  TEV  Does this mean that the 
Law is against God's promises? 

                                                           
15 ta\ kat' e)me/ occurs in Eph 6.21, Php 1.12 and Co 4.7 - 'my affairs';  translations are varied. 
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Ga 5.17 h( ga\r sa\rc e)piqumeiÍ kata\ tou= pneu/matoj, to\ de\ 

pneu=ma kata\ th=j sarko/j, 
NIV  the sinful nature desires 
what is contrary to the Spirit 
[i.e. what the Spirit wants], and 
the Spirit what is contrary to the 
sinful nature. 

 

A special subset of the use of kata/ with the genitive is to express an oath. 

Mt 26.63 ¹Ecorki¿zw se kata\ tou= qeou= tou= zw½ntoj iàna h(miÍn 
eiãpvj ei¹ su\ eiå o( Xristo\j o( ui¸o\j tou= qeou=.  

 

He 6.13 T%½ ga\r ¹Abraa\m e)paggeila/menoj o( qeo/j, e)peiì kat' 
ou)deno\j eiåxen mei¿zonoj o)mo/sai, wÓmosen kaq' e(autou= 
le/gwn, 

 

He 6.16 aÃnqrwpoi ga\r kata\ tou= mei¿zonoj o)mnu/ousin,   
 

D   kata\ sa/rka 

kata\ sa/rka is a distinctive phrase of Paul's, occurring 20 times, and I am therefore including all 

occurrences.  The context, as always, must be our guide.  As previously noted, English versions have 

not always opted for the same interpretation.  The references will be grouped according to (kata/!) 

the categories established above. 

• Specification 

Ro 8:4 
 

iàna to\ dikai¿wma tou= no/mou 
plhrwqv= e)n h(miÍn toiÍj mh\ 
kata\ sa/rka peripatou=sin 
a)lla\ kata\ pneu=ma16.  

NIV  who do not live according to our sinful nature. 
TEV  ... not according to human nature 
LB  we can obey God's laws if we follow after the Holy 
Spirit and no longer obey the old evil nature... 
 
So also:  8.5 
8.12  (TEV  not to live as our human nature wants us 
to...) 
8.13  (LB  ...if you keep on following it...) 

1C 1.26 Ble/pete ga\r th\n klh=sin 
u(mw½n, a)delfoi¿, oÀti ou) polloiì 
sofoiì kata\ sa/rka, ou) polloiì 
dunatoi¿, ou) polloiì eu)geneiÍj:  

NIV  not many of you were wise by human standards. 
(i.e. in relation to, from the point of view of...) 
TEV  Few of you were wise from the human point of 
view 
Ph  according to this world's judgment 
JB  how many of you were wise in the ordinary sense of 
the word...? 

Specification leads to perspective, point of view.  cf. 2C 
5.16 below. 

2C 1.17 hÄ aÁ bouleu/omai kata\ sa/rka 
bouleu/omai,  

NIV  Or do I make my plans in a wordly manner? 
RSV  like a wordly man 
Br  according to the mood of the moment 

TEV (as freq.) interpets rather as perspective. 
When I make my plans, do I make them from selfish 
motives? 

                                                           
16 The phrase kata\ pneu=ma, only with anarthous noun, occurs here and in Ro 1.4 (see below on Ro 1.3), Ro 8.5 (same 
role as v. 4), and Ga 4.29, (NIV  the son born by the power of the Spirit - Means;  TEV  because of God's Spirit - 
Means/Reason). 
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2C 5:16 àWste h(meiÍj a)po\ tou= nu=n 

ou)de/na oiãdamen kata\ sa/rka1 
ei¹ kaiì e)gnw¯kamen kata\ 
sa/rka2 Xristo/n, a)lla\ nu=n 
ou)ke/ti ginw¯skomen.  

1.  NIV  So from now on we regard no one from a 
worldly point of view.   So RSV. 
TEV  No longer, then, do we judge anyone by human 
standards. 
Br  ...we do not know anyone in terms of a relationship 
which is purely of this world. 
2.  NIV  though we once regarded Christ in this way... 
RSV  even though we once regarded Christ from a 
human point of view 
TEV  (on this occasion takes as Specif). – 'if at one time 
we judged C according to human standards' 
JB (only) takes as Ref. - Even if we did once know Christ 
in the flesh... 

2C 10.2 de/omai de\ to\ mh\ parwÜn 
qarrh=sai tv= pepoiqh/sei vÂ 
logi¿zomai tolmh=sai e)pi¿ tinaj 
tou\j logizome/nouj h(ma=j w¨j 
kata\ sa/rka peripatou=ntaj.  

When I am with you, I ask you that I shan't need to (i.e. 
don't let me have to) exercise the same boldness as I 
reckon I should need against those whose opinion of us 
is that we walk according to the flesh/in conformity to 
the flesh.  Same verb as R 8.4. 
TEV  ... those who say that we act from worldly motives.  
(freq. used by TEV) 
NIV  ...some people who think that we live by the 
standards of this world. 
LB  against some of you who seem to think my deeds 
and words are merely those of an ordinary man. 
Ph  those of you who will persist in reckoning that our 
activities are on the purely human level. 
Br  ... those...who consider that I behave according to 
worldly standards. 

 
• Manner/Means 

2C 10.3 e)n sarkiì ga\r peripatou=ntej 
ou) kata\ sa/rka 
strateuo/meqa,  

NIV  we do not wage war as the world does 
Br  ... that does not mean that I fight my battles with 
worldly weapons. 

TEV  from worldly motives  

In view of the reference to weapons in the next verse, the 
phrase here seems to mean 'using worldly means' . 

2C 11.18 e)peiì polloiì kauxw½ntai kata\ 
sa/rka, ka)gwÜ kauxh/somai.  

NIV  Since many are boasting in the way the world does 

Br  let me indulge in a little boasting just as they do. 

But most versions take as 'boasting in relation to their 
worldly activities' (Reference. See v.22ff) > the phrase 
becomes the content of their boasting,  So: 

JB  So many others have been boasting of their worldly 
achievements. 

LB  those other men keep telling you how wonderful 
they are. 

RSV  since many boast of worldly things 

So also Phillips and NEB. 

Ga 4.23 a)ll' o( me\n e)k th=j paidi¿skhj 
kata\ sa/rka gege/nnhtai, 

NIV  in the ordinary way 
Br  in the ordinary way of nature 

Ga 4.29 a)ll' wÐsper to/te o( kata\ 
sa/rka gennhqeiìj e)di¿wken to\n 
kata\ pneu=ma, ouÀtwj kaiì nu=n.  

ditto 
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• Reference 

This also is a frequent use of the phrase.  The PP is modifying the Noun Phrase in each case. 

Ro 1.3 periì tou= ui¸ou= au)tou= tou= 
genome/nou e)k spe/rmatoj 
Dauiìd kata\ sa/rka,  

NIV  as to his human nature 
TEV  as to his humanity 
NEB  on the human level 

The phrase differs from Ga 4.23 above, in that it 
contrasts with kata\ pneu=ma a(giwsu/nhj in verse 4.  
That phrase has been taken as Means: 

NIV  through the Spirit of holiness 
PH  by the power of that Spirit of holiness which 
Br  by the Holy Spirit 

It is taken as Reference by: 

TEV  as to his divine holiness 
NEB  on the level of the spirit 
JB  in the order of the spirit 
TT  who in the holiness of his character ... 

Ro 4.1   Ti¿ ouÅn e)rou=men eu(rhke/nai 
¹Abraa\m to\n propa/tora h(mw½n 
kata\ sa/rka;  

NEB  our ancestor in the human line 
TEV  our racial ancestor 
Ph  our human ancestor Abraham 

Ro 9.3 hu)xo/mhn ga\r a)na/qema eiånai 
au)to\j e)gwÜ a)po\ tou= Xristou= 
u(pe\r tw½n a)delfw½n mou tw½n 
suggenw½n mou kata\ sa/rka,  

RSV  my brothers, my kinsmen by race. 
 
NEB  my brothers, my natural kinsfolk. 
NIV  my brothers, those of my own race.  (2 phrases 
together) 
TEV  my own flesh and blood  (2 phrases together). 

Ro 9.5 wÒn oi¸ pate/rej kaiì e)c wÒn o( 
Xristo\j to\ kata\ sa/rka: o( wÔn 
e)piì pa/ntwn qeo\j eu)loghto\j 
ei¹j tou\j ai¹w½naj, a)mh/n.  

NEB  and from them, in natural descent, sprang the 
Messiah 
NIV  and from them is traced the human ancestry of 
Christ... 
Ph  The patriarchs are theirs, and so too, as far as human 
descent goes, is Christ,... 

1C 10.18 ble/pete to\n ¹Israh\l kata\ 
sa/rka: ou)x oi¸ e)sqi¿ontej ta\j 
qusi¿aj koinwnoiì tou= 
qusiasthri¿ou ei¹si¿n;  

JB  Look at the other Israel, the race... 
TEV  Consider the Hebrew people 
NIV  Consider the people of Israel. 
Br  Consider the earthly nation of Israel 

Eph 6.5 Oi¸ dou=loi, u(pakou/ete toiÍj 
kata\ sa/rka kuri¿oij  

NIV, RSV, NEB  earthly masters 
TEV, Ph  human 
JB  your masters in this world 

So also:  Co 3.22. 
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SUMMARY 

Complete references have been given at various points in the notes for the following groups (both 

with and without the article): 

kat' a)/nqrwpon 
kata\ du/namin 
kat' e)klogh/n 
kat' e)ne/rgeian 
kat' e)paggeli/an 
kat' e)pitagh/n 
kat' eu)doki/an 
kata\ qe/lhma 
kata\ Qeo/n 
kata\ no/mon 
kata\ pi/stin 
kata\ to\ plou=toj 
kata\ pneu=ma 
kata\ pro/gnwsin 
kata\ pro/qesin 
kata\ pro/swpon 
kata\ xa/rin 

In summary we may say that kata/ answers the question 'how?' in a range of ways, especially in 

giving the specification for an action.  In Paul's usage, it is one of the key prepositions which reflect 

the parameters of his life and ministry, as do also e)n, ei)j and dia/.  For him, life is to be lived in line 

with the purposes and power of God – kata\ to\ qe/lhma, kata\ xa/rin, kata\ du/namin Qeou=, and 

to the praise of God. 
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6.5   SUMMARY COMMENTS 

The previous sections of this chapter have attempted to survey the semantic roles of four 

prepositions in some detail.  Each of the four has both locative and extended roles. 

At this point in the thesis it is legitimate to ask whether the linguistic tool of semantic role analysis 

has proved to be a useful interpretive tool.  Has its use been justified?  I would suggest that it has.  

For each preposition a set of options, based on the study of many texts, has been presented; and the 

choice of role for a particular preposition in a particular passage has been brought into sharper 

focus. 

As is indicated elsewhere in the thesis (Ch.2, p.18ff and Ch.8, p.242ff), semantic role analysis is not 

the only tool in the exegetical toolbox.  The interpretation of a particular phrase, sentence or passage 

may involve other tools: 

• literary:  genre and other discourse features, author and reader perspectives. 

• historical, geographical and cultural contexts. 

• theological:  i.e. the whole sweep of theological concepts derived from the Scriptures. 

Semantic role analysis is one linguistic tool, a grammatical tool in particular, and its use in the 

description of dia/, e)n, e)pi/ and kata/ has, for me at least, proved helpful. 

The next chapter applies role analysis to consecutive text. 

 



7.   APPLICATION TO SELECTED TEXTS 

7.1   Luke 8 and 15:  analysis of semantic roles 
7.2   Ephesians 1–4:  analysis of semantic roles 
7.3   Summary 

HIS CHAPTER is an application of the material that has been discussed so far;  it assigns 

semantic roles to the PPs of connected text.  The notes on the PPs are quite brief; the role 

terms are not explained as they have been covered in the preceding material.  To give lengthy 

commentary-type notes would make this section too unwieldy. 

 

The main selection is chapters 1 – 4 of Ephesians.  In view of the high frequency of the preposition 

e)n in this epistle (129 times, just over 3 times more than the next preposition, ei)j, occurring 39 

times), and in particular of the phrase e)n Xrist%=, these notes might be read as an extension of the 

discussion of e)n in 6.2.  The allocation of roles is made in the light of that study. 

By way of contrast, the Ephesians selection is preceded by short selections from chapters 8 and 15 of 

Luke's Gospel.  The difference in both use and frequency of prepositions is apparent. 

Raised letters in the Text column mark the PPs, and are matched by the left-hand letters in the Role 

and Comment column. 

For clarity, raised numbers indicating footnotes are confined to the middle column. 

Single quotes mark my own glosses or renderings, as needed, to distinguish them from comments, 

and quotes from authors.  Double quotes are used for published translations. 
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7.1   LUKE 8 AND 15  ANALYSIS OF SEMANTIC ROLES 

Luke 8.4-10.  Parable of the sower. 

 Text Role Comment/translations 

4 Sunio/ntoj de\ oÃxlou pollou= kaiì tw½n kata\ 
po/lina e)piporeuome/nwn pro\j au)to\nb eiåpen 
dia\ parabolh=jc: 

a  Extent 
b  Goal (person) 
c  Means 

a NIV  from town after town 
 
c method 

5 ¹Ech=lqen o( spei¿rwn tou= speiÍrai to\n spo/ron 
au)tou=. kaiì e)n t%½ spei¿rein au)to\na oÁ me\n 
eÃpesen para\ th\n o(do/nb kaiì katepath/qh, 
kaiì ta\ peteina\ tou= ou)ranou= kate/fagen 
au)to/. 

a  Time-when 
 
b  Location 

a as he was sowing.  A 
common Lucan con-struction. 

b along the path.  Each of these 
preps. in this and the next 3 
verses, signifies Location, but 
the individual prep. gives the 
specific sense. 

6 kaiì eÀteron kate/pesen e)piì th\n pe/trana, kaiì 
fue\n e)chra/nqh dia\ to\ mh\ eÃxein i¹kma/dab. 

a  Location 
b  Reason 

a on stony ground 

7 kaiì eÀteron eÃpesen e)n me/s% tw½n a)kanqw½n, 
kaiì sumfueiÍsai ai¸ aÃkanqai a)pe/pnican 
au)to/. 

Location  right in the middle of some 
thorns. 

8 kaiì eÀteron eÃpesen ei¹j th\n gh=n th\n a)gaqh/n 
kaiì fue\n e)poi¿hsen karpo\n 
e(katontaplasi¿ona. tau=ta le/gwn e)fw¯nei, 
¸O eÃxwn wÕta a)kou/ein a)koue/tw. 

Location  into good (fertile) ground. 

9 ¹Ephrw¯twn de\ au)to\n oi¸ maqhtaiì au)tou= ti¿j 
auÀth eiãh h( parabolh/. o( de\ eiåpen, 

  

10 ¸UmiÍn de/dotai gnw½nai ta\ musth/ria th=j 
basilei¿aj tou= qeou=, toiÍj de\ loipoiÍj e)n 
parabolaiÍj, iàna ble/pontej mh\ ble/pwsin 
kaiì a)kou/ontej mh\ suniw½sin. 

Means  

 
Luke 8.22-25.  The storm on the lake. 

22 ¹Ege/neto de\ e)n mi#= tw½n h(merw½na kaiì au)to\j 
e)ne/bh ei¹j ploiÍonb kaiì oi¸ maqhtaiì au)tou= 
kaiì eiåpen pro\j au)tou/jc, Die/lqwmen ei¹j to\ 
pe/ran th=j li¿mnhjd, kaiì a)nh/xqhsan. 

a  Time-when 
b  Goal 
c  Addressee 
d  Goal 

 
 
c the normal prep. for this role. 

23 pleo/ntwn de\ au)tw½n a)fu/pnwsen. kaiì 
kate/bh laiÍlay a)ne/mou ei¹j th\n li¿mnhn kaiì 
suneplhrou=nto kaiì e)kindu/neuon. 

Goal  

24 proselqo/ntej de\ dih/geiran au)to\n le/gontej, 
¹Epista/ta e)pista/ta, a)pollu/meqa. o( de\ 
diegerqeiìj e)peti¿mhsen t%½ a)ne/m% kaiì t%½ 
klu/dwni tou= uÀdatoj: kaiì e)pau/santo kaiì 
e)ge/neto galh/nh. 

  

25 eiåpen de\ au)toiÍj, Pou= h( pi¿stij u(mw½n; 
fobhqe/ntej de\ e)qau/masan le/gontej pro\j 
a)llh/louj, Ti¿j aÃra ouÂto/j e)stin oÀti kaiì toiÍj 
a)ne/moij e)pita/ssei kaiì t%½ uÀdati, kaiì 
u(pakou/ousin au)t%½; 

Addressee  
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Luke 8.42-48.  The woman healed of a haemorrhage. 

42 ¹En de\ t%½ u(pa/gein au)to\n oi¸ oÃxloi 
sune/pnigon au)to/n. 

Time-when As he was going along ... 

43 kaiì gunh\ ouÅsa e)n r(u/sei aiàmatoja a)po\ e)tw½n 
dw¯dekab, hÀtij [i¹atroiÍj prosanalw¯sasa 
oÀlon to\n bi¿on] ou)k iãsxusen a)p' ou)deno\jc 
qerapeuqh=nai, 

a  Sphere 
b  Time-since 
c  Agent 

a descriptive of her state. 
b for 12 long years. 
c  she got help from no one 
 

44 proselqou=sa oÃpisqen hÀyato tou= 
kraspe/dou tou= i¸mati¿ou au)tou= kaiì 
paraxrh=ma eÃsth h( r(u/sij tou= aiàmatoj 
au)th=j. 

  

45 kaiì eiåpen o( ¹Ihsou=j, Ti¿j o( a(ya/meno/j mou; 
a)rnoume/nwn de\ pa/ntwn eiåpen o( Pe/troj, 
¹Epista/ta, oi¸ oÃxloi sune/xousi¿n se kaiì 
a)poqli¿bousin. 

  

46 o( de\ ¹Ihsou=j eiåpen, àHyato/ mou/ tij, e)gwÜ ga\r 
eÃgnwn du/namin e)celhluquiÍan a)p' e)mou=. 

Source  Separation:  I know that 
power has left me. 

47 i¹dou=sa de\ h( gunh\ oÀti ou)k eÃlaqen tre/mousa 
hÅlqen kaiì prospesou=sa au)t%½ di' hÁn 
ai¹ti¿an hÀyato au)tou= a)ph/ggeilen e)nw¯pion 
panto\j tou= laou= kaiì w¨j i¹a/qh paraxrh=ma. 

Reason  

48 o( de\ eiåpen au)tv=, Quga/thr, h( pi¿stij sou 
se/swke/n se: poreu/ou ei¹j ei¹rh/nhn. 

Goal/Manner Influenced by the Semitic ָׁשל֗ום 
If ei)j is regarded as = e)n, then 
the expression may be regarded 
as Manner.   
Go home and be at peace.  After 
long years of suffering, the Lord 
was sending her into on-going 
peace. 
For this expression with ei)j cf. 
Mk 5.34; Lu 7.50.  With e(n Jm 
2.16; Ac 16.36. 
 

 

Luke 15.3-7.  The lost sheep. 

3 eiåpen de\ pro\j au)tou\j th\n parabolh\n 
tau/thn le/gwn, 

Addressee  

4 Ti¿j aÃnqrwpoj e)c u(mw½na eÃxwn e(kato\n 
pro/bata kaiì a)pole/saj e)c au)tw½nb eÁn ou) 
katalei¿pei ta\ e)nenh/konta e)nne/a e)n tv= 
e)rh/m%c kaiì poreu/etai e)piì to\ a)polwlo\jd 
eÀwj euÀrv au)to/; 

a  Source 
b  Source 
c  Location 
d  Goal 

a Which of you men ...? 
b if you lose one of them 
 
d Goal, also with sense of 

Purpose:  sets out after the 
lost sheep. 

 
5 kaiì eu(rwÜn e)piti¿qhsin e)piì tou\j wÓmouj 

au)tou= xai¿rwn  
Location  

6 kaiì e)lqwÜn ei¹j to\n oiåkon sugkaleiÍ tou\j 
fi¿louj kaiì tou\j gei¿tonaj le/gwn au)toiÍj, 
Sugxa/rhte/ moi, oÀti euÂron to\ pro/bato/n mou 
to\ a)polwlo/j. 

Goal  
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7 le/gw u(miÍn oÀti ouÀtwj xara\ e)n t%½ ou)ran%½a 

eÃstai e)piì e(niì a(martwl%½ metanoou=ntib hÄ 
e)piì e)nenh/konta e)nne/a dikai¿oij oiàtinej ou) 
xrei¿an eÃxousin metanoi¿ajc.  

a  Location 
b  Occasion 
c  Occasion. 

 

 

7.2   EPHESIANS 1–4:  ANALYSIS OF SEMANTIC ROLES 

EPHESIANS 1 

 Text Role Comment/translations 

1 Pau=loj a)po/stoloj 
Xristou = ¹Ihsou= dia\ 
qelh/matoj qeoua toiÍj 
a(gi¿oij toiÍj ouÅsin [e)n 
¹Efe/s%b] kaiì pistoiÍj e)n 
Xrist% ½ ¹Ihsouc, 

a  Means > Reason1 
 
b  Location 
c  Sphere2 

a Gives validity to P's apostleship.  He is an 
apostle because God's wants him to be. 

b assuming this is in the text. 
c Sphere rather than Target (i.e. object of faith). 
 TT  "faithful people ... who belong to CJ". 
 'We must beware ... of connecting e)n with 

pisto\j as defining the object of faith.  It is the 
regular phrase throughout the Epistle to 
describe the true position of the Christian, the 
source of all his life and power and privilege.' 
(Murray, 13)  Note that Murray is implying 
both Sphere and Agency here. 

 
2 xa/rij u(miÍn kaiì ei¹rh/nh 

a)po\ qeou= patro\j h(mw½n 
kaiì kuri¿ou ¹Ihsou= 
Xristou=.  

Source  

3 Eu)loghto\j o( qeo\j kaiìì 
path\r tou= kuri¿ou h(mw½n  
¹Ihsou= Xristou=, o( 
eu)logh/saj h(ma=j e)n 
pa/sv eu)logi¿# 
pneumatik$=a e)n toiÍj 
e)pourani¿oijb e)n 
Xrist%½c, 

a  Means-supply 
b  Location3 
c  Sphere/Agency4 

 
 
c Sphere - the blessings are to be found in 

Christ; or, Agency - through Christ.  'The 
manner or sphere of this enrichment is in 
Christ.' (BKC, 616)  

 Perhaps Sphere is the choice in this keynote 
occurrence.  All the blessings of God are to be 
found in Christ.  See footnote 4 below. 

 

                                                           
1 The phrase dia\ qelh/matoj qeou= occurs 7 times, 5 of them in these opening statements of validation of Paul's 

apostleship (listed under dia/ study).  God's will is both the reason for and the means by which he became an apostle. 
2 In describing 'in Christ' as being the Sphere, the milieu, the surrounding environment in which we live and act, it is 

impossible to capture the full theological significance of the phrase. It is Paul's logo, a short-hand for a great deal of 
experiential meaning.  It speaks primarily of relationship.  cf. Moule who says 'To interpret it in a quasi-material way, 
as though Christ were the 'atmosphere' or 'locality' in which believers are placed, seems to do less than justice to its 
deeply personal significance (1959, 80).  See special note on 6.2 E, p.159ff. 

3 The phrase occurs only in Ephesians, here and in 1.20, 2.6, 3.10, 6.12.  It is the heavenly realm in which we have been 
placed with Christ (cf. Co 3.1), and where spiritual conflict takes place. 

4 The choice between Sphere and Agency for the many occurrences of this phrase is a recurrent one.  Sometimes one, 
and sometimes the other seems more prominent.  Both roles are true of Christ.  He is certainly the great Agent of 
God's redemptive purposes in chaps. 1 and 2.  But the blessings of God are to be found 'in Christ', not simply as in a 
container, but 'in the person of Christ himself'. 

 'Not merely "through Christ".   The phrase expresses the supreme idea that pervades the Epistle. ... It [blessing] is 
ours by reason of our being in Him as our Representative and Head; "by virtue of our incorporation in, our union 
with, Christ" (Lightfoot).'  (EGT III, 247) 

 But CEV makes explicitly and exclusively Agency -- 'Praise the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ for the 
spiritual blessings that Christ has brought us from Heaven'.  So also in vv. 4 and 11. 
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4 kaqwÜÜj e)cele/cato h(ma=j 

e)n au)t%½a pro\ 
katabolh=j ko/smoub 
eiånai h(ma=j a(gi¿ouj kaiìì 
a)mw¯mouj katenw¯pion 
au)tou= e)n a)ga/pvc, 

a  Sphere 
b  Time 
 
 
 
c  Sphere5 or Manner 

a Sphere - 'to be incorporated within Christ'.  'In 
Him indicates the sphere ... of election, as He 
is the Head and Representative of spiritual 
humanity.' (BKC, 617) 

c To what is the PP attached?  Whose love is 
referred to?? 

 1.  Sphere.  The phrase may be construed with 
a(gi¿ouj kaiìì a)mw¯mouj, 'holy and blameless 
with reference to love or and [living] in love';  
so NEB  "he chose us ... to be be dedicated, to 
be without blemish in his sight, to be full of 
love."  (CEV also.)  There are 13 occurrences 
of this (anarthous) phrase in the NT (5 others 
in Eph.).  Almost, but not all, refer to love of 
Christians.  However, the link here with 'holy 
and blameless' is not easy to see.  See footnote 
5 for a further comment. 

 A second alternative is to be considered. 
 2.  Manner.  The PP is to be construed with the 

following proori¿saj, the total clause to be 
regarded as an elaboration of e)cele/cato.  The 
context and focus of this passage is God's 
active love to us, operating through Christ, and 
bringing various 'blessings'.  Cf. also Eph 
5.25ff;  Christ loved the church and 'gave 
himself' for her  iàna vÅ a(gi¿a kaiìì aÃmwmoj. 

 RSV, NRSV, NIV, TEV, Br, TT, Ph all take 
with the following verb.  EBC has rendered, 
'Because he loved us, and simply because it 
pleased him to do so, he has marked us out to 
be his own adopted family.' (1022)  

 
5 proori¿saj h(ma=j ei¹j 

ui¸oqesi¿ana dia\ ¹Ihsou= 
Xristoub ei¹j au)to/nc, 
kata\ th\n eu)doki¿an tou= 
qelh/matoj au)toud, 

a  Purpose 
b  Agency 
 
c  Benef. 
 
 
 
d  Specification 

a NIV  "he predestined us to be adopted as sons" 
 
c 'for him(self)' i.e for God.  'to attain the 

relationship of sonship towards Himself 
through Jesus Christ' (Murray, 17).  i.e. ei)j ... 
ei)j au)to/n is a complex PP. 

d 'because that was what he really wanted.' 
 The Specification in fact gives validation to the 

statement. 
 

                                                           
5 Note the following comment in BKC (617):  'What does the phrase in love modify? ... More likely, it modifies the 

words "to be holy and blameless in his sight" for these reasons:  (1)  In this context the modifying words always 
follow the action words (vv 3-4, 6, 8-10).  (2) the other 5 occurrences of "in love" in Ephesians (3.17;  4.2, 15-16; 5.2 
["of love"]) refer to human love rather than divine love. (3) Love fits well with holiness and blamelessness ...'  This 
argument seems somewhat strained.  Point (1):  a mechanistic and dangerous argument.  And e)n a)ga/pv proori¿saj 
may be taken as an elaboration of e)cele/cato.  Point (2):  The context of Eph 3.17 would seem to favour Christ's love, 
rather than human love.  Point (3):  Yes, but in what way specifically here? 

 See also the long note in EGT III, 250, which also relates the phrase to a(gi/ouj and a)mw/mouj. 
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6 ei¹j eÃpainon do/chj th=j 

xa/ritoj au)tou=a hÂj 
e)xari¿twsen h(ma=j e)n t%½ 
h)gaphme/n%b. 

a  Purpose 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b  Agency/Sphere 
 

a i.e. so that his glorious grace might be praised.  
So TT  "that we should truly value ..."; JB  "to 
make us praise ..."  So also Ph. 

 But it could be Goal (result) i.e. so that his 
glorious grace is praised. 

 So Br  "and this redounds to the ..." 
 TEV has  "Let us praise God for ..." 
 KJV, RSV, NIV are ambiguous. 
 
b Again, both Agency and Sphere are present.  

cf. Footnote 4. 
 Agency - 'which he freely gave us through his 

beloved son' or 'by/in giving us his beloved 
son'. 

 But it is also Sphere – 'in the person of his 
dearly loved son'.  i.e. 'when he gave us his 
beloved Son' . 

 Eng. translations leave as "in (the beloved)". 
 

7 e)n %Òa eÃxomen th\n 
a)polu/trwsin dia\ tou= 
aiàmatoj au)tou=b th\n 
aÃfesin tw½n 
paraptwma/twn, kata\ 
to\ plou=toj th=j xa/ritoj 
au)tou=c 

a Agency/Sphere 
(Link slot) 

b  Means 
c Specification  > 

Reason 

a cf. Co 1.14.  Here again, one may consider both 
Agency and Sphere roles to be reflected in the 
phrase.  Christ is the agent of our redemption, 
but redemption is also to be found in the person 
of Christ, not only in what he did.  He is both 
Redeemer and Redemption, (cf. 1Co 1.30) – 
just as he is both priest and sacrifice, both 
shepherd and lamb. 

 
b 'by means of his (shed) blood' 
c in line with his rich grace > arising out 

of/flowing from ..., 'It was his rich grace that 
did this/made this possible' or 'because of his 
rich grace'. 

 
8 hÂj e)peri¿sseusen ei¹j 

h(ma=ja e)n pa/sv sofi¿# 
kaiìì fronh/seib, 

a  Recipient 
 
 
b  Sphere6 

a NIV  "that he lavished on us".  cf. Ti 3.6 – 
e)ce/xeen e)f' h(ma=j. 

b Here = 'along with...' (cf.2.15).  cf Co 1.9. NIV, 
NEB, JB, Br  take with preceding verb. 

 TT, TEV, RSV take with what follows.  "In his 
wisdom and understanding he ..." (Sphere). cf. 
1C 1.21 God in his wisdom ... 

 
9 gnwri¿saj h(miÍn to\ 

musth/rion tou= 
qelh/matoj au)tou=, kata\ 
th\n eu)doki¿an au)tou=a hÁn 
proe/qeto e)n au)t%b 

a  Specification 
 
 
b.  Sphere 

a Paul again underlines the fact that our 
redemption is in line with God's purposes. cf. 
v. 5 and v. 11. 

b NIV  "which he purposed in Christ"  i.e. God's 
purpose was centred in Christ.  cf. 3.11. 

 Vincent follows KJV in making it e)n au(t%= 
'within Himself' i.e. God.  'The best texts read 
e)n au)t%= in Him; but the reference is clearly to 
God, not to Christ, who is expressly mentioned 
in the next verse.' (367) 

 TEV makes it Agency - "  the secret plan he 
had already decided to complete by means of 
Christ." 

 Br combines with the next ref. to Christ in 
v.10. 

 

                                                           
6 The interpretation of this phrase depends on whether it is taken with what precedes or follows. 
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10 ei¹j oi¹konomi¿an tou= 

plhrw¯matoj tw½n 
kairw½na, 
a)nakefalaiw¯sasqai 
ta\ pa/nta e)n t%½ 
Xrist%½b, ta\ e)piìì toiÍj 
ou)ranoiÍjc kaiìì ta\ e)piìì 
th=j gh=jd e)n au)t%=e 

a  Purpose 
 
 
 
b  Sphere - repeated in 
e. 
c  Location 
d  Location 
e  repeated from b. 

a NIV  "to be put into effect when the times will 
have reached their fulfillment" 

 Br  "a purpose to be carried into effect when 
the time is right for it." 

 b & e   NIV  "to bring all things in heaven and 
on earth together under one head, even Christ." 

 Br combines the refs. to Christ in vv. 9 and 10:  
"He has made known to us His decree which 
was formerly hidden from men.  This He has 
done in accordance to that purpose of His 
which has its origin and its accomplishment in 
the person of Christ - a purpose to be carried 
into effect when the time is right for it - that all 
things, in heaven and on earth alike, should 
find their one true head in Christ." 

 
11 e)n %Òa kaiìì e)klhrw¯qhmen 

proorisqe/ntej kata\ 
pro/qesin tou= ta\ pa/nta 
e)nergou=ntojb kata\ th\n 
boulh\n tou= qelh/matoj 
au)touc 

a  Sphere 
 
b  Specification with a 
further specification 
(c) within it. 

a TEV  "God chose us to be his own people in 
union with Christ" 

b TEV  "because of his own purpose based on 
what he had decided from the very beginning." 

 NIV  "according to the plan of him who works 
out everything in conformity with the purpose 
of his will." 

 Paul makes another strong (treble – pro/qesij, 
boulh/, qelh/ma) statement that our sharing in 
the inheritance was because of or due to God's 
purpose. cf. vv. 5 and 9. 

 
12 ei¹j to\ eiånai h(ma=ja ei¹j 

eÃpainon do/chj au)toub= 
tou\j prohlpiko/taj e)n 
t%½ Xrist%=c. 

a  Purpose 
b  Purpose -within a. 
c  Target 

 
 
c cf. vv 13 and 15. 

13 e)n %Òa kaiìì u(meiÍj 
a)kou/santej to\n lo/gon 
th=j a)lhqei¿aj, to\ 
eu)agge/lion th=j 
swthri¿aj u(mw½n, e)n 
%bkaiìì pisteu/santej 
e)sfragi¿sqhte t%½ 
pneu/mati th=j 
e)paggeli¿aj t%½ a(gi¿%, 

a and b   Sphere, 
Agency or Target7. 
 
See footnote. 
 

a = e)n Xrist%=, serving as a relative link to the 
next statement. 

 
 For the numerous possible constructions of 

these two PPs, see footnote. 
 
 For e)n %(=  see also 1.7, 11; 2.21, 22; 3.12. 
 

                                                           
7 The many possible constructions (and roles) for these 2 occurrences of e)n %(=(=, labelled for convenience 1 and 2, may be 

divided into 2 groups, A and B: 
A.  those in which 1 and 2 relate to different verbs, 
B.  those in which 1 and 2 relate to the same verb, or indeed, to all three verbs, 2 being a repetition, or resumption of 

the sentence after a lengthy participial clause. 

A(i)  1 relates to the previous verse(s), with some verb to be understood, and 2 relates to e)sfragi/sqhte.  So KJV, Br, 
and NIV.  NIV  'And you also were included in Christ when you heard the word of truth, the gospel of your salvation.  
Having believed, you were marked in him with a seal, the promised Holy Spirit, ...'  (cf. 4.30.)  So also Foulkes 
(1966, 55).  (Sphere for both) 

A(ii)  1 relates to previous verse (as (i) above), and 2 relates to pisteu/santej.  So LB, Ph and TEV.  'And so it was 
with you also ... you believed in Christ, and God put his stamp of ownership ...' 

A(iii)  1 relates to a)kou/santej, and 2 relates to pisteu/santej.  So TT, with both having role of Agency.  'through 
Christ [you] heard the message ... Through Him you too became believers ...'  So also JB, with 'in him' (Sphere) for 
'hearing' and 'believing'. 

A(iv)  1 to the main verb, e)sfragi/sqhte (Sphere/Agency), and 2 relates to pisteu/santej (Target).  So RSV, 
Weymouth.  'In Him you also, after listening ... -- having believed in Him -- were sealed with ...' 
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14 oÀ e)stin a)rrabwÜÜn th=j 

klhronomi¿aj h(mw½n, ei¹j 
a)polu/trwsin th=j 
peripoih/sewja, ei¹j 
eÃpainon th=j do/chj 
au)tou=b.  

a  Purpose 
 
b  Purpose 

 
 
b a further, more long-range purpose.  cf. vv. 6 

and 12.  Our redemption has its origins in 
God's grace and its ultimate purpose in his 
glory. 

 
15 Dia\ tou=toa ka)gw¯ 

a)kou/saj th\n kaq' 
u(ma=jb pi¿stin e)n t%½ 
kuri¿% ¹Ihsou=c kaiìì th\n 
a)ga/phn th\n ei¹j pa/ntaj 
tou\j a(gi¿oujd 

a  Reason (Link slot) 
b  Possessive 
c  Target 
d  Target 

 
b modifying th\n ... pi/stin. 
c See v 12. 

16 ou) pau/omai 
eu)xaristw½n u(pe\r u(mw½na 
mnei¿an poiou/menoj e)piìì 
tw½n proseuxw½n moub, 

a  Topic 
b  Time 

a cf 5.20. 
b during my prayer times 

17 iàna o( qeo\j tou= kuri¿ou 
h(mw½n ¹Ihsou= Xristou=, o( 
path\r th=j do/chj, dw¯v 
u(miÍn pneu=ma sofi¿aj 
kaiìì a)pokalu/yewj e)n 
e)pignw¯sei au)tou=, 

Sphere or Means. Sphere, hence reference – 'in the matter of 
knowing him'.  The wisdom and revelation are to 
be given 'in connection with' knowing Christ, 
hence 'with the purpose of knowing Christ'.  Thus 
many translations render the phrase as a purpose.  
So TEV  "so that you will know him".  Also NIV, 
JB, NEB, Ph, LB, Br.  cf. Vincent (370):  'the 
sphere in which they will receive God's gift of 
wisdom and revelation'. 
An alternative would be to consider it Means i.e. 
through knowing Christ (in whom are hid all the 
treasures of wisdom and knowledge, Co 2.3) we 
shall receive knowledge and revelation. TT hints 
at this:  "... as you come to know him".  This fits 
well with the following verses which amplify 
Paul's request. 

18 pefwtisme/nouj tou\j 
o)fqalmou\j th=j kardi¿aj 
[u(mw½n] ei¹j to\ ei¹de/nai 
u(ma=ja ti¿j e)stin h( e)lpiììj 
th=j klh/sewj au)tou=, ti¿j 
o( plou=toj th=j do/chj 
th=j klhronomi¿aj au)tou= 
e)n toiÍj a(gi¿oijb, 

a Purpose.  The PP is 
long, (at least to 
end of v. 19, if not 
21.). 

b Sphere 

 
 
 
 'among' 

                                                                                                                                                                                
B.  NEB seems to regard 1 and 2 as the Sphere for the whole series of activities -- 'And you too, when you had heard 

the message ... and had believed it, became incorporate in Christ and received the seal ...' 
So also Vincent says of 2.  'Resuming the in whom at the beginning of the verse, and repeated on account of the length 

of the clause.' (1888, III, 369). 
Similarly, Murray writes 'St. Paul marks three distinct stages by which the Gentiles passed into their assured position in 

Christ, hearing, believing, and being sealed.  But these stages, though distinct, are organically connected, and the 
whole process is conceived as taking place "in Him" ' (1914, 25).  Surely that is the picture.  As so often, Paul's all-
embracing thought pours out in phrases, with breaks and interruptions. 

The translator, however, must reflect one of the options above.  A(iv) appears to me to fit the flow of language and 
argument most naturally. 
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19 kaiìì ti¿ to\ u(perba/llon 

me/geqoj th=j duna/mewj 
au)tou= ei¹j h(ma=j tou\j 
pisteu/ontaja kata\ th\n 
e)ne/rgeian tou= kra/touj 
th=j i¹sxu/oj au)tou==.b 

a  Beneficiary 
 
 
 
 
 

 

b  Specification 

a Beneficiary here in the context of all that God 
has done for us in Christ, but also Recipient, 
i.e. the power is made available for us (so 
Foulkes, Ph, NEB).  NIV  "for us".  cf. 3.16, 
where we are the Recipients of his power. 

 JB  "that he has exercised for us believers". 
 RSV, TEV, W, TT, Br  "in us" (Loc.) 
 Murray:  'This power operates upon and has 

'free play' in us who believe, ...'. 
 

20 hÁn e)nh/rghsen e)n t%½ 
Xrist%=a e)gei¿raj au)to\n 
e)k nekrw½nb kaiìì 
kaqi¿saj e)n deci#= 
au)tou=c e)n toiÍj 
e)pourani¿oijd 

a  Sphere 
 
 
 
b  Source (Separation) 
c  Location 
d  Location 

a which he effected/operated in Christ.  e)n 
following vb. pref. e)n-. 

 Vincent has  'in the case of Christ'. 

21 u(pera/nw pa/shj a)rxh=j 
kaiìì e)cousi¿aj kaiìì 
duna/mewj kaiìì 
kurio/thtoj kaiìì panto\j 
o)no/matoj 
o)nomazome/nou, ou) mo/non 
e)n t%½ ai¹w½ni tou/t%a 
a)lla\ kaiìì e)n t%½ 
me/llontib: 

a  Time 
b  Time 

 

22 kaiìì pa/nta u(pe/tacen 
u(po\ tou\j po/daj au)tou=a 
kaiìì au)to\n eÃdwken 
kefalh\n u(pe\r pa/ntab 
tv= e)kklhsi¿#, 

a  Location (fig.) 
b  Domain 

 

23 hÀtij e)stiììn to\ sw½ma 
au)tou=, to\ plh/rwma tou= 
ta\ pa/nta e)n pa=sin 
plhroume/nou.  

Sphere > an adverbial idiom of measure, 'fills everything 
completely/in every way' (So NIV). 

EPHESIANS 2 

1 Kaiìì u(ma=j oÃntaj 
nekrou\j toiÍj 
paraptw¯masin kaiìì 
taiÍj a(marti¿aij u(mw½n, 

  

2 e)n aiâja pote 
periepath/sate kata\ 
to\n ai¹w½na tou= ko/smou 
tou/tou,b kata\ to\n 
aÃrxonta th=j e)cousi¿aj 
tou= a)e/roj,c tou= 
pneu/matoj tou= nu=n 
e)nergou=ntoj e)n toiÍj 
ui¸oiÍj th=j a)peiqei¿ajd: 

a Sphere 
b Specification 
c Specification 
 
 
d Sphere 

a Met. for a life of sin.  Contrast v. 10. 
 
c i.e. following the dictates of, obeying. 
 Note that the PP continues to the end of the 

verse and includes the next PP. 
d 'operating/at work within'.  cf. 1.20. 
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3 e)n oiâja kaiìì h(meiÍj 

pa/ntej a)nestra/fhme/n 
pote e)n taiÍj e)piqumi¿aij 
th=j sarko\j h(mw½nb 
poiou=ntej ta\ qelh/mata 
th=j sarko\j kaiìì tw½n 
dianoiw½n, kaiìì hÃmeqa 
te/kna fu/sei o)rgh=j w¨j 
kaiìì oi¸ loipoi¿: 

a Sphere 
b Manner 

a 'among' 
b Manner – 'among whom we all lived, following 

fleshly desires'. 
 NIV  "gratifying the cravings of our sinful 

nature". 
 JB  "living sensual lives" 
 W  "governed by the inclinations of our lower 

nature". 
 

4 o( de\ qeo\j plou/sioj wÔn 
e)n e)le/eia, dia\ th\n 
pollh\n a)ga/phn au)tou= 
hÁn h)ga/phsen h(ma=jb, 

a Sphere (reference) 
b Reason 

a reference, defines the area of his 'riches'. 

5 kaiìì oÃntaj h(ma=j 
nekrou\j toiÍj 
paraptw¯masin 
sunezwopoi¿hsen t%½ 
Xrist%½, xa/riti¿ e)ste 
ses%sme/noi 

  

6 kaiìì sunh/geiren kaiìì 
suneka/qisen e)n toiÍj 
e)pourani¿oija e)n Xrist%½ 
¹Ihsou=,b 

a Location 
b Sphere 

 

7 iàna e)ndei¿chtai e)n toiÍj 
ai¹w½sin toiÍj 
e)perxome/noija to\ 
u(perba/llon plou=toj 
th=j xa/ritoj au)tou= e)n 
xrhsto/thtib e)f' h(ma=jc 
e)n Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou= d=======. 

a Time 
b Means 
 
 
 
c Recipient 
d Sphere/Agency. 

 
b '[shown] by his kindness ...'  NIV  "expressed 

in his kindness to us".  The PP extends to end 
of next PP, which is embedded within it. 

c cf. ei)j h(ma=j in 1.17. 
d see 1.3 

8 tv= ga\r xa/riti¿ e)ste 
ses%sme/noi dia\ 
pi¿stewja kaiìì tou=to ou)k 
e)c u(mw½nb, qeou= to\ 
dw½ron: 

a Means 
b Means8 

a Method is the variant here.  So also  b. 
b 'not by your own efforts/of your own 

initiative/of your own doing' 
 Br  "(no thanks to yourselves; it is all God's 

gift)" 
 

9 ou)k e)c eÃrgwn, iàna mh/ 
tij kauxh/shtai. 

Means  Hence,  'as a result of/because of ...' 
 TT  "It is not the result of anything you have 

done".  TEV and NEB have similar rendering.  
 NIV  "not by works". 
 RSV  "not because of works" (Means > 

Reason) 
 cf. contrast between ec e)/rgwn and e)k pi/stewj 

in Ro and Ga, as alternatives to dia/.  
 

10 au)tou= ga/r e)smen 
poi¿hma, ktisqe/ntej e)n 
Xrist%½  ¹Ihsou=a e)piìì 
eÃrgoij a)gaqoiÍjb oiâj 
prohtoi¿masen o( qeo\j, 
iàna e)n au)toiÍjc 
peripath/swmen.  

a Sphere/Agency 
b Purpose 
c Sphere 

a God is the creator, but everything he does to or 
for us is in relation to Christ, and through his 
agency.  Both roles surely present here. 

 
c cf. 2.2.  Met. for a life of good deeds. 

                                                           
8 An extension of Source, rather than Path.  So also in the next verse. 
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11 Dio\ mnhmoneu/ete oÀti 

pote\ u(meiÍj ta\ eÃqnh e)n 
sarki\a, oi¸ lego/menoi 
a)krobusti¿a u(po\ th=j 
legome/nhj peritomh=jb 
e)n sarkic xeiropoih/tou, 

a Sphere 
b Agent 
c Location. 

i.e. Gentiles by birth. 

12 oÀti hÅte t%½ kair%½ 
e)kei¿n% xwriììj Xristou=, 
a)phllotriwme/noi th=j 
politei¿aj tou= ¹Israh\l 
kaiìì ce/noi tw½n diaqhkw½n 
th=j e)paggeli¿aj, e)lpi¿da 
mh\ eÃxontej kaiìì aÃqeoi 
e)n t%½ ko/sm%. 

Location  

13 nuniìì de\ e)n Xrist%½ 
¹Ihsou=a u(meiÍj oià pote 
oÃntej makra\n 
e)genh/qhte e)ggu\j e)n t%½ 
aiàmati tou= Xristou=b. 

a Sphere/Agency 
 
b Means 

a All translate as Sphere, though he is, of course, 
also the Agent. 

b the blood of sacrificial death, the blood of the 
covenant. 

14 Au)to\j ga/r e)stin h( 
ei¹rh/nh h(mw½n, o( poih/saj 
ta\ a)mfo/tera eÁn kaiìì to\ 
meso/toixon tou= 
fragmou= lu/saj, th\n 
eÃxqran e)n tv= sarkiìì 
au)tou=, 

Means9  with his own flesh i.e. given on the cross.  cf. 
Co 1.22. 

15 to\n no/mon tw½n e)ntolw½n 
e)n do/gmasina 
katargh/saj, iàna tou\j 
du/o kti¿sv e)n au)t%=b ei¹j 
eÀna kaino\n aÃnqrwponc 
poiw½n ei¹rh/nhn 

a Sphere 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b Sphere 
c Purpose 

a i.e. 'along with'.  So Br  "the old code of laws 
with all its regulations".  Also NIV, TT, TEV. 

 W  "the Law with its commandments, 
expressed, as they were, in definite decrees". 

 'This phrase [the total noun phrase] would be 
unintelligible apart from the comment provided 
by Col ii. 14, 20. ... St Paul is thinking of the 
Law as a code of precisely formulated precepts 
requiring  to be kept to the lettter' (Murray, 
46). 

 in himself.  cf. Ga 3.28:  pa/ntej ga\r u(meiÍj 
eiâj e)ste e)n Xrist%½  ¹Ihsou=.   Note the same 
verb as in v. 10. 

 

                                                           
9 Earlier texts put v. 15 at th\n e)/xqran ..., but the real question is the syntax of this and the next phrase.  There are 3 

possibilities: 
1.  The whole phrase th\n eÃxqran e)n tv= sarkiìì au)tou= goes with what precedes, as in the text above.  So TT  'By giving 

his own body, he has broken down the wall of hatred which separated us, (15) and ...'  Murray, TEV, NEB, W reflect 
the same. 

2.  The whole phrase goes with what follows, following the earlier texts.  So RV  'having abolished in his flesh the 
enmity, even the law ...'  KJV, LB, Ph and Vincent reflect the same.  Foulkes leaves open whether eÃxqran follows or 
precedes. 

3.  eÃxqran goes with what precedes, e)n tv= sarkiìì au)tou= goes with what follows.  So RSV  'and has broken down the 
dividing wall of hostility, (15) by abolishing in his flesh the law ...'So also Br  '... our mutual hostility. In his own 
body he did away with ...' 
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16 kaiìì a)pokatalla/cv 

tou\j a)mfote/rouj e)n e(niìì 
sw¯matia t%½ qe%½ dia\ 
tou= staurou=b, 
a)poktei¿naj th\n eÃxqran 
e)n au)t%½c. 

a Goal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b Means 
 
c Means 

a = 'into one body' i.e. of believers (cf. vv. 14, 
15).  So Br, W, TT, TEV.  In the context of the 
verb and its object, and of 14 & 15, this would 
seem the more natural interpretation, rather 
than referring to Christ's body. 

 But Ph combines with next phrase:  "he 
reconciled both to God by the sacrifice of one 
body on the cross".  (Means /Method) 

b i.e. 'by his death on the cross'.  Means/method. 
c Means  'by this means, by this act, in doing 

this' i.e. by means of the cross.   cf. Co 2.15.  
...qriambeu/saj au)tou\j e)n au)t%½. 

 This seems more natural than taking as 'in him' 
(Sphere), though the latter is a recurring motif 
in these 2 chaps. 

 
17 kaiìì e)lqwÜÜn 

eu)hggeli¿sato ei¹rh/nhn 
u(miÍn toiÍj makra\n kaiìì 
ei¹rh/nhn toiÍj e)ggu/j: 

  

18 oÀti di' au)toua eÃxomen 
th\n prosagwgh\n oi¸ 
a)mfo/teroi e)n e(niìì 
pneu/matib pro\j to\n 
pate/rac. 

a Agency 
 
 
b Means 
c Goal (person) 

a 'through him',   So all, though Ph then phrases 
as Reason:  "because of what Christ has done 
for us". 

19 aÃra ouÅn ou)ke/ti e)ste\ 
ce/noi kaiìì pa/roikoi 
a)lla\ e)ste\ sumpoliÍtai 
tw½n a(gi¿wn kaiìì oi¹keiÍoi 
tou= qeou=, 

  

20 e)poikodomhqe/ntej e)piìì 
t%½ qemeli¿% tw½n 
a)posto/lwn kaiìì 
profhtw½n, oÃntoj 
a)krogwniai¿ou au)tou= 
Xristou=  ¹Ihsou=, 

Location (fig.)  

21 e)n %Òa pa=sa oi¹kodomh\ 
sunarmologoume/nh 
auÃcei ei¹j nao\n aÀgionb 
e)n kuri¿%c, 

a Sphere 
b Goal (fig.) 
c Sphere 

a i.e. joined to him 
b 'grows into' 
c i.e founded, grounded, centred on the Lord. 

22 e)n %Òa kaiìì u(meiÍj 
sunoikodomeiÍsqe ei¹j 
katoikhth/rion tou= 
qeoub e)n pneu/matic.  

a Sphere 
b Goal 
c Agency 

a repeats same phrase as in v.21. 

EPHESIANS 3 

1 Tou/tou xa/rin e)gwÜÜ 
Pau=loj o( de/smioj tou= 
[)Ihsou=] u(pe\r u(mw½n tw½n 
e)qnw½n  

Beneficiary  'for the sake of you Gentiles'.  The phrase is 
modifying o( de/smioj.  cf. description of 
himself in 4.1. 

2 eiã ge h)kou/sate th\n 
oi¹konomi¿an th=j xa/ritoj 
tou= qeou= th=j doqei¿shj 
moi ei¹j u(ma=j,  

Beneficiary  cf. u(pe\r in v.1. 
 NEB  "for your benefit".  TEV  "for your good" 
 ei)j perhaps reflects the fact that it is to be 

passed on to them (Recipient), or 'directed to 
them' (Target). 
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3 [oÀti] kata\ 

a)poka/luyina 
e)gnwri¿sqh moi to\ 
musth/rion, kaqwÜÜj 
proe/graya e)n o)li¿g%b,  

a Means 
b Manner 

a cf. Ga 2.2. 
b 'briefly'. 

4 pro\j o(\a du/nasqe 
a)naginw¯skontej 
noh=sai th\n su/nesi¿n mou 
e)n t%½ musthri¿% tou= 
Xristou=b,  

a Purpose 
 
 
b Sphere (Reference) 

a Relative Link – 'so that by reading it you will 
be able to ...' 

 
b 'my understanding with respect to 
 (i.e. of ...)' 

5 oÁ e(te/raij geneaiÍj ou)k 
e)gnwri¿sqh toiÍj ui¸oiÍj 
tw½n a)nqrw¯pwn w¨j nu=n 
a)pekalu/fqh toiÍj 
a(gi¿oij a)posto/loij 
au)tou= kaiìì profh/taij e)n 
pneu/mati,  

Agency  

6 eiånai ta\ eÃqnh 
sugklhrono/ma kaiìì 
su/sswma kaiìì 
summe/toxa th=j 
e)paggeli¿aj e)n Xrist%½ 
¹Ihsou=a dia\ tou= 
eu)aggeli¿oub,  

a Sphere 
b Means 

 

7 ouÂ e)genh/qhn dia/konoj 
kata\ th\n dwrea\n th=j 
xa/ritoj tou= qeou= th=j 
doqei¿shj moia kata\ th\n 
e)ne/rgeian th=j 
duna/mewj au)tou=.b  

a Specification  
 
 
 
b Specification 

a Hence,  Means.  P's became a 'minister' of 
God's grace to the Gentiles (cf. v.2) through/as 
a result of God's grace given to him.   

b Most commentators take with doqei¿shj. which 
is grammatically natural.  God's grace which 
matches his great power (power is also a motif 
in 1.19, 20, 3.16 ff, 3.20, 6.10.  Vincent points 
out (III, 384) that P uses all the NT words for 
power in this ep. except bi/a). 

 But (e.g.) NIV, TEV "through the working of 
his power" = ?? 

 Some take the 2 phrases as parallel, both 
specifying e)genh/qhn.  This would fit well both 
Paul's manner of adding phrases, and also the 
close link between 'grace' and 'power' in his 
thinking.  cf. 1C 15.9-10, 2C 12.9-10.  As so 
often, Paul links his ministry and office with 
God's validating and empowering grace (cf. Ga 
1.15 ff). 

 
8 e)moiìì t%½ e)laxistote/r% 

pa/ntwn a(gi¿wn e)do/qh h( 
xa/rij auÀth, toiÍj 
eÃqnesin 
eu)aggeli¿sasqai to\ 
a)necixni¿aston plou=toj 
tou= Xristou=  

  

9 kaiìì fwti¿sai [pa/ntaj] 
ti¿j h( oi¹konomi¿a tou= 
musthri¿ou tou= 
a)pokekrumme/nou a)po\ 
tw½n ai¹w¯nwna e)n t%½ qe%½ 
t%½ ta\ pa/nta kti¿santib,  

a Time-since 
b Sphere 
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10 iàna gnwrisqv= nu=n taiÍj 

a)rxaiÍj kaiìì taiÍj 
e)cousi¿aij e)n toiÍj 
e)pourani¿oija dia\ th=j 
e)kklhsi¿ajb h( 
polupoi¿kiloj sofi¿a tou= 
qeou=,  

a Location 
b Agency 

 

11 kata\ pro/qesin tw½n 
ai¹w¯nwna hÁn e)poi¿hsen e)n 
t%½ Xrist%½ ¹Ihsou= t%½ 
kuri¿% h(mw½nb,  

a Specification 
b Sphere or 
 Agency. 

 
b If e)poi/hsen is taken to mean 'which he 

purposed' (so KJV and Br 'decreed by him'), 
the PP would be Sphere  cf. 1.9.  If it is taken 
as 'achieved' or 'carried out' (as TEV, NEB and 
possibly NIV), it could be Agency. 

12 e)n %\==a eÃxomen th\n 
parrhsi¿an kaiìì 
prosagwgh\n e)n 
pepoiqh/seib dia\ th=j 
pi¿stewj au)tou=c.  

a Agency or Sphere 
b Manner 
 
c Means 

a cf. 1.7, 11; 2.21, 22. 
b Br  "with full confidence",  JB  "in complete 

confidence". 
 NEB  "in the confidence born of trust in him". 

13 dio\ ai¹tou=mai mh\ 
e)gkakeiÍn e)n taiÍj 
qli¿yesi¿n moua u(pe\r 
u(mw½nb, hÀtij e)stiììn do/ca 
u(mw½n.  

a  Sphere (reference) 
b  Beneficiary 

a  'with respect to my sufferings' (NEB "over my 
sufferings", so RSV), hence 'at/because of my 
sufferings' – TEV, NIV, Br etc. (Occasion) 

 

14 Tou/tou xa/rin ka/mptw 
ta\ go/nata/ mou pro\j to\n 
pate/ra,  

Addressee.  Speech is implied.  'I bow my knees [in prayer] 
to God'.  So TT and NEB. 

15 e)c ouÂa pa=sa patria\ e)n 
ou)ranoiÍjb kaiìì e)piìì gh=jc 
o)noma/zetai,  

a Source 
b Location 
c Location 

a i.e. from whom every 'family' originates 

16 iàna d%½ u(miÍn kata\ to\ 
plou=toj th=j do/chj 
au)tou=a duna/mei 
krataiwqh=nai dia\ tou= 
pneu/matoj au)tou=b ei¹j 
to\n eÃsw aÃnqrwponc,  

a Specification 
b Agency 
 
c Sphere 

a gives the measure of his giving. cf. the other 
occurrences of kata\ to\ plou=toj ... in 1.7 and 
Php 4.19. 

c = e)n.  But some e.g. EGT, feel the force of ei)j 
is not to be weakened, and the 'inner man' is 
viewed as the Recipient of God's power. 

 
17 katoikh=sai to\n 

Xristo\n dia\ th=j 
pi¿stewja e)n taiÍj 
kardi¿aij u(mw½nb, e)n 
a)ga/pvc e)rrizwme/noi 
kaiìì teqemeliwme/noi,  

a Means 
b Location (fig.) 
c Sphere 

 
 
c cf. 1.4.  Many take as human love.  But the 

love of Christ would be a natural interpretation 
in this context, regarded indeed as the 
equivalent of 'in Christ'.  cf.  Co 2.7.  Paul is 
piling on the concepts in this passage. 

 
18 iàna e)cisxu/shte 

katalabe/sqai su\n 
pa=sin toiÍj a(gi¿oij ti¿ to\ 
pla/toj kaiìì mh=koj kaiìì 
uÀyoj kaiìì ba/qoj,  

Comitative  

19 gnw½nai¿ te th\n 
u(perba/llousan th=j 
gnw¯sewj a)ga/phn tou= 
Xristou=, iàna 
plhrwqh=te ei¹j pa=n to\ 
plh/rwma tou= qeou=.  

Goal (fig.)  Murray  'till you reach the goal of ...' 
 NIV  "that you may be filled to the measure ..." 
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20 T%½ de\ duname/n% u(pe\r 

pa/ntaa poih=sai wÒn 
ai¹tou/meqa hÄ noou=men 
kata\ th\n du/namin th\n 
e)nergoume/nhn e)n 
h(miÍn,b,c  

a  Measure 
b  Specification 
c  Sphere 

 
 
c (e)n) is embedded in b (kata/). 

21 au)t%½ h( do/ca e)n tv= 
e)kklhsi¿#a kaiì e)n 
Xrist%½  ¹Ihsou=b ei¹j 
pa/saj ta\j genea\j tou= 
ai¹w½noj tw½n ai¹w¯nwnc, 
a)mh/n.  

a Sphere/Agency 
b Sphere 
 
 
c Time until 

a, b For b, KJV  has "by Christ Jesus", but all 
other Eng. trans. have "in" for both phrases of 
this doxology. 

 Again, it seems vain to disentangle roles.  
Glory to God comes from among the people of 
God, and because of Christ. 

 'Paul ascribed to God glory which is to be 
manifest in the church, ... and in Christ 
Jesus.'  (BKC, 632) 

 See also the note in EGT, which also 
comments on the textual question of the 
presence or absence of kai/ between the two 
phrases. 

 Foulkes quotes Findlay: 'God is all in all.  At 
this furthest horizon of thought, Christ and His 
own are seen together rendering to God 
unceasing glory' (66, 106). 

 

EPHESIANS 4 

1 Parakalw½ ouÅn u(ma=j 
e)gwÜÜ o( de/smioj e)n kuri¿% 
a)ci¿wj peripath=sai th=j 
klh/sewj hÂj e)klh/qhte,  

Sphere  descriptive of the noun:  'a prisoner for the 
Lord'. 

2 meta\ pa/shj 
tapeinofrosu/nhj kaiìì 
prau/+thtoja, meta\ 
makroqumi¿ajb, 
a)nexo/menoi a)llh/lwn e)n 
a)ga/pvc,  

a  Manner 
b  Manner 
c  Manner 

 

3 spouda/zontej threiÍn 
th\n e(no/thta tou= 
pneu/matoj e)n t%½ 
sunde/sm% th=j ei¹rh/nhj:  

Means  'method'.  Figurative for 'by living peacably 
with one another'. 

 Br  "See to it that you are bound together in 
peace, preserving the unity into which the 
Spirit has brought you". 

 CEV  "Do this by living at peace". 
 

4 eÁn sw½ma kaiìì eÁn 
pneu=ma, kaqwÜÜj kaiìì 
e)klh/qhte e)n mi#= e)lpi¿di 
th=j klh/sewj u(mw½n:  

  

5 eiâj ku/rioj, mi¿a pi¿stij, 
eÁn ba/ptisma,  
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6 eiâj qeo\j kaiìì path\r 

pa/ntwn, o( e)piìì pa/ntwna 
kaiìì dia\ pa/ntwnb kaiìì e)n 
pa=sinc.  

a  Domain 
b  Path 
c  Sphere 

a  God's sovereign control. 
b The thought of extent is here.  cf. use of dia/  

for duration of time.  God's influence 
permeates all.  Vincent  'pervade' (387) 

 A few translations choose "work" as the verb 
with dia/.  Ph, TEV, CEV.  W  "acts". 

 Is it fanciful to see in these 3 figuratively used 
preps. God's omnipotence, omniscience and 
omnipresence? 

 (cf. a contrasting set of 3 in Ro 11.36.) 
 

7 ¸Eniìì de\ e(ka/st% h(mw½n 
e)do/qh h( xa/rij kata\ to\ 
me/tron th=j dwrea=j tou= 
Xristou=.  

Specification  in line with the gift measured out by Christ 
 NIV  "as Christ apportioned it". 

8 dio\ le/gei,   ¹Anaba\j ei¹j 
uÀyoj v)xmalw¯teusen 
ai¹xmalwsi¿an, eÃdwken 
do/mata toiÍj a)nqrw¯poij.  

Goal  

9 to\ de\ ¹Ane/bh ti¿ e)stin, ei¹ 
mh\ oÀti kaiìì kate/bh ei¹j 
ta\ katw¯tera [me/rh] 
th=j gh=j;  

Goal  

10 o( kataba\j au)to/j e)stin 
kaiìì o( a)naba\j u(pera/nw 
pa/ntwn tw½n ou)ranw½n, 
iàna plhrw¯sv ta\ pa/nta.  

  

11 kaiìì au)to\j eÃdwken tou\j 
me\n a)posto/louj, tou\j 
de\ profh/taj, tou\j de\ 
eu)aggelista/j, tou\j de\ 
poime/naj kaiìì 
didaska/louj,  

  

12 pro\j to\n katartismo\n 
tw½n a(gi¿wna ei¹j eÃrgon 
diakoni¿ajb, ei¹j 
oi¹kodomh\n tou= sw¯matoj 
tou= Xristou=c,  

a  Purpose 
b  Purpose 
c  Purpose 

 The three form a progression:  to equip the 
saints for their various forms of ministry so 
that the body of Christ will be built up. 

13 me/xri katanth/swmen oi¸ 
pa/ntej ei¹j th\n e(no/thta 
th=j pi¿stewj kaiìì th=j 
e)pignw¯sewj tou= ui¸ou= 
tou= qeou=, ei¹j aÃndra 
te/leion, ei¹j me/tron 
h(liki¿aj tou= 
plhrw¯matoj tou= 
Xristou=,  

Goal (fig.) (x 3)  all 'goals' after the verb 'reach, arrive at' 
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14 iàna mhke/ti wÕmen nh/pioi, 

kludwnizo/menoi kaiìì 
perifero/menoi pantiìì 
a)ne/m% th=j 
didaskali¿aj e)n tv= 
kubei¿# tw½n a)nqrw¯pwna, 
e)n panourgi¿#b pro\j th\n 
meqodei¿an th=j pla/nhjc,  

a  Means 
 
 
b  Means 
c  Purpose 

a Br  "misled by men's sleight of hand".  The 
word means 'dice-playing' and only occurs here 
in NT. 

b, c The two may be taken together, the second 
defining the first:  craftiness/ cunning  
in/applied to deceitful practices or [used] for 
practicing deceit. 

 Br  "and crafty practice of deceptive 
stratagems". 

 a and b (c) together are P's 'doublet technique', 
building up a full picture.  So JB  "at the mercy 
of all the tricks men play and their cleverness 
in practising deceit". 

 
15 a)lhqeu/ontej de\ e)n 

a)ga/pva au)ch/swmen ei¹j 
au)to\nb ta\ pa/nta, oÀj 
e)stin h( kefalh/, 
Xristo/j,  

a  Manner 
b  Goal 

 
b  Christ the Goal or Target. 

16 e)c ouÂa pa=n to\ sw½ma 
sunarmologou/menon 
kaiìì sumbibazo/menon 
dia\ pa/shj a(fh=j th=j 
e)pixorhgi¿ajb kat' 
e)ne/rgeianc e)n me/tr% 
e(no\j e(ka/stou me/roujd 
th\n auÃchsin tou= 
sw¯matoj poieiÍtai ei¹j 
oi¹kodomh\n e(autou=e e)n 
a)ga/pvf.  

a  Source 
b  Means 
c.  Specification 
d  Sphere (reference) 
e  Purpose 
f  Manner/Sphere 

a origin 
 

c, d Take the two together:  'with each individual 
part working as it should'. 

 
f the whole verse is a series of PPs.  e)n a)ga/p$ - 

'in an atmosphere of love' - is the last feature. 

17 Tou=to ouÅn le/gw kaiìì 
martu/romai e)n kuri¿%a, 
mhke/ti u(ma=j 
peripateiÍn, kaqwÜÜj kaiìì 
ta\ eÃqnh peripateiÍ e)n 
mataio/thti tou= noo\j 
au)tw½nb,  

a  Sphere 
b  Manner 

a here, 'in the Lord's name.  Provides Paul's 
authority. 

18 e)skotwme/noi tv= 
dianoi¿# oÃntej, 
a)phllotriwme/noi th=j 
zwh=j tou= qeou= dia\ th\n 
aÃgnoiana th\n ouÅsan e)n 
au)toiÍjb, dia\ th\n 
pw¯rwsin th=j kardi¿aj 
au)tw½nc,  

a  Reason 
b  Location (fig.) 
c.  Reason 

 dia/ ...dia/:  another of Paul's 'doublet phrases'. 
 Some take c as part of b, and the reason for a.  

Their ignorance is due to their hardness of 
heart.  So KJV, NIV, RSV. 

 Others take 'their inherent ignorance' and 'their 
hard hearts' as parallel reasons for their 
alienation.  So Br, NEB, JB, TEV et al.  cf. the 
structure in 3.7. 

 
19 oiàtinej a)phlghko/tej 

e(autou\j pare/dwkan tv= 
a)selgei¿# ei¹j e)rgasi¿an 
a)kaqarsi¿aj pa/shja e)n 
pleoneci¿#b.  

a  Goal (fig.) 
b  Manner 

 handed themselves over to ... 

20 u(meiÍj de\ ou)x ouÀtwj 
e)ma/qete to\n Xristo/n,  
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21 eiã ge au)to\n h)kou/sate 

kaiìì e)n au)t%½a 
e)dida/xqhte, kaqw¯j 
e)stin a)lh/qeia e)n t%½  
¹Ihsou=,b  

a  Agency 
b  Sphere 

a Agency seems the natural exegesis here (so 
KJV) and fits the context.  Br  "[if indeed you 
have paid heed to him] and learned from him, 
... "  Some render 'as Christians/ as his 
followers', which seems awkward. 

b Br  "for it is in Jesus that all truth resides". 
 

22 a)poqe/sqai u(ma=j kata\ 
th\n prote/ran 
a)nastrofh\na to\n 
palaio\n aÃnqrwpon to\n 
fqeiro/menon kata\ ta\j 
e)piqumi¿aj th=j a)pa/thj,b  

a  Reference 
b  Means 

a Hence descriptive:  'with its old life-style'. 
b by deceitful desires 

23 a)naneou=sqai de\ t%½ 
pneu/mati tou= noo\j u(mw½n  

  

24 kaiìì e)ndu/sasqai to\n 
kaino\n aÃnqrwpon to\n 
kata\ qeo\na ktisqe/nta 
e)n dikaiosu/nv kaiìì 
o(sio/thti th=j a)lhqei¿ajb.  

a  Specification 
 
 
 
 
b  Sphere (reference) 

a TEV  "created in God's likeness". 
 Br  "created in the image of God". 
 NIV includes element of Purpose:  "to be like 

God".  (4th occurrence of kti/zw in Eph.) 
b in matters of ... > leading lives of true 

righteousness and holiness.  (Gen. with both 
nouns.) 

 
25 Dio\ a)poqe/menoi to\ 

yeu=doj laleiÍte 
a)lh/qeian eÀkastoj meta\ 
tou= plhsi¿on au)tou=, oÀti 
e)sme\n a)llh/lwn me/lh.  

Comitative  

26 o)rgi¿zesqe kaiìì mh\ 
a(marta/nete: o( hÀlioj mh\ 
e)pidue/tw e)piìì [t%½] 
parorgism%½ u(mw½n,  

Goal (fig.)  

27 mhde\ di¿dote to/pon t%½ 
diabo/l%.  

  

28 o( kle/ptwn mhke/ti 
klepte/tw, ma=llon de\ 
kopia/tw e)rgazo/menoj 
taiÍj [i¹di¿aij] xersiììn to\ 
a)gaqo/n, iàna eÃxv 
metadido/nai t%½ xrei¿an 
eÃxonti.  

  

29 pa=j lo/goj sapro\j e)k 
tou= sto/matoj u(mw½na mh\ 
e)kporeue/sqw, a)lla\ eiã 
tij a)gaqo\j pro\j 
oi¹kodomh\n th=j xrei¿ajb, 
iàna d%½ xa/rin toiÍj 
a)kou/ousin.  

a  Source 
b  Purpose 

Fig. for 'Don't use bad language'. 
Br  "See that no foul language escapes your lips". 

30 kaiìì mh\ lupeiÍte to\ 
pneu=ma to\ aÀgion tou= 
qeou=, e)n %Âa 
e)sfragi¿sqhte ei¹j 
h(me/ran 
a)polutrw¯sewjb.  

a  Means 
 
b  Time-until 

a The Holy Spirit is the seal, not the Sealer.  cf. 
1.13, 2C 1.22. 

b But with an element of Purpose also - ready for 
the time when ... 
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31 pa=sa pikri¿a kaiìì qumo\j 

kaiìì o)rgh\ kaiìì kraugh\ 
kaiìì blasfhmi¿a a)rqh/tw 
a)f' u(mw½na su\n pa/sv 
kaki¿#b.  

a  Source (separation) 
b  comitative 

 

32 gi¿nesqe [de\] ei¹j 
a)llh/louja xrhstoi¿, 
euÃsplagxnoi, 
xarizo/menoi e(autoiÍj, 
kaqwÜÜj kaiìì o( qeo\j e)n 
Xrist%b½ e)xari¿sato 
u(miÍn.  

a  Target 
b  Sphere/Agency 

a Attitudes directed towards each other. 
b Agency seems predominant, but again, both 

roles are present.  cf. 2C 5.19  w¨j oÀti qeo\j hÅn 
e)n Xrist%½ ko/smon katalla/sswn e(aut%.½ 

 

 

7.3   SUMMARY 

Goal, Source, Location, Time, Addressee are predominant roles of the PPs in the Luke passages.  

Their exegesis is straightforward.  A high proportion of the Ephesian text consists of prepositional 

phrases, over half in the first chapter, though less in the others.  The roles are the extended uses of 

the prepositions – Means, Sphere, Specification and Purpose occurring most commonly.  e)n far 

outweighs the others in frequency, sometimes signifying Location, often Sphere. 

What additional comments on e)n ( )Ihsou=) Xrist%= can be made to those in 6.2?  Sphere is the 

predominant role of this motif in this particular epistle.  God's purposes and actions, and our lives 

individually and in community, are conducted 'in relation to Christ'.  He is mentioned no less than 5 

times in the first three verses.  dia/ is used in 1.5 and 2.18 to mark clearly his Agency in adoption 

and access to the Father, and the Agency role is inherent in uses of the e)n phrase in the teaching of 

chaps. 1 and 2, but the main role is Sphere.  God's new community, the recipients of his grace, and 

reconciled into a new peace10 with God and with one another, are such a community because they, 

and Paul, are 'in Christ', bound together in a close relationship to him. 

This chapter is a beginning only.  To get a more complete picture, the PPs of texts in other genres 

and by other authors need to be analysed.  Moreover, identification of role in relation to the predicate 

or head nominal, is only a part of the exegesis process, albeit a significant one.  The information of 

the PP must be weighed against the information provided by the other structural devices in the 

sentence. 

                                                           
10 'Nothing from Paul's pen was ever conventional' writes Stott, pointing out that in his 'conventional' greeting, he was 

giving two key words of his message to the Ephesians, grace and peace (1979:27). 



8.   IMPLICATIONS FOR TRANSLATION 

8.1   Theoretical framework for translation 
8.2   Translation of Prepositional Phrases 

8.1   THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR TRANSLATION 

8.1.0   APPROACH 

HIS FINAL CHAPTER reflects a major shift of focus from the source language (SL) and the 

exegesis of meaning to the receptor language (RL) and the rendering or transfer of that 

meaning in different form.  Exegesis and transfer are the two sides of the translation process.  Are 

there any valid and/or useful guidelines in the translation1 of prepositional phrases, particularly into 

non-European languages? 

 

Before examining the translation of specific items, it is necessary to look, however briefly, at the 

wider matter of an underlying 'philosophy' and principles of translation.  Much has been written 

about translation (both theory and practice) and about the communication process of which it is a 

part, and about the 'meaning' which is at the heart of communication.  My concern here is simply and 

briefly and with minimum illustration, to attempt a brief, pragmatic but consistent view of 

translation theory – my personal 'grid' or framework for what follows. 

8.1.1   THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS 

A translated written text is part of a wider communicative process.  In its most general terms, 

communication involves a SENDER, a RECEIVER and a MESSAGE as may be seen in the 

following diagram: 

SENDER ----------------> MESSAGE -----------> RECEIVER 

 Meaning 
Signal (Medium) 

(Words, flag, whistle etc.) 

 

Fig.8.1 

                                                           
1 It is difficult to be entirely consistent in the use of the term 'translation'.  It can be used in the wider sense of the total 
process of exegesis and transfer:  translation = exegesis of meaning in SL + transfer of meaning into the RL.  Or it can 
be used in the narrower sense of the second stage only:  translation = the transfer or rendering of meaning into the RL 
e.g. 'How do you translate "sweet potato"?'  This is probably the generally accepted layman's understanding of 
translation. 
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The MESSAGE is a composite of the inner content or 'meaning' and the outer form or 'signal' or 

medium through which the meaning is expressed. 

• More specifically, oral communication involves a SPEAKER, a HEARER and a MESSAGE, as 

shown in the following diagram: 

SPEAKER -----------> MESSAGE --------------> HEARER 

 Meaning 
Form (words) 

 

Fig.8.2 

From the speaker's point of view, the message is prepared and delivered within a framework of  

many different considerations: 

1) his purpose (to inform, persuade, entertain, share thoughts /feelings etc.). 

2) his perspective and/or attitude (e.g. anger, pleasure etc.). 

3) his position and relationship to his hearer(s) (senior/junior, male/female, class, rank etc.). 

4) the context of situation (the context of environment and events within which the message is 

given). 

5) any preceding oral monologue, dialogue or conversation 

6) his knowledge of the hearer(s) (work-gang, lecture audience, meal guests, own children, 

congregation, etc.) – their age, status, work, expectations etc. and his assumptions about their 

knowledge. 

7) his knowledge of the language (as MT speaker or second language speaker). 

8) his choice of language mode or style (lecture, army orders, nursery language, sermon etc.). 

9) his personal 'encyclopaedic' knowledge, training and experience or lack thereof. 

10) his spatio-temporal, socio-cultural environment (the wider context). 

Similarly, the hearer interprets and understands the message within a similar framework: 

(a) his knowledge of the speaker – purpose, perspectives, position etc. 

(b) the current context of situation. 

(c) any preceding conversation. 
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(d) his knowledge of himself (as a medical student, teenager in the family, job applicant, senior 

executive etc.). 

(e) his knowledge of the language in general, and the speaker's use of it in particular. 

(f) his own knowledge, training and experience, or lack thereof. 

(g) the wider historical and cultural environment in which he lives. 

• Written communication, on the other hand, may be diagrammed as follows: 

AUTHOR ---------------> TEXT --------------> READER 

 Content 
Form (words) 

 

Fig. 8.3 

Here also, the parameters of writing and interpretation are similar to those listed above for speaker 

and hearer, except that: 

– for 8) above, must be substituted 'his choice of literary genre' and 

– the reader may be of the same space-time and/or cultural framework as the author, or of a 

different space-time and/or cultural framework2. 

– the writer may have a partial or intimate acquaintance with his readers, or none at all. 

• Translation is one form of written communication.  We may represent translated text as follows: 

AUTHOR ---------------> TEXT (SL) --------------> READER 

 Content 
Form 

 

 | 
| 
| 
| 
V 

 

(Translator) -------------> TRANSLATION (RL) --------------> READER 

 Content 
Form 

 

Fig. 8.4 

                                                           
2 With present-day audio technology, the same distinction can be true of the 'hearer' also, but this distinction is not in 

focus. 
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As with the original text, the readers of the translation (called Receptor Language Audience by Ellis 

Deibler, NOT 2.3, 1988) may be of the same or different space-time and/or cultural framework from 

both the original author and the original readers (called the Source Language Audience by Deibler in 

the same article), and this will be a major factor in their interpretation of the text.  This is 

preeminently true of biblical text, of course.  Present-day readers are chronologically and (in many 

cases) culturally far removed from the original readers. 

We may state it like this.  Translation is the re-communication of (the meaning of) a message (text) 

in different form for different readers.  And central to this process is the role of the translator.  The 

translator is a broker between the original author and the new readership. 

8.1.2   THE TRANSLATION TASK 

The translator, as broker between author and readers, faces a two-fold task: 

1. to identify the meaning3 of the source document forms as accurately as possible i.e. sound 

exegesis. 

2. to transfer that meaning as faithfully as possible (i.e. with minimum addition, loss or change) to 

the natural forms of the receptor language. 

We may represent this task in a simple way as follows: 

M

SL  RL

M

 

Fig. 8.5 

In its simplest terms, translation is putting the same meaning (or message) in a different form4.  A 

good translation must be characterised by faithfulness to the original meaning of the SL document 

and faithfulness to the natural forms of the RL. 

                                                           
3 'Meaning' -- another elusive term about which much has been written.  Authors have their own way of listing the 

different types of meaning.  In this chapter, meaning is used in a wider sense, more of less synonymous with 
'message' i.e. the total composite of information, as intended by the original author (or speaker) and derived, or 
understood, by the reader (or hearer) from the lexical content, the grammatical forms, the literary genre, the authorial 
purpose and style, and from contextual information. 
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Problems facing the translator revolve particularly around three areas, and give rise to differing 

theories of translation.  The problems are distinct, but related. 

1. Faithfulness.  Striking the balance between faithfulness to the original meaning (reliability), and 

faithfulness to the natural forms of the RL (readability) is not easy, and the translator is constantly 

juggling between the two.  It is this tension which gives rise to the so-called more 'literal' translations 

on the one hand, and the more 'free' translations on the other. 

2. Meaning.  What is the 'meaning' we translate?5  For the original reader, the meaning of a text is 

derived not only from information stated explicitly in the text, but also from a wide range of 

'hidden' information, some of it implicit in the text, some of it derived from information outside the 

text.  How much such 'implicit information'6 must be included in a translation in order to aid readers 

of a different time-space, cultural background in their understanding?  Words such as 'passover' or 

'synagogue' or 'leper' symbolise far more than a mere dictionary definition – rather they symbolise a 

'scenario'7, a vast complex of information. 

The whole question of 'hidden' information (whether implicit in the text itself, or assumed 

background information) i.e. information which is not stated in words but which may be necessary 

for the understanding of the text, is perhaps the most vexed of all for translators, and much has been 

written on the subject.  There is not the time nor space nor relevance to discuss the topic at length, 

 
 'Meaning' may also have a narrower sense (implied in figure 8.1 and those following) as the referential or 

propositional content of text, which is expressed in words and sentences.  Hence the question:  What does this word 
mean? 

4 To pick a couple of textbook definitions of translation -- 'Translation is basically a change of form. ... translation 
consists of transferring the meaning of the source language into the receptor language.' (Larson, 1984:3) 

 'There are probably as many definitions of "translation" as there are of "sentence" (and probably no more revealing).  
One which is not totally unattractive ... is: "the replacement of a representation of a text in one language by a 
representation of an equivalent text in a second language".' (Bell, 1991:20, quoting Hartmann and Stork, 1972:713)  
Not totally attractive either! 

 Books on translation reflect, even in their titles, the vexed question -- is translation a science, an art or a craft?  I like 
to believe it combines all three. 

5 cf. Gütt's article with this title (OPTAT 1. Jan. 1987) and his other writing on Relevance theory. 
6 Standard definitions of implicit or implied information are:  '[information] which is clearly understood, even though it 

is not stated in words' (Barnwell, 1980, 2nd. edition);  'that for which there is no form but the information is part of 
the total communication intended or assumed by the writer' (Larson 1984:38);  '[that] which is present in a message, 
and is so intended by the sender and understood by a competent receptor, without being formally present in the 
discourse' (Nida, 1969:204);  'information is implicit when a)  it is not stated in words, b)  it is necessary for the 
correct understanding of facts, emotions or logic in a given discourse, c)  the original author intended the original 
audience to understand the discourse correctly.'  (Farrell and Hoyle, Unpub.paper) 

 A distinction is made later in the chapter between 'implicit' and 'assumed' information. 
7 A word used by Cognitive theory. 
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but in the next sections (8.1.3 and 8.1.4) we may make certain basic statements about it before 

dealing directly with the translation of PPs. 

The meaning we translate is also derived from the forms of expression used by the SL e.g. poetry, 

irony, a succession of brief imperatives, forcefulness of style, rate of information flow (compressed 

or laid out gradually) etc.  These factors also the translator must take into account, and opinions 

differ as to how they should be handled. 

3. Naturalness8.  Which are the natural forms of the RL?  There may be many different modes or 

styles in a language group, reflecting different groups of people or different purposes and situations 

of use – literary, newspaper, street language, religious language, status dialect etc.  A decision must 

be made as to which 'brand' of the language is to be used. 

8.1.3   A QUESTION OF MEANING 

The 'meaning' of a written text (its 'message'), as indicated above, is not confined to the 'dictionary 

meaning' of the lexical and grammatical forms used to express it.  It includes information drawn 

from the surrounding text, and from wider knowledge outside the text.  We may say that a reader's 

interpretation and understanding of meaning depends not only on the immediate TEXT but also on 

the surrounding CONTEXT.  It is derived from text within context.  And context is a set of 

widening circles9. 

NON-VERBAL CONTEXTS 
(situational, historical, geographical, cultural, religious etc.) 

 VERBAL  CONTEXT 

(immediate and remote) 

 

  TEXT 

Lexical and 
grammatical 

meaning 

  

 (IMPLICIT INFORMATION)  

 (ASSUMED INFORMATION)  

Fig. 8.6 
                                                           
8 It is difficult to resist including J.B. Phillips first personal 'principle' of translation:  '1.  To me the test of a real 

translation is that it should not read like translation at all.'  TBT Vol. 4, No. 2, 1953.  pp. 53-59. 
9 Any reference to 'context' should include a reference to Prof. J.R. Firth, holder of the first Chair in General Linguistics 

in Britain (London, 1944-56) who stressed a contextual view of meaning at every level, in particular, the 'context of 
situation', a concept he took from the anthropologist Malinowski.  (See Robins' excellent summary, 1961:194) 
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• TEXT AND CONTEXT  (THE SOURCES OF INFORMATION) 

Textual information is information derived directly from the text itself, and includes the lexical and 

grammatical meaning, discourse features and literary genre.  Contextual information is derived 

from the context, both the context of the document itself, and the context outside the written 

document.  Note that the term 'context' implies the source of the information. 

The verbal or literary context may be the immediate context of the rest of the paragraph or section, 

or it may be the remoter context of another chapter in the document.  This verbal context may 

provide many types of grammatical and referential clues to the reader, to aid in understanding words 

and statements in the text. 

But not only the verbal but also the non-verbal context is vitally important to the understanding of 

the text. 

1.  The situational context includes the author's intention, the nature of the readers, the 

circumstances of writing, all material typically found in the introduction to a biblical book 

commentary.  Some of this material may indeed be found in the text, or derived from other texts or 

sources of information. 

2.  The historical, cultural context includes the whole historical, geographical, political, social and 

cultural environment in which the document was written.  Some of this information too, may be 

derived from the text, but much of it will be derived from other texts and sources. 

All this extra-textual information is known, in varying degrees, by both author and the original 

readers10.  'All communication is based on shared information' (Larson 1984:36). 

• 'HIDDEN' INFORMATION 

As already hinted at in the preceding paragraphs, every message contains information which is 

expressed explicitly, and some which is not.  In other words, not all the information required to 

understand the meaning of a particular piece of text is stated explicitly in words.  Some of the 

information is 'hidden', either because of the grammatical, discourse or lexical characteristics of the  

 
                                                           
10 All this contextual information corresponds to Gütt's 'Contextual Information' or 'Contextual Assumptions', the total 

encyclopaedic knowledge of the hearer (reader) which is essential for understanding of the text. 
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language itself, or because it has already been stated, or because it is already known by both author 

and reader as shared background information (or indeed, because the author is intentionally 

withholding it from the reader).  This 'hidden' information, not stated in words, but necessary for 

complete understanding of the message, may usefully be distinguished by two labels: 

Information which may be culled or derived from the text or from the verbal context is known as 

implicit information;  it is recoverable from the (wider) written text.  In translation, it may be 

helpful for good understanding and naturalness to make such implicit information explicit e.g.  

replacing a pronoun by a full noun, a time phrase ('After he had ...'), a story-final formula, a reason 

stated or implied somewhere else in the text, a classifier with the name of a river, town or plant, and 

many other such adjustments. 

Some distinctions may indeed be demanded by the grammatical, syntactic or discourse forms of the 

RL e.g. inclusive v. exclusive first person, masculine v. feminine pronouns, older v. younger brother 

etc. Though not  present explicitly in the SL, they must be included in the RL translation. 

Information which is part of the shared background knowledge of both author and reader (historical, 

geographical, social, cultural etc.) may be called assumed information11. 

Such a distinction between the two types of hidden information is significant and helpful when it 

comes to questions of making them explicit in translation for readers of another time, or locality or 

culture. 

• SUMMARY 

The total meaning of a text (of whatever size – verse, a paragraph, a section or chapter, or indeed of 

a whole book), whether expressed explicitly or not, is derived by the original reader from both the 

text and the context.  Contextual information may be found within the immediate or remoter literary 

context, and will serve to elucidate various kinds of lexical and grammatical implicit information.  

Contextual information may also be found in other texts and sources outside the text in question, and 

                                                           
11 cf. unpublished paper by Dr. Katy Barnwell, SIL, Dallas, 1993, for the use of these labels. 
 'Implicit information' has traditionally been used for both these kinds of information as in Beekman and Callow:  

Implicit information may be derived from 3 sources -- the immediate [verbal] context, the remote [verbal] context, 
and sources outside the document (1974: 48-62). 
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is regarded as shared, background 'assumed information'.  It, too, may be necessary and relevant to 

understanding the meaning of the text. 

A translation must carry the same message as that intended by the original author12.  This means 

that both the explicit and the hidden information of the source language text must be available to the 

reader of the receptor language if he is to understand the message correctly and completely. 

8.1.4   HOW  MUCH HIDDEN INFORMATION SHOULD BE INCLUDED IN THE 
TEXT? 

Implicit information 

There is little problem in making explicit in the RL implicit information which is recoverable from 

the SL, either because it may be be 'unpacked' from the SL form (e.g. a)/fesij  'forgiveness' implies 

'of sins'; it also implies a forgiver), or because it may be found in the linguistic context.  If it is 

required for proper understanding of the meaning, or because the grammatical forms of the RL 

demand it, or because a more natural style is achieved, it may be made explicit.  However, the 

cautions below should be noted. 

Assumed information 

The wealth of assumed, background information which is shared by both author and original 

audience, covers both  

• that which is essential or relevant to the understanding of the immediate text, i.e. without which a 

zero or wrong meaning would be given. 

• that which is not essential or relevant to the understanding of the immediate text. 

Background information may be made explicit in translation for readers of a different 

time/space/cultural setting if it is essential or relevant for a correct understanding of the intended 

meaning i.e. for effective communication. 

An illustration from Farrell and Hoyle, based on Luke 5.12-14, makes this clear.  The particular 

phrase in focus is 'a man full of leprosy'.  The passage (NIV) is as follows: 

                                                           
12 This statement is made in the recognition that there are other modern theories of text interpretation which disallow 

authorial intention and perspective, and make meaning reader-dependent. 
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12  While Jesus was in one of the towns, a man came along who was covered with leprosy.  
When he saw Jesus, he fell with his face to the ground and begged him, "Lord, if you are willing, 
you can make me clean." 

13  Jesus reached out his hand and touched the man.  "I am willing," he said.  "Be clean!"  And 
immediately the leprosy left him. 

14  Then Jesus ordered him, "Don't tell anyone, but go, show yourself to the priest and offer the 
sacrifices that Moses commanded for your cleansing, as a testimony to them." 

One needs to realise that lepers were ritually-unclean and untouchable.  'Without this knowledge, the 

reader will not understand why the leper asks to be made clean (ritually-pure) rather than be healed, 

will not understand the logic of the leper showing himself to a priest, and will not understand the 

emotional impact of Jesus touching the leper.'  For the original audience 'the word "leprosy" opened 

up a whole scenario ... which included all their previous experiences related to leprosy.' (F and H, b)  

This would include ritual uncleanness and untouchability and the role of priests, but also physical 

disfigurement, exclusion from the community and begging. 

For the purposes of translation for new readers unaware of these facts, it is considered by many 

legitimate to include the minimal 'pegs' from the 'scenario' (terms from Cognitive theory) i.e. 

'ritual-impurity: a peg for 5:12 "clean" (otherwise "clean" is illogical) 

  a peg for 5:14 "priest" (otherwise seeing a priest is illogical) 

untouchability: a peg for 5:13 "touching him" (otherwise Jesus' action is not unusual)' (F and H, a) 

Luke 5.12 might then be rendered: 'While Jesus was in one of the towns, a man came along who was 

covered with leprosy.  Because of his leprosy he was ritually unclean and an untouchable.  When he 

saw Jesus he fell with his face to the ground and begged him,  "Lord, if you are willing, you can cure 

me and make me ritually-clean".' (F and H, a) 

Farrell and Hoyle argue that such information is necessary for processing the text as it is read, and 

must therefore be placed within the text, or in a heading preceding the section, if that is acceptable in 

the RL13. 

                                                           
13 Further explanatory information may be given to the reader in a number of ways -- in footnotes, in an explanatory 

synopsis preceding a section of text, in a glossary, in supplementary helps (introductions and handbooks of all kinds), 
depending on what is understandable and acceptable in the given language situation. 
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CAUTIONS 

Making both implicit and assumed background information explicit within the RL text may be 

justifiable in a given language situation, but the following safeguards14 must be borne in mind: 

1. Added explicit information should be kept to the minimum required for understanding, or to 

conform to the requirements of grammar or naturalness. 

2. Too much information can divert from or distort the main theme. 

3. Accurate exegesis is imperative.  An explicit rendering of an implicit form should not favour one 

element only of its interpretation.  For example, to render 'in Christ' as 'through Christ' may omit 

other aspects of its meaning. 

4. Information may be hidden by the author for a specific purpose.  He may be withholding or 

delaying information for some or all of his readers. 

5. The nearer context is a surer guide to making information explicit than the more remote context. 

6. Where there is a major language version of the Scriptures available, local expectations of church 

leaders must be discussed with them. 

7. Lack of implicit information is only one of the possible blockages to communication.  Others are 

'(a) faulty discourse structure, including lack of appropriate signals for cohesion and focus, (b) use 

of wrong or unfamiliar vocabulary and idioms, ... (c) unnatural or over complicated grammatical 

structures' (Barnwell). 

SUMMARY 

The matter of hidden and explicit information is one of the key issues in translation theory and 

practice;  it is because of this that I have given it more than a passing reference.  We are aware, of 

course, of our still limited knowledge and understanding of biblical settings and authorial purpose.  

But careful exegesis of the PPs, with their wide range of local, metaphorical and extended meanings, 

must be followed by accurate and careful translation, if these meanings are not to be under- or over-

translated or distorted. 

 
14 cf. the caveats in Barnwell (unpub. MS), which I have drawn from. 
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8.2   TRANSLATION OF PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES 

8.2.0   APPROACH 

As shown in the previous section, the translation process involves: 

• Unpacking the meaning of the original SL, more compressed in the epistles than the gospels. 

• Transferring that meaning into grammatically correct, lexically accurate, stylistically clear and 

natural equivalents in the RL. 

Within that comprehensively defined task, the particular focus in this thesis has been the use of 

semantic role analysis to unpack the meaning of the PPs, and on how to render them into other 

languages.  The 'unpacking' of other elements such as genitival constructions, participial clauses, 

relatives or the key role of particles etc. is not in focus, but is assumed. 

An original motivation of this thesis was to examine the translation of PPs into 2 or 3 non-IE 

languages to see whether there are any principles or guidelines that might usefully be established.  

This has not been possible to do in depth.  Two areas of concern in translating PPs will therefore be 

considered briefly, the matter of implicit information, and the range of RL linguistic devices 

available to render PPs. 

8.2.1   IMPLICIT INFORMATION 

In the epistles, a great deal of information is condensed into both the PPs and genitival constructions.   

In the following few verses from 1 Peter 1, there are no less than 14 PPs.  For simplicity, the raised 

numbers are attached to the preposition. 

2 kata\1 pro/gnwsin qeou= patro/j e)n2 a(giasm%½ 
pneu/matoj ei¹j3 u(pakoh\n kaiì r(antismo\n aiàmatoj 
¹Ihsou=  Xristou=, xa/rij u(miÍn kaiì ei¹rh/nh plhqunqei¿h. 

 1 Specif.  (of e)klektoi=j in v. 1) 
2 Means 
3 Purpose (or result?) 
 

3 Eu)loghto\j o( qeo\j kaiì path\r tou= kuri¿ou h(mw½n  
¹Ihsou= Xristou=, o( kata\\4 to\ polu\ au)tou= eÃleoj 
a)nagennh/saj h(ma=j ei¹j5 e)lpi¿da zw½san di'6 
a)nasta/sewj  ¹Ihsou= Xristou= e)k7 nekrw½n,  

 4 Specif. > Reason.  'out of/ 
because of his great mercy' 

5 Goal i.e. (in this context) result 
6 Means 
7 Source  (separation) 
 

4 ei¹j8 klhronomi¿an aÃfqarton kaiì a)mi¿anton kaiì 
a)ma/ranton, tethrhme/nhn e)n9 ou)ranoiÍj ei¹j10 u(ma=j  

 8 Goal i.e. result  (as 5) 
9 Location 
10 Beneficiary 
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5 tou\j e)n11 duna/mei qeou= frouroume/nouj dia\12\ 

pi¿stewj ei¹j13 swthri¿an e(toi¿mhn a)pokalufqh=nai 
e)n14 kair%½ e)sxa/t%.  

 11 Means 
12 Means 
13 Time-until 
14 Time-when 
 

 

Information is 'hidden' not only in the prepositions, but in the many abstract nominal forms.  This 

meaning may be expressed to a greater or lesser degree in the RL, depending on the situation 

(readers, cultural setting, Christian knowledge and experience etc.) and also on the translation 

'philosophy' of the translators. 

Below are two renderings, illustrating how this passage has been handled.  The raised numbers 

correspond to the numbers in the Greek. 

 CONTEMPORARY ENGLISH 
VERSION 

 COMMENTS 

2 God the Father decided1 to choose you as his 
people, and his Spirit has made you holy2.  
You have obeyed Jesus Christ and are 
sprinkled with his blood.3 

I pray God will be kind to you and will keep 
on giving you peace! 

 1 Foreknowledge interpreted as intention and 
made the main verb. 

2 Rendered as a second statement. 
3 A third statement (with the implication that it 

follows from the first two??) 
 

3 Praise God, the Father of our Lord Jesus 
Christ.  God is so good4, and by raising 
Jesus6 from death7, he has given us new life 
and a hope that lives on5. 

 4 As in v.2, the kata/ phrase is made the initial 
statement. 

5 Result  (life and hope combined;  metaphor of 
rebirth removed) 

6 Means  ('Christ' omitted) 
7 Source (separation) 
 

4 God has something8a stored up for you10 in 
heaven9, where it will never decay or be 
ruined or disappear8b. 

 8a, b Result phrase > main statement. 
'something' is a (weak) rendering of 
'inheritance'.  cf. TEV  'rich blessings'. 

9 Location 
10 Beneficiary 
 

5 You have faith in God12, whose power will 
protect you11 until the last day14.  Then he 
will save you, just as he has always planned 
to do13. 

NB.  Footnotes are given to explain 
'sprinkled with his blood' and 'the last day'. 

 11 God is  made explicit as the object of faith, and 
the e)n phrase is then a relative clause.  God's 
power is more in focus in NIV  'By faith, you are 
shielded by God's power until ...' 

12 dia/ phrase made the main statement. 
13 Expanded into separate statement, which is tied 

in to 'the last day' of previous sentence. 
14 Time-until. 
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 BERIK15  (IRIAN JAYA)  COMMENTS 

2 [verses 1 and 2 are combined] 

[from v.1: At that former time, God (lit: Great Father) 
had chosen (far past) you in order that you would 
become his people.]  He planned1 (far past) like this 
to wash your sins with Jesus Christ's blood.  He also 
planned like this (for) you to live purely (lit: with 
pure lives)3 by/with the power of the Holy Spirit (lit: 
the Great Father's Breath)2. 

[statement about Peter himself from v. 1 follows] 

I pray to God in order that, He'll greatly give His 
grace (lit: goodness) to you, and He'll make you have 
much peace (lit: your livers will be very good - 
different "good" than used in 'grace'). 

 1 Foreknowledge includes planning. 
2 Means 
3 Purpose, expressed as another main 

statement. 

3 Come, let's (incl.) praise God!  He is the Father of 
Jesus Christ, our Lord (Tuhan).  He has loved us 
greatly4, and because of that He has raised JC6 from 
the dead7, and when we (incl.) believe (lit: take hold 
of) that talk, He gives us new life.  And now at this 
time we hope in God, because we already know like 
this, we will (far fut.) have eternal life (lit: good life 
forever)5. 

 4 The reason is stated as the initial 
statement. 

5 New life and hope are the climax 
statements after the predisposing 
circumstances. 

6 and 7 Flow from his love, and lead to 
the new life and hope.  A further link 
(our believing) is given to show the 
connection between the resurrection 
and the life and hope we receive. 

 
4 And everything which God prepared (far past) in 

heaven9 (lit: great good place) in order to give to His 
people10, we (incl.) already know, we'll have all 
that8.  All that in Heaven doesn't become bad, doesn't 
rot, and doesn't end. 

 8 The resulting 'inheritance' is described 
in 2 sentences. 

9 Location 
10 Recipient. 

5 You (pl.) have believed in God12, and because of that 
God's power has encircled you11 until that last 
day/time14.  At that day/time God will (far fut.) take 
you in order that you will live well with Him.  And at 
that time you (emphatic) won't have sins, and your 
lives will be only good13 (lit: in a good state). 

 11 The result of belief. 
12 Our belief is stated as the reason for 

what follows.  [which should be in 
greater focus - God's encircling power, 
or our faith??] 

13 Description of the resulting state of 
salvation. 

14 Time-until 
 

 

Both these renderings are toward the 'freer' end of the spectrum, often necessary to spread out the 

high 'information load' of the PPs.  In both, the PPs are frequently rendered by clauses.  They 

illustrate, perhaps, the tremendous range of variations possible, the difficulty of maintaining the 

thematic flow, and putting the focus on the right elements. 

 
15 The back-translation from Berik is an early one, and some changes will have been made.  It is used for illustrative 

purposes, and is not being evaluated.  Thanks to Peter and Sue Westrum (SIL). 
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8.2.2   RL RESOURCES 

A comprehensive study of RL devices for handling semantic roles, drawn from language families 

around the world, would be a mammoth task16.  The following comments are in three groups. 

• LOCATIVE USES 

The locative and time relationships expressed by the prepositions of IE languages, can, of course, be 

expressed by other means in languages with no or few prepositions.  Jebero17, an Indian language of 

eastern Peru, has 4 word classes – verbs, nominals, adverbs and particles, and, as commonly with 

Amerindian languages, a highly complex system of affixation, both derivational and inflectional.  All 

word classes, including particles, can be suffixed by 'word suffixes', including -ima, the connective 

'and'.  Verbs have their own sets involving thousands of possible combinations, some of which have 

directional meanings.  Nominals and adverbs may be suffixed by non-verbal suffixes. 

The suffix -k´k' means 'at, in, on, to' as in piD ´k'k´k'  'in [or, to] the house',  nuNk´k'  'in the canoe',  

as´k' 'here' [from asu/  'this' + -k´k']. 

Other suffixes include -lupa/  'by, along, in the direction of',  -tak' 'by the side of',  -la 'from',  -wal´k' 

'as far as'  as in m´Nmiwal´k'  'up to the chacra' and many others. 

Time may be expressed by a handful of adverbs such as napi/  'long ago',  ipa/,  'now' tamutu/  

'noon'. 

Kadiweu18, a language of southern Mato Grosso, Brazil, has a very few 'locative words', which are 

used strictly for space, not time, e.g. manitaga + noun, as in 'there-in-synagogue [is this man ...]'.  

But, as with Jebero, verbal suffixes carry much of the relational and directional load.  They include  

-teci 'by means of, near, behind, on edge',  -tegeí  'towards him, for him, to come towards',  -tinece  

 

 
                                                           
16 A questionnaire could be used, focussing only on the PPs of non-IE languages, whose aim would be to find out: 

1.  The nature and function of any prepositional/postpositional system in the language, and in particular, whether 
there is a widely used basic locative form. 
2.  How the (universal?) semantic roles expressed by the Greek prepositions have been rendered in the language.  
This would be done by requesting the RL version of sample passages, along with a back-translation and comments.  
An earlier version of such a questionnaire was sent to a few colleagues. 

17 data from J.T. Bendor-Samuel, 'Structure and Function of the Verbal Piece in Jebero', PhD Thesis MS, 1958. 
18 data from Glyn Griffiths (SIL) 
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in, in something deep, going down into',  -tio  'into' and others.  In expressions such as 'going through 

a cornfield' or 'lowering into' (as in the story of the paralytic in Mk 2), the Path role would be 

expressed by a verbal suffix. 

Tepo Krumen19 of Côte d'Ivoire has a number of postpositions, used for location:  mU @  (a general 

locative meaning 'in, at'), probably derived from the noun 'belly' as found in the related language 

Bété;  gbo‹, 'under', from bU @, 'foot, leg' and ke‹, 'on', meaning 'back'.  In Krumen, as in many other 

languages around the world, locative words are derived from such nouns, mostly body parts (cf. Eng. 

the head of the valley, the foot of the ladder).  Examples: 

dI ç@ mU @  ka#yú gbo ‹   pìtì ke 
village in house under grass on 
  i.e. 'in the house'   

 

Like Kadiweu, Goal, Source and Path, i.e. the dynamic locatives, are expressed by the verb (cf. Eng. 

leave, approach).  'They were going through the cornfields' (= 'crossing') would be 'They were 

cutting in half/part ...'  Mambila20 (Nigeria/Cameroun border) and Ngbaka21 NW Zaire, similarly 

use verbs for 'down', 'up', 'through' and 'around'. 

Tarok22 (Plateau State, Nigeria), like many other African languages, does have a generalised 

locative form, kV, where the vowel V is the same as the initial vowel of the following word.   

as´l  'path,  ka (a)s´l  'on the path';  awo  'hand',  ka (a)wo  'in the hand';  anuN  'mouth  ka (a)nuN  'in 

the mouth';  acu  'language',  ka (a)cu iTarok,  'in the T language;  iwu  'eye',  ki iwu  'in the eye';  ki 

iLangtang  'in Langtang;  nzhi  'house',  k´ nzhi  'in the house' etc.  It is fused with certain 

(etymological) nouns to give other commonly used locative or relational forms e.g. k´she  'inside'  ( > 

k´she igwak  'in the heart');  k´v´N  'under',  k´pal  'on top of'';  k´nda  'today';  k´kul  'because of' 

etc. 

 
19 data from Peter Thalmann. 
20 data from Mo Perrin. 
21 data from Elaine Thomas. 
22 personal information. 
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• METAPHORICAL USES 

Idiomatic expressions, related to the locative uses above, are common in languages.  Thus, Krumen 

has: 

ké  lé       á wlU & ke 
Foc. there his/her heart on 

in his heart 

ké  lé nç& yí mU @  
Foc. there him eyes in 

from his point of view 

ké  lé ya#i‚ kwlí mU @  
Foc. there dream belly in 

in/through a dream 

bE #bi#    lé mU $ kwlí mU @  
that-it fall there you belly in 

may you remember it 
 

In Mambila also 'hand' and 'eye' are used for perspective, not with a preposition, but in a locative 

form.  Thus, in 1C 7.40 'in my opinion ...' in Mambila is 'in my hand, ...'. 

The appropriate expression for idiomatic uses of the Greek prepositions must be found.  Thus 

Krumen has for 'his blood be on us and on our children'  (Mt 27.25): 

ké  ó á     kU êkvE ê a#    tà  mU @  
Indep.  there 
marker 

his  death CN  place in 

[we stand up, we and our children] in the place of his death 

 

Kadiweu renders with a clause:  'Can-be that-we are-culpable, and our children, because of his 

death'. 

So also 'the wrath of God remains on him'  (Jo 3.36): 

... kE # E #, ¯i#sva#  a#   yrU #, nU#$   dio       yE #, tE $  klç$  tE  ye  gbo# 
    but God   CN  wrath  (bile) it-Foc.  will-him  find as life last pp  pp 

God's wrath will find/get him eternally. 

 

Kadiweu renders 'wrath' by a verb:  'but God always that He-is-angry-with-him this person, and he-

punishes-him'. 
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Metaphor, like other types of figure of speech, is highly language-specific.  It is, of course, a large 

and important topic, and covers far more than simply the PPs.  The distinction must be made 

between 'dead metaphors', idioms which may or may not have equivalents in another language, and 

'live  metaphors', used by the author to make a striking comparison.  The translator may try and 

preserve the effect of a powerful metaphor by using the same or a different comparison, or introduce 

a metaphor where none was present in the original.  Thus we have the colourful 'their eyes got red 

with anger', an expression of the strongest emotion in Doyayo23 (Cameroun) for 'gnashed on him 

with their teeth' (Ac 7.54), 'they had already tied mouth' (Jo 9.22) for 'conspire/plan with a bad 

motive', and in Migili24 'their mouth it turned two' for 'there was a schism' (Jo 9.16). 

Wherever a Greek PP is used metaphorically, the RL equivalent may be a phrase, or a clause.   

• EXTENDED USES 

The further one moves from locative uses of the Greek prepositions (whether they are used literally 

or figuratively), the more likelihood there is that they will be rendered by alternative structures in the 

RL.  In languages with few prepositions or postpositions, roles such as Agency, Target, Means, 

Reason or Purpose will be signalled in other ways.  In a language of high affixation (both 

derivational and inflectional) such as Jebero (see above), suffixes may express relationships other 

than locative ones, such as: 

-ki  'of' (possession)'  e.g. m´Nmi  nanaki lit. 'chacra of him' 
-l´k'  'with'  e.g. saw´lyil´k'  'with the machete' 
-mal´k'  'for the sake of, because of'  e.g. wilamal´k'  'for  the child's sake', and many more. 

The following few examples from Tepo Krumen show some of the possible restructurings. 

Means:  Eph 2.13  e)genh/qhte e)ggu\j e)n t%½ aiàmati tou= Xristou=. 

'Jesus Christ poured out his blood.  It is through that [ké ç# na#a# lé   Foc. he walk-Loc there...] that he 
passed God to bring us close to him'.  The 'classic expression of Means'. 

1P 1.5  e)n duna/mei qeou= frouroume/nouj 

ké      lé á    klí  a    ke#-niniE # kwlí   mU @  
Indep. there his power CN  PP-being inside in 

 

Note that physical means for actions in many West African languages are expressed by serial verbs. 

– 'He took knife cut it' for He cut it with a knife. 

                                                           
23 data from Marinus Wiering. 
24 data from Vincent Dogo. 
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Reason:  Lu 5.19  kaiì mh\ eu(ro/ntej poi¿aj ei¹sene/gkwsin au)to\n dia\ to\n oÃxlon 

ma#hui‚   a#    hùhuè a #  tì 
people CN  being-many CN  cause/affair 

[when they arrived in front of the house] because of the being-numerous of the people  
i.e  because there were so many people. 

 
Mt 13.58  kaiì ou)k e)poi¿hsen e)keiÍ duna/meij polla\j dia\ th\n a)pisti¿an au)tw½n . (a verbal noun)  

E $  nue#, U #     dió wlU & ye# kuo # 
which make-it 
i.e. because 

they Neg.-him heart before trust 

[he didn't do any miracles any more,]  because they didn't trust him. 

 

Other roles are also expressed verbally e.g.   

Sphere:  Ro 8.1  'there is no condemnation to those in Christ Jesus' becomes 'those who trust JC 

never God's judgment will catch them'. 

Agency:  Ro 3.24  'reconciliation which is through Christ Jesus' becomes '... because JC took away 

their sin'. 

In sum, all languages have locative devices to express location in space and time, and the dynamic 

locatives of Goal, Source and Path.  All languages use metaphor and idiom, which provide the 

graphic distinctiveness of each, though there will often not be a one-to-one correspondence between 

SL and RL.  All languages can reflect and signal the related and derived/extended roles which are 

encoded, sometimes cryptically, in the PPs of the Greek New Testament. 



9.   POSTSCRIPT 

E END AS WE BEGAN, with 17 small signals, whose fascination and significance in the Greek 

New Testament far outweigh their size.  The chief purpose of the thesis has been to elucidate 

the meaning of prepositional phrases, particularly those which are exegetically more complex, using 

the tool of semantic role analysis.  Twelve major roles have been established, with a number of 

clearly defined derived or related roles.  One role may be reflected by more than one preposition, and 

one preposition may have more than one role. 

 

Each preposition has its own role or roles, with the possibility of its own set of variants, giving each 

preposition its own distinctive flavour. 

The study has been personally beneficial, providing a set of options, for example, in the exegesis of 

e)n phrases. 

On the other hand, this study is incomplete, and there are a number of further areas of research, if it 

is to be completed and validated properly.  They include the following: 

1. Studies need to be carried out on the remaining prepositions, so that the particular distinctives of 

each of the 17 is apparent.  The next ones would, without doubt, be the pairs ei)j/pro/j,  a)po//e)k, 

and u(pe/r/a)nti/. 

2. Though samples have been taken from all sections of the New Testament, more detailed study of 

prepositional use in the Petrine and Johannine books and Hebrews would reveal similarities and 

contrasts with the Ephesians selection.  Other Pauline material could usefully be included also. 

3. From a translation perspective (as well as an exegetical one), it is important to know not only the 

role of a PP, but what information load it carries relative to other elements in the text.  Is it the 

major topic of the sentence, or in a supporting role?  Is it providing known or new information? 

And in what order should the information be presented ('information flow')?  Languages differ, 

for example, in whether they put the reason before or after the main proposition.  They differ too, 

in whether narrative events need or need not be put in chronological order.  These are questions 

which  must be applied, of course, to other structures in a sentence, such as participial clauses, 

relatives or other subordinate clauses as well as to PPs. 
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4. What information is available on prepositional systems in other languages, especially non-IE? 

5. What (other) linguistic devices do other languages have for rendering not only the locative, but 

also the extended uses of prepositions? 

To research the latter points would be a large, daunting task;  but the first two items have a more 

clearly marked boundary, and would usefully supplement the information and conclusions of this 

study. 

In January 1944, Basil Atkinson gave the first Tyndale New Testament lecture to a conference of 

Graduates and theological students at Trinity College, Cambridge under the title 'The Theology of 

Prepositions'.    I end this thesis with his closing remarks (44:28).1 

I have purposely left for a climax what I believe to be the most striking prepositional 

sentence of the New Testament.  It constitutes itself a climax in its context, appearing as it 

does at the conclusion of the apostle Paul's great dissertation on the meaning and fulfilment 

of Old Testament prophecy addressed to Israel.  I refer of course to the great argument on 

the remnant found in Rom. ix-xi.  Apart from the ascription which forms the concluding 

sentence of the whole, the apostle ends this section of the epistle with the words, "E)c 

au)tou= kai di' au)tou= kai ei)j au)to\n ta\ pa/nta."  It will be noticed that this sentence 

depends for its meaning almost entirely upon the three prepositions which constitute its 

emphatic words.  In modern English we should not perhaps lay all this burden upon 

prepositions.  We should say, "He is the source, the channel and the goal of all things."  

But even if we use substantives, the weight is greater than the human intellect can bear.  It 

seems to be that the whole of theology is contained in this one sentence and expressed by 

these three prepositions.  Transcendence and immanence are both there.  The care of God 

for His creation and its dependence upon Him are there.  His almighty power is there, His 

infinity and His existence from eternity past.  His sovereignty over the present world is  

 

 
1 The quote should be read in the context of an initial statement of his method.  'There are ... two current methods of 

approaching the relationship between theology and philology ... The one is to make up the mind first on matters of 
doctrine and then to impose the theories so arrived at upon the pages of Scripture and to force the language to comply 
with them. ... The other method is to determine as exactly as possible the meaning of the words and sentences of the 
text and to attempt no theological definition until that is so far as may be settled' (44:3).  Atkinson claims to follow 
the second method. 
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there.  The sentence contains a firm foundation for assurance on the part of the weakest 

saint.  The foundation for all Christology is there as well as for all right thinking about 

human nature, and above all a triumphant hope for an eternal future is there.  The sentence 

bridges eternity and brings down eternity into our poor world as it passes by.  It stops short 

nowhere and its wide expanse embraces all our need.  It starts with God, catches us up on 

its journeys, and carries us on to the time when forever God will be all in all. 
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